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ABSTRACT 

Pattern formation is found widely throughout nature serving important roles in many 

different biological contexts. Multicellular organisms form patterns to enable new functions and 

pattern formation is also a crucial step for biological adaptation. The work presented here lays 

the foundations for the creation and control of multicellular growth patterns with a normally 

single-celled organism. The natural capacity for strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast to 

perform multicellular growth is here genetically and externally-controlled using synthetic 

biology tools. This allows S. cerevisiae grow in multicellular filamenting patterns, following a 

unique phenotype called pseudohyphal growth. Fine-control of the dynamic behaviour and 

gene expression of a colony of cells growing with this phenotype should enable fractal-like 

growth formations to be genetically-encoded. 

 In this work, synthetic gene regulatory networks were first constructed in order to 

control genetic targets than induce or repress the pseudohyphal growth phenotype. This 

generated haploid and diploid yeast strains that can quickly switch to growing as filaments 

when simple chemical stimuli are externally provided or removed. In order to enable control 

over pattern formation with these strains, further genetic targets such as the BUD genes were 

investigated and the pseudohyphal growth phenotype was linked to previously described timer 

gene regulatory networks that dynamically change the expression of target genes over hours 

and days. These timer networks allowed cells to be programmed to transition from 

pseudohyphal growth back to normal yeast growth as the cells are grown in a colony over 

days. Finally, in an attempt to create controlled growth from pseudohyphal yeast so that 

fractal-like patterns could be made, new hybrid promoters with multiple modes of regulation 

were generated. These externally-inducible promoters were constructed to only express in 

mother cells after they have budded a daughter cell, and were designed in order to control 

how often filaments form new branches when S. cerevisiae grows in pseudohyphal form. 

While a full integration of the whole system to generate controllable fractal-like patterns was 

not achieved in the end, this study delivers several valuable new tools for yeast research and 

yeast synthetic biology.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Genetic manipulation  

1.1.1 The history of Genetic Engineering and its applications  

Modifying organisms to possess specific traits for desired applications is a concept that 

was developed by human societies thousands of years ago especially during agricultural 

innovations such as the selective breeding of organisms. The discoveries made by Gregor 

Mendel in the 19th century established the rules of heredity that not only offered the necessary 

context for evolving traits but also essentially kick-started the field of genetics.  

It is today considered that the pivotal point in the creation of what we today perceive 

as genetic engineering was the discovery of the molecular structure of DNA in 1953 by James 

Watson and Francis Crick1. Since then, progress in genetic engineering techniques has 

advanced exponentially. In 1972, Paul Berg’s lab became the first to publish on the in vitro 

creation of recombinant DNA using the EcoRI restriction enzyme, and a year later Cohen et 

al. provided further breakthrough research when his team transformed for the first time a 

recombinant plasmid into Escherichia coli (E. coli) bacteria, essentially breaking the taboo of 

introducing human-engineered DNA into a living host organism2, 3. Since then, biological 

breakthroughs like the proposed technology for sequencing of DNA developed by Frederick 

Sanger in 1977, the first synthesis of a gene by Har Gobind Khorana in 1979, and the 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) method for fast DNA amplification by Kary Mullis in 1986, 

have all aided in the way we can manipulate DNA4-6. These breakthroughs along with others, 

eventually led to the creation of transgenic eukaryotes such as the first recombinant mouse 

developed in 1982 by Palmiter et al., as an embryo that carries and expresses a gene from 

another mouse, the first transgenic plants in the form of kanamycin-resistant plant cells in 

1983 and the first transgenic maize in 19887-9. Finally, breaking into entirely new territories 

genetic engineering has led to the development of the first gene therapies tested in humans 

in the early 1990s and the creation of the first cloned animal in 1997, known as Dolly the 

Sheep10-12. 

Genetic engineering has generated a variety of biotechnological applications with real 

significance for our everyday lives. Today, we are able to program living organisms to 

accomplish tasks that aid in the discovery of new drugs, development of personalised 

medicines, as well as perform chemical, drugs and material production13-15. For example, 

scientists have taken advantage of bacteria’s (e.g. Escherichia coli) remarkable versatility for 

protein biosynthesis in order to mass produce target compounds such as for the production of 

human insulin, first achieved in 1979, and since further optimised both the improved yields 

and qualities required for industrial medical use13, 16. Moreover, genetically engineered yeast 

is being utilised for the production of biofuels, drugs and chemicals, especially those 
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connected to the cell’s primary metabolism17. In particular, it is extensively used for the 

production of bioethanol through the fermentation of common substrates like sugar from crops 

and is also used for the production of several advanced biofuels such as butanol, 

sesquiterpenoids and fatty acid ethyl esters15, 18.  

 

1.1.2 Emergence of Synthetic Biology  

Synthetic Biology acts as an extension of genetic engineering focusing on whole gene 

systems and their products19. It aims to expand on several existing biotechnology principles 

and develop technologies that simplify the design and construction of engineered biological 

devices (or whole systems) to carry out specific tasks20, 21. The field relies on the fact that 

despite their complexity, biological systems have some basic rules and modularity that can be 

manipulated through engineering processes22. As a result, existing ideas from engineering 

such as modularisation, rationalisation and modelling are already being applied to synthetic 

biology
 
although, the complex characteristics of biological systems do not encourage direct 

adoption of those ideas19, 23. Ultimately, it aims to provide the tools for prediction and 

quantitative control of gene regulation on different levels (transcriptional, post- transcriptional, 

post-translational) and to assemble and manipulate systems-level circuits that can lead to the 

efficient biosynthesis of valuable compounds, fuels, chemicals and more13, 24-26.  

Initially, synthetic biology focused on the production of simple biological modules 

(combinations of basic elements such as promoters and ribosome binding sites) such as 

oscillators, switches and logic gates. However, now it is becoming more focused on the way 

such modules interact with each other and form systems-level circuitry24. In 2003, the Registry 

of Standard Biological Parts was founded in an effort to collect, categorise and make publicly 

available the dozens of biological parts used in the assembly of several synthetic biology 

devices. The Registry is part of the International Genetically Engineered Machine (iGEM) 

Foundation which among others things runs the annual iGEM student competition. Eventually, 

in 2006, the BioBricks Foundation (BBF) was established as a public-benefit organization to 

encourage the creation of standardised biological parts that benefit the greater good. In 

partnership with the BBF, in December 2009 the International Open Facility Advancing 

Biotechnology (BIOFAB) was founded as the first biological design-build facility for the 

production of useful collections of standardised biological parts available to everyone. Finally, 

realising the vast possibilities of synthetic biology in biotechnological applications, the 

SynBioBeta organisation was formed to organise a community of entrepreneurs, investors and 

policymakers and help kick-start new projects and companies. SynBioBeta organises regular 

conferences around the world and has significantly expanded after 2015.        
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1.1.3 Applications of Synthetic Biology in Biotechnology 

Synthetic biology research currently focuses on applications in a variety of fields, from 

metabolic engineering (e.g. improvements in product biosynthesis and biofuel production) and 

therapeutics (e.g. drug discovery), to biosensor design (e.g. quorum sensing), and 

applications in materials23-25, 27. For all of the above applications, synthetic biology aims to 

expand and offer novel routes to end goals that are highly controllable and efficient. Using 

synthetic biology techniques, researchers have achieved production of several high-value 

compounds like the recent de novo production of raspberry ketone by engineered 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae) yeast cells without the need to add p-coumaric acid 

precursor, or the conversion of common biomass by engineered E. coli in order to produce 

fatty-acid-derived fuels28, 29. In health, applications have been varied. Anderson et al.,  

engineered bacteria that can invade cancer cells with the potential of creating strains that 

could release a cytotoxic agent30. In contrast, Ro et al. engineered S. cerevisiae yeast to 

produce artemisinic acid, an antimalarial drug precursor, while Ye et al. created a light-

responsive genetic device that expresses a peptide to improves blood-glucose homeostasis 

when inserted into type II diabetic mice31, 32.  

Another subfield of synthetic biology predicted to expand in the future and likely have 

profound benefits for biotechnological applications is the engineering of microbial consortia. 

Contrary to cultures containing only a single population of cells, microbial consortia can 

include co-cultures of cells from the same or different organisms that communicate with each 

other and perform specific tasks33. Such tasks could be for example the production of certain 

compounds through the exchange of metabolites between populations of cells that contain 

different paths of a metabolic pathway, thus increasing efficiency by dividing labour and 

performing tasks otherwise be impossible by a single organism. Important for the engineering 

of cell consortia is the establishment of some kind of cell-cell communication and also an 

ability to regulate the different populations. For example, Chen and Weiss achieved artificial 

cell-cell communication in yeast by integrating signal synthesis and receptor modules from 

Arabidopsis thaliana into separate populations of S. cerevisiae thus creating a yeast cell 

population that responds to inputs produced by another34. Alternatively, Kerner et al. created 

a tuneable synthetic consortium of E. coli cells that cross-feed each other with metabolites 

and produce varying concentrations of inducers that lead to varying growth rates and co-

culture composition35. 

In recent years, there has also been an increased interest in applying synthetic biology 

methods to the field of biomaterials. In 2009, Widmaier et al. demonstrated how it is possible 

to take advantage of Salmonella’s type III secretion system to produce and extracellularly 

transfer valuable proteins like spider silk monomers when fused to a N-terminus secretion 

tag36. In addition, Imperial College London’s 2014 iGEM team developed a modular genetic 
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toolkit that enables control over the production and further modification of bacterial cellulose 

produced from the bacteria Komagataeibacter rhaeticus37. The team isolated a strain of K. 

rhaeticus that naturally produces bacterial cellulose in high yields and made it useful for 

biotechnological applications through the creation of a genetic toolkit that allows introduction 

of foreign DNA, and control over endogenous and heterologous gene expression ultimately 

enabling control over the production of bacterial cellulose materials. Taking this further, in a 

study that coupled synthetic biology with both material sciences and therapeutics, Ehrbar et 

al. proposed the use of hydrogels for the safe delivery of a human growth factor (VEGF) to 

human cells (HUVEC)38. By taking advantage of knowledge obtained about protein-protein 

interactions, they were able to create non-cytotoxic hydrogels that respond to a 

pharmacological stimulus and in-response release the therapeutic factor of interest. 

Approaches like this one, where molecular tools and regulation modules are transferred from 

cells and into cell-free system like biohybrid materials, might also meet the additional need to 

respond to human concerns regarding potential side-effects of transferring engineered cells 

into humans and could further expand the options of synthetic biology in future therapeutics27. 
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1.1.4 Creating the tools of Synthetic Biology  

At the core of Synthetic Biology is the idea of combining genetic elements like 

promoters, ribosome binding sites, repressors, degradation tags and even protein receptors 

in order to create genetic networks that exert control over cellular behaviour at a 

transcriptional, translational or post-translational level (summarised in Figure 1)24.  

On the transcriptional level, synthetic biology is using a variety of promoters, both 

natural and synthetic, to drive genes that are part of a network. Promoters are generally 

classified as either constitutive, which are promoters that are active throughout the different 

cell growth phases of the organism, or inducible, which are promoters that are only activated 

in response to a chemical or other physiological stimulus39, 40. In S. cerevisiae yeast, examples 

of commonly used constitutive promoters are the TEF1, the GDP and the ADH1 promoters, 

whilst examples of inducible type include the FIG1 and GAL promoters24, 41. The variety of 

synthetic promoters is increased by mutating natural promoters or by adding new operator 

sites to existing promoters in order to change the regulation of these by either controllable 

repression or activation of transcription24.  

On the translational level, synthetic biology traditionally targets the ribosome-binding 

site sequences within bacterial mRNAs in order to modify protein expression levels from these 

transcripts. Bacterial synthetic biology now even has advanced tools that can predict the RBS 

functionality of any RNA sequence42. In recent years, more complex methods of translational 

control have been developed through the use of non-coding RNAs. For example, ligand-

dependent riboregulators which are small regulatory RNAs that bind mRNA in the presence 

or absence of a certain effector. These have been used to control gene expression in 

engineered S. cerevisiae and have been taken further through the use of ribozymes which 

cleave mRNAs that carry specific self-cleaving motifs that act in the absence of a ligand, thus 

repressing transcription43, 44. Other methods, include the utilisation of RNA interference (RNAi) 

in mammalian cells to develop genetic switches based on short-hairpin (sh)RNAs and teaming 

these with repressor proteins in order to tightly regulate gene expression through multiple 

mechanisms23, 45.   

At the post-translational level, most research has been focused on the design of 

protein receptors to control cellular responses, and on modular protein tags to control protein 

degradation, intracellular protein localisation and the binding of proteins together around 

synthetic scaffolds24. As an example, Looger et al., proposed a method using a computational 

design algorithm to construct protein receptors to act as biosensors by binding to specific 

ligands such as trinitrotoluene (TNT) and L-lactate46. Alternatively, Bashor et al. demonstrated 

a method of altering how a yeast cell responds to extracellular signals by binding signalling 

proteins to scaffold proteins using synthetic binding sites47.  
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Figure 1. Diagram of the traditional types of regulation control used in Synthetic 

Biology. Examples of genetic elements for each type of control are given as well. 
 
 

1.1.5 Creating novel synthetic promoters 

An essential part in the construction of synthetic regulatory networks is the 

development of engineered promoters with characteristics that enable the construction of the 

more complex circuits required for a variety of applications. Synthetic biologists are taking 

existing and already characterised constitutive and inducible promoters and modifying them 

in order to create promoters with new functions and outputs, while also improving on the 

methodology used to generate new ones. Since rapid generation of new parts is important, 

the implementation of a variety of molecular techniques for the easy generation of promoter 

libraries is also crucial. Examples methodologies include the use of saturation mutagenesis of 

the flanking regions of core promoter sites in order to randomise non-essential sequences 

while fixing known motifs that have specific functions. Alternatively error-prone PCR can be 

used to randomly generate promoter sequences of various strengths, or hybrid promoters can 

be made by combining together characterised elements from different promoters48. All of these 

methodologies can be aided through the use of computational methods that analyse specific 

DNA bases and motifs in order to predict promoter strength and aid with the design of new 

promoters48. Several examples of new synthetic promoters created using synthetic biology 

techniques are outlined below for past work in engineered S. cerevisiae yeast cells. 

Firstly, Murphy et al. created a series of repressible promoters based on the native 

galactose-inducible GAL1 promoter in order to study noise associated with regulated 

transcription. By adding tetO operator sites to the core promoter region of this promoter 

downstream of the TATA-box region, transcription repression could be achieved when the 
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promoter, leading to it being activated as long as in galactose media. This initial work enabled 

Ellis et al. to create a library of GAL1-based TetR inducible promoters of various strengths by 

randomising sequences between constant promoter elements and selecting and 

characterising promoters found to have lower expression outputs when induced but still 

capable of being repressed by TetR50. This same approach was also used by Ellis et al. to 

make a closely-related GAL1-based promoter library repressed by co-expression of the 

bacterial repressor LacI, which can be inhibited itself by the chemical isopropyl β-D-1-

thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG).  

Another interesting approach was the creation of a synthetic library of PFY1-based 

promoters, designed to all show predictable expression due to the knowledge that this 

promoter is very constitutive (i.e. always on). By then adding binding sites into the core of this 

promoter that allow TetR binding or the binding by modular Transcription Activator-Like 

Orthogonal Repressors (TALORs), customised repression can be added onto these synthetic 

promoters and the modularity enables this to also be orthogonal – i.e. that a repressor intend 

to bind one promoter would not cross-repress to a different promoter51.  

In more recent years in yeast synthetic biology, there’s been increased interest in the 

construction of new hybrid promoters with more complex, predictable regulation. Regulated 

promoters found naturally in the yeast genome, typically have upstream enhancer elements, 

which control the rate of transcription in reaction to key inputs, and core promoter elements 

that determine the start site and direction of transcription52. Hybrid promoters take these two 

regions from different already-characterised yeast promoters and put them together in new 

combinations. This approach enables the creation of promoters with enhanced activity or with 

new regulation. Up until recently, construction of hybrid promoters served as a tool for the 

characterisation of existing promoters and identification of the location and function of certain 

motifs, like the identification of the GAL4 regulatory region upstream of the GAL10 gene by 

Guarente et al. through the creation of a GAL10-CYC1 hybrid promoter53. In 2012, Blazeck et 

al. created hybrid promoter libraries of various strengths and regulations in S. cerevisiae 

through the combination of upstream activating sequences (UAS) from different promoters 

with core elements of others41. Through the addition of single or multiple UAS elements 

upstream of several core promoters, they managed to show that it is possible to increase the 

output of their hybrid promoters to go beyond that even of the strongest natural S. cerevisiae 

promoters. In addition, they showed that through the addition of appropriate UAS elements, it 

is possible to add regulation to existing promoters, or even derepress inducible promoters like 

the galactose-controlled GAL1 promoter. This work was further expanded by Teo and Chang 

in 2014, who achieved the construction of synthetic hybrid promoters that act as AND-gate 

controllers through the combination of inducible upstream activating sequences (copper or 

phorphate starvation inducible) and a fatty acid-inducible GAL1 core element. This created 
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promoters that require two separate conditions to be met in order to activate52. Finally, in an 

effort to decrease the average size of yeast promoters, thus simplifying large-scale synthetic 

biology, Redden and Alper in 2015 proposed a method of identifying minimal UAS and core 

promoter elements and combining them together to create minimal hybrid promoters of 

comparable strengths to existing ones but drastically smaller in size54. 

 

1.1.6 Constructing synthetic regulatory networks  

Ultimately, all these synthetic genetic elements are used as components for the 

creation of more sophisticated synthetic gene circuits that perform new functions. Among the 

first designs in our field were the development of the genetic toggle switch and the 

repressilator in E. coli (Figure 2). The genetic toggle switch is a bistable gene-regulatory 

network which was constructed by Gardner et al. in 200055. It is a network of mutual inhibition 

composed by two repressible promoters that control the transcription of each other’s repressor 

genes which are in turn controlled by their corresponding chemical or thermal inducers. 

Assuming the rates of production of the two repressors are balanced, the system exhibits two 

states which are kept stable even when induction is removed - hence, imparting an epigenetic 

memory into cells containing this network. Around the same time, Michael Elowitz and 

Stanislas Leibler developed an oscillating network that was called the repressilator56. This 

network, consists of a cyclic negative-feedback loop formed by three repressor genes and 

their corresponding repressible promoters as well as a reporter module that expresses green 

fluorescent protein in concert with the oscillations of one of the repressors. Similar designs 

were later implemented in mammalian cells as well, such as the epigenetic transgene switch 

described in 2004 by Kramer et al. which consists of two transcription control systems that are 

inducible by antibiotics in Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO-K1), and the synthetic 

mammalian oscillator described in 2009 by Tiggers et al., consisting of a positive and a 

negative feedback loop gene network57, 58. Both these mammalian networks reflect on the 

earlier work done in E. coli by Gardner et al. and Elowitz and Leibler respectively. 

Most of the initial work on synthetic biology gene networks was done in bacteria but 

today there are multiple examples of highly sophisticated regulatory networks that function in 

yeast59. In 2005, Chen and Weiss developed two artificial cell-cell communication systems in 

yeast by transferring signal synthesis and receptor components from Arabidopsis thaliana34. 

The first system built using this enables cytokinin-based sender-receiver communication in 

yeast, while a second system enables yeast quorum-sensing where the expression of a 

protein is increased as the cell population increases. Following this, in 2007 Ajo-Franklin et al. 

demonstrated a synthetic memory device where a signal induces a sensor device that in turn 

enables the expression of an “autofeedback” module that stays activated even when the signal 

is removed and as a result forces all progeny of a cell at a certain state60. That design was 
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later utilised to create a memory system that reports on DNA damage by coupling the sensor 

module to a DNA repair protein61.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Designs of the toggle switch and the repressilator regulatory networks. 

Image adapted from Khalil and Collins, 201023. 
 

 

In 2009, Ellis et al. synthesised and characterised the aforementioned synthetic 

libraries of TetR-regulated and LacI-regulated promoters in order to use them to construct 

predictable ‘timer’ genetic networks in S. cerevisiae (shown in Figure 3)50. These are 

essentially networks of mutual inhibition, similar in design to the toggle switches mentioned 

above but in this case act in a monostable regime due to imperfect repression at the regulated 

promoters. Through induction with a chemical, the opposing repressor levels change and the 

network shifts from the point of bistability. Eventually, with the induction removed and 

depending on the relative promoter strengths, the system reverts back to its initial stable state. 

The time this takes to revert is dependent on the balance of expression from the different 

promoters in the network. To demonstrate this, timer genetic networks were coupled to the 

expression of the native yeast flocculation gene FLO1, which when overexpressed causes 

cells to stick together via flocculation and sediment out of liquid culture growth.  
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Figure 3. Network diagram of the timer network that controls the flocculation 

phenotype in yeast. Figure taken from Ellis, Wang and Collins, 200950.  

The model with calibrated parameters provides us with a ‘con-
fidence interval’ of reset times for all ratios (Fig. 3g). Closer inspection
of the model reveals that reset times of different timer networks with
low Smin values are approximately proportional to the reciprocal of the
square root of the distance between the Smax – Smin ratio and the
bifurcation ratio (the ideal Smax – Smin ratio for bistability). Mathe-
matically, this is due to a temporal lag in resetting caused by the
network passing through a ‘bottleneck’ as it leaves bistability45,46. This
direct relationship allows timers with any reset time between 50 and
150 h to be chosen simply based on the strengths of the two promoters
selected from the respective libraries (Fig. 3g).

Control of yeast sedimentation timing
To demonstrate how our approach can be readily applied in a
biotechnology scenario, we used the plug-and-play nature of our
timer networks to control the flocculation of yeast. Flocculation occurs
when yeast cells express FLO1, which functions as a yeast-specific
adhesin that causes cells to clump together and sediment from the
medium47–49. The phenotype is crucial in industrial beer, wine and
bioethanol fermentation, as it allows for easy removal of yeast
sediment after all sugars have been converted to ethanol48.

Because the reset times of T4-LX and T18-LX are very close to that
of TX-LX, we chose TX-LX, T7-L18 and TX-L14 to test the applica-
tion of genetic timers. Using these three networks, we controlled the
timing of sedimentation by replacing yEGFP with the FLO1 gene
(Fig. 4a). In our laboratory yeast strain, FLO1 is not expressed, but
replacing its native promoter with a strong promoter reactivates
flocculation, causing sedimentation to occur when a threshold of
FLO1 expression is passed. The timing of sedimentation can therefore
be tied to the resetting of each timer network by choosing an
appropriate regulated promoter from the libraries. With the 441
possible timers, and a choice from two library sets of promoters for
controlling FLO1 expression, we had the potential to produce

417,000 different flocculating networks. We
selected the L7 promoter, which has relatively
high Smax and very low Smin, to give a wide
dynamic range. When LacI was abundant, the
minimal expression from this promoter did
not elicit sedimentation, allowing yeast to
grow in suspension.

We experimentally determined the thresh-
old of FLO1 expression that causes sedimen-
tation (Supplementary Methods). Rescaling
the timer data in Figure 3b,e,f to match the
Smax and Smin values for the L7 promoter
allowed us to plot estimates as to when this
threshold would be passed for our networks
(Fig. 4b). We tested these predictions by
assembling the networks in yeast, and then
growing the yeast cultures until sedimenta-
tion, which occurred days after the initial
induction (ATc) was removed (Fig. 4c). For
the TX-LX, T7-L18 and TX-L14 networks,
sedimentation was seen at 60, 60 and 168 h,
respectively. These findings closely matched
the predicted times assuming a 12-h lag,
presumably due to a longer phenotype
maturation for flocculation compared to
yEGFP fluorescence. This experiment
demonstrates that we can quickly apply pre-
dictable networks built with our approach to

control an industrially relevant phenotype. Such accurate control of
flocculation timing provides a wide window of opportunity to harvest
fermentation product from cells and could be applied to improve
biomass recycling in the biofuels industry.

DISCUSSION
This work establishes a strategy to rapidly increase the number of
network components as well as decrease the time and effort required
to engineer gene networks with desired functions. Our approach is
compatible with plug-and-play synthetic biology and facilitates
gene network construction. Here we focused on generating,
characterizing and using component libraries of promoters, but our
method is applicable to other biomolecular components, as diversity
in nonessential sequence also affects functional efficiency in proteins
and RNA.

Although screening of mutated parts is not a new technique, our
approach represents an advance over previous methods by coupling
qualitative and quantitative modeling with library diversity to guide
the construction of synthetic gene networks with predictable func-
tions. In robust networks like our feed-forward loop, models built
entirely from component property sets are sufficient to guide the
choice of parts required to elicit specific network phenotypes, such as
high sensitivity to inputs or low maximum output. Although previous
studies have shown that it is possible, in some cases, to accurately
predict network behaviors based solely on component properties8,50,
we found that this conclusion cannot be generalized to more complex,
finely balanced networks, such as the timers described here. Instead,
we found that one must first assemble and experimentally characterize
a single exemplary network of interest to create a generalizable
model with quantitative predictive capabilities. The experimental
work needed to construct and test this one network is quickly
offset by the yield of accurate quantitative predictions for all other
possibilities, and the benefit of this is especially significant when
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Figure 4 Controlling the timing of yeast sedimentation using a predictable gene network. The synthetic
networks tested in Figure 3b,e,f were used to control the timing of yeast sedimentation caused by
flocculation. (a) Schematic of flocculation gene networks. Flocculation is regulated by replacing yEGFP
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1.2 Cell Pattern Formation 

1.2.1 Multicellular and single-cell pattern formation. 

A particularly interesting set of genetic networks that synthetic biology has tried to 

produce are those that define pattern formation. Biological pattern formation is a phenomenon 

that can be exhibited at both a multicellular and unicellular context. In multicellular organisms 

for example, cells differentiate and arrange themselves in a specific way in order to create 

structures that serve specific purposes like tissues and organs62. But pattern formation can be 

exhibited at a single-cell level as well primarily through the expression of polarity which affects 

both unicellular and multicellular organisms as well63.  

Traditionally, when someone is talking about cell pattern formation, he is usually 

referring to the intricate special arrangements of differentiated cells found in multicellular 

organisms as a results of cell development mechanisms. Multicellular organisms are formed 

when certain developmental mechanisms are in effect that alter cellular behaviour in different 

ways and lead to the formation of specific two- and three-dimensional multicellular patterns62. 

These mechanisms can be divided in autonomous, inductive and morphogenetic mechanisms 

(as summarised in Figure 4) and act at all stages of animal development.  

 

 
Figure 4. Basic developmental mechanisms schematic. Developmental mechanisms 

can be categorised in cell autonomous inductive and morphogenetic each describing different 
approaches for achievement of multicellular pattern formation. Image adapted from Salazar-
Ciudad et al., 200362. 
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developing planar and solid tissues, respectively. Second,
mechanisms that use cell behaviors other than signaling (we
will refer to these as morphogenetic mechanisms) act on the
previously established pattern to cause the formation of three-
dimensional tissues and organs. As described in detail below,
morphogenetic mechanisms change the spatial distribution of
cells without changing cell states.

Morphogenetic and inductive mechanism act at all stages of
development. Inductive mechanisms are generally implicated
in developmental changes that produce new patterns. Because
induction is a prerequisite for development to proceed no
particular attention is normally paid to the order in which
inductive and morphogenetic mechanisms function. We
suggest, however, that the relative timing, including possible
coincidence, of inductive and morphogenetic mechanisms can
have major consequences for developmental dynamics and the
range of potential morphological outcomes, and is therefore of
central importance for the understanding of both development
and morphological evolution. In fact the terms ‘pattern’,
‘pattern formation’ and ‘morphogenesis’ are often used in
different and not always explicit ways. In this article, we define
these terms in a way that does not make assumptions about how
inductive and morphogenetic mechanisms interrelate in
producing developmental change.

A key aspect of our treatment is the introduction (or rather
appropriation) of the term ‘morphodynamic’ (distinguished from
‘morphostatic’) to characterize complex developmental
mechanisms in which inductive and morphogenetic mechanisms
interact with one another in a reciprocal fashion. The need for
new concepts to bring order to the complexities of
morphogenesis was anticipated by earlier investigators such as
the cell biologist Paul Weiss, whose influential textbook of
developmental biology was first published under the German
title Morphodynamik (Weiss, 1926) and later published in
English as Principles of Development (Weiss, 1939). The
mathematician René Thom used the allied phrase “dynamics of
forms” in his topological treatment of embryogenesis and human
biology Structural Stability and Morphogenesis (Thom, 1975).

In the following sections we briefly review and classify the
main types of developmental mechanisms for which there is
experimental evidence. As noted, these can be characterized as
basic mechanisms that employ only one or few cell behaviors.
Although our main objective is to explore the ramifications of
the heretofore overlooked morphostatic/morphodynamic
distinction, we also emphasize that efforts to formulate useful
computational models of developmental and evolutionary-
developmental scenarios (Hunding et al., 1990; Mjolsness et al.,
1991; Drasdo and Forgacs, 2000; von Dassow et al., 2000; Solé
et al., 2000; Salazar-Ciudad et al., 2001a; Salazar-Ciudad et al.,
2001b) will benefit from an accurate schematization of the full
range of experimentally confirmed developmental mechanisms.

A REPERTORY OF BASIC DEVELOPMENTAL
MECHANISMS

Cell autonomous mechanisms
Cell autonomous developmental mechanisms all involve one
cellular behavior: mitosis. Thus, cells do not interact
mechanically or by signaling. See Fig. 1.

Division of a heterogeneous egg
With few exceptions (mammalian and some turbellarian
clades) different parts of the egg contain different protein or
mRNA gene products. Non-uniformities in the egg may result
from asymmetric assembly of materials from follicle or nurse
cells during the course of oogenesis, or non-uniformities
inherent to all cells (Gilbert, 2000; Muller, 2001). In some
cases, as in Drosophila (Riechman and Ephrussi, 2001), the
oocyte is patterned by inductive interactions with the cells in
the gonads. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic examples of the basic developmental mechanisms.
Division of an heterogeneous egg: different parts of the egg bind
different molecules (indicated by different shading) resulting
in different blastomere cells. Asymmetric mitosis: molecules
are differentially transported into different parts of a cell resulting in
different daughter cells. Internal temporal dynamics coupled to
mitosis: cells that have oscillating levels of molecules before their
division can produce spatial patterns. Hierarchic induction: inducing
cell (gray) affects neighboring cells but the induced cells (white) do
not affect the production of the inducing signal. Emergent induction:
inducing cell affects neighboring cells, which in turn signal back
affecting the production of the inducing signal. Directed mitosis:
consistently oriented mitotic spindles may direct tissue growth.
Differential growth: cells dividing at a higher rate (gray) can alter
tissue shape. Apoptosis: transformation of an established pattern into
another can result from apoptosis affecting specific cells (gray).
Migration: cells can migrate to a new location. Adhesion: a change in
pattern can result if a set of cells have differential adhesion properties
(strong adhesion among gray cells). Contraction: differential
contraction of cells can cause buckling of a tissue. Matrix swelling,
deposition, and loss: matrix swelling can cause budding.
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Mechanisms that don’t involve any kind of interactions (such as mechanical or 

signalling) between cells are classified as autonomous and have the phenomenon of mitosis 

at their centre. There are several types of autonomous mechanisms across different 

eukaryotes including the division of a heterogeneous egg where different parts of the 

developing egg can contain different sets of gene products and mRNAs, asymmetric mitosis 

where gene products or mRNAs are asymmetrically transported to daughter cells during 

mitosis thus leading to altering behaviour, and internal temporal dynamics expressing 

independently of mitosis62. The last type is particularly interesting since it relies on cyclical 

gene expression that can be a result of molecular triggers that are chained together in a closed 

loop or due to genetic networks that act as clocks oscillating between states64. If these cellular 

expression dynamics are decoupled from cell division, they could lead to differentiation 

between the offspring cells - which in S. cerevisiae yeast are called the mother cell (the larger 

cell) and the daughter cell (the smaller cell that has budded off). 

The second category of basic developmental mechanisms are the inductive. In this 

case, pattern formation is achieved through cell-cell signalling where expression of a signal 

(e.g. secretion of a diffusible molecule) from one cell might affect the behaviour of another. 

Inductive mechanisms can be categorised in hierarchic, where one cell might respond to a 

signal from another without affecting the characteristics of the first signal (rate and capacity), 

and emergent, where a cell’s response affects the production of the inducing signal62, 65. 

A third example of patterning mechanisms that are not relying on signalling (but can 

be triggered by signals) are morphogenetic, where changes in cell form affect the pattern. 

Examples of such mechanisms include directed mitosis, differential growth, apoptosis and 

differential adhesion. During directed mitosis the mitotic spindle acquires a certain direction 

that then dictates positioning of new cells, as seen during the development of the Drosophila 

melanogaster (fruit fly) central nervous system or during the first division of Caenorhabditis 

elegans (nematode worm)62. Differential growth describes the phenomenon where certain 

cells that form a cell pattern divide at a different rate to the rest of the cells of the populations 

as seen during long bone development in vertebrates62, 66. An important morphogenetic 

mechanism is cell apoptosis which can lead to the generation of new multicellular patterns 

from existing ones. Apoptosis can be dependent on a cell’s lineage, like in the case of C. 

elegans where exactly 131 out of the 1,090 somatic cells die during development of the adult 

form. It can also be dependent on the interactions between cells, like in the case of D. 

melanogaster development or in tissue repair in mammals as a response to cell death 

signals67. Finally, differential cell adhesion relies on the production of different adhesion 

molecules between cells or production of these at different levels in order to create 

subpopulations of cells within a pattern62.  
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While normally seen with multicellular systems, specific patterns can be also be formed 

at a single-cell level as well. Single-cells are usually considered to hover around a 

predetermined steady-state but in reality can depart from such state as a result of spatial or 

temporal changes68. Eukaryotic cells can adopt a range of morphologies that are essential to 

their function and are determined by elaborate intracellular organisation63. At the centre of 

single-cell patterning is the establishment of cell polarity around a specific axis. Cell 

polarisation is affected by a plethora of factors such as intrinsic or extrinsic cues, the 

interaction between GTPases and actin, the behaviour of microtubules and the interactions of 

the cell membrane and the secretory pathway63. In order for cells to polarise in the right 

direction they have to respond to asymmetric intrinsic and extrinsic cues like the cortical 

signals responsible for S. cerevisiae’s bud-site selection and the pheromone gradients 

responsible for the mating response69. Signal response in these cells is primarily coordinated 

by the Rho GTPase family that causes remodelling of the actin cytoskeleton and establishes 

cellular asymmetry70. This asymmetry is then extended to the microtubules which act as 

structural scaffolds enforcing polarisation while also affecting localisation of organelles and 

vesicles. This mechanism has been demonstrated in studies of both C. elegans and D. 

melanogaster63. Finally, the cell membrane and secretory pathway are also important 

substrates for polarisation as observed in S. cerevisiae, in epithelial cells and in neurons too63. 

To create noticeable differences between cell types, cells target their secretory mechanisms 

to construct specific lipid or protein patches on the membrane thus achieving polarised 

secretion. 

 

1.2.2 Fractals 

A type of pattern that widely appears in nature is the fractal, which is essentially a 

simple repeating pattern that is self-similar under different scales but can also be described 

by mathematical laws. The term fractal was introduced by Mandelbrot in 1975 in an effort to 

better mathematically describe natural patterns that are too irregular and fragmented to be 

easily described using traditional Euclidean geometry71. That is why he introduced both ‘fractal 

geometry’ to describe these fragmenting patterns that retain the same degree of irregularity 

across all scales that the pattern is being studied, as well as a new type of statistical analysis 

called the fractal dimension which in simple terms describes the complexity of the pattern 

across different scales72. Natural fractals can be found all around us, from rivers and 

mountains to ecological patterns, biological cell formations and even molecules, but the focus 

from here is on the fractal-like patterns generated by single-celled or multicellular organisms. 

Both single and multi-cellular organisms exhibit fractal formations particularly in cases 

where it is important for an organism to increase in surface area and environmental coverage. 

Of course, fractals formed by biological organisms are not perfect meaning that the self-
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repeating pattern exhibited is not perfect in shape, size and occurrence but attempts are made 

to describe them mathematically using the term of fractal dimension72. Common examples of 

fractal-like formations are those of the mammalian lung and arterial system73. Mammalian 

lungs consist of repeating branched airways (bronchi and bronchioles) that are self-similar 

and have a very large surface area that allows for rapid exchange of oxygen and carbon 

dioxide. Similarly, the fractal-like structure of the arterial system allows for the delivery of 

oxygen and nutrients to all cells of the mammalian organism. Finally, another characteristic 

example of multicellular organisms that exhibit fractal-like formations are plants whose 

branching patterns have been extensively studied mathematically as well74.  

Unicellular organisms can exhibit fractal-like formations as well. For example, it has 

been shown that polarised growth of E. coli could generate layers of cells with fractal-like 

patterning as a result of the forces developed between cell populations75. On the other hand, 

some microbes including Gram-positive bacteria related to Bacillus subtilis and the Gram-

positive Paenibacillus vortex, are able to grow and form complex fractal-like patterns on solid 

media due to unique motility characteristics (Figure 5)76. 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Characteristic pattern of a Paenibacillus vortex colony grown on an agar 

plate. Image adapted from Ingham and Jacob, 200876. 
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patterns are characterized by the formation of vortices –
aggregates of tens to thousands of cells that rotate around
a common center and move as a coherent unit. On softer
surfaces (not shown here) the colonies are no longer com-
posed of vortices and their shapes ("snakelike") was sim-
ilar to that exhibited in Fig. 2A during growth on Mueller-
Hinton (MH) plates.

The P. vortex cells in the vortices that develop on plates
with high concentrations of agar replicate, and the vortex
expands in size and moves outward as a unit, leaving
behind a trail of motile but usually non-replicating cells –
the vortex branch. The vortices vary in size from tens to
thousands of bacteria, according to their location in the
colony (Fig. 1B). The dynamics of the vortices is quite
complicated and includes attraction, repulsion, merging
and splitting of vortices. However, these patterns take a
relatively long time to form (days). Additionally, motility
on very high concentrations of agar tend not to be sus-
tained with illumination during imaging. Because of these
two factors, the study was performed on MH agar at <
0.7% and 1.5% w/v agar (termed low and high percentage
agar respectively) upon which motility was vigorous and
sustained, which suited the dynamic imaging and tracking
approach used.

Inoculation of MH agar plates resulted in the initiation of
swarming motility within 5–8 h when incubated at tem-
peratures from 25 to 37°C. Swarming occurred on the sur-
face of agar at concentrations from 0.3 to 2.2% (w/v) but
only under aerobic conditions; no growth was observed

under anaerobic conditions. At 2.2 to 2.6% (w/v) agar
swarming occurred but was erratic, i.e. not always initiat-
ing and sometimes stalling without covering the entire
plate. The patterns of swarming on 1.5% MH agar showed
fractal patterns (Fig. 2A) or and/or dispersed colonies sim-
ilar to those previously described during growth on Pep-
tone plates [14,16,26,30,45-48]. At lower agar
concentrations swarming was a highly efficient method of
dispersal and growth. In liquid culture, aerated with vig-
orous shaking overnight, 20 ml of MH medium supported
1.3 × 109 cfu/ml. Swarming solely on the surface of 20 ml
of MH (0.3% w/v) agar supported up to 7.7 × 108 cfu/ml.
Colonial growth, but not swarming, was observed at 42°C
irrespective of the agar concentration. Where multiple
inoculations were made on the same plate, colonies fused
provided the cells were swarming rapidly, > 3 mm/h (data
not shown). Such collisions occurred on both high and
low percentage agars. However, where swarming was rela-
tively slow (< 3 mm/h) then colonies did not merge,
which is as previously described for swarming on pep-
tone-based media [14,16,26,30,45-48].

At low agar concentrations (< 0.7 %) detachment of aggre-
gates was never observed; all regions of microbial growth
were visibly a single network. The arrangement of the
spreading colony was fairly evenly spaced masses of > 4
mm across linked by 2–4 connecting strands of < 0.7 mm
and spaced every 4–8 mm or a more even network (Fig.
2B). It was possible to culture highly branched, macro-
scopic colonies over 8 cm across. The patterns formed sug-
gested that whilst motile masses of cells could meet, as

A typical colonial pattern generated by P. vortex when grown on 2.25% (w/v) agar with 2% (w/v) peptone in a 9 cm Petri dishFigure 1
A typical colonial pattern generated by P. vortex when grown on 2.25% (w/v) agar with 2% (w/v) peptone in a 9 
cm Petri dish. A. Whole colony view. Each vortex (the condensed group of bacteria – the bright dots) is composed of many 
cells that swarm collectively around their common center at about 10 μm/s. B. An individual vortex – the diameter of the vor-
tex is 75 μm. Both clockwise and anticlockwise rotating vortices are observed, although the majority have the same handed-
ness.

Paenibacillus vortex
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One particularly interesting category of microbes that is able to form fractal-like 

patterns that are not based on cell motility are those that form filaments. Filaments are usually 

threads of partially- or completely-attached elongated cells that often branch giving examples 

of unicellular organisms that create multicellular structures. There are numerous examples of 

filamenting microbes including yeasts and bacterial species. Characteristic examples of 

filamentous bacteria are the Gram-positive Bacillus mycoides, which creates thread-like 

formations of attached cells form impressive fractal-shaped colonies of repeating patterns, 

and the bacterium Streptomyces griseus (as well as other species of that genus) which forms 

a fractal-like structure made of filaments called mycelium and has been described by fractal 

geometry analysis77-79. Fractals are also very common in the kingdom of fungi which are often 

able to create long branched filaments mainly through the formation of hyphae, which are long 

filaments of cells that have not undergone cytokinesis and as a result their cytoplasms remain 

connected. A characteristic example of a fungi performing filamentous growth is the yeast 

Candida albicans80. In response to stressful conditions, Candida albicans and some strains of 

S. cerevisiae can grow as filaments by producing pseudohyphae, which are heavily branched, 

fractal-like patterns of cells that although fully-separated by cytokinesis remain attached at 

their tip through adhesion proteins81. 

For a mathematical description of fractals from filamenting organisms, the theoretical 

biologist Lindenmayer proposed the theory of L systems in 1968 and applied this to the study 

of plant development (as shown in Figure 6)82, 83. The L system is considered as a 

mathematical language system of symbols used to describe the multicellular filamentous 

structures formed by some organisms as linear arrays with the single cell being the building 

block that then receives inputs from adjacent cells and produces outputs. Each cell in the array 

has the same set of functions that is then being applied to all cells simultaneously at each time 

step during the development of the pattern84. 
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Figure 6. Examples of plant-like structures generated by L-systems. Image 

adapted from Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer, 199685. 

  

1.6. Branching structures 25

a
n=5,δ=25.7◦

F
F→F[+F]F[-F]F

b
n=5,δ=20◦

F
F→F[+F]F[-F][F]

c
n=4,δ=22.5◦

F
F→FF-[-F+F+F]+

[+F-F-F]

d
n=7,δ=20◦

X
X→F[+X]F[-X]+X
F→FF

e
n=7,δ=25.7◦

X
X→F[+X][-X]FX
F→FF

f
n=5,δ=22.5◦

X
X→F-[[X]+X]+F[+FX]-X
F→FF

Figure 1.24: Examples of plant-like structures generated by bracketed OL-
systems. L-systems (a), (b) and (c) are edge-rewriting, while (d), (e) and
(f) are node-rewriting.

Variables: F, X
Constants: +,-
Start (axiom): F or X
Angle: δ
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1.2.3 Engineering multicellular pattern formation with traditionally unicellular 

organisms. 

As synthetic biology moves to the incorporation of ever-more complex systems into 

organisms, synthetic biology is also shifting from tasks performed in individual cells to tasks 

achieved by more complex multicellular systems. One specific area of interest within this is 

pattern formation which incorporates traits traditionally associated with multicellular organisms 

such as environmental adaptation, cell-cell communication and specialisation of cell function 

in order to program multiple cells of a unicellular organism to together create unique 

morphological patterns86. What all approaches in synthetic pattern formation have in common 

is the need for a set cell population to differentially express a specific phenotype depending 

on several conditions determined by the intracellular or extracellular environment. Most of the 

work on differential expression and pattern formation has been limited to cell-cell 

communication but there are other approaches, such as the implementation of daughter-

specific promoters in order to achieve differential expression between mother and daughter 

yeast cells87.  

Despite synthetic pattern formation being still in its infancy there are several examples of 

engineered cells from different organisms that create specific patterns. These act as 

foundational work for the field (Figure 7). One example, is the reprogramming of E. coli cells 

to form sequential stripe patterns through control of cell aggregation by Liu et al.88. They 

constructed a genetic circuit that supresses motility of E. coli cells when they reach high 

densities. Each cell incorporates a density sensing module that responds to acyl-homoserine 

lactone (AHL) accumulation and a motility-control module that causes cells to tumble when 

activated. The end result is the creation of concentric stripe patterns of altering high and low 

cell densities, which are dependent on the nature of cell motility and proliferation 

characteristics and can be tuned by altering the expression strength from different promoters 

in the engineered genetic network. Differentiation of gene expression also plays a key role in 

pattern formation and in 2005, Basu et al. published work of the creation of E. coli strains that 

form patterns of differentiation in response to gradients of a chemical stimulus89. E. coli 

“sender” cells produce a signal which is then diffused and receiver cells respond to it by 

producing a fluorescent signal depending on their distance from the sender cells. In 

mammalian cells, foundational work for cell-cell interactions and potential future programmed 

pattern formation was performed more recently by Bacchus et al. through the development of 

communication networks between mammalian sender and receiver cells utilising an essential 

amino acid as the signalling molecule86.  
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Figure 7. Synthetic networks used for pattern formation of engineered cells. (A) E. 

coli stripe pattern formation genetic network responding to acyl-homoserine lactone (AHL) 
accumulation (Image adapted from Liu et al., 2011)88. (B) E. coli synthetic multicellular system 
for the generation of fluorescence ring-like patterns (Image adapted from Basu et al., 2005)89. 
(C) Sender and receiver modules for L-tryptophan triggers intercellular communication of 
mammalian cells (Image adapted from Bacchus et al., 2012)86. 

 

One area predicted to offer large benefits in the production of alternative and 

renewable energy as proposed by a 2012 article in Scientific American, is the utilisation of 

organisms that grow in fractal pattern formations for the creation of biofuels with increased 

efficiency90. It is argued that biofuel production might benefit from cells that grow in fractals. 

Fractal geometry enables cells to have increased surface area and contact with their 

environment while also covering wider areas, potentially enabling for the increased efficiency 

with which they absorb nutrients and extrude products compared to cells forming typical 

clump-like colonies. As of yet, no experimental work has been published regarding this idea 

but it appears that experimental work is being carried out by the Shaheen lab group to create 

bacterial fractals that produce hydrogen and biodiesel with increased efficiency91.  
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1.3 Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast 

1.3.1 S. cerevisiae biology and its role as a model organism 

One of the most commonly-used unicellular organisms in synthetic biology, and one 

which is potentially capable of programmed pattern formation is the Baker’s (or Brewer’s) 

yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae. This yeast is a single-celled organism, belonging to the 

kingdom of fungi and is considered one of the simplest eukaryotes known. Its unique 

properties have been exploited for thousands of years for the production of bread, beer and 

wine, and today it constitutes one of the widest-used organisms for biotechnology applications, 

particularly those that harness its unique fermentation and tolerance capabilities for ethanol 

production92. The broad biotechnological and economic significance of S. cerevisiae analysed 

in Section 1.3.2 adds to the huge significance of this organism in science, since it is 

considered one of the main model organisms in many areas of molecular and cell biology 

research. S. cerevisiae’s characterisation as a tractable model organism for laboratory use 

arises from its genetic compatibility with other higher organisms, easy genetic manipulation, 

ease of culture and fast growth characteristics as well as the extensive characterisation of its 

genome, transcriptome and proteome. 

The genome of haploid S. cerevisiae, is divided into 16 chromosomes and is very 

compact compared to the human genome with only a small fraction of genes containing 

introns93. In 1996, it became the first fully-sequenced eukaryotic genome further accelerating 

the identification of new genes and their function94. As of today, more that 6,600 open reading 

frames (ORFs) have been located and about 80% have been verified for their function 

according to the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD, www.yeastgenome.org), a data 

repository for S. cerevisiae’s genome, genes, proteins and other encoded features as well as 

their relationships. Underlying the importance of S. cerevisiae as a model organism, 

bioinformatics research has shown that a large number of its genes possess high similarity to 

other organisms and more importantly to humans. Even back in 1997, only a year after the  

final publication of the complete genome by Goffeau et al., it was proposed that around 30% 

of the sequenced human disease-associated genes might have orthologues in S. cerevisiae, 

while another study in 2011 compared protein functions between S. cerevisiae and 704 other 

organisms and found high similarity in several biological processes and pathways95, 96. In 

addition, S. cerevisiae has protein processing capabilities typical of eukaryotic organisms such 

as protein folding, assembly and post-translational modifications97. S. cerevisiae has been 

used to produce human recombinant proteins that were unable to be properly expressed in 

other commonly used hosts such as E. coli, further confirming its compatibility with other 

higher organisms98.  
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Probably the biggest advantage that establishes S. cerevisiae as a model organism is 

the ease of genomic manipulation and its convenient life-cycle. S. cerevisiae is usually a single 

cell organism that divides through mitosis in rich media approximately every 90 min through a 

process that involves mother cells forming ‘buds’ that eventually pinch off as daughter cells in 

a process called budding. The organism can be found in two forms a haploid form that has 

one set chromosomes and a diploid form that carries two sets. Haploids can switch between 

two types a and α which can mate together and form diploid a/α cells which in turn can either 

divide through mitosis or undergo meiosis and produce haploid a and α cells99. S. cerevisiae 

is remarkably easy to transform and several transformation protocols have been 

established100. In addition, yeast genetics has been enriched with a variety of advanced tools, 

such as the use of integrating or self-replicating plasmids and selection markers that take 

advantage of the organism’s own replication, recombination and auxotrophic machinery to 

enable for the simple creation of new strains that express recombinant proteins99. The above 

tools are further enhanced with the addition of novel cloning techniques that aim to standardise 

plasmid construction such as the development of a MoClo Yeast Tool Kit for easy assembly 

and transformation of combinations of different biological parts into S. cerevisiae compatible-

plasmids and into the cell’s own genome101.  

All the above have helped established S. cerevisiae as a eukaryotic model organism 

for studying fundamental biological processes such as aging, cell-cycle and metabolism and 

have established it as a tool for drug research and for studying human diseases such as 

cancer96, 102-104.  

 

1.3.2 S. cerevisiae biotechnology and applications 

S. cerevisiae’s contribution to biotechnology is indisputable. Traditionally, S. cerevisiae 

has been used for the production of food and alcoholic beverages by taking advantage of the 

organisms’ biological traits and its well-established fermentation and process capabilities, 

which make it ideal for large-scale production17. However, new applications are emerging with 

the development of new methodologies from metabolic engineering and recombinant protein 

production and the arrival of fields such as systems and synthetic biology105. In general, 

applications in modern yeast biotechnology can be summarised as the production of 

metabolites, production of recombinant proteins and whole cell biocatalysis105. 

S. cerevisiae has been used extensively for the production of bioethanol but due to 

increasing energy costs and due to environmental concerns, current efforts are being focused 

on the metabolic engineering of S. cerevisiae for the production of other next-generation 

biofuels such as n-butanol and isobutanol which have higher energy density. Biosynthetic 

pathways of novel biofuels from other organisms have been successfully transferred to S. 

cerevisiae and now research is focused on improving the yields produced to be comparable 
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to the ones of ethanol production with promising results106, 107. But the organism has also been 

used for the production of other chemicals such as organic acids like lactic acid, and more 

complex molecules such as flavonoids and isoprenoids105. Probably one of the most notable 

examples of therapeutic isoprenoid production is that of artemisinic acid, a precursor of the 

critically-important antimalarial agent, artemisinin. By using synthetic biology techniques to 

transfer the artemisinic acid production pathway from the plant Artemisia annua into S. 

cerevisiae, it has been possible to create strains that produce high yields of the antimalarial 

compound108. Another interesting approach, is the use of redox balance engineering in S. 

cerevisiae in order to improve production of L-lactic acid, a renewable material used in 

bioplastics manufacture. Recent work on this has provided a clear link between redox 

balancing and increase in valuable compound production109.  

In recombinant protein production, S. cerevisiae has been used extensively for the 

production of therapeutic proteins since it is also recognised as a generally regarded as safe 

(GRAS) organism by the US FDA110. Among all yeast organisms, S. cerevisiae is the most-

heavily used for biopharmaceutical protein production and in 2009 it was reported to produce 

18.5% of the protein-based recombinant pharmaceuticals licenced by the FDA and the EMEA 
111. Among the proteins produced from engineered yeast are the hormones insulin and 

glucagon and the hepatitis B virus surface antigen vaccine112.  

An exciting new area of S. cerevisiae applications is that of whole cell biocatalysts 

which utilise the enzymatic activities of cells to convert organic compounds through multi-step 

reactions that use cellular metabolism for cofactor regeneration105. Notable examples of work 

in this field is the creation of a recombinant S. cerevisiae strain that exhibits improved ketone 

reduction and co-substrate yield capabilities, a recombinant strain that enables for one-pot 

conversion of amines to chiral alcohols with sugar as a substrate, and a recombinant strain 

that catalyse the conversion of free fatty acids to alkanes113-115. A common approach for the 

creation of whole cell biocatalysts where S. cerevisiae has been widely-studied is for cell 

surface display of proteins which catalyse conversion or production of a specific compound116. 

Examples of successfully-created S. cerevisiae strains that display enzymes and act as whole 

biocatalysts include the creation of a strain that display the trans-sialidase protein from 

Trypanosoma cruzi to perform sialylation of synthetic oligosaccharides, and the development 

of an engineered S. cerevisiae strain displaying a lipase with increased enzymatic activity after 

treatment with a certain chemical116, 117.  

Innovations in fermentation techniques are also allowing for the production of products 

with increased yields and/or better quality. For example, apart from traditional fermentation, 

other techniques have been proposed in order to achieve higher production yields and product 

quality such as the use of solid-state fermentation, which is defined as the fermentation 

involving a solid matrix that supports the growth of an organism in the absence (or near 
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absence) of free water. This is being used for the production of a variety of compounds 

including ethanol and also for aroma compound production by S. cerevisiae118-120. Yeast’s 

unique adhesion capabilities have also been extensively used in biotechnology and in 

fermentation in particular. Contrary to other fields of applications, like in biomedicine where 

cell adhesion particularly of pathogenic organisms like the Candida species is not desirable, 

in fermentation its usually a desirable property that also allows for easy control and removal 

of the cells from the media121. Cell immobilisation techniques are also particularly beneficial 

during continuous fermentation where unfermented media flows continuously inside a reactor 

and fermented media is extracted. Immobilisation of cells through cell-cell adhesion and/or 

substrate adhesion enables for enhanced fermentation productivity due to increase in cell 

concentration despite the continuous flow of media, continuous processing and easy 

recovery122, 123. Cell immobilisation techniques using flocculent S. cerevisiae strains have been 

successfully used in the fermentation of ethanol, with strains successfully adhering to a variety 

of substrates such as polyurethane foam cubes, spent grains and porous ceramic beads with 

applications in either continuous or stationary fermenters124-127. It is evident that S. cerevisiae’s 

genetic plasticity and fermentation capabilities equip it for diverse biotechnological 

applications and offer further potential waiting to be unlocked through novel technologies like 

synthetic biology strain engineering.  
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1.4 Saccharomyces cerevisiae growth patterns 

1.4.1 S. cerevisiae polarised growth and budding site selection 

While S. cerevisiae is typically considered to be a unicellular simple organism that 

grows and divides, it actually displays a whole variety of characteristics normally associated 

with multicellularity, specialisation and pattern formation. During its life cycle and depending 

on the type of the cell, S. cerevisiae does not simply divide in half but instead exhibits polarised 

growth to form small buds at one side of the cell. Polarised growth can be categorised in three 

different modes; vegetative growth, pseudohyphal growth and mating responce69. When cells 

are not limited by nutrients, they undergo vegetative growth where they keep a round or oval 

shape and grow using distinct budding patterns known as axial or bipolar128. In contrast, in 

conditions of nutrient starvation, diploid cells undergo pseudohyphal growth where cells 

elongate and remain attached in an effort to increase surface area and attract nutrients while 

haploid cells follow a similar response called invasive growth where cells remain attached and 

invade their substrate (e.g. agar)129. Finally, haploid cells of the MATa or MATα mating type, 

as a response to a pheromone of the opposite mating type, arrest in late G1 and form a cell 

projection known as a schmoo which points in the direction of its mating partner69.  

An important event for all kinds of polarised growth is the selection of a budding site 

which is usually done following different budding patterns between haploid and diploid cells. 

Haploid MATa or MATα cells follow the axial budding pattern where both the mother and the 

daughter cells bud close to the previous site of division (proximal site). This is achieved by 

several cytokinesis components staying close to the division site all the way through the next 

cell cycle, thus promoting the next budding site to appear close to the previous one. On the 

other hand, diploid MATa/MATα cells follow the bipolar budding pattern in which the daughter 

cells bud opposite (distal) of their birth site while mother cells can bud either proximal or distal 

from the last division site at a ratio that changes as the cell generations pass. The molecular 

mechanisms controlling the site selection of the bipolar budding pattern are not as well 

determined as the ones controlling the axial pattern, but similar components that act as tags 

are hypothesised69, 130. Figure 8 shows a schematic explaining the basic characteristics of the 

axial and bipolar budding patterns.  
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Figure 8. Schematic of the axial and bipolar budding patterns. Typical budding 

behaviour of haploid and diploid cells following the axial and bipolar budding patterns, 
respectively. During axial budding pattern both the mother and the daughter cell are forming new 
buds adjacent of the last site of cytokinesis. During bipolar budding pattern daughter cells are 
typically budding from the site opposite of the birth scar while mother cells can decide between 
the site adjacent (proximal) or opposite (distal) of the last site of cytokinesis. Cells are 
represented as large elliptical formations. Birth scars are represented by red curved lines. 
Subsequent bud scars are represented by white curved lines. Image based on Casamayer and 
Snyder, 2002130. 

 

 

Despite the axial and bipolar budding patterns being a characteristic of the haploid and 

diploid cells respectively, there are haploid cells that can grow using the bipolar budding 

pattern and diploid cells that can follow the axial budding pattern. For example, diploid cells 

that are homozygous (MATa/MATa or MATα/ΜATα) follow the axial budding pattern while 

haploid cells that are defective for the BUD4 gene grow using the bipolar budding pattern69, 

131. Moreover, there are cellular components that promote budding from either the proximal or 

distal site in cells following the bipolar budding pattern. It has been shown that the Bud8 and 

Bud9 transmembrane proteins act as tags that promote budding from the distal or proximal 

pole respectively and their relative levels affect the frequency of each site selection132, 133. 

Finally, during pseudohyphal growth cells usually switch to a unipolar budding pattern where 

new buds are formed from the distal pole but some cells show the bipolar pattern as well69. 
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1.4.2 S. cerevisiae multicellular lifestyles  

It has been well-established that S. cerevisiae yeast is able to take multicellular growth 

forms by changing the way that the cells adhere to each other, and with their biotic or abiotic 

substrates. Responsible for these adhesion capabilities are proteins called adhesins or 

flocculins (named after one of the most characteristic phenotypes) like Fig2, Aga1 and 

members of the Flo family, which are all proteins associated with the cell wall134. Depending 

on the environmental conditions and their genetic background S. cerevisiae can create a 

variety of multicellular formations; flocs, flors, biofilms and filaments135.  

Flocs are aggregations of vegetative cells, usually appearing at high cell densities and 

low concentration of calcium, that separate from the liquid medium and either sediment or rise 

to the surface136. Flors are biofilm-like layers formed by cells on the surface of a liquid and 

usually appear in the process of alcoholic fermentation when cells rise on the top of the liquid 

to access more oxygen135. Biofilms are cell aggregates that also adhere to surfaces and are 

formed by several bacteria and fungi. Their study is particularly important since several 

pathogenic microorganisms can form biofilms which makes them resistant to microbial 

therapies. S. cerevisiae can also form biofilms and has been shown that when grown in low 

glucose media cells can adhere to plastic surfaces and this is heavily dependent on the 

presence of the Flo11 protein137. FLO11 has been shown to play an important role in the 

creation of filaments as well, which are formations of elongated cells that branch and adhere 

to each other and their substrate, when in conditions of nutrient starvation. Some filaments 

can also invade their substrate in an effort to access more nutrients as in the case of agar 

plates138.  

In addition to the aforementioned natural multicellular patterns formed by S. cerevisiae, 

it has been shown that it is possible to engineer yeast cells where flocculation can be 

controlled using synthetic biology techniques by having genetic networks controlling specific 

targets50. Moreover, in a highly intriguing work published in 2012 Ratcliff et al., was able to 

generate snowflake-like cell clusters that are formed independently from flocculation or 

pseudohyphal growth mechanisms by selecting for cells that tend to remain attached 

postdivision139. It was later found that cells that form those clusters have mutations on the 

ACE2 transcription factor and knocking out this gene disrupts mother-daughter cell separation 

and generates the snowflake phenotype140. What is even more interesting, is that some of the 

cells undergo apoptosis during the late stages of the snowflake pattern to prevent the cluster 

growing indefinitely. This appears to be in a manner similar to how digits are formed during 

the growth of the mammalian embryos. This work indicates that even though S. cerevisiae 

yeast is considered a unicellular organism it has the genomic capacity to exhibit multicellular 

traits under specific conditions or rapid stringent selection. All of the above show, that while 

synthetic biology has traditionally treated S. cerevisiae as a unicellular organism, the cells 
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have the capacity to arrange themselves and form multicellular structures which can also be 

programmable. 

 

1.4.3 Yeast filamentous growth 

Filamentation is an important differentiation mechanism for many fungal species as a 

response to environmental triggers such as nutrient limitation81. It allows for the expansion of 

the fungi in new environments in an effort to scavenge for nutrients and withstand potentially 

harmful conditions while for some species like Candida albicans that commonly infect 

mammalian hosts, it is connected to pathogenicity81, 141. There is a great variety in the 

filamentation response among the different filamenting fungal species but in most cases, cells 

undergo either hyphal or pseudohyphal growth81. During hyphal growth, cells form long tube-

like chains that extend exclusively from the tip. As the tip extends, mitosis is taking place but 

cells are never separated and as a result form multinucleate filaments80, 142. In contrast, 

budding yeast S. cerevisiae is unable to form hyphae but instead forms pseudohyphae (shown 

in Figure 9) which are chains of elongated cells that are fully separated by cytokinesis and as 

a result are not multinucleate but do remain attached through adhesion proteins81.  

 

 

 
Figure 9. Pseudohyphal growth phenotype of diploid S. cerevisiae cells. Image 

adapted from Gimeno and Fink, 1994143. 
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Pseudohyphal growth can be a response to a variety of stressful conditions such as 

limited nitrogen, poor carbon source in media as well as other stressful factors like elevated 

temperature or addition of certain compounds129, 144. Both haploid and diploid yeast cells 

create some kind of pseudohyphae formations as a stress response although underlying 

genetic and morphological differences between the two cell types during the expression of the 

response led to the distinction between the two. As a result of conditions of stress, the term 

invasive growth is used for haploid cells because of the characteristic invasion of the colonies 

into agar substrate.  The term pseudohyphal growth is usually saved for diploid cells81. From 

now on, the term filamentous growth will be used to describe both invasive and pseudohyphal 

growth while pseudohyphal growth will be reserved for the phenotype normally exhibited by 

diploid cells.  

Filamentation in yeast is a very complex phenomenon and is regulated by four highly- 

characterised signalling pathways – the Ras2/cAMP-PKA pathway, the protein kinase Snf1 

pathway, the TOR (target of rapamycin) pathway and the MAPK pathway81, 129. It has been 

shown that activation of the PKA proteins (Tpk1, Tpk2, Tpk3) by the Ras2/cAMP pathway is 

essential for filamentous growth, and the levels of cAMP play an important role on the cells 

decision making regarding filamentous growth145, 146. In addition, it has been shown that 

glucose depletion or nitrogen limitation can induce filamentation by mechanisms associated 

with the Snf1 or TOR pathways respectively in both haploid and diploid cells81, 147-149. 

Moreover, it has been shown that multiple factors that affect other MAPK pathways like those 

of pheromone response (mating) and high osmolarity glycerol response are also involved in 

the filamentous growth81. All the different signals from these pathways are integrated by 

several mechanisms like convergence to common gene targets and co-regulation of signalling 

pathways81. For example, the FLO11 gene which encodes for a cell-adhesion flocculin protein 

required for pseudohyphal growth as well as other multicellular patterns, is controlled by a 

highly regulated promoter where factors from all four pathways bind to150-152. There are also 

multiple examples of functionality connections between the RAS and the MAPK pathways81. 

During filamentation, hundreds of genes are activated that affect cell shape and 

several biochemical properties which are responsible for the characteristic phenotypes are 

expressed. As already mentioned, during filamentation S. cerevisiae cells undergo cytokinesis 

but manage to stay attached and form chains or filaments through cell-cell adhesion. The 

major cell adhesion molecule activated during filamentation by mechanisms explained above 

is Flo11 (or Muc1) which is a cell surface glycoprotein that acts as an adhesin and is necessary 

for both invasive and pseudohyphal growth while also playing an important role in other 

phenotypes such as biofilm formation81, 137, 152, 153. Other characteristic morphological changes 

of filamentation are related to cell polarity reorganisation caused by alterations in the 

expression of bud site selection genes. These force both haploid cells that normally follow the 
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axial budding pattern and diploid cells that usually follow the bipolar budding pattern to both 

switch to a distal-unipolar budding pattern. This then results in new cells forming from the pole 

opposite the birth scar and as a result expand the colony away from the mothers thus reaching 

new environments81, 138, 154. Interestingly, it has been shown that pseudohyphal growth is a 

characteristic of the bipolar budding pattern normally not exhibited by haploid cells. Mutations 

to the BUD4 gene can force haploid cells to switch from axial budding to bipolar budding and 

exhibit pseudohyphal growth instead of invasive growth as a response to stress or genetic 

manipulation131, 143. Finally, during filamentation cells are elongated as a cumulative result of 

changes in cell polarity and the cell-cycle. Filamenting cells show increased apical growth 

driven by a polarised actin cytoskeleton which focuses growth to the tip of the cells and an 

extension of the cell cycle also appears to be delayed in G2 (mitosis) until the bud sizes reach 

that of the mother cells81, 155, 156.  

Filamentation has been observed in several strains of S. cerevisiae like the well-

studied Σ1278b strain. However, the most of the common laboratory strains like those derived 

from the S288C strain are typically non-filamentous and do not exhibit pseudohyphal or 

invasive growth due to the accumulation of inactivating mutations157, 158.  
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1.5 Aims and Objectives 

The aim of this thesis in to lay the foundations for the generation of defined and 

organised natural patterns through genetic engineering of S. cerevisiae cells using synthetic 

biology techniques. By taking advantage of S. cerevisiae’s latent capabilities for multicellular 

pattern generation this work aims to develop the genetic circuitry and techniques for creating 

fractal-like growth formations that could enable interesting applications in metabolic 

engineering, materials biosynthesis and even art. The work presented here shows how 

synthetic genetic networks and advanced regulatory mechanisms can be deployed in order to 

control cell differentiation. 

In Chapter 3, I show how synthetic regulatory networks can be used to control the 

pseudohyphal growth phenotype. Using genetic targets that have been reported to promote 

pseudohyphal growth both haploid and diploid strains are created that can generate this 

phenotype through induction with simple chemical stimuli. Additional genetic targets are then 

employed that either promote or supress pseudohyphal growth thus enabling finer control. 

Ultimately, work in this chapter shows how characterised interchangeable regulatory 

mechanisms can be used to induce a specific morphology in yeast growth.   

Following work on the construction of programmably-filamenting haploid and diploid 

strains, I then introduce more advanced forms of regulation in Chapter 4 in an effort to create 

cells that differentiate and generate unique patterns based on the promoters used with the 

engineered genetic network. With the potential for the creation of even more complex systems, 

previously described genetic timer networks were utilised in a simple use case to automatically 

control the timing of the transition of filamenting cells from pseudohyphal growth to normal 

yeast growth thus generating filamenting colonies of a set size. Genetic timer networks with 

various reset times were integrated and coupled with fluorescent protein markers thus 

enabling parallel observation of the state of the network and pattern formation. 

Finally, in Chapter 5 an alternative method for the creation of controlled patterns using 

higher-level regulatory mechanisms is investigated. Following an approach for hybrid 

promoter construction, new inducible synthetic promoters are created that enable a novel type 

of cell-specific regulation. These hybrid promoters are induced by a simple chemical stimulus 

and are only active in a fraction of the cell population and specifically those cells that have 

undergone division (mother cells). These promoters are then used to create cells that 

differentiate as they grow. In the context of pseudohyphal growth, this type of regulation can 

be used to control genes known to cause cell cycle arrest or delay when overexpressed in an 

effort to control filament branching and enable unique fractal-like patterns.   
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2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Cells manipulation 

2.1.1 Media and Culturing 

2.1.1.1 Bacterial cultures 

Escherichia coli strains were used as the hosts to clone bacterial plasmid DNA. Liquid 

cultures were grown in Luria-Bertani (LB) media (Merck-Millipore, Catalogue 

No1.10285.0500) in a shaking incubator at 37 °C and 1 g while solid cultures were grown at 

37 °C on plates prepared with LB-agar media (Merck-Millipore, Catalogue No 1.10283.0500). 

To select for cells transformed with the plasmid of interest, both liquid and solid cultures were 

supplemented with either ampicillin at a concentration of 100 μg/ml or kanamycin at a 

concentration of 50 μg/ml.  

 

2.1.1.2 Yeast cultures 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains were used as the hosts for yeast plasmid DNA. For 

maintenance and cell propagation purposes cells were grown in Yeast Extract Peptone 

Dextrose (YPD) made by dissolving the following reagents in water: 10 g/L Yeast Extract 

(Merck-Millipore, Catalogue No 1.11926.1000), 20 g/L Peptone from Casein (Merck-Millipore, 

Catalogue No 1.11931.1000) and 20 g/L Glucose anhydrous (VWR AnalaR NORMAPUR, 

Catalogue No 101174Y). 

 For selection purposes, Synthetic Complete Drop-out Dextrose (SC-Glu) or Galactose 

(SC-Gal) media was used. SC-Glu and SC-Gal media were made by dissolving the following 

reagents in water: 6.8 g/L Yeast Nitrogen Base without Amino Acids (Sigma-Aldrich, 

Catalogue No Y0626-250G), 1.4 g/L Yeast Synthetic Dropout Medium Supplements (Sigma-

Aldrich; Catalogue No Y2001-20G) and either 20 g/L Glucose (VWR AnalaR NORMAPUR, 

Catalogue No 101174Y) or 20 g/L Galactose (Sigma-Aldrich, Catalogue No G0625-1KG). For 

solid cultures the above media were supplemented by 20 g/L agar powder (Merck-Millipore, 

Catalogue No 1.11925.1000).  

For selection purposes, these media are supplemented with varying combinations of 

Uracil (Sigma-Aldrich; Catalogue No U0750-25G), Tryptophan (Sigma-Aldrich; Catalogue No 

T0254-25G), Histidine (Sigma-Aldrich; Catalogue No H8000-25G) and Leucine (Sigma-

Aldrich; Catalogue No L8000-25G). Stock solutions of these compounds are made by adding 

the following weights in 1 L of sterile water: 2 g for Uracil, 10 g for Tryptophan, 10 g for Histidine 

and 10 g for Leucine. The solutions are then added to the SC-Glu and SC-Gal media or agar 

plates at the following concentrations: 10 ml/L for Uracil and Leucine and 2 ml/l for Histidine 

and Tryptophan. For additional selection for strains carrying the KanMX marker the antibiotic 
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Geneticin (Formedium, Catalogue No 108321-42-2) was also included in both liquid and solid 

cultures at a consentration of 200 μg/ml.  

All yeast strains were grown at 30 °C and at 1 g shaking.  

 

2.1.2 Bacterial and Yeast Strains  

Table 1 shows the bacterial and yeast strains used in this study along with their 

genotypic characteristics.
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Table 1. Bacterial and yeast strains mentioned in this study. 

Name Species Genotype Supplier Reference 

DH10B 

 

E. coli 

 

Δ(ara-leu) 7697 araD139  fhuA ΔlacX74 galK16 galE15 

e14-  ϕ80dlacZΔM15  recA1 relA1 endA1 nupG  rpsL 

(StrR) rph spoT1 Δ(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) 

New England Biolabs 
Catalogue No 

C3019I 

Turbo Competent E. coli 

F' proA+B+ lacIq ∆lacZM15 / fhuA2  ∆(lac-

proAB)  glnV galK16 galE15  R(zgb-

210::Tn10)TetS  endA1 thi-1 ∆(hsdS-mcrB)5 
New England Biolabs 

Catalogue No 

C2984I 

YPH500 S. cerevisiae 
Mat a, ura3-52, lys2-801, ade2-101, trp1Δ63, his3Δ200, 

leu2Δ1 
  

Y02569 S. cerevisiae 
BY4741; MATa; ura3Δ0; leu2Δ0; his3Δ1; met15Δ0; 

YJR092w::kanMX4 
EUROSCARF 

Catalogue No 

Y02569 

BY4743 S. cerevisiae 
MATa/α; his3Δ1/his3Δ1; leu2Δ0/leu2Δ0; LYS2/lys2Δ0; 

met15Δ0/MET15; ura3Δ0/ura3Δ0 
EUROSCARF 

Catalogue No 

Y20000 

YGPH001 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY002 This study Unpublished 

YGPD001 S. cerevisiae BY4743 + pGPY002 This study Unpublished 

YGPH002 S. cerevisiae YGPH001 + pGPY003 This study Unpublished 

YGPD002 S. cerevisiae YGPD001 + pGPY003 This study Unpublished 

YGPH003 S. cerevisiae YGPH002 + CDK8::K. lactis URA3 This study Unpublished 

YGPH004 S. cerevisiae 
YGPH002 + pGPY005 + pInverter CDK8 promoter 

replacing fragment 
This study Unpublished 
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YGPH002-BUD8KO S. cerevisiae YGPH002 + BUD8::K. lactis URA3 This study Unpublished 

YGPH002-BUD9KO S. cerevisiae YGPH002 + BUD9::K. lactis URA3 This study Unpublished 

YGPH002-BUD5KO S. cerevisiae YGPH002 + BUD5::K. lactis URA3 This study Unpublished 

YGPH005 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pTXLX This study Unpublished 

YGPD005 S. cerevisiae BY4743 + pTXLX This study Unpublished 

YGPH006 S. cerevisiae YGPH005 + pGPIG01 This study Unpublished 

YGPD006 S. cerevisiae YGPD004 + pGPIG01 This study Unpublished 

YGPHTIMER1 S. cerevisiae YGPH006 + pGPIG02 This study Unpublished 

YGPDTIMER1 S. cerevisiae YGPH005 + pGPIG02 This study Unpublished 

YGPH007 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY006 This study Unpublished 

YGPH008 S. cerevisiae YGPH007 + pTXLX This study Unpublished 

YGPH009 S. cerevisiae YGPH007 + pT7L18 This study Unpublished 

YGPH010 S. cerevisiae YGPH007 + pT18LX This study Unpublished 

YGPHTIMER2 S. cerevisiae YGPH008 + pGPY062 This study Unpublished 

YGPHTIMER3 S. cerevisiae YGPH009 + pGPY062 This study Unpublished 

YGPHTIMER4 S. cerevisiae YGPH010 + pGPY062 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY019 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY019 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY020 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY020 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY021 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY021 This study Unpublished 
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Y02569-GPY022 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY022 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY024 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY024 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY025 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY025 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY026 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY026 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY028 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY028 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY029 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY029 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY032 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY032 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY033 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY033 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY034 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY035 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY035 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY035 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY043 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY043 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY044 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY044 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY045 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY045 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY046 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY046 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY047 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY047 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY048 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY048 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY049 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY049 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY050 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY050 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY051 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY051 This study Unpublished 
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Y02569-GPY052 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY052 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY053 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY053 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY054 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY054 This study Unpublished 

Y02569-GPY055 S. cerevisiae Y02569 + pGPY055 This study Unpublished 

YGPH002-GPY056 S. cerevisiae YGPH002 + pGPY056 This study Unpublished 

YGPH002-GPY057 S. cerevisiae YGPH002 + pGPY057 This study Unpublished 

YGPH002-GPY058 S. cerevisiae YGPH002 + pGPY058 This study Unpublished 

YGPH002-GPY059 S. cerevisiae YGPH002 + pGPY059 This study Unpublished 
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2.1.3 Promoter Activation  
For induction purposes, wherever a galactose inducible promoter was involved a 

synthetic complete drop-out medium with galactose as the carbon source was used. For the 

activation of the LX, and L18 promoters 1 mM Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (Sigma-

Aldrich; Catalogue No I6758-1G) was added while for the TX, T7, T18 and iPFY1 promoters 

200-400 ng/ml anhydrous tetracycline (Sigma-Aldrich; Catalogue No 37919-100MG-R) was 

added to the culture.  

 

2.1.4 Creating competent cells 
The creation of electro competent Escherichia coli DH10B cells was achieved using 

the following protocol. In order to maintain the efficiency of the cells, it is vital that once the 

mid-exponential culture is chilled, the cells remain at low temperature. 

 

Day One: 

 

1. Inoculate a 5 ml LB culture with a single colony of the E. coli strain and incubate 

overnight (O/N) at 37 °C. 

2. Incubate a conical flask containing 500 ml of LB at 37 °C O/N. 

3. Store 500 ml sterile H2O in the fridge O/N 

 

Day Two: 

 

1. Use the O/N culture to inoculate the 37 °C LB broth 1:100 and incubate shaking at 

37 °C. 

2. Get plenty of ice and pre-chill a sterile 20% (v/v) glycerol stock and the sterile H2O.  

Label 50-70 microtubes and store in the -80 °C freezer.   

3. When the OD600 of the culture reaches ~0.5, transfer the liquid to 50 ml Falcon 

tubes (ensure that there is no more than 40 ml/tube) and chill on ice for 30 minutes. 

4. Centrifuge the tubes in a rotor pre-chilled to 4 °C at 3,250 g for 15 minutes. 

5. Discard the supernatant and, on ice, re-suspend the cells in the equivalent volume 

of pre-chilled water. 

6. Centrifuge as before. 

7. Discard the supernatant, on ice re-suspend cells in pre-chilled 20% glycerol 

(volume is not important but ideally just enough to re-suspend the cells e.g. 

2ml/tube) and pool all of the cells into one of the 50 ml Falcon tubes. 

8. Centrifuge as before. 
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9. Discard the supernatant and, on ice, re-suspend the cells in ~2.5 ml pre-chilled 

20% glycerol. 

10. Transfer the cells into the pre-chilled microtubes in 50 μl aliquots and store 

immediately at -80 °C. 

 

For the S. cerevisiae strains no prior treatment was needed as they were made 

competent during the transformation.  

 

2.1.5 E. coli and S. cerevisiae transformation protocols 

For the DH10B electrocompetent cells bacterial electroporation was performed using 

a Biorad Micropulser electroporator set on “Bacteria” and “Ec1” according to the following 

protocol:  

 

1. Transfer one tube of competent cells (containing 50 μl) and one electroporation 

cuvette for each transformation needed on ice. In addition, prepare a tube 

containing at least 1 ml of LB medium per reaction and the necessary selection 

plates in the 37 °C incubator. � 

2. Wait for the cells to thaw and add the appropriate amount of DNA (usually no more 

than 1 μl). Mix the tubes gently and transfer the cells to the electroporation cuvette. 

3. Place the cuvette in the electroporator and activate it using the appropriate settings 

for E. coli transformation. � 

4. Immediately remove the cuvette from the electroporator and add 950 μl of pre-

heated LB medium in it. Mix gently and transfer to a 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube. � 

5. Incubate the tubes in a 37 °C shaking incubator for 60 min. � 

6. Transfer the appropriate amount of culture on the pre-heated plates and spread 

evenly until all liquid is absorbed. � 

7. Incubate the plates facing down overnight at 37 °C. 
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For the Turbo chemically competent cells, the heat shock was performed using the 

following protocol: 

 

1. Aliquot 50 μL into a new 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube and put on ice. 

2. Add 10 μL 5x KCM buffer (500 mM KCl, 150 mM CaCl2 & 250 mM MgCl2 in water) 

and mix. 

3. Add 1-10 μL of Plasmid DNA and mix. 

4. Put the tube into a thermocycler and perform a heat shock following the protocol 

shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Heat shock protocol. 

Step Temperature Time 

Incubate 4 oC 20 min 

Heat shock 42 oC 45 s 

Incubate 4 oC 5 min 

 

5. Add 250-500 μL LB or SOC media and incubate at 37 oC (1 g shaking) for up to 60 

min depending on the antibiotic used for selection. 

6. Transfer the appropriate amount of culture on the pre-heated plates and spread 

evenly until all liquid is absorbed. � 

7. Incubate the plates facing down overnight at 37 °C. 
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S. cerevisiae transformation reactions were performed using the following protocol 

(adapted from Gietz et al.)100:  

 

Day one:  

 

1. Inoculate 5 ml of YPD liquid medium in a 14 ml Falcon tube with a single colony. 

Incubate at 30 °C overnight.  

 

Day two:  

 

1. Transfer 1 ml of the overnight liquid culture to 9 ml YPD liquid culture in a 50 ml 

Falcon. Each culture should be enough for 3-4 transformations. Place the cultures 

in a shaking incubator at 30 °C for 4 h. � 

2. Prepare single stranded carrier DNA by boiling one tube of 10 mg/ml salmon sperm 

DNA (New England Biolabs) for each transformation for 10 min and then chilling 

on ice for at least 5 min. � 

3. Collect the culture tubes and spin them on a centrifuge at 3,000 g for 5 min. Discard 

the supernatant and resuspend the pellets in 5 ml of sterile water. � 

4. Spin the tubes again as before and discard the supernatant. � 

5. Resuspend the pellets in 300 μl of water, split the suspension in 3-4 1.5 ml 

Eppendorf tubes, centrifuge on a benchtop centrifuge at 11,700 g for 20 s and 

discard the supernatant.  

6. Add the sterile reagents shown in Table 3 to the pellets in the tubes in the order 

listed.  

 

Table 3. Yeast transformation mix components and volumes. 

 

Component Volume 

50% w/v PEG 3350 240 μl 

1 M LiAc 36 μl 

Boiled single stranded carried DNA (10 mg/ml) 10 μl 

Linearized or circular Plasmid DNA (0.1 to 1μg) plus 

distilled water 
74 μl 

Total Volume 360 μl 
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1. Resuspend the pellet by vortexing, then incubate at 42 °C for 60 min. 

2. Spin the tubes again at 11,700 g for 20 s, discard the supernatant and resuspend 

in up 1 ml of sterile water. 

3. Plate 250 μl of cells on the appropriate selective medium plates and incubate for 

3-4 days at 30 °C. � 

 

During this procedure the cells are made competent and the plasmid DNA is 

transferred into them. In the case of integrative plasmids the external DNA is integrated into 

the genome though the in vivo homologous recombination machinery159.  

 
2.1.6 Creating glycerol stocks of bacterial and yeast strains 

All transformed bacterial and yeast strains are stored at -80 °C in glycerol (VWR, UK). 

For their preparation 20-30% v/v filter sterilised glycerol in distilled water is added in an equal 

volume of cell culture in 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes.    
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2.2 General DNA manipulation  
2.2.1 Plasmid construction 

 

Plasmids were assembled either though standard Ligation, Gibson assembly or 

Golden gate assembly utilising the Yeast Tool Kit101. Several plasmids were provided by Dr 

Tom Ellis, Dr Ben Blount and PhD candidate William Shaw all members of the Centre of 

Synthetic Biology and Innovation of Imperial College London. The N-degron GFP (FD-GFP) 

was kindly provided by Dr. Felix Jonas, also a member of our centre. All plasmids are shown 

in Table 4 and are part of the Ellis Lab collection. 

 

Table 4. Plasmids used in this study. 

Name Description Source 

pLVGI 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, PTEF1, lacI, tADH1, PLX, 

yEGFP, tCYC1, ura3 buffer, ColE1 ori, ampR, TRP1 

Dr. Ellis,  

Imperial College London50 

pLVGI-PHD1 pLVGI backbone, yEGFP replaced by PHD1 This study, Unpublished 

pLVGI-PHD1 

(S92F) 

pLVGI-PHD1 plasmid containing a point mutation on 

the 92nd codon of PHD1 to encode for phenylalanine 
This study, Unpublished 

pUOGB 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, PTEF1, tetR, tADH1, PLX, 

yEGFP, tCYC1, ura3 buffer, ColE1 ori, ampR, HIS3  

Dr. Ellis,  

Imperial College London 

Unpublished 

pTVGI 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, PTEF1, URA3, tADH1, PTX, 

yEGFP, tCYC1, ura3 buffer, ColE1 ori, ampR, TRP1  

Dr. Ellis,  

Imperial College London50 

pTVGI-flo8-1 pTVGI backbone, yEGFP replaced by FLO8 This study, Unpublished 

pTVGI-FLO8 

pTVGI-flo8-1 plasmid containing a point mutation on 

the 142nd codon of flo8-1 to eliminate the premature 

stop codon 

This study, Unpublished 

pTETOGL1 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, PTX, lacI, tADH1, PTEF1, 

tetR, tADH1, ura3 buffer, ColE1 ori, ampR, LEU2 

Dr. Ellis,  

Imperial College London 

Unpublished 

pGPY002 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pLVGI-PHD1(S92F) 

backbone, ampR, HIS3   
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY003 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pTVGI-FLO8 backbone, 

ampR, LEU2 
This study, Unpublished 

pMirage K. lactis URA3, ampR 
Dr. Blount,  

Imperial College London 
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Unpublished 

pGPY005 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY003 backbone, tetR 

exchanged with lacI, ampR, LEU2 
This study, Unpublished 

pINV1 

Yeast Integrative Plasmid, PTEF1, tetR, tADH1, 

piPFY1, yEGFP, tCYC1, ura3 buffer, ColE1 ori, 

ampR, URA3 

Dr. Blount,  

Imperial College London51 

pTXLX 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pLX, tetR, tADH1, pTX, 

lacI, tCYC1, ura3 buffer, ColE1 ori, ampR, LEU2 
Dr. Ellis160 

 

p714 

Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pLX, mCHERRY, tADH1, 

pTX, yEGFP, tCYC1, ura3 buffer, ColE1 ori, ampR, 

TRP1 

Dr. Ellis160 

pGPY002-TX 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY002 backbone, PLX 

replaced by PTX, ampR, HIS3 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY002-TXLX 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY002-TX backbone, 

PTEF1 replaced by PLX, ampR, HIS3 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPIG01 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY002-TXLX 

backbone, lacI replaced by CDK8, ampR, HIS3 
This study, Unpublished 

pRS406 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, LACZα/MCS, fi ori, pMB1 

ori, ampR, URA3 

John Hopkins University, 

USA161 

pGPIG02 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY003 backbone, tetR 

and LEU2 replaced by URA3 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY006 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPIG01 backbone, PLX 

and CDK8 replaced by PTX and FLO8 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY062 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, p714 backbone, TRP1 

replaced by URA3 
This study, Unpublished 

pT7L18 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pL18, tetR, tADH1, pT7, 

lacI, tCYC1, ura3 buffer, ColE1 ori, ampR, LEU2 
Dr. Ellis160 

pT18LX 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pLX, tetR, tADH1, pT18, 

lacI, tCYC1, ura3 buffer, ColE1 ori, ampR, LEU2 
Dr. Ellis160 

pGPY009 

Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pTVGI backbone, 

URS1/URS2 added before te TX promoter, ampR, 

TRP1 

This study, Unpublished 

pGPY011 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY009 backbone, TX 

promoter replaced by iPFY1, ampR, TRP1 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY013 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY009 backbone, 

TRP1 replaced by LEU2, ampR 
This study, Unpublished 
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pGPY015 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY011 backbone, 

TRP1 replaced by LEU2, ampR 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY017 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY013 backbone, 

yEGFP replaced by FD-GFP, ampR, LEU2 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY019 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY015 backbone, 

yEGFP replaced by FD-GFP, ampR, LEU2 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY020 

Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY017 backbone, 

URS2 site removed, PGAL UAS site removed Mig1 site 

removed, ampR, LEU2 

This study, Unpublished 

pGPY021 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY019 backbone, 

URS2 site removed, ampR, LEU2 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY022 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY017 backbone, PGAL 

UAS site and Mig1 site removed, ampR, LEU2 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY024 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY020 backbone, FD-

GFP replaced by XBP1, ampR, LEU2 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY025 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY022 backbone, FD-

GFP replaced by XBP1, ampR, LEU2 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY026 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY020 backbone, FD-

GFP replaced by RAD2, ampR, LEU2 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY028 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY020 backbone, FD-

GFP replaced by RFA1, ampR, LEU2 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY029 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY022 backbone, FD-

GFP replaced by RFA1, ampR, LEU2 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY032 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY020 backbone, FD-

GFP replaced by SHE10, ampR, LEU2 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY033 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY022 backbone, FD-

GFP replaced by SHE10, ampR, LEU2 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY034 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY022 backbone, FD-

GFP replaced by MCM1, ampR, LEU2 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY035 
Yeast Integrative Plasmid, pGPY022 backbone, FD-

GFP replaced by MCM1, ampR, LEU2 
This study, Unpublished 

pYTK013 YTK part plasmid, pTEF1 part, ColE1 ori, CAMR Dueber lab101 

pYTK063 YTK part plasmid, tADH1 part, ColE1 ori, CAMR Dueber lab101 

pYTK066 YTK part plasmid, tTDH1 part, ColE1 ori, CAMR Dueber lab101 
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pWS038 
YTK cassette plasmid, ConLS, sfGFP, ConRE, 2-

micron, URA3, ColE1 ori, kanR 

William Shaw, Imperial 

College London, 

Unpublished 

pWS039 
YTK cassette plasmid, ConLS, sfGFP, ConRE, 2-

micron, LEU2, ColE1 ori, kanR 

William Shaw, Imperial 

College London, 

Unpublished 

pWS041 
YTK part plasmid, ConLS, sfGFP , ConR1 ColE1 ori, 

ampR 

William Shaw, Imperial 

College London, 

Unpublished 

pWS042 
YTK part plasmid, ConR1, sfGFP, ConRE ColE1 ori, 

ampR 

William Shaw, Imperial 

College London, 

Unpublished 

pGPY043 
YTK cassette plasmid, ConLS, URS1, TX core, XBP1 

, tTDH1, ConR1, ColE1 ori, ampR 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY044 
YTK cassette plasmid, ConLS, URS1/URS2, TX core, 

XBP1 , tTDH1, ConR1, ColE1 ori, ampR 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY045 
YTK cassette plasmid, ConLS, URS1, TX core, 

SHE10 , tTDH1, ConR1, ColE1 ori, ampR 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY046 
YTK cassette plasmid, ConLS, URS1/URS2, TX core, 

SHE10 , tTDH1, ConR1, ColE1 ori, ampR 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY047 
YTK cassette plasmid, ConLS, URS1, TX core, FD-

GFP , tTDH1, ConR1, ColE1 ori, ampR 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY048 
YTK cassette plasmid, ConLS, URS1/URS2, TX core, 

FD-GFP , tTDH1, ConR1, ColE1 ori, ampR 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY049 
YTK cassette plasmid, ConL1, TEF1 promoter, tetR , 

tADH1, ConRE, ColE1 ori, ampR 
This study, Unpublished 

pGPY050 

YTK multi-gene plasmid, URS1, TX core, XBP1 , 

tTDH1, TEF1 promoter, tetR , tADH1, ColE1 ori, 

KanR, 2-micron, LEU2 

This study, Unpublished 

pGPY051 

YTK multi-gene plasmid, URS1/URS2, TX core, 

XBP1 , tTDH1, TEF1 promoter, tetR , tADH1, ColE1 

ori, KanR, 2-micron, LEU2 

This study, Unpublished 

pGPY052 

YTK multi-gene plasmid, URS1, TX core, SHE10 , 

tTDH1, TEF1 promoter, tetR , tADH1, ColE1 ori, 

KanR, 2-micron, LEU2 

This study, Unpublished 
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pGPY053 

YTK multi-gene plasmid, URS1/URS2, TX core, 

SHE10 , tTDH1, TEF1 promoter, tetR , tADH1, ColE1 

ori, KanR, 2-micron, LEU2 

This study, Unpublished 

pGPY054 

YTK multi-gene plasmid, URS1, TX core, FD-GFP , 

tTDH1, TEF1 promoter, tetR , tADH1, ColE1 ori, 

KanR, 2-micron, LEU2 

This study, Unpublished 

pGPY055 

YTK multi-gene plasmid, URS1/URS2, TX core, FD-

GFP , tTDH1, TEF1 promoter, tetR , tADH1, ColE1 

ori, KanR, 2-micron, LEU2 

This study, Unpublished 

pGPY056 

YTK multi-gene plasmid, URS1, TX core, XBP1 , 

tTDH1, TEF1 promoter, tetR , tADH1, ColE1 ori, 

KanR, 2-micron, URA3 

This study, Unpublished 

pGPY057 

YTK multi-gene plasmid, URS1/URS2, TX core, 

XBP1 , tTDH1, TEF1 promoter, tetR , tADH1, ColE1 

ori, KanR, 2-micron, URA3 

This study, Unpublished 

pGPY058 

YTK multi-gene plasmid, URS1, TX core, SHE10 , 

tTDH1, TEF1 promoter, tetR , tADH1, ColE1 ori, 

KanR, 2-micron, URA3 

This study, Unpublished 

pGPY059 

YTK multi-gene plasmid, URS1/URS2, TX core, 

SHE10 , tTDH1, TEF1 promoter, tetR , tADH1, ColE1 

ori, KanR, 2-micron, URA3 

This study, Unpublished 
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2.2.2 Plasmid and Genomic DNA Isolation  
Plasmid DNA was isolated from liquid bacterial cultures using the Qiagen QiaPrep Spin 

Miniprep kit following the standard protocol with the exception of the elusion step where 50 μl 

sterile water instead of PB buffer was used.  

Yeast genomic DNA was isolated from S. cerevisiae liquid cultures using a protocol 

developed by Benjamin Blount of the Ellis Lab162. The protocol goes as follows: 

 

1. Transfer 2 ml of an overnight yeast culture to a 2 ml tube and spin down in a 

benchtop centrifuge at 7,200 g for 1 min.  

2. Resuspend pellet in 300 µl 5% Chelex-100. 

3. Add small quantity of glass beads and vortex at top speed for 4 minutes. 

4. Incubate tubes at 100 °C for 10 min. 

5. Spin again at 7,200 g for 10 min. 

6. Carefully transfer supernatant to a fresh tube. It is very important not to transfer 

any of the Chelex beads as they will affect downstream reactions. Usually a volume 

of between 20-100 µl is ample. 

 

The preps can be used as PCR template by adding 0.2 µl to a 10 µl PCR reaction and 

should give results comparable to phenol chloroform preps.  

DNA fragments were purified using the Qiagen QiaQuick Gel Extraction kit following 

the manufacturer’s protocol as well with a final elusion in 25 μl sterile water. The DNA 

concentrations were measured using a NanoDrop reader.  
 

 

2.2.3 Gel electrophoresis and DNA purification 
Gel electrophoresis was performed to visualize the DNA fragments in all the cases of 

construct verification. In cases were specific DNA fragments had to be extracted the method 

of gel purification was also performed. The gels used had a concentration of agarose between 

0.8% - 1% and depending on the volume of the samples medium (<25 μl/well) or large (>50 

μl/well) combs were used. As a reference, in each electrophoresis the 2-log ladder was used 

and the gels were left to run at 100 V for 40 min. 

 

2.2.4 DNA quantification 
DNA quantification from miniprepped or extracted samples was performed using the 

NanoDrop 1000 Spectrophotometer following the manufacturers guidelines.  
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2.2.5 Oligonucleotides preparation  
All oligonucleotides used in this project were synthesised by Integrated DNA 

Technologies (IDT) and dissolved in water at a concentration of 100 μM. For PCR purposes 

10 μM working stocks were also prepared. A list of all primers used in this study is shown in 

Table 5. 
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Table 5. List of primers used in this study. 

Name Sequence Description 

GP45 AAACCCCGGATCCTATTAAAATGTACCATGTTCCTGAAATGAGG 
Used for the amplification of the PHD1 gene 

and yEGFP substitution in pLVGI 

GP46 GTACCAAGCTTACTCGAGTTATGATAATTCATTTTTTGCTCTACTTGTTTG 
Used for the amplification of the PHD1 gene 

and yEGFP substitution in pLVGI 

GP59 AATTTCCATATCAACAAGCTGTAC 
Used to achieve the S92F point mutation of the 

PHD1 gene  

GP60 GTGGTTGTTGTGGATATGTGG 
Used to achieve the S92F point mutation of the 

PHD1 gene 

GP61 AAACCCCGGATCCTATTAAAATGAGTTATAAAGTGAATAGTTCGTATC 
Used for the amplification of the flo8-1 gene 

and yEGFP substitution in pTVGI 

GP62 GTACCAAGCTTACTCGAGTCAGCCTTCCCAATTAATAAAATTG 
Used for the amplification of the flo8-1 gene 

and yEGFP substitution in pTVGI  

GP63 TCTGGGACATCTTTAATACC 
Used for the elimination the 142nd early stop 

codon of the flo8-1 gene, 

GP64 ATATTTGCCACCATTCATAC 
Used for the elimination the 142nd early stop 

codon of the flo8-1 gene 

GP69 CTTTTTTTAACAGTGAAATAAATATCATACATCAAAAGTCGACCATGATTACGCCAAGCT 
Used for the amplification of the K. lactis URA3 

and CDK8 KO creation 

GP70 TGTGGAATGAAAAATTCCAAATATATATAAAAATAGAAGCCGACAGCAGTATAGCGACCA 
Used for the amplification of the K. lactis URA3 

and CDK8 KO creation 
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GP71 CCCAACTACTAGTTATTAAAATGTATAATGGCAAGGATAGAGCAC 
Used for the amplification of the CDK8 gene for 

pInvCDK8 creation 

GP72 CGGTACCAAGCTTACTCGAGCTATCTTCTGTTTTTCTTTCGAGATGG 
Used for the amplification of the CDK8 gene for 

pInvCDK8 creation 

GP79 CTGGCCCAGAGACGGATTATTGTTTTCAGTTGAAGTTGCGCGTTTACAATTTCCTGATGC Used to replace the native CDK8 promoter  

GP80 GCTGATAGGAGTTTTGTGC Used to replace the native CDK8 promoter  

GP81 CATTTTAATAACTAGTGGGGTTTTTCTCC 

Used to amplify the PLX promoter and replace 

the PTEF1 promoter from the pGPY002-TX 

plasmid  

GP82 TTCTTCACCTTTAGACATTTTAATAGG 

Used to amplify the PLX promoter and replace 

the PTEF1 promoter from the pGPY002-TX 

plasmid 

GP83 AACCCAACTACTAGTTATTAAAATGTATAATGGCAAGGATAGAGC 
Used to amplify the CDK8 gene and replace 

the lacI gene from the pGPY002-TXLX plasmid 

GP84 ATCGTAACAGAGCTCCTATCTTCTGTTTTTCTTTCGAG 
Used to amplify the CDK8 gene and replace 

the lacI gene from the pGPY002-TXLX plasmid 

GP99 TTCGAACTTCTAGTTAACAAAAGAAAGACCATTCAATTGCGACCATGATTACGCCAAGCT 
 

Used for the amplification of the K. lactis URA3 

and BUD8 KO creation  

GP100 TTTTTTATTTTTTATCCTATTTGATGAATGATACAGTTTCCGACAGCAGTATAGCGACCA 
 

Used for the amplification of the K. lactis URA3 

and BUD8 KO creation 

GP101 TTATTCCTTGTAACGTCCCAGAGTATTCCATTTAATTGTCGACCATGATTACGCCAAGCT 
 

Used for the amplification of the K. lactis URA3 

and BUD9 KO creation 
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GP102 GAGTAGCAGGAAATCTTCGACGAGTAAGTCCAGCATGGAGCGACAGCAGTATAGCGACCA 
 

Used for the amplification of the K. lactis URA3 

and BUD9 KO creation 

GP103 TATGATAAACAAAAGTACTAAACCTTACAGAGGACACCGGGACCATGATTACGCCAAGCT 
 

Used for the amplification of the K. lactis URA3 

and BUD5 KO creation 

GP104 GAAGCAAAAGGAAGTCATCTTTCTTTGAACAGTTCTGTTTCGACAGCAGTATAGCGACCA 
 

Used for the amplification of the K. lactis URA3 

and BUD5 KO creation 

GP107 GATTGTACTGAGAGTGCACCATACCACAGCTTTTCAATTC 

Used to amplify the URA3 gene and replace 

the tetR and LEU2 genes from the pGPY003 

plasmid 

GP108 GCGGCTTCTAATCCGTACTTCGGTGATGGTTCACGTAGTG 

Used to amplify the URA3 gene and replace 

the tetR and LEU2 genes from the pGPY003 

plasmid 

GP109 GCCCACTACGTGAACCATCACCGAAGTACGGATTAGAAGC 
Used to amplify the pGPY003 backbone and 

generate the pGPIG02 plasmid 

GP110 AATTGAATTGAAAAGCTGTGGTATGGTGCACTCTCAGTAC 
Used to amplify the pGPY003 backbone and 

generate the pGPIG02 plasmid 

GP117 GAATTGTTAATTAAGAGCTCTCAGCCTTCCCAATTAATAAAATTG 
Used to amplify the FLO8 gene under the PTX 

promoter from the pGPIG02 plasmid  

GP118 TGTGCCCTCCATGGAAAAATCAGTCAAGATGCGGCCGCCAGAAGTACGGATTAGAAGCCG 
Used to amplify the FLO8 gene under the PTX 

promoter from the pGPIG02 plasmid  

GP119 TGGCGGCCGCATCTTG 
Used to amplify the pGPIG01 plasmid 

excluding the CDK8 gene  
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GP120 TTATTAATTGGGAAGGCTGAGAGCTCTTAATTAACAATTCTTCG 
Used to amplify the pGPIG01 plasmid 

excluding the CDK8  

GP145 TGTGGTCTCTACAGGAATTCTTTTGATCTAATGTAGAGTTGCACG 
Used to amplify the URS1 and URS2 regions of 

the HO promoter 

GP147 CGGCTTCTAATCCGTACTTCACGCTTCATCATGCTTCAAC 
Used to amplify the URS1 and URS2 regions of 

the HO promoter 

GP148 GTTGAAGCATGATGAAGCGTGAAGTACGGATTAGAAGCC 
Used to amplify the pTVGI plasmid backbone 

used in the pGPY009 assembly 

GP150 AACTCTACATTAGATCAAAAGAATTCCTGTAGAGACCACATC 
Used to amplify the pTVGI plasmid backbone 

used in the pGPY009 assembly 

GP151 CCAACTACTAGTTATTAAAAATGTCTAAAGGTGAAGAATTATTCAC 
Used to amplify the pGPY009 plasmid 

excluding the TX promoter region 

GP152 ATGGTAAAACCTCCCACACAACGCTTCATCATGCTTCAAC 
Used to amplify the pGPY009 plasmid 

excluding the TX promoter region 

GP153 GTTGAAGCATGATGAAGCGTTGTGTGGGAGGTTTTACCATG 
Used to amplify the iPFY1 promoter from the 

INV1 plasmid 

GP154 AATTCTTCACCTTTAGACATTTTAATAACTAGTAGTTGGGTTCTC 
Used to amplify the iPFY1 promoter from the 

INV1 plasmid 

GP155 ACTATGCGGCATCAGAGCAG 
Used to amplify the LEU2 gene from the 

pTETOGL1 plasmid 

GP156 GGTATTTTCTCCTTACGCATCTG 
Used to amplify the LEU2 gene from the 

pTETOGL1 plasmid 
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GP157 TATGCGGTGTGAAATACC 
Used to amplify the pGPY009 and pGPY011 

plasmids excluding the TRP1 marker 

GP158 TATGGTGCACTCTCAGTACAATC 
Used to amplify the pGPY009 and pGPY011 

plasmids excluding the TRP1 marker 

GP164 GGAGAAAAAACCCCGGATCCTATTAAAATGCAGATTTTCGTCAAGAC 
Used to amplify the fast degrading gfp (FD-

GFP) gene 

GP165 GGTACCAAGCTTACTCGAGTTAGGATCCCTTATAAAGCTCG 
Used to amplify the fast degrading gfp (FD-

GFP) gene 

GP168 CGAGCTTTATAAGGGATCCTAACTCGAGTAAGCTTGGTACCG 
Used to amplify the pGPY013 and the 

pGPY015 plasmids excluding the yEGFP gene 

GP170 GTCTTGACGAAAATCTGCATTTTAATAGGATCCGGGGTTTTTC 
Used to amplify the pGPY013 plasmid 

excluding the yEGFP gene  

GP171 CCCAACTACTAGTTATTAAAATGCAGATTTTCGTCAAGAC 
Used to amplify the fast degrading GFP (FD-

GFP) gene  

GP172 GTCTTGACGAAAATCTGCATTTTAATAACTAGTAGTTGGG 
Used to amplify the pGPY015 plasmid 

excluding the yEGFP gene  

GP174 TAGCGAGACAAAACCTACG 
Used for the construction of the pGPY020 and 

pGPY021 plasmids  

GP175 TGTGTGGGAGGTTTTACCATG 
Used for the construction of the pGPY021 

plasmid 

GP177 CTGCAGCAGCGAAGCGATG 
Used for the construction of the pGPY020 and 

pGPY022 plasmids 
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GP180 ACGCTTCATCATGCTTCAAC 
Used for the construction of the pGPY022 

plasmid 

GP184 ACTTTAACGTCAAGGAGAAAAACCCCGGATCCTATTAAAATGAAATATCCCGCTTTTAGC Used to amplify the XBP1 gene  

GP185 CTTAGCTAGCCGCGGTACCAAGCTTACTCGAGTTATTGTTTTGAGTTTGTTTTAAATTTG Used to amplify the XBP1 gene 

GP186 ACTGAACAATTTCAAATTTAAAACAAACTCAAAACAATAACTCGAGTAAGCTTGGTACCG 
Used to amplify the pGPY020 and pGPY022 

plasmids 

GP187 CCGTGTCACTGTTAATGCTAAAAGCGGGATATTTCATTTTAATAGGATCCGGGGTTTTTC 
Used to amplify the pGPY020 and pGPY022 

plasmids 

GP188 TACTTTAACGTCAAGGAGAAAAACCCCGGATCCTATTAAAATGGGTGTGCATTCATTTTG Used to amplify the RAD2 gene 

GP189 TTAGCTAGCCGCGGTACCAAGCTTACTCGAGTTACATCTTTCTTTTCTTTAGTTTACCTG Used to amplify the RAD2 gene 

GP190 TTCAACCGCAACAGGTAAACTAAAGAAAAGAAAGATGTAACTCGAGTAAGCTTGGTACCG 
Used to amplify the pGPY020 and pGPY022 

plasmids 

GP191 TAGGACCTGCAATATCCCAAAATGAATGCACACCCATTTTAATAGGATCCGGGGTTTTTC 
Used to amplify the pGPY020 and pGPY022 

plasmids 

GP196 ACTTTAACGTCAAGGAGAAAAACCCCGGATCCTATTAAAATGAGCAGTGTTCAACTTTCG Used to amplify the RFA1 gene 

GP197 GAGCGGATCTTAGCTAGCCGCGGTACCAAGCTTACTCGAGTTAAGCTAACAAAGCCTTGG Used to amplify the RFA1 gene 

GP198 CTATCTTGCCGATGAGTTATCCAAGGCTTTGTTAGCTTAACTCGAGTAAGCTTGGTACCG 
Used to amplify the pGPY020 and pGPY022 

plasmids 

GP199 TATGAAAATCGCCCCTCGAAAGTTGAACACTGCTCATTTTAATAGGATCCGGGGTTTTTC 
Used to amplify the pGPY020 and pGPY022 

plasmids 

GP200 TTAACGTCAAGGAGAAAAACCCCGGATCCTATTAAAATGGGAAAGCTGATAAAGTTAATC Used to amplify the SHE10 gene 
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GP201 GAGCGGATCTTAGCTAGCCGCGGTACCAAGCTTACTCGAGTCACAATGTCATGGTAATGG Used to amplify the SHE10 gene 

GP202 TACTTCGACCATCACCACAACCATTACCATGACATTGTGACTCGAGTAAGCTTGGTACCG 
Used to amplify the pGPY020 and pGPY022 

plasmids 

GP203 CCGTCAGAGTTGTGATTAACTTTATCAGCTTTCCCATTTTAATAGGATCCGGGGTTTTTC 
Used to amplify the pGPY020 and pGPY022 

plasmids 

GP204 AAACCCCGGATCCTATTAAAATGTCAGACATCGAAGAAGG Used to amplify the MCM1 gene 

GP205 CGGTACCAAGCTTACTCGAGTTAGTATTGGCCTTGTTGCG Used to amplify the MCM1 gene 

GP206 CGCAACAAGGCCAATACTAACTCGAGTAAGCTTGGTACCG 
Used to amplify the pGPY020 and pGPY022 

plasmids 

GP207 CCTTCTTCGATGTCTGACATTTTAATAGGATCCGGGGTTT 
Used to amplify the pGPY020 and pGPY022 

plasmids 

GP212 GCATCGTCTCATCGGTCTCAAACGTTTTGATCTAATGTAGAGTTGCACG 
Used to add Type 2a prefix to URS1/URS2 and 

URS1 fragments for YTK compatibility 

GP213 ATGCCGTCTCAGGTCTCATCAAACGCTTCATCATGCTTCAAC 
Used to add Type 2a suffix to URS1/URS2 

fragment for YTK compatibility 

GP214 ATGCCGTCTCAGGTCTCATCAATAGCGAGACAAAACC 
Used to add Type 2a suffix to URS1 fragment 

for YTK compatibility 

GP215 GCATCGTCTCATCGGTCTCATTGACTGCAGCAGCGAAGCGATG 
Used to add Type 2b prefix to TX core fragment 

for YTK compatibility  

GP216 ATGCCGTCTCAGGTCTCACATAGATCTTTTAATAGGATCCGGGGTTTTTCTCC 
Used to add Type 2b suffix to TX core fragment 

for YTK compatibility 
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GP225 ACGCGCTCGACGTTAGAC 
Used for codon optimisation of SHE10 gene for 

YTK compatibility 

GP226 TTCGTTGAAGTACTCACGAACTAAC 
Used for codon optimisation of SHE10 gene for 

YTK compatibility 

GP227 GCATCGTCTCATCGGTCTCATATGGGAAAGCTGATAAAGTTAATC 
Used to add Type 3 prefix to SHE10 gene for 

YTK compatibility 

GP228 ATGCCGTCTCAGGTCTCAGCCACTCGAGTTACAATGTCATGGTAATGGTTG 
Used to add Type 4a suffix to SHE10 gene for 

YTK compatibility  

GP233 GCATCGTCTCATCGGTCTCATATGCAGATTTTCGTCAAGAC 
Used to add Type 3 prefix to the fast degrading 

GFP (FD-GFP) gene for YTK compatibility 

GP234 ATGCCGTCTCAGGTCTCAGCCACTCGAGTTAGGATCCCTTATAAAGCTCG 

Used to add Type 4a prefix to the fast 

degrading GFP (FD-GFP) gene for YTK 

compatibility 

GP235 GCATCGTCTCATCGGTCTCATATGTCTAGATTAGATAAAAGTAAAGTGATTAACAGC 
Used to add Type 3 prefix to tetR gene for YTK 

compatibility 

GP236 ATGCCGTCTCAGGTCTCAGCCACTCGAGTTAAGACCCACTTTCACATTTAAGTTG 
Used to add Type 4a prefix to tetR gene for 

YTK compatibility 
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2.2.6 PCR reactions 

Both normal and touchdown PCR amplifications were performed using Phusion DNA 

polymerase163. The reaction mix is prepared as follows: 1X Phusion HF buffer (NEB), 2% 

DMSO (NEB), 200 μM dNTPs (Sigma-Aldrich), 5-20 ng template DNA, 0.5 μM primers, 0.02 

U/μl Phusion DNA polymerase (NEB) in a total volume of 50 μl.  

Thermal cycling consisted of the steps shown in Table 6 for normal PCR reactions and 

Table 7 for touchdown PCR reactions.  

 
Table 6. Thermal cycling steps for normal PCR reactions. 

Step Temperature Time 

Initial denaturation 98 oC 30 s 

35 Cycles 

98 oC 10 s 

steady 55-72 oC 20 s 

72 oC 30 s/kb 

Final extention 72 oC 5 min 

Hold 4 oC  
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Table 7. Thermal cycling steps for touchdown PCR reactions. 

Step Temperature Time 

Initial denaturation 98 oC 30 s 

3-8 Cycles 

98 oC 10 s 

variable 55-72 oC 

(starting from cycle 2 decrease temperature by 

2 oC per cycle) 

20 s 

72 oC 30 s/kb 

27-32 Cycles 

98 oC 10 s 

steady 55-68 oC 20 s 

72 oC 30 s/kb 

Final extension 72 oC 5 min 

Hold 4 oC  

 

 

Annealing temperatures were calculated using the NEB Tm Calculator web tool for 

Phusion polymerase reactions.  

Colony PCRs were performed in order to acquire certain native genes from S. 

cerevisiae strains according to the following protocol:  

 

1. Suspend a colony in 20 μl of 0.02 M NaOH. � 

2. Incubate solution at 99 oC for 10 min. � 

3. A 2 μl is used as template in the main reaction. � 

4. The main reaction is 20-50 μl (for colony PCR the concentration of 

Phusion�polymerase was reduced to 0.01 U/μl). � 

5. A normal or touchdown PCR is performed according to the annealing temperatures 

of the primers. 
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2.2.7 Digestion and ligation  

DNA digestions were performed using New England BioLabs (NEB) restriction 

enzymes following the manufacturer’s protocol. For verification purposes digestions were 

usually set up in a total volume of 20 μl with 10 U of enzyme per 500 ng of DNA, and incubated 

for 60 min at 37 oC. To destroy template plasmid DNA from PCR amplifications 1 μl of DpnI 

was added in the PCR mix after the PCR reaction was finished and incubated for 30 min at 

37 °C.  

The T4 DNA ligase from New England BioLabs (NEB) was used following the 

manufacturer’s protocol. In the cases where more than one fragments were to assemble one 

plasmid the following equation was used:  

 

!"#$%&	()## = 6× !"#$%&	-$".&ℎ
0$1&2%	-$".&ℎ ×0$1&2%	3)##	(5"	".) 

 

The vector mass was usually around 50-80 ng. Total vector and insert DNA was added 

to a 20 μl reaction, with 400 U of T4 DNA ligase and incubated for 2 h at room temperature 

(~25 oC). Heat inactivation of the T4 DNA ligase by incubation at 65 °C for 10 minutes was 

followed.  

 

2.2.8 Gibson assembly  

Gibson isothermal reactions were performed as recommended using equimolar 

amounts of DNA fragments164. A 40 bp overlap was used in all cases.  
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2.2.9 Yeast tool kit and Golden Gate assembly 

In certain cases plasmids were assembled using the Yeast Tool kit created by the 

Dueber Lab101. The Yeast Toolkit is based on the modular cloning (MoClo) system and 

provides a standardised method of building yeast expression devices from interchangeable 

biological parts (promoters, coding sequences, terminators etc.)165. For each part a certain 

“prefix” and a certain “suffix” sequence is added, which ultimately define the part’s position in 

the final plasmid construct. The whole system relies on the Golden Gate assembly method 

which takes advantage of the ability of the Type II’s restriction endonucleases to cut DNA 

sequences outside of their recognition sites166. Ultimately, the method enables for directional, 

multi-part assembly of plasmids in a single reaction with parts that can be stored in carrier 

plasmids and used interchangeably based on their type.  

Plasmid types are divided in part, cassette and multi-gene plasmids. Part plasmids 

contain one part of interest that can be used to assemble a cassette plasmid. Cassette 

plasmids contain one open reading frame (ORF) of interest along with the necessary biological 

part for plasmid propagation in E. coli and are assembled using the BsaI restriction enzyme 

which cuts all individual parts and creates overhangs that are then ligated. Multi-gene 

plasmids contain multiple ORFs of interest as well as necessary parts for E. coli propagation 

and Yeast function and are assembled similarly to the cassette plasmids using the BsmBI 

restriction enzyme. Table 8, Table 9 and Table 10 show the components of the Golden gate 

assembly reaction needed for the creation of the part, cassette and multi-gene plasmids. 

Table 11 show the Golden Gate assembly reaction conditions.   

 

 
Table 8. Part plasmid reaction components and volumes. 

 

 

 

Component Volume 

BsmBI (NEB) 0.5 μl 

T7 Ligase (NEB) 0.5 μl 

10x T4 DNA Ligase Buffer (Promega) 1 μl 

Entry vector YTK001 (50 fmol/μl) 0.5 μl 

PCR product (50 fmol/μl) 0.5-2.0 μl 

dH2O Up to 10 μl 
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Table 9. Cassette plasmid reaction components and volumes. 

 

 
Table 10. Multi-gene plasmid reaction components and volumes. 

 

 
Table 11. Golden Gate assembly reaction conditions. 

Step Temperature Time 

12-25 Cycles 
42 oC (digestion) 2 min 

16 oC (ligation) 5 min 

Final digestion 60 oC 10 min 

Heat kill 80 oC 10 min 

Component Volume 

BsaI (NEB) 0.5 μl 

T7 Ligase (NEB) 0.5 μl 

10x T4 DNA Ligase Buffer (Promega) 1 μl 

Part plasmids (50 fmol/μl) 0.5 μl each 

dH2O Up to 10 μl 

Component Volume 

BsmBI (NEB) 0.5 μl 

T7 Ligase (NEB) 0.5 μl 

10x T4 DNA Ligase Buffer (Promega) 1 μl 

Cassette plasmids (50 fmol/μl) 0.5 μl each 

dH2O Up to 10 μl 
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2.3 Data collection, image capturing and analysis 

2.3.1 Flow Cytometry data capture  

Flow cytometry assays were performed using the Attune NxT flow cytometer with the 

Attune NxT autosampler attachment from ThermoFisher Scientific. A 488 nm laser was used 

for excitation of green fluorescence detecting through a 530 nm band-pass filter (BL1). A 561 

nm laser was used for excitation of red fluorescence detecting through a 620 nm band-pass 

filter (YL2). For the genetic timer experiments of Chapter 4 the voltages used for the FSC, 

SSC and BL1 channels were 200, 320 and 480 U respectively. For the promoter 

characterisation experiments of Chapter 5 the voltages used for the FSC, SSC, BL1 and YL2 

channels were 200, 280, 400 and 540 U respectively. A threshold of 3.0 x 103 A.U. was applied 

to the forward (FSC) scatter to minimise non yeast events. Data analysis was performed using 

FlowJo software (Tree Star), gating samples for forward scatter and side scatter to exclude 

non-yeast events and obtaining fluorescence values from BL1-H (height) and YL2-H (height) 

channels. The software was also used to gate samples on both green and red fluorescence 

channels based on a set percentile value of the BL1-H channel of the corresponding control 

samples. An example of this procedure based on the genetic timer experiments of Chapter 4 

is shown in Figure 10. 

Typically, 250μl from each sample was run on the flow cytometer from either tubes or 

plates. For the genetic timer experiments, cells were washed from the media twice, first with 

100mM and then with 30mM Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA, Sigma-Aldrich, 

Catalogue No 03620-250G) at pH 7 in order to deflocculate cells167.  
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Figure 10. Flow Cytometry Gating procedure based on a negative control. (A) An 

elliptical gate is defined based on the FSC and SSC plot that only excludes a very small number 
of events that are not considered yeast and is applied to all samples. (B) The negative control 
for each sample is then gated based on a set percentile value of the BL1-H (Green fluorescence) 
channel thus defining two separate populations, BL1-H+ (“ON”) and BL1-H- (“ON”). (C) The BL1-
H+ population is then used to define the “ON” population for both BL1-H and YL2-H channels of 
the corresponding sample.   
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2.3.2 Inverted microscope image capture 

Images were taken through 10x, 20x or 60x CPI60 objectives mounted on a Nikon 

Eclipse Ti inverted microscope with live cells imaged on plain slides, 1.3 % agarose pads or 

using the ONIX microfluidic platform. To visualise the samples a Phase filter (1 or 3) was used 

to enhance contrast. For fluorescence imaging excitation, emission and exposures were 

respectively 480 nm, 535 nm, 1000 ms for the GFP channel (yEGFP, FD-GFP) and 532 nm, 

610 nm, 2000 ms for Cy3 channel (mCherry). During time-lapse experiments, the software 

autofocus function of the microscope was used to adjust for any potential movement of the 

cells during growth in order to keep clear track of the samples. NIS-Elements Microscope 

Imaging Software (Nikon) was used for capturing and ImageJ (National Institutes of Health) is 

used for image analysis and presentation.  

 

2.3.2.1 Agarose Pads  

Agarose pads were used during some time-lapse microscopy experiments since they 

provide the necessary substrate for the yeast cells to grow and genes of interest to be induced 

while also allowing for better images to be acquired since cells are growing mostly on a 2D 

plane. Agarose pads were prepared according to the following protocol: 

 

1. Weight 13 mg of agarose and transfer in a 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube. 

2. Add 1 ml of the appropriate synthetic complete drop-out media. Depending on the 

promoters to be induced glucose or galactose is used as the carbon base. 

3. Boil the tube for 10 min and then then gradually cool the agarose down to 60 oC. 

4. If necessary, add the appropriate inducers (IPTG and/or ATc) and mix. 

5. Transfer 50 μl of the agarose mix on a special slide with alcoves and cover with 

another slide. Let the agarose pads to set at 4 oC for 15-30 min. 

6. Transfer the agarose pads on clean plain slides, add 4-5 μl of a yeast liquid culture 

and apply a cover slip. 

 

2.3.2.2 CellASIC ONIX microfluidic platform 

Most of the time-lapse experiments were carried out using the CellASIC ONIX 

Microfluidic platform (Merck Millipore) achieving finer control of live cell analysis experiments. 

ONIX utilises special microfluidic plates appropriate for each cell type that trap cells on a single 

plain and enables finer control of cell growth and induction. The system allows for the change 

of growth conditions by controlling the type of media that flows through the cells as well as the 

temperature that is used in conjunction with the inverted microscope thus achieving cell growth 

and image capture in parallel. For cell growth, in most cases flow rate was adjusted to a Psi = 
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4 which was determined to be good for yeast cells. For haploid yeast cells the Y04C-02-5PK 

plates were used.  

 

 

2.3.3 Plate reader growth assay 

For the yeast cell arrest growth assay, OD600 measurements were acquired using a 

BioTek Synergy HT plate reader. Cells are diluted from an overnight culture and then left to 

grow on a plate at 30oC with shaking. OD600 measurements were taken every 10 min by the 

plate reader.  

 

2.3.4 ImageJ image processing  

ImageJ is an open source image processing program developed by the National 

Institutes of Health (NIH) of the United States of America. ImageJ was used to analyse and 

process all images captured by the inverted microscope while also applying similar brightness 

and contrast settings. Images are primarily optimised for brightness while keeping samples 

within an experiment comparable. ImageJ was also utilised to create multichannel images 

when more than one channels were available (e.g. brightfield and GFP channels) as well as 

in the case of the Y02569-GPY022 construct analyse the fluorescence values of the captured 

images. In all cases of fluorescence imaging the same settings are applied to all samples 

within an experiment to keep samples comparable.     

 

2.3.4.1 ImageJ mother-daughter promoter analysis 

The Y02569-GPY022 time-lapse experiment from Chapter 5 was analysed using the 

ImageJ software. From each frame of the time-lapse, cells were gated based on the cell 

borders shown by the brightfield channel and an average fluorescence value from the green 

(GFP) channel was taken. These values were compensated for background fluorescence by 

subtracting the average background fluorescence value of that frame, generated by gating a 

representative area that stayed the same across all frames. The raw fluorescence values of 

each pixel of the frames which generated the average fluorescence value for each cell of a 

frame was not modified in any other way (e.g. application of thresholds). The procedure is 

analysed in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. ImageJ frame analysis of the Y02569-GPY022 time-lapse. (A) Multi-

channel images of the brightfield and GFP channels are created for each frame. (B) For each 
cell, a gate (shown in yellow) is applied based on the brightfield channel in order to cover a 
representative portion of the total cell area. For each cell, the average fluorescence value of the 
GFP channel is calculated using the statistical tools provided by ImageJ. This procedure is 
applied to all frames. (C) A large gate (shown in yellow) containing no cells in any of the analysed 
frames is created and applied to all frames. The average background fluorescence value is 
calculated using the statistical tools provided by ImageJ. 

 

 

2.3.5 Mathematical modelling  

Modelling was carried out using the MATLAB (matrix laboratory) mathematical 

computing application developed by MathWorks (MA, USA). The code for the geometric model 

of the genetic timers shown in Chapter 4 is provided in the Appendix. 
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3 Acquiring control of pseudohyphal growth in yeast 
 

This project aims to lay the foundations for the generation of controlled fractal-like 

structures created by S. cerevisiae. Key to the success of this project is acquiring control of a 

multicellular phenotype, specifically the pseudohyphal growth phenotype of S. cerevisiae. To 

achieve this requires the control of key natural regulators using networks created by synthetic 

biology techniques and in this chapter the research focuses on achieving this. As mentioned 

in Chapter 1, pseudohyphal growth is normally a characteristic of the bipolar budding pattern 

naturally found in diploid cells. However, it was important to enable this phenotype in haploid 

cells as well as diploid cells, since these are not only simpler to genetically manipulate but 

also essential to use later on in the project. In addition to controlling pseudohyphal growth, an 

attempt was also made to investigate the effects of certain proteins involved in the bud-site 

selection during the pseudohyphal growth phenotype. 

 

Aims: 

 

• Identify potential genetic targets that can induce pseudohyphal growth in laboratory S. 

cerevisiae strains thus enabling multicellular phenotype formation. 

• Achieve genetic control of the key natural regulators that control pseudohyphal growth 

in yeast using synthetic biology networks. 
• Enable pseudohyphal growth phenotype formation in haploid as well as diploid cells in 

nutrient-rich media. Haploids are easier to manipulate although do not naturally exhibit 

pseudohyphal growth. 

• Investigate the effects of the CDK8 pseudohyphal growth antagonist in the newly 

formed strains for potential tighter control of filamentation. 

• Investigate the role of certain members of the BUD gene family in pseudohyphal 

growth and their potential of generating altered growth patterns. 
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3.1 Introduction 

To construct S. cerevisiae yeast strains that can grow in multicellular fractal like 

patterns I focused on pseudohyphae which are branched filamentous growth structures that 

occur in specific conditions in non-standard S. cerevisiae  strains or those altered by genetic 

modification129, 135. Pseudohyphae exhibit fractal-like branched patterns at a colony level, 

formed when daughter cells are not completely pinched-off from mother cells during cell 

division. Contrary to filamentous fungi like Candida albicans, which form true hyphae where 

cells fail to undergo cytokinesis and as a result have multiple nuclei, budding yeast cells 

complete cytokinesis but the mother and daughter cells remain attached to each other using 

proteins and polysaccharides81. Extensive research has elucidated many of the genetic and 

biochemical mechanisms behind pseudohyphal growth, but they have yet to be explored in 

synthetic biology129. Filamentation is in general a natural response to nutrient starvation in the 

form of nitrogen stress or glucose deprivation, but can be induced independently by 

manipulating the expression of specific gene targets.  

It is important to note that pseudohyphal growth is a characteristic of the bipolar 

budding pattern and that is the reason why only diploid MATa/MATα yeast strains can form 

pseudohyphae. Haploid MATa and MATα yeast cells normally exhibit an axial budding pattern, 

and so form other filamenting patterns instead (invasive growth) without cell elongation69. One 

of the genes that control the axial budding pattern is BUD4, a protein that localizes to the 

mother/bud neck and controls the appropriate bud-site selection, and it has been shown that 

mutations on that gene results in haploid yeast cells following the bipolar budding pattern131. 
There are three main signaling pathways that regulate filamentous growth all of which 

contain several gene targets that either directly or indirectly control the phenotype: 1) the 

Kss1p MAPK pathway,�2) the Snf1p kinase pathway, and�3) the cAMP-responsive PKA 

pathway157. The flocculin Muc1/Flo11 plays a central role in pseudohyphal growth, as it does 

in other yeast multicellular patterns as well; it involved in both cell adhesion to surfaces and 

invasive growth in agar168. The promoter of MUC1/FLO11 is particularly large and has multiple 

upstream activating and repressing sequences. The gene is regulated by a large number of 

transcriptional factors that belong to the MAP kinase and cAMP-dependent pathways, both 

activated by the GTP-binding protein Ras2129, 150.  

One important transcriptional regulator of FLO11 is the cAMP-PKA-regulated Flo8 

protein. Flo8 is among the transcriptional factors regulating several members of the FLO family 

of genes including FLO11 and FLO1 which are involved in flocculation phenotypes129. The 

FLO8 gene is primarily regulated by the TPK family of genes which are involved in the 

pseudohyphal growth cascade of the cAMP-PKA pathway81. It has been reported that the Flo8 

protein is required for pseudohyphal growth as well as haploid invasive growth and flocculation 
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phenotypes158, 169. However, the commonly used S288C yeast strain and all other strains 

derived from it carry a mutation of the FLO8 gene leading to the expression of a truncated 

version of the protein (flo8-1) which makes pseudohyphal growth impossible158, 170. Many 

commonly used S. cerevisiae laboratory strains including the haploid Y02569 and diploid 

BY4743 used in this study are derived from S288C. 
Another important gene involved in differentiation is the PHD1 gene. Similar to the 

FLO8 gene, PHD1 responds to signals of the cAMP-PKA pathway and regulates the activation 

of other genes including FLO11 and itself81, 171. It has been shown that when over-expressed, 

it induces pseudohyphal growth in diploid strains and invasive growth in haploids even in 

nutrient rich conditions although, it appears to have no negative effect in fiamentation when 

mutated129, 143. Expression of PHD1 is regulated by a plethora of transcription factors including 

Ste12 and the Phd1 protein itself, both of which are inhibited by Cdk8-dependent 

phosphorylation unless in limiting nitrogen conditions171. Cdk8 is a protein kinase which acts 

as a negative regulator of genes that respond to stress including genes involved in 

pseudohyphal and invasive growth and its activity is lost in conditions of nitrogen limitation171. 

Interestingly, co-expression of the un-truncated version of the FLO8 gene with a version of the 

PHD1 gene that carries a natural polymorphism found in the Σ1278b strain enhances 

filamentation of the S288C strain171. That polymorphism eliminates a Cdk8-dependent 

phosphorylation site thus stabilising the Phd1 protein. Figure 12 shows a diagram of the 

regulation of pseudohyphal growth by the Cdk8 protein. 

Interestingly, Gimeno and Fink have also shown that over-expressing the PHD1 gene 

in specific haploid strains that are BUD4 negative causes the pseudohyphal growth pattern 

during nutrient starvation143. This therefore offers a potential route to generating pseudohyphal 

growth in haploids. It is thought that haploid cells without BUD4 are unable to grow using the 

axial budding pattern and are thus forced to grow using the bipolar budding pattern normally 

exhibited by diploid cells131. Since haploid yeast strain exhibit certain genetic manipulation 

advantages over diploids in many lab practices the fact that pseudohyphal growth is possible 

in them as well is encouraging. Therefore, for this chapter all experiments were carried out in 

both a haploid yeast strain (Y02569) where the BUD4 gene (YJR092W locus) is knocked out 

as well as the BY4743 diploid strain. Both strains are derived from S288C. 
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Figure 12: Regulation of pseudohyphal differentiation by Cdk8. (A) Normal conditions. 
Cdk8 inhibits the activity of several factors including the Phd1 protein while PHD1 expression is 
also repressed by Sok2 thus not allowing the activation of downstream response genes (FRG). 
(B) Nitrogen limiting conditions. Cdk8 is inhibited by Snf1 and/or PKA while Yak1 also inhibits 
the Sok2 repressor. As a result, PHD1 transcription factors such as Tec1 and Ste12 are 
accumulated, the Phd1 protein is produced and in combination with Flo8, whose activity is 
positively regulated by PKA signalling, activate downstream genes. Image adapted from 
Raithatha et al. (2012)171. 

 
 

Other potential genomic targets for controlling pseudohyphal growth include the WHI2 

gene, which is shown to cause pseudohyphal growth when overexpressed, the transcription 

factor TEC1, and the already discussed FLO11 gene27, 150, 172. These three other targets were 

briefly researched but ultimately not used in this study.  

  

the transcriptional and posttranscriptional levels in response to
nitrogen limitation. Ste12, Tec1, Mga1, Flo8, Sok2, and Phd1 itself
bind the PHD1 promoter in vivo, as determined by global local-
ization (3), and accordingly we observe consensus binding sites
for Tec1 and Phd1 in addition to sites for Ste12 on this promoter
(Fig. 8A). Ste12 is capable of binding these sites in vitro, and in-
duction of PHD1 in response to nitrogen starvation is partially
dependent on Ste12. We propose that PHD1 expression is limited
in cells growing in rich medium because Cdk8 destabilizes Ste12
protein and, indirectly, Tec1, along with Phd1 itself. PHD1 also
appears to be directly repressed by Sok2 (Fig. 11A). When cells
encounter a nitrogen-limiting environment, Cdk8 protein is de-
graded, through signaling mechanisms that may involve Snf1
and/or PKA, to allow accumulation of its target factors. Stabilized
Ste12 and Tec1, along with other factors, cause induction of
PHD1. This induction together with the stabilization of Phd1 pro-
tein due to the absence of Cdk8 initiates a positive-feedback loop
for Phd1 production (Fig. 11B) (3). Additionally, the repressive
effect of Sok2 is relieved by a signaling mechanism involving the
PKA isoform Tpk1 and Yak1 (29). Because downstream filamen-
tous response genes (e.g., FRG in Fig. 11) are regulated by combi-
nations of these factors (3), accumulation of Ste12, Tec1, Phd1,
and other transcription factors can drive initiation of differentia-
tion through induction of this large spectrum of coregulated genes
(Fig. 11B). For example, FLO11, which encodes a cell surface-
associated glycoprotein that contributes to pseudohyphal forma-
tion, flocculation, and invasive growth, is controlled in response
to both the Kss1-MAPK (Ste12/Tec1) and the cAMP-PKA (Flo8,
Sok2, and Phd1) pathways, and its promoter is bound by all six
target hub factors (3, 39). Cdk8 likely regulates additional factors
involved in filamentous growth, besides Ste12 and Phd1. This is
illustrated by the observation that diploid cells bearing phd1 null
alleles form smooth colonies on limiting nitrogen (Fig. 6A, top
left), but deletion of cdk8 in a phd1 mutant strain causes infre-
quent filaments (lower left). We observe a similar result with fila-
mentous growth of haploid cells where phd1 and ste12 haploids
produce a noninvasive phenotype, but filamentous growth is at
least partially restored in these backgrounds by disruption of cdk8
(Fig. 10).

The !1278b strain background provides an important simple
model for a complex differentiation process involving multiple
signaling pathways and transcriptional regulators. Recent se-

quence analysis of the !1278b genome and comparison to that of
S288C reveals that these strains have single nucleotide polymor-
phisms in 54% of 6,800 open reading frames and have 44 and 13
genes, respectively, that are uniquely required for viability (12). In
addition to differences in essential genes, these genetic back-
grounds have two genetic alterations affecting key transcription
factors that govern filamentous growth. The S288C background,
and related strains, including W303, have a premature stop codon
in the FLO8 gene resulting in the production of a truncated and
presumably inactive product (26). Additionally, we show here that
the !1278b background has a natural polymorphism that elimi-
nates a Cdk8-dependent phosphorylation site (S92F) on Phd1. It
is interesting that expression of S92F Phd1 from the TEF1 pro-
moter enhances pseudohyphal growth in the !1278b background
more than does S92 Phd1, even in a cdk8 null strain (Fig. 6A, right
panels). This implies either that S92 may be phosphorylated by
kinases other than Cdk8, albeit less efficiently, or that the S92F
substitution activates Phd1 function independently of the effect
on stability. If the former were true, Phd1 S92 should be less stable
in cdk8 cells than S92F. We find that both have half-lives of " 80
min in cdk8 null strains; in most experiments, S92 appears to be
slightly less stable than S92F, but with a half-life of only 2 to 3 min
shorter at most (Fig. 3B). It may be unlikely that this small differ-
ence could account for the larger hyperfilamentous effect of S92F,
and therefore this polymorphism may affect another aspect of

FIG 10 STE12 and PHD1 are essential for haploid invasive growth. Haploid
(MATa) !1278b-derived yeast strains bearing the indicated gene disruptions
were spotted onto YPD plates and allowed to grow for 3 days at 30°C (Total;
left panel). Yeast cells growing above the surface of the agar were gently washed
away under a stream of water to reveal the extent of invasive growth (right
panel).

FIG 11 Regulation of pseudohyphal differentiation by Cdk8. (A) PHD1 ex-
pression is regulated by multiple factors, including Ste12 (blue), Tec1 (yellow),
Phd1 (green), and Sok2 (red). In rich medium, PHD1 expression is limited
because Cdk8 inhibits the activity of Ste12, Phd1, and likely additional factors
(purple) by direct phosphorylation and is repressed by Sok2. (B) Nitrogen
limitation inhibits Cdk8 by signaling that may involve Snf1 and/or PKA, which
allows accumulation of Ste12 (and Tec1) to cause upregulation of PHD1 ex-
pression. PKA signaling through Yak1 also inhibits the repressor Sok2. Phd1
accumulates in nitrogen-starved cells and autoactivates its own expression in a
positive-feedback loop. Accumulation of combinations of these factors causes
activation of downstream target filamentous response genes (FRG), in combi-
nation with Flo8, whose activity is positively regulated by PKA signaling.

Raithatha et al.
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3.1.1 Regulation of bud-site selection 

Deletion or overexpression of the genes described above provides prior evidence that 

genetically-encoding a switch from normal growth to pseudohyphal growth is probably 

possible in both haploid and diploid yeast. However, another question I asked was whether 

the cell shapes and structures created during pseudohyphal growth could also be genetically-

controlled. In an attempt to alter the cell formations created during pseudohyphal growth, I 

therefore investigated several members of the BUD gene family beyond the aforementioned 

BUD4. Several genes that belong to the BUD family are known to affect the budding patterns 

during growth by controlling the cell sites where new buds appear during division130. 

Investigating the effects of several budding genes on bud-site selection could therefore 

provide a route to altering the way the filaments grow in this phenotype. Pseudohyphal growth 

typically follows a unipolar budding pattern that results in cells creating filaments from their 

distal pole. This is thought to be done in an effort to expand a colony to find nutrients138. In 

particular, the BUD8, BUD9 and BUD5 genes are interesting as each of these are known to 

affect the budding patterns in a different way (see below). In this chapter I attempted to 

characterise the effects of these genes on the pseudohyphal growth of haploid cells by the 

creation of gene knockouts. Theoretically, controlled regulation of these genes could be 

potentially used in downstream work to generate controlled patterns of growth.  

Proteins that are responsible for bud site selection are classified as those that are 

either specific to the axial or bipolar budding pattern, or necessary for both. They are generally 

involved in either the formation of the markers that tag the poles and affect the location of the 

next bud or the direction of several regulators of the actin cytoskeleton130. Both the axial and 

the bipolar budding patterns rely on signals that then enable general bud-site selection 

functions and eventually establishment of polarity and bud morphogenesis130. Specifically, for 

the bipolar budding pattern, it has been shown that there are persistent protein markers on 

both the proximal (adjacent to the birth scar) and the distal (opposite from the birth scar) poles 

of the cells and that these direct future bud formation128. There is a very large number of 

bipolar budding related proteins whose mutations have been shown to result in cells exhibiting 

unipolar, axial-like or random phenotypes133. Two proteins that consistently appear in literature 

regarding bud-site selection in diploid cells exhibiting the bipolar budding pattern are Bud8 

and Bud9. The bud8 protein localises primarily on the distal pole and thus plays a part in distal 

pole selection, while the bud9 protein localises primarily on the proximal pole132. It has been 

shown that creating gene knockouts of the BUD8 gene in diploid cells forces cells to bud 

almost exclusively from the proximal pole, while knocking out the BUD9 gene forces cells to 

bud almost exclusively from the distal pole, thus confirming their hypothesised roles173. In 

addition, Harkins et al. has shown that similar results can be taken by controlling the relative 

levels of expression of the BUD8 and BUD9 genes rather than via gene deletion. Adjusting 
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the relative expression levels of these two genes is seen to affects the cells’ bias towards 

proximal or distal bud formation132. In haploid cells, deletion of these genes does not have any 

effects on the axial budding pattern and does not affect cell viability or growth rates132. 

Interestingly, it has been proposed that mutations on the BUD8 gene eliminate pseudohyphal 

growth174. 

Another gene that is required for both the axial and bipolar budding patterns is BUD5. 

BUD5 belongs to a group of genes (others being RSR1/BUD1 and BUD2) that although 

nonessential, are important for the conversion of the default random budding pattern that cells 

exhibit to bipolar138. In haploid cells, subsequent action of the BUD4 and other genes convert 

the bipolar budding pattern to an axial pattern175. Mutations in BUD5 lead to cells exhibiting a 

random pattern in both haploid cells and diploid cells, while overexpression in haploids that 

are following an axial budding pattern cause randomisation of patterns as well176. Mutations 

in the BUD5 gene have also been shown to inhibit filament formation in both haploid and 

diploid cells129.  

Figure 13 shows a schematic of the role of Bud8, Bud9 and Bud5 proteins on bud-site 

selection when these are expressed normally in cells exhibiting the bipolar budding pattern. 

In general, the Bud5 protein is required for proper expression of the bipolar budding pattern 

while the relative ratios of the Bud8 and Bud9 proteins determine the cell’s bias towards 

budding from one pole over the other during bipolar budding. 
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Figure 13. Schematic of the role of Bud8, Bud9 and Bud5 proteins on the 
localisation of new budding sites. The Bud8 protein promotes appearance of new buds at the 
pole opposite of the birth scar (distal) during bipolar growth. The Bud9 protein promotes 
appearance of new buds at the pole adjacent to the birth scar (proximal) during bipolar growth. 
The Bud5 protein is responsible for conversion of the random budding pattern to bipolar. Cells 
are represented as large elliptical formations. Birth scars are represented by red curved lines on 
the right pole of the mother cell. Bud scars are represented by white circular lines at different 
parts of the cell surface. 
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3.1.2 Strategy for external control of pseudohyphal growth 

To obtain external fine-control over such genetic targets that naturally control 

pseudohyphal growth, a synthetic biology strategy was used in this chapter. This required the 

construction of synthetic regulatory networks utilizing several regulatory promoters that 

respond to chemical inputs, and also exploited yeast’s homologous recombination system by 

using integrative plasmids to place these in the genome59. There are three inducible synthetic 

promoters used in this chapter that enable external control of gene expression. The first 

promoter, TX, is a modified version of the Gal1 promoter, built to contain two tandem Tet 

operator sites (tetO2) in a position that has been shown to provide tight repression 49, 50. In the 

absence of ATc (anhydrotetracycline), the protein produced by a co-expressed tetR gene 

recognises the operator site and represses the TX promoter. The second promoter, LX, is a 

modified version of the Gal1 promoter which contains a Lac operator (lacO) site in a similar 

position to the two tetO2 sites found in the TX promoter. In the absence of allolactose or its 

molecular mimic Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), the protein produced by a 

coexpressed lacI gene binds to the operator site and represses the LX promoter50. A third 

promoter used in this study, iPFY1, is a modified version of the constitutive PFY1 yeast 

promoter that can be repressed as it also contains the tetO2 operator sites regulated by tetR51. 

Since both TX and LX promoters are based on GAL1 which is a natural yeast promoter that 

is repressed in the presence of glucose and induced by galactose, both promoters are only 

active in galactose media177, 178. In addition, both the tetR and lacI genes originating from E. 

coli are heterologous to yeast thus need to be added to the strains for inhibition to occur179, 

180. Diagrams of the promoters are shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14. Diagrams of the TX, LX and iPFY1 promoters showing their basic structures. 

The TX and LX promoters contain the GAL1 upstream activating sequence (UAS), which is 
required for galactose activation but is normally repressed in glucose, a MIG1 protein repressor 
recognition site that inhibits activation in glucose, a TATA box either tetO2 or lacO operator sites. 
The iPFY1 promoter doesn’t contain a TATA box but instead has an rDNA enhancer-binding 
protein (Reb1) binding site, a poly-dT element (dt), and two tetO2 sites within the core promoter. 
Each promoter is represented by a black arrow containing all important sites which are shown 
as coloured rectangles. Transcription from each promoter occurs at the defined ‘start’ sites.  

 
 

Using these promoters along with integrated cassettes that give constutive expression 

of their regulators, tetR and lacI, allowed the creation of synthetic regulatory networks. In this 

chapter these were designed to control the previously described PHD1 and FLO8 genes to 

induce pseudohyphal growth. Since stability of the PHD1 gene is also regulated by Cdk8-

dependent phosphorylation, it was later decided to also acquire control of the CDK8 gene as 

well which acts as a pseudohyphal growth antagonist and is expressed in normal conditions171. 

The possible patterns of pseudohyphal growth achieved were then further investigated by 

manipulating the expression of the aforementioned BUD genes.  
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3.2 Results 

3.2.1 Creating and testing a synthetic regulatory network that can induce 

pseudohyphal growth in both Y02569 and BY4743 strains 

Initially, I opted to create two synthetic regulatory networks (shown in Figure 15) that 

can induce pseudohyphal growth in cells. It has been shown that overexpressing the PHD1 

gene in cells that express a non-truncated version of the FLO8 gene can cause cells to grow 

forming that phenotype143, 171. Strains derived from the S288C strain, like the commonly used 

laboratory strain YPH500 and BY4743 strains used here, have a premature stop codon inside 

the FLO8 gene sequence (YER109C locus) resulting in a truncated version of the protein (flo8-

1) that inhibits filamentation158. In addition, It has been reported that a natural sequence 

polymorphism on the 92nd codon of the PHD1 gene found in the Σ1278b strain that encodes 

for Phenylalanine instead of Serine (S92F polymorphism) eliminates a site of Cdk8-dependent 

phosphorylation and prevents phd1 degradation171. Thus, in this study in order to improve 

Phd1 protein levels, this polymorphism is being used.  

One network consists of the modified PHD1 gene (S92F) under the control of the LX 

promoter and the lacI gene under the control of the constitutive TEF1 promoter while the other 

consists of the fully functional FLO8 gene under the control of the TX promoter and the tetR 

gene also under the control of the TEF1 promoter. The networks are carried in two different 

integrative plasmids that were based on existing plasmids that are part of the Ellis Lab 

collection and are derived from the pRS4D1 plasmid49. The fact that the native FLO8 gene 

produces a non-functional protein (flo8-1) and the Phd1 protein is only being expressed during 

nutrient starvation makes this system largely isolated. Details of how these networks were 

constructed are given below. 

The final plasmid constructs were transformed and integrated into the genome of 

diploid BY4743 strains. Diploid strains are known to naturally grow using pseudohyphal growth 

when stressed (as long as they don’t carry a mutated version of the FLO8 gene) but are harder 

to genetically manipulate since they carry two alleles of each gene and their effects are hard 

to predict. Given this issue, I also opted to include in my research a haploid strain provided by 

Euroscarf (haploid strain Y02569) which carries a BUD4 gene knockout, created through 

insertion of the KanMX4 marker. This strain, derived from BY4741, grows using the bipolar 

budding pattern and may thus enable pseudohyphal growth. As it was later discovered 

(Chapter 5) the generation of an inducible haploid filamenting strain opens more possibilities 

for the generation of controlled fractal structures, compared to using a diploid. 

The new strains were induced and tested for their morphology using an inverted 

microscope. For better expression of the pseudohyphal growth phenotype and particularly for 

time-lapse experiments, across this project either of two different methods are being used. 
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One of them is the use of agarose pads which are semi-solid layers of agarose media 

containing the necessary chemical inducers and mounted on common microscope slides while 

the other is the ONIX microfluidic platform which enables dynamic control of cell growth and 

induction through the use of special microfluidic plates that entrap cells. Both methods work 

in conjunction with the inverted microscope and are analysed in the Methods (Chapter 2) and 

General Discussion (Chapter 6) sections as well. 

 

 

 
Figure 15. Diagram of the initial synthetic regulatory networks controlling 

pseudohyphal growth. PHD1 is under the control of the GAL1 based LX promoter carrying a 
Lac operator (lacO) site and induced by Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) while, 
FLO8 is under the control of the GAL1 based TX promoter carrying a Tet operator (tetO2) site 
and controlled by anhydrous tetracycline (ATc). Bothe lacI and tetR are under the control of the 
constitutive TEF1 promoter. Genes are shown as coloured boxes while promoters as arrows. 
Regulation is shown as rectangles inside the promoters (orange for lac, green for tet and pink for 
galactose). 

 

 

DNA sequences for all primers used for construction and verification in this work can 

be found in Table 5 of Chapter 2. 
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3.2.1.1 Construction of the pGPY002 and pGPY003 integrating plasmids containing the 

new promoters. 

The plasmid created to express the regulatory network controlling the PHD1 gene was 

named pGPY002. As a backbone for this plasmid, the pLVGI plasmid (7,566 bp) of the Ellis 

lab was used49. The plasmid contains the yeast enhanced green fluorescence protein (yeGFP) 

gene downstream of the LX promoter.  

The first step was to replace the yeGFP gene with the PHD1 gene and create a new 

plasmid named pLVGI-PHD1 (7,950 bp). Since the PHD1 gene (YKL043W locus) is a 

common gene found in the genome of all S. cerevisiae strains derived from the S288C strain, 

a colony PCR from the YPH500 strain was performed using primers GP45 and GP46 to 

amplify the gene sequence. The reaction produced a 1,139 bp fragment and also introduced 

the BamHI and Xhol sites in the ends to the gene. Both the backbone (pLVGI plasmid) and 

the insert (PHD1 gene) were digested using the BamHI and the Xhol enzymes, gel purified 

and ligated. DH10B E. coli cells were transformed through electroporation with the new pLVGI-

PHD1 plasmid (7,950 bp) and plated in LB agar plates containing ampicillin.  

On the existing pLVGI-PHD1 plasmid two additional modifications were made to make 

it compatible with our strains and improve the function of the final network. Each of the 

integrating plasmids needs to contain a selection marker, usually a gene producing an 

essential amino or nucleic acid that is not being produced by the host and requires media 

supplementation. Using synthetic dropout media where these specific amino or nucleic acids 

are absent someone can select only for yeast cells where the recombinant constructs have 

successfully integrated. In the case of the haploid Y02569 and the diploid BY4743 strains, 

which can normally produce Tryptophan, the pLVGI plasmid is unsuitable for selection as its 

selectable marker is a TRP1 gene. Hence, the first modification was to change the Tryptophan 

(TRP1) yeast selection marker with the Histidine (HIS3) marker. The second modification was 

an alteration of the 92nd codon of the PHD1 gene so that it is no longer protected from cdk8-

dependant phosphorylation, thus improving its stability by lengthening its degradation rate.  

An inverse PCR around the pLVGI-PHD1 plasmid was performed using the GP59 and 

GP60 primers designed to change the 92nd codon so that it encodes Phenylalanine (TTT 

codon) instead of Serine (TCT codon). The 7,950 bp long linear PCR product was then re-

ligated and the new pLVGI- PHD1(S92F) plasmid along with the pUOGB plasmid (7,469 bp) 

that carries the new marker (HIS3) were double digested with the AatII and SacI restriction 

enzymes. The new backbone and the insert generated from those two reactions were gel 

purified, ligated and the new pGPY002 plasmid (8,132 bp) was transformed into DH10B E. 

coli electrocompetent cells. The transformants were then plated in synthetic complete media 

without Histidine and left to grow for 2 days to select for positive colonies. Figure 16 shows 

the assembly process of the pGPY002 plasmid along with the maps of the plasmids involved. 
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From this point on, unless explicitly stated otherwise, whenever the PHD1 gene and Phd1 

protein are mentioned the modified version (S92F) should be assumed which is the one used 

in the span of the whole project. 

 

 

 
Figure 16. Assembly process of the pGPY002 plasmid. Simplified plasmid maps of 

all the origin and intermediate plasmids are provided as well as the restriction sites used during 
cloning. PHD1 gene was placed under the control of the LX promoter containing a lacO operator 
sequence and then codon optimised. To enable selection in the Y02569 strain the TRP1 gene 
was exchanged with HIS3. Genes are shown as coloured arrow shaped boxes, promoters as 
grey boxes. Major restriction sites used during cloning are also shown. All plasmids contain the 
bacterial CoIE1 origin and the ampicillin bacterial selection marker.   
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With the modified PHD1 target gene in place, the FLO8 gene was the next focus. This 

also required an additional modification to be made in order to remove the premature stop 

codon from the sequence present in S288C strains (i.e. the flo8-1 gene) that normally 

produces a truncated version of the protein. The backbone used for the new constructs was 

the pTVGI plasmid (7, 108 bp)50.  

A colony PCR from the YPH500 strain was performed using the GP61 and GP62 

primers that produce a 2,438 bp long fragment while also introducing on the 5’ and 3’ ends of 

the flo8-1 gene the BamHI and Xhol sites respectively. Both the backbone (pTVGI) and the 

insert (flo8-1 gene fragment) were double digested with BamHI and Xhol, gel purified, ligated 

and the new pTVGI-flo8-1 (8,791 bp) plasmid was transformed in DH10B electrocompetent E. 

coli cells. In order to avoid the formation of the truncated flo8-1 protein, the early stop codon 

(TAG – 142nd codon) was changed to TGG using primers GP63 and GP64 during another 

inverse PCR reaction that produced a 8,791 bp long fragment that was then religated and 

transformed in E. coli cells using electroporation (pTVGI-FLO8 plasmid).  

The final step was to replace the TRP1 yeast transformation marker with the LEU2 

marker since both the Y02569 and BY4743 cells are capable of natively producing tryptophan 

and the histidine marker was already being used in the pGPY002 plasmid. Both the pTVGI-

FLO8 and an exisiting plasmid in the Ellis lab (pTETOGL1) were double digested with the 

AlwNI and SacI restriction enzymes, gel purified, ligated and the final pGPY003 plasmid 

(10,024 bp) was transformed in DH10B E. coli cells. The assembly process of the pGPY003 

plasmid along with maps of the plasmids involved are shown in Figure 17. All plasmids were 

verified through both analytical restriction digestion and Sanger DNA sequencing (data not 

shown). 
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Figure 17. Assembly process of the pGPY003 plasmid. Simplified plasmid maps of 

all the origin and intermediate plasmids are provided as well as the restriction sites used during 
cloning. FLO8 gene was placed under the control of the TX promoter which contains a tetO2 
operator sequence and then codon optimised. To enable selection in the Y02569 strain the TRP1 
gene was exchanged with LEU2. Genes are shown as coloured arrow shaped boxes, promoters 
as grey boxes. Major restriction sites used during cloning are also shown. All plasmids contain 
the bacterial CoIE1 origin and the ampicillin selection marker. 
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3.2.1.2 Yeast transformation and integration of the pGPY002 and pGPY003 plasmids. 

The new plasmids were integrated into the yeast genome by taking advantage of 

native homologous recombination machinery. The pGPY002 plasmid was linearised with the 

StuI restriction enzyme which cuts inside a region of the plasmid that is homologous to the 

URA3 gene of the yeast genome, transformed in the Y02569 haploid and BY4743 diploid 

strains and integrated within the URA3 region (YEL021W locus). The transformants were 

plated on synthetic complete media without histidine and left to grow for two days producing 

the new YGPH001 and YGPD001 strains. Colonies of these strains were then picked and a 

second transformation followed. The pGPY003 plasmid was linearised with the AlwNI 

restriction enzyme, transformed in the YGPH001 and YGPD001 strains and integrated at a 

homologous site of the pGPY002 plasmid. The transformants were plated on synthetic 

complete media without both histidine and leucine and left to grow for two days giving the new 

YGPH002 and YGPD002 strains. Figure 18 shows the integration process. Colonies were 

then picked, induced with IPTG and ATc in liquid galactose media cultures and selected based 

on their filament forming capabilities. 
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Figure 18. Diagram of the pGPY002 and pGPY003 plasmid integration into the S. 
cerevisiae genome through homologous recombination. The pGPY002 plasmid contains an 
incomplete section of the URA3 gene by linearising with the StuI restriction enzyme site. The 
pGPY003 plasmid that shares the same general backbone with the pGPY002 plasmid is 
integrated using a compatible area found in both plasmids around the AlwNI restriction site. 
Genes are shown as coloured arrow shaped boxes, areas of recombination as coloured 
rectangles.   
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3.2.1.3 Microscope imaging of the YGPH002 and YGPD002 strains. 

Firstly, to verify that both the haploid YGPH002 and diploid YGPD002 strains are not 

filamenting without the addition of all the inducers, cells were grown for 24 h in liquid synthetic 

complete media cultures (minus Leucine and Histidine for selection purposes) with galactose 

as the carbon source with or without 250 ng/ml of ATc or 1 mM IPTG supplemented which 

activate the TX promoter controlling the FLO8 gene and the LX promoter controlling the PHD1 

gene, respectively (shown in Figure 19A). This experiment confirms that no pseudohyphal 

growth is being exhibited by both haploid and diploid strains when either of the inducers is 

absent. It should be noted though, that both strains exhibit some degree of flocculation (not 

clearly seen in the images shown) when grown in galactose media (with or without the inducer 

chemicals) thus implying gene network leakage probably presumably from the FLO8 gene (TX 

promoter). No flocculation is being exhibited in synthetic complete media with glucose as the 

carbon source (data not shown).  

Following that, I chose to assess the capability of the new synthetic yeast strains to 

grow using pseudohyphal growth and create filaments upon addition of both inducers using 

microscopy. The same strains were pre-cultured in synthetic complete glucose media and 

then washed and transferred into the ONIX microfluidics platform where they were induced 

with synthetic complete galactose media supplemented with 250 ng/ml of ATc and 1 mM IPTG. 

Results can be seen in Figure 19B where images are taken for both strains at 0 h, right before 

induction, as well as 18 h after induction using the 60x objective of an inverted microscope. 

Arrows are pointing to some of the filaments created during the induction period from both the 

haploid and the diploid strains. This experiment confirms that upon induction with IPTG and 

ATc both haploid and diploid strains are exhibiting the pseudohyphal growth pattern. For both 

cells types, cells located on the periphery of the newly-formed colony appear to create 

filaments extending outwards. Interestingly cells located in the centre of the newly-formed 

colonies appear to grow using normal colony growth.  
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Figure 19. Inverted microscope images of haploid YGPH002 and diploid YGPD002 

strains in different induction conditions. (A) Images of the haploid YGPH002 and diploid 
YGPD002 strains taken after 24 h of growth in galactose media or galactose media 
supplemented with either 1 mM IPTG or 250 ng/ml ATc. Images were taken using a 20x objective, 
Phase 1 contrast filter and brightfield illumination. Small white lines are scales which correspond 
to 20μm. (B) Images of the haploid YGPH002 and diploid YGPD002 strains taken at time 0 h or 
after 18 h of growth inside the ONIX microfluidic platform in galactose media with 250 ng/ml of 
ATc and 1 mM IPTG supplemented. Images were taken using a 60x objective, Phase 1 contrast 
filter and brightfield illumination. White arrows are pointing to newly formed filaments. Small white 
lines are scales which correspond to 10μm. In all cases synthetic complete galactose media 
minus Leucine and Histidine was used.  
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Figure 20 shows a different ONIX experiment of the haploid YGPH002 strain under 

the 10x objective after 20 h of growth in galactose media supplemented with 250 ng/ml of ATc 

and 1 mM IPTG. The image in this figure gives a better understanding of different colony 

morphologies especially since the 10x objective is able to capture colonies that are too large 

for the 60x objective. From this figure it is evident that cells are expanding outwards with 

filaments extending from the centre of the colony. The result, is colonies without smooth 

borders that leave gaps between cells which is an indication of cells attached from their edges. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 20. Inverted microscope image of haploid YGPH002 strain after 22 h of 
pseudohyphal growth induction. Cells were grown inside the ONIX microfluidics platform in 
synthetic complete galactose media minus Leucine and Histidine, supplemented with 250 ng/ml 
of ATc and 10 mM IPTG. Image was taken after 22 h of growth in the ONIX microfluidic platform 
using a 10x objective, Phase 1 contrast filter and brightfield illumination. The white line 
corresponds to a scale with a length of 100 μm. 
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Continuing, using the ONIX microfluidic platform along with our inverted microscopes’ 

capabilities for time-lapse microscopy a series of experiments was performed in order to 

record the generation of filaments over time when the haploid YGPH002 strain is induced. 

Figure 21 shows images of cells from two separate experiments at specific time points as 

they grow in synthetic complete galactose media supplemented with 250 ng/ml of ATc and 1 

mM IPTG. The differences in contrast between frames are the result of the microscopes’ 

autofocusing limitations. Figure 22 shows different cells from the second experiment as they 

grow induced over time and highlights the generation of fractal-like formations with buds 

always appearing opposite of the birth pole of the mothers and cells elongating considerably.   
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Figure 21. Time-lapse microscopy of the haploid YGPH002 strain when 

pseudohyphal growth is induced. Cells from two separate experiments are shown, grown 
inside the ONIX microfluidics platform in synthetic complete galactose media minus Leucine and 
Histidine, supplemented with 250 ng/ml of ATc and 1 mM IPTG. Images were taken every 10 
min in the span of 21 h and 24 h respectively using a 60x objective, Phase 1 contrast filter and 
brightfield illumination. A selection of frames is only shown here. The white lines correspond to 
scales with a length of 10 μm.
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Figure 22. Time-lapse microscopy and filament formation analysis of the haploid YGPH002 
strain when pseudohyphal growth is induced. (A) Cells from experiment 2 are shown, grown inside 
the ONIX microfluidics platform in synthetic complete galactose media minus Leucine and Histidine, 
supplemented with 250 ng/ml of ATc and 1 mM IPTG. (B) Certain frames were selected and magnified 
in order to highlight the generation of fractal-like formations. Images were taken every 10min in the 
span of 24h using a 60x objective, Phase 1 constrast filter and brightfield illumination. A selection of 
frames is only shown here. The white lines correspond to scales with a length of 10μm. Dashed circles 
highlight the area of interest which is shown in the filamentation schematic. The cell shown in orange 
is not visible after the 8th frame since it’s covered by other cells. 
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3.2.2 Exploring the effects of CDK8 knockouts in pseudohyphal growth 

Both the haploid YGPH002 strain and the diploid YGPD002 strain appear to exhibit 

pseudohyphal growth upon programmed external induction, in line with the design of these 

genetic networks. Next, in an effort to improve filamentation, the CDK8 gene that acts as a 

pseudohyphal growth inhibitor was also targeted. I opted to eliminate Cdk8 protein production 

completely in the haploid YGPH002 strain by knocking the native CDK8 gene out. To do this, 

I choose to remove the entire CDK8 gene as well as a 200 bp long region upstream of its ATG 

start site, covering a total 1868 bp length, from the native genomic locus. The aim was to 

replace this area with the K. lactis URA3 expression cassette that was taken from the pMirage 

plasmid provided by Dr. Benjamin Blount (Imperial College London, UK)181. To achieve this, a 

PCR using primers GP69 and GP70 that bind to the K. lactis URA3 while introducing the 

necessary homology sequences around the native CDK8 gene was performed. The 1518 bp 

long linear fragment generated was then transformed into the existing YGPH002 strain 

targeting knock-out of the CDK8 gene through homologous recombination, and thus creating 

the YGPH003 strain.  

The new strain was grown overnight in liquid synthetic complete media cultures with 

galactose as the carbon source supplemented with 250 ng/ml of ATc and 1 mM of IPTG. 

Uninduced controls grown in synthetic complete media with glucose as a carbon source were 

also included. Cells were transferred onto agarose pads and taken to the inverted microscope 

of our lab to be visualised (Figure 23). In this case, it is obvious that knocking out Cdk8 

production completely stresses the cells which then form filaments even when grown in 

glucose media thus eliminating any control over their morphology. Complete deletion of the 

CDK8 gene in a haploid cell is therefore not a viable strategy for improving filamentation. 
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Figure 23. Inverted microscope images of the haploid YGPH003 strain. Induced 

cells are grown overnight in liquid cultures of synthetic complete galactose media minus Uracil, 
Leucine and Histidine supplemented with 250 ng/ml of ATc and 1 mM IPTG. Control cells are 
grown in synthetic complete media with glucose as a carbon source. Images are taken after 
transferring culture samples to agarose pads using a 60x objective, Phase 1 contrast filter and 
brightfiled illumination. For the uninduced control an image using the 10x objective was also 
taken. White arrows are pointing to filament formations. White lines correspond to scales with a 
length of 10 μm or 100 μm for the 60x and 10x images respectively. 
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3.2.3 Creating a new synthetic regulatory system controlling PHD1, CDK8 and 

FLO8 gene expression. 

Following the previous experiment, it was decided that a preferred approach would be 

to acquire direct control of the expression of the CDK8 gene. This was achieved by replacing 

the native CDK8 promoter with an inducible promoter that is also independent of the carbon 

source provided in the media. The promoter selected was the iPFY1 designed by Dr. Benjamin 

Blount, which is a modified version of the PFY1 promoter and includes TetR operator sites for 

tunable repression51. At the same time both genes responsible for pseudohyphal growth were 

placed under the control of the same promoter (LX) thus creating a new inducible system 

where only one inducer (IPTG) triggers expression of both genes required for pseudohyphal 

growth. As shown in Figure 24, the new synthetic network has both PHD1 and FLO8 genes 

under lacI control enabling pseudohyphal growth activation through simple IPTG induction. 

The addition of ATc enables CDK8 gene expression.   

 

 

 
Figure 24. Diagram of the final synthetic regulatory network controlling 

pseudohyphal growth. Both PHD1 and FLO8 are under the control of the LX promoter and 
controlled by IPTG while, CDK8 is under the control of the iPFY1 promoter and controlled by 
ATc. Both the lacI and tetR genes are under TEF1 constitutive promoters. Genes are shown as 
coloured boxes while promoters as arrows. Regulation is shown as rectangles inside the 
promoters (orange for lac, green for tet and grey for galactose).   
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3.2.3.1 Construction of a new synthetic regulatory network controlling PHD1, FLO8 and 

CDK8 gene expression. 

The new genetic network to be constructed consisted of the existing pGPY002 plasmid 

carrying the PHD1 gene under the control of the LX promoter, a new pGPY005 plasmid 

carrying the FLO8 gene under the control of the LX promoter and a linear fragment generated 

by PCR amplification of a new plasmid named pInvCDK8 aimed to replace the native CDK8 

promoter with the iPFY1 promoter. 

The existing pGPY003 plasmid had to be modified so that the TX promoter in front of 

the FLO8 gene was exchanged for the LX promoter. Through double digestion of the 

pGPY002 and pGPY003 plasmid with BamHI and SacI, and subsequent ligation of the 

pGPY003 backbone and pGPY002 insert, the new pGPY005 plasmid was formed. The new 

plasmid was transformed into DH10B E. coli electrocompetent cells and verified through both 

analytical restriction digestion and Sanger DNA sequencing (data not shown). Figure 25 

shows the construction process of the pGPY005 plasmid.  

To replace the native CDK8 promoter, a plasmid based on the existing pINV1 plasmid 

(shown in Figure 26) that carries the yEGFP gene under the control of the iPFY1 promoter 

along with a URA3 selectable marker was used. The yEGFP gene was replaced by the CDK8 

gene through double digestion and subsequent ligation of the pINV1 plasmid as well as a 

linear PCR fragment containing the native CDK8 gene. The CDK8 gene was PCR amplified 

from the Y02569 strain using primers GP71 and GP72 that also include XhoI and SpeI 

recognition sites thus generating a 1,708 bp fragment. Both the pINV1 plasmid and the CDK8 

PCR product were double digested with XhoI and SpeI and thus generating the backbone and 

the insert for the new plasmid, respectively. Through ligation the final pInvCDK8 plasmid 

(7,418 bp) was generated and transformed into DH10B cells (shown in Figure 26). The new 

plasmid was verified through analytical restriction digestion. 

The final linear fragment was generated through PCR amplification of the pInvCDK8 

plasmid using primers GP79 and GP80 that bind to the desired sequence while also adding 

the necessary regions for homologous recombination to the CDK8 locus16. The 5,084 bp long 

linear fragment generated from the PCR replaces a 400 bp long region immediately upstream 

of the CDK8 start codon.  
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Figure 25. Assembly process of the pGPY005 plasmid. Simplified plasmid maps of 

the origin plasmids are provided as well as the restriction sites used during cloning. FLO8 gene 
was placed under the control of the LX promoter and the LEU2 selection marker was maintained.  

 

 

 
Figure 26. Simplified plasmid map of the pINV1 and pInvCDK8 plasmids. Genes are 

shown as coloured arrow shaped boxes, promoters as grey boxes. Restriction sites used during 
cloning to replace the yEGFP gene with the CDK8 gene are also shown. All plasmids contain the 
bacterial CoIE1 origin and the ampicillin selection marker. 
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The pGPY005 plasmid was integrated into the existing YGPH001 strain after 

linearisation with the AlwNI restriction enzyme, transformed it so that it is integrated at a 

homologous site within the already-integrated pGPY002 plasmid. The transformants were 

plated on synthetic complete media without histidine and leucine and left to grow for two days. 

Next, the linear PCR fragment replacing the native CDK8 promoter was transformed into these 

transformed colonies. The subsequent transformants were plated in synthetic complete media 

without Histidine, Leucine and Uracil and left to grow for two days thus yielding the YGPH004 

strain. Figure 27 shows a diagram of the pGPY005 integration within the pGPY002 sequence 

and the CDK8 promoter replacing fragment within the CDK8 upstream region.  
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Figure 27. Diagrams of pGPY002, pGPY005 and CDK8 promoter replacing 
fragment integration in S. cerevisiae cells through homologous recombination. (A) 
Integration of pGPY002 and pGPY005 plasmids into the S. cerevisiae genome. The pGPY002 
plasmid contains part of the URA3 sequence and is integrated inside the genomic URA3 gene. 
The pGPY005 plasmid that shares the same general backbone with the pGPY002 plasmid is 
integrated using a compatible area around the AlwNI restriction site. Genes are shown as 
coloured arrow shaped boxes, areas of recombination as coloured rectangles. (B) Integration of 
the CDK8 promoter replacing fragment into the S. cerevisiae genome. The fragment contains 
parts of the CDK8 upstream region and the CDK8 starting sequence. Genes are shown as arrow 
shaped coloured boxes, regions of homology as coloured rectangular boxes and the iPFY1 
promoter as a grey rectangular box.  
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3.2.3.2 Microscope imaging of the YGPH004 strain. 

The final YGPH004 strain was first grown in liquid cultures in a variety of culture media 

for 18 h to assess the effects of the different genes when activated. ATc is needed for potential 

CDK8 production while IPTG is controlling Phd1p and Flo8p production. Following initial 

growth in media with different inducer and carbon-source formulations, cells were transferred 

to agarose pads and taken to the inverted microscope of our lab where the images were 

captured. The microscope images, as shown in Figure 28, revealed that the cells exhibited 

undesirable phenotypes even when not induced with this system, forming a somewhat ‘blobby’ 

morphology. To investigate this further, I used the ONIX microfluidics platform in combination 

with our inverted microscope to collect time-lapse series of the growth of the strain when 

induced with 1 mM of IPTG which activates the pseudohyphal growth network. In this case 

cells are taken for induction after growth in liquid galactose media without ATc supplemented, 

so should have repression of CDK8 expression already. Selected frames from this experiment 

are shown in Figure 29. The resultant images confirm the undesired phenotype.
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Figure 28. Inverted microscope images of haploid YGPH004 strain under different 

induction conditions. Cells are captured after 18 h of growth in liquid cultures in a variety of induction 
conditions: synthetic complete glucose media without or with 250 ng/ml ATc, synthetic complete 
galactose media without or with 250 ng/ml ATc, synthetic complete galactose media with 1mM IPTG 
and 250 ng/ml ATc and synthetic complete galactose media with 1mM IPTG. In all cases selection 
media with no Uracil, Histidine or Leucine is being used. Images are taken using a 60x objective, Phase 
1 contrast filter and brightfield illumination. Some cells with characteristic morphology are circled. Small 
white lines correspond to scales with a length of 10 μm.   
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Figure 29. Time-lapse microscopy of the haploid YGPH004 strain when grown in galactose 

media with IPTG. Selected frames from two different time-lapse experiments are shown. Cells were 
grown inside the ONIX microfluidics platform in synthetic complete galactose media supplemented with 
1mM IPTG media for 20 h and 14 h respectively. In all cases selection media with no Uracil, Histidine 
or Leucine is being used. Images are taken using a 60x objective, Phase 1 contrast filter and brightfield 
illumination. Small white lines correspond to scales with a length of 10 μm. 
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3.2.4 Multicellular patterns and BUD gene family knock-outs 

As the enhancement of filamentation by deletion or regulation of CDK8 expression 

does not to appear to be a suitable strategy for tuning the inducible pseudohyphal growth 

system constructed in this chapter, another method to control the fractal-like structures was 

investigated. In an effort to genetically control the specific pattern formation produced by the 

synthetic system, I next investigated three genes of the BUD gene family known to play a role 

in the location of where buds appear in dividing cells.  

To test whether eliminating expression of either the BUD8, BUD9 or BUD5 genes 

affects filament formation and leads to alternative growth patterns, I chose to create new 

strains based on the haploid YGPH002 strain described earlier, where one of each these BUD 

genes is knocked-out. I opted to replace the corresponding open reading frame (ORF) of each 

gene in its entirety as well as part of the upstream promoter sequence, in case replacing with 

a selection marker. Specifically, the URA3 gene from Kluyveromyces lactis (K. lactis) was 

inserted in place of the corresponding BUD family gene thus creating knockout strains. The 

whole approach is summarised in Figure 30. 

 

 

 
Figure 30. Schematic of the the knockout approach followed for the creation of 

strains where BUD8, BUD9 or BUD5 expression has been eliminated. The K. lactis URA3 
gene is flanked by upstream and downstream sequences which are homologous to upstream 
and downstream sequences of the genomic BUD8, BUD9 or BUD5 genes thus allowing for gene 
knockout (KO) creation through recombination. 
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3.2.4.1 Creating new haploid filamenting strains carrying either BUD8, BUD9 or BUD5 

knockouts. 

To generate the required BUD gene knock-outs, the haploid filamenting strain 

YGPH002 was transformed with one of three linear PCR fragments containing the URA3 gene 

from K. lactis flanked by the necessary overlaps for homologous recombination to directly 

replace the BUD8, BUD9 or BUD5 genes at their genomic loci. The K. lactis URA3 gene was 

amplified from the pMirage plasmid provided by Dr Ben Blount using three different primer 

pairs. For the BUD8 knockout primers GP99 and GP100 were used, for the BUD9 knockout 

primers GP101 and GP102, while for the BUD5 knockout primers GP103 and GP104. 

Transformation of those three linear PCR fragments led to the creation of three new strains, 

YGPH002-BUD8KO, YGPH002-BUD9KO and YGPH002-BUD5KO. Cells were able to grow 

in synthetic media without uracil, histidine or leucine supplemented and this thus confirmed 

that none of the BUD8, BUD9 or BUD5 knockouts affect cell viability.  
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3.2.4.2 Assessing the new BUD gene family knockout strains. 

To assess whether the new BUD knockouts lead to altered filamentation patterns 

during pseudohyphal growth, microscopy time-lapses of the three strains growing overnight 

under induction where generated. The YGPH002-BUD8KO, YGPH002-BUD9KO and 

YGPH002-BUD5KO strains were grown on agarose pads made with 2% synthetic complete 

galactose media supplemented with 400 ng/ml ATc and 1 mM IPTG to induce FLO8 and PHD1 

expression, respectively. Figure 31 shows selected frames from the time-lapse series 

generated using the inverted microscope of our lab equipped with a 20x objective and Phase 

1 contrast filter. 

The results show that eliminating BUD8 expression forces cells to bud primarily from 

the proximal pole and as a result eliminates pseudohyphal growth formation. Filaments cannot 

form as cells effectively just bud back on themselves, rather than away from the centre of the 

colony. In contrast, the BUD9 knockout appears to promote and even enhance pseudohyphal 

growth since cells appear to bud primarily from the distal pole and the filaments thus 

substantially expand outwards from the colony. Knocking out the BUD5 gene doesn’t eliminate 

filamentation either. According to literature, knocking out the BUD5 gene causes cell budding 

to be randomised but in this case, filamentation doesn’t seem to be affected. The 

pseudohyphal colonies, do however look to be more disordered (less expansive and 

polarised) than those with the BUD9 knockout, likely due to buds growing from random 

locations on dividing cells. 
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Figure 31. Time-lapse microscopy of the YGPH002-BUD8KO, YGPH002-BUD9KO and 

YGPH002-BUD5KO strains when induced. Cell are grown for 18 h on 1.2% agarose pads made with 
2% synthetic complete galactose media, supplemented with 400 ng/ml ATc and 1mM IPTG. Brightfield 
images were captured using a 20x objective and a Phase 1 contrast filter every 10 min but only selected 
frames are shown here. White lines represent scale bars with a length of 50 μm.  
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3.3 Discussion 

3.3.1 Designing synthetic networks that can induce pseudohyphal growth  

The initial goal on this chapter was to take advantage of pseudohyphal growth in order 

to produce S. cerevisiae cells that self-organise and create filaments. I opted to create 

synthetic regulatory networks of genes that can cause filamentation upon simple induction 

with chemical stimuli. The genes that were selected were PHD1, which has previously been  

shown to induce filamentation when overexpressed in rich media for diploid and nitrogen-

limited media for haploid cells and the FLO8 gene which is required for filamentation but not 

expressed properly in laboratory strains143, 158. Ideally, the aim was to introduce this type of 

regulation inside a haploid strain since it is more straightforward to transform and predict the 

effects of gene regulation due to the single copy of each gene in the genome present inside 

the cells. In addition to that, achieving filamentation in haploids will benefit later work presented 

in Chapter 5, which is only possible in haploid strains.  

To achieve filamentation in haploid cells, using a specific haploid strain that carries a 

BUD4 knockout was necessary to use. By knocking out this particular gene, haploid cells are 

forced to grow using the bipolar budding pattern that is essential for the appearance of 

pseudohyphal growth in diploid cells. In order to ensure that I can generate a strain that can 

form filaments upon induction I opted to also include a diploid strain as well in these 

experiments. 

Instead of making any modifications to the existing PHD1 and FLO8 gene loci in the 

genome of the cells it was decided to add the synthetic networks separately by exploiting 

yeast’s homologous recombination machinery. Initially, two synthetic networks that directly 

control a modified PHD1 gene that expresses a protein with enhanced resistance to Cdk8-

mediated destabilisation and FLO8 were designed. Since PHD1 is not being produced in 

normal conditions and the FLO8 sequence that is present inside our strains contains an early 

stop codon that leads to a truncated version of the protein to be produced, it was assumed 

that during our experiments there would not be any interference from the native genes and 

our synthetic system will act largely in isolation.  

The pGPY002 and pGPY003 plasmids containing the synthetic gene networks 

controlling the modified PHD1 and FLO8 respectively were assembled from existing plasmids 

of our lab. Most of the plasmids used are modular in design and include a plethora of restriction 

sites flanking major promoter and gene sequences which made the assembly process 

relatively easy through common restriction digestion and subsequent ligation. The PHD1 and 

FLO8 yeast genes were acquired through colony PCRs that also introduce restriction sites 

compatible with our plasmids. Unfortunately, in both genes additional modifications needed to 

be made. In order to make the Phd1 protein more stable by avoiding the destabilising effects 
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of the Cdk8 protein, and ensure that a fully functional Flo8 protein is being produced, additional 

PCR reactions that targeted specific codons were performed.  

 

3.3.2 Creating haploid and diploid strains where pseudohyphal growth can be 

induced by simple chemical stimuli 

Both pGPY002 and pGPY003 plasmids, expressing two different synthetic regulatory 

networks, were successfully transformed and integrated into the haploid Y02569 and the 

diploid BY4743 strains thus generating strains where PHD1 and FLO8 can be controlled 

independently using IPTG or ATc respectively.  

When I initially started, most of the induction experiments were performed either in 

liquid cultures or on agarose pads. In most cases liquid cultures grown overnight inside a 

shaking incubator were used to quickly assess the ability of new strains to generate interesting 

patterns but on the downside, cells tend to form clumps which then affect the visualisation of 

samples on microscope slides. While at the same time potential filaments might brake due to 

shaking. The main advantage of using the agarose pads over using liquid cultures is that cells 

grow mostly in two dimensions, attached to their semi-solid substrate and thus eliminating 

potential filament brakes. It also enables the use of time-lapse microscopy since cells are 

growing inside an incubated microscope chamber. Eventually, I moved to the use of the ONIX 

microfluidics platform which enables even clearer images to be taken. It also permits close-up 

time-lapses to be generated using the 60x objective since cells grow on a single plane and a 

stable substrate. In contrast to agarose pads, this isn’t affected by heat and dehydration that 

leads to pad contraction over time. Small material or flowing liquid perturbations are still 

present with the ONIX but these are usually compensated by the microscope’s auto-focusing 

algorithm during image capturing. 

In this chapter, I first verified that both haploid YGPH002 and diploid YGPD002 strains 

are not filamenting when either of the inducer chemicals is missing (Figure 19A). This 

experiment showed that overexpression of just one of the two genetic targets (PHD1 and 

FLO8) is not enough to induce pseudohyphal growth. Interestingly, both strains are 

flocculating to a degree when grown in galactose media even in the absence of IPTG and ATc 

thus indicating some leakage from the synthetic networks. This could be a combined result of 

less than perfect repression of the TetR and LacI-regulated promoters and cells being too 

sensitive to even the smallest amounts of Phd1 or Flo8 production. Since Flo8 is a protein 

involved in the expression of the flocculation phenotype it is possibly the one causing this 

result. Continuing, I used the ONIX microfluidics platform to assess the behaviour of the 

YGPH002 and YGPD002 strains and assess their pseudohyphal growth capability (Figure 

19B). Cells were loaded into the ONIX microfluidics platform for induction with ATc and IPTG 
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(in galactose media) and subsequent growth. Images of cells were taken using an inverted 

microscope at 0 h and then 18 h after growth. Both strains showed significant morphological 

differences upon induction and were able to form filaments. Cells were significantly elongated 

and appear to remain attached to their mother cells. Most importantly, the haploid strain was 

able to obtain a morphology that is comparable to the one of the diploid, exhibiting successful 

induction of pseudohyphal growth. What is also important is that both strains were able to form 

filaments without the presence of an external stressor like chemicals, heat, or lack of nutrients 

since they both grew on rich media and optimal temperature conditions. Being able to achieve 

externally-inducible pseudohyphal growth in haploid yeast in rich media is a first. 

Following initial imaging, I opted to generate time-lapses that track the haploid cells as 

they transition from normal to pseudohyphal growth and generate filaments. The results 

confirmed that upon induction haploid cells start forming filaments that branch off as new 

daughter cells appear. They also confirmed that when pseudohyphal growth is induced, cells 

turn from a bipolar to a unipolar budding pattern where new buds are formed on the pole 

opposite of the birth scar in an effort to branch away from the centre of the colony and reach 

areas which are potentially more nutritious. Another interesting observation better shown in 

Figure 21 and Figure 22 that implies successful pseudohyphal growth induction is the fact 

that mother cells appear to “wait” while daughter cells are elongating before they proceed with 

the next bud. As it was proposed by Kron et al., during pseudohyphal growth the mother cell’s 

mitosis is delayed by a G2 checkpoint while the daughter cell elongates. This results in 

synchronisation of budding between mother and daughter155. In contrast, during normal 

growth, mother cells enter G1 phase immediately while the daughter cell expands: this results 

in asynchronous cell division. As it is particularly evident in experiment 1 of Figure 21 and 

Figure 22 this synchronisation is indeed the case for most cells. Due to overlapping cells and 

daughter cells that appear to not bud at all it is not possible to verify this for all cases but it 

does appear that in general that mother cells significantly delay their division as the daughter 

cells elongate.  

It was very encouraging for the continuation of this project that the first genetic system 

to be designed and constructed worked as expected and gave us external control of the 

pseudohyphal growth phenotype. However, there are some limitations with the methodology 

followed for both the generation of the filaments and the techniques used to visualise them. 

First of all, since our genes are controlled by galactose inducible promoters, cells are growing 

using galactose as the carbon source and as a result grow much slower which causes 

filaments to be generated at a low rate. This is amplified by the fact that pseudohyphal growth 

itself leads to significantly slower growth. Based on the time-lapse images the doubling time 

is around four hours which is significantly slower than the usual doubling time of 2.5 hours in 

galactose of S. cerevisiae. In addition, as the colony grows cells are forced to expand on top 
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of each other making image acquisition less clear, especially towards the centre of the 

formation. To remedy this, I used the ONIX microfluidics platform but doesn’t eliminate the 

problem completely by limiting the potential height of the colony. Finally, it also appears that 

some cells towards the centre of the colony, are more spherical which may be a combination 

of the cells originating from the pre-induction period or still in a period when gene expression 

is just starting. Presumably in the colony centre, cells do not have enough space to expand 

and in the case of the ONIX experiments, these cells are relatively isolated from the media 

which includes the chemical inducers that may be preferentially being uptaken by the other 

cells. 

Despite these concerns, it still appears that PHD1 overexpression does indeed induce 

pseudohyphal growth even in nitrogen-rich media. This is the first time that a haploid strain 

overexpressing PHD1 has shown pseudohyphal growth in rich media. More importantly, 

transition between normal and pseudohyphal growth is regulated by simple chemical induction 

of a synthetic gene network and in the future this could be swapped so that different genetic 

regulation induces the phenotype.   

 

3.3.3 Regulating the antagonistic CDK8 gene  

In a continued effort to further enhance filamentation, I also targeted another gene that 

plays significant role in filamentation especially where the Phd1 protein is involved. CDK8 is 

a gene that directly distabilises PHD1 to a degree even when codon optimised as well multiple 

other factors involved in nitrogen stress response171. The initial idea was to completely 

eliminate its expression by knocking the gene out since it has been proposed that filamentation 

in cdk8 null diploids is dramatically enhanced in low-nitrogen media171. In my results this was 

proven to give very interesting phenotypes but not necessarily ideal. By eliminating CDK8, the 

YGPH003 haploid strain was able to form extensive filaments similar to the YGPH002 strain. 

On the other hand, it became impossible to control filamentation since the cells would form 

filaments even without the presence of inducers. The strain is forming filaments even in 

glucose media where our networks controlling the PHD1 and FLO8 genes are tightly 

repressed meaning that filamentation is simply a result of the absence of the cdk8 protein 

which usually represses a plethora of other genetic targets involved in pseudohyphal growth 

induction. It is interesting however, that no previous reports of yeast cells exhibiting 

pseudohyphal growth in rich-media appear to exist, despite it appearing to only require knock-

out of CDK8 in my experiments. A possible explanation that is that by eliminating it completely 

from the genome and in combination having potentially leaky expression of PHD1 and FLO8 

in our synthetic networks, the cells are stressed and form filaments. Furthermore, it is also 

possible that some leaky expression of these genes could be observed from GAL1-based 

promoters in glucose media. Of course, it should be noted that CDK8 regulates many other 
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genes and functions within the cell beyond controlling the stability of Phd1, it is therefore most 

likely that what I have seen is an indirect effect.  

Since the results from the haploid strain were not ideal, no effort was made to create 

diploid double knock-outs. Instead, I opted to acquire more control over how the CDK8 gene 

is being expressed, while keeping control over pseudohyphal growth. I created a modified 

version of the initial network where both PHD1 and FLO8 genes are controlled by lacI through 

the LX promoter, while the CDK8 gene is now controlled by tetR through the iPFY1 promoter 

(which is not regulated by galactose). In theory, the iPFY1 promoter which replaces the native 

CDK8 promoter, enables for Cdk8 production in any media as long as ATc is present to inhibit 

TetR. It should be noted though, that since this promoter is based on the PFY1 yeast promoter 

it is considered of medium to low strength especially when compared to the TX and LX51. The 

new system was integrated in the haploid strain creating the new YGPH004 strain that 

overexpresses PHD1 and FLO8 when induced by IPTG in media containing galactose as a 

carbon source. To properly assess the effect of Cdk8 production in this new context and also 

the relative dynamics of all three genes that are formed by the new networks, the YGPH004 

strain was cultured in a variety of media giving very interesting results. In this case, it appears 

that elimination of CDK8 production doesn’t cause cells to create filaments when no ATc is 

added on glucose media. There is no clear reason why elimination of Cdk8 production through 

repression of its expression doesn’t cause cells to create filaments as seen in the YGPH003 

strain where the gene is knocked-out. Potentially the repression is leaky enough to allow 

enough CDK8 to be made to prevent filament formation. Alternatively, the genetic construct 

may be not functioning as we expect, possibly due to errors that affect TetR expression or its 

ability to repress. In addition, it appears that when grown in galactose cells do exhibit an 

alteration in morphology even when no IPTG is added and that this induces the pseudohyphal 

growth network. Unexpectedly, cells are much bigger and slightly elongated so that they don’t 

appear to form normal-shaped filaments as the ones observed from the YGPH002 and 

YGPD002 strains. When the pseudohyphal growth network is induced filaments do appear 

but cell morphology is also drastically affected with cells forming a variety of shapes with a 

severely increased cytoplasm to membrane ratio. 

On reflection, the CDK8 relationship appears to be complicated and not worth 

pursuing. However, one positive achievement from exploring this option was that I constructed 

a strain with IPTG as the sole inducer of both genes. 
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3.3.4 Effects of BUD family gene knockouts on pseudohyphal growth 

To investigate altering the patterns of filaments in pseudohyphal growth, gene 

knockout versions of the haploid YGPH002 strain for three BUD gene targets were created 

and assessed. It has been reported that knockouts of these genes do not affect cell viability 

since they are considered not essential132, 133. This was immediately confirmed by successfully 

transforming the gene deletion linear fragments and growing cells using the K. lactis URA3 

marker. It has also been shown, that in normal haploid cells, bud8 and bud9 deletions do not 

affect the axial budding pattern while bud5 deletions cause a randomisation of patterns at 

almost equal ratios132, 176. As the haploid cells used here already had deletion of bud4 the 

effects of these further deletions of their budding pattern was of particular interest. 

The strains were induced and their pseudohyphal growth capabilities were assessed 

using an inverted microscope. Cells were grown on agarose pads thus making possible the 

generation of time-lapses (Figure 31). Upon quick observation, it is obvious that the bud8 has 

difficulties creating filaments that extend outwards although clearly, there are elongated cells 

and in general, cells after the first hours of induction are not spherical. In addition, the colony 

appears to be concentrated at the centre with new buds developing inwards, an indication of 

proximal budding. The resolution of the images and the fact that the cells overlap make it 

unclear but based on the shape of the outer cells as well as the rate of division it appears that 

the cells are indeed affected by the filament-inducing genes however bud-site selection affects 

the exhibition of the phenotype. The bud9 knockout on the other hand, clearly exhibits the 

pseudohyphal growth phenotype with extensive filaments forming and extending outwards of 

the centre of the colony. It is clear that after a few hours of delay in the expression of the 

phenotype, that the majority of cells including the ones in the centre of the colony create 

extensive filaments that appear even more prominent than in the YGPH002 filamenting strain. 

It appears that the absence of the Bud9 protein promotes the formation of new buds on the 

distal pole thus promoting unipolarity which is important for pseudohyphal growth. The most 

interesting observations come from the bud5 knockout filamenting strain. This strain does 

appear to exhibit filamentation, which is interesting since elimination of Bud5 production 

should promote a random budding pattern with mother and daughter cells forming buds on 

different parts of the cell surface and unable to follow a bipolar pattern. It has also been shown 

previously that BUD5 mutation eliminates pseudohyphal growth completely129. It appears here 

however, that Bud5 elimination does not affect the developing of the pseudohyphal growth 

phenotype at least in the bud4 knockout haploid strain I have used. Unfortunately, the 

resolution of the images is not high enough to assess cells that are at the centre of the colony 

formation but cells on the outer limits are clearly budding from the distal pole and form 

filaments. 
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From the above results, interesting opportunities arise for the potential formation of 

unique patterns. The fact that cells appear to be affected to a degree from PHD1 and FLO8 

overexpression even when Bud8 is not being produced hints to the possibility that cells stay 

in pseudohyphal growth mode even when the phenotype is unable to be developed due to 

proximal pole bias. In addition, ensuring Bud8 dominance, like the case of the bud9 knockout, 

appears to guarantee extensive filament formation. Since bud site selection is affected by the 

relative levels of the Bud8 and Bud9 proteins, similar results could theoretically be produced 

through overexpression of their corresponding genes (or repression of the other). For 

example, it may be possible to link BUD9 expression to a promoter that’s regulated by a 

different chemical stimulus to the ones controlling PHD1 and FLO8 expression (similar to the 

way CDK8 regulation was achieved in the YGPH004 strain). The BUD9 gene could then be 

used as a more reliable filamentation antagonist. If that gene is also bound to an element that 

delays expression or some kind of differential expression mechanism unique patterns could 

in theory be enabled to form by having cells select bud sites at specific times or locations. 

As for the BUD5 gene, no clear benefits for the purposes of this project were identified 

since the phenotype doesn’t appear to be significantly different from the one exhibited by the 

YGPH002 or the YGPH002-BUD5KO. In addition, according to literature it appears that even 

when overexpressed, BUD5 exhibit similar results to the knockout strain with cells exhibiting 

a random pattern thus not offering any clear benefits176. It is interesting though that in my 

experiments eliminating BUD5 expression does not inhibit pseudohyphal growth in the context 

of PHD1 and FLO8 overexpression. 
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3.4 Conclusions 

Here, I attempted to induce pseudohyphal growth and filament formation even when 

cells are not stressed and using external inducers. Using networks of synthetic promoters, 

gene targets of interest can be controlled and produce cells with unique morphologies using 

simple chemical stimuli. Initially, I implemented networks controlling genetic targets known to 

promote pseudohyphal growth. These targets were the PHD1 gene which has been shown to 

induce pseudohyphal growth in diploid cells even in rich media and the FLO8 gene whose 

expression is required for pseudohyphal growth but in the laboratory strains used is mutated. 

I showed that it is possible to induce pseudohyphal growth and filament formation even when 

cells are not stressed and using external inducers. Importantly, I showed that implementing 

synthetic networks in haploids to induce filamentation is not only possible but preferable since 

results are satisfactory and likely easier to predict in potential modelling scenarios.  

I have also showed that changes in the regulation of CDK8, which acts as a 

pseudohyphal growth antagonist inhibiting several related genes, can lead to unique cell 

morphologies albeit ones that are not ideal for our project. Completely eliminating native 

control of Cdk8 production appears not to be an ideal approach, however exploring the effects 

of overproduction of the protein on pseudohyphal growth could still be beneficial. Far more 

promising is altering the regulation of certain members of the BUD gene family. As I showed 

here, eliminating expression of the BUD8 or BUD9 genes can have a drastic effect in 

pseudohyphal growth morphology. The fact that overexpression of one gene over the other 

appears to have similar effects in bud-site selection (and as a result pseudohyphal growth) 

offers additional regulation possibilities.  
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4 Towards the Control of Multicellularity in S. cerevisiae 

– Implementing Genetic Timers 
 

Following the successful creation of haploid and diploid strains that are able to switch 

to pseudohyphal growth by induction of a synthetic regulatory network, it was next attempted 

to generate defined colony growth structures through the implementation of genetic timers. 

Genetic timers are gene networks created by Ellis et al. that enable the delayed expression of 

gene targets based on the expression levels of two mutually inhibitory genes. In this chapter, 

I attempt to utilise such networks in order to control the timing of the transition of the cells from 

pseudohyphal growth to normal yeast growth, so as to control of the size of the filamenting 

colony. With the help of an MEng student Isuru Goonatilake who I supervised during his final 

year project, a mathematical perspective is also given to this work. 

 

Aims: 

 

• Investigating networks of higher complexity that control the PHD1, FLO8, CDK8 

genetic targets explored in the previous chapter. 

• Implementing a genetic timer network in yeast to control the transition between 

pseudohyphal and normal yeast growth in an effort to introduce high-level genetic 

regulation of the phenotype.  
• Implementing additional variations of the genetic timer network with potentially different 

reset times to assess whether genetic timers of different designs can be used to control 

the period of time for filament formation.  

• Link growth type changes to fluorescent protein expression to better track the transition 

between pseudohyphal and normal growth phenotypes. 

• Analyse the behaviour of the various genetic timers mathematically and create a 

simplified geometric model of the pattern formation.  
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4.1 Introduction 

Control over the pseudohyphal growth of yeast cells is an important first step for the 

generation of multicellular fractal-like structures using this phenotype. For a true fractal-like 

pattern to occur though, complex regulatory mechanisms need to be implemented that control 

the timing when certain genes are activated. Cells need to differentiate as colonies grow and 

different genes to activate when certain conditions are met. There have been several projects 

that tackled similar subjects such as the use of daughter-specific promoters to develop strains 

with differential expression between mother and daughter cells and the engineering of 

quorum-sensing mechanisms within yeast cells that activate certain genes when a specific 

cell density is reached34, 87. In this chapter, I have attempted to put down the foundations for 

pattern formation and achieve phenotypical control by implementing previously described 

synthetic regulatory promoters that can be combined to create genetic timers. The aim here 

is to use these to control the timing of transition from pseudohyphal growth to normal yeast 

growth as a 2-dimensional colony grows on a surface. 

In 2009, Ellis et al. described the creation of libraries of LacI and TetR-inducible 

galactose promoters that covered a range of expression and inhibition levels (Table 12)50. 

These promoters were based on the GAL1 promoter and carry either TetR (TX and T1-T20 

promoters) or LacI (LX and L1-L20) operator sites. These libraries were constructed with the 

aim to be used for rational engineering of novel networks with various outputs backed by 

predictive modelling. Ellis et al., used these promoters to design networks of mutual inhibition 

that act as genetic timers where the relative strengths of the tetR and lacI-regulated promoters 

control the time needed for the system to revert back to its stable state after an initial induction 

is removed. Initially, characterisation of these networks was achieved by controlling the 

production of a fluorescent marker and the results were used to aid mathematical modelling. 

Following this, to show the flexibility of these genetic timer networks, they used them to control 

expression of the FLO1 gene that causes yeast sedimentation and tracked the phenotypical 

changes as the cells flocculated and then sedimented-down into pellets upon the resetting of 

the timers. The results matched the model predictions closely, assuming some lag attributed 

to longer phenotype maturation compared to the fluorescent markers’ maturation time. In 

another study described in 2013 by Wu et al., these TetR and LacI-regulated promoters were 

used to design fully mutually inhibitory networks that act as bistable systems where yeast 

enhanced green fluorescence protein (yEGFP) and red fluorescence protein (mCherry) gene 

expression is controlled160.  

The timer networks effectively act as monostable switches, since in the absence of an 

inducer the system always reverts back to a default tetR ON state where the tetR gene is fully 

active and represses the production of any gene controlled by a TetR-regulated promoter 
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including lacI. In the presence of the inducer, anhydrous tetracycline (ATc), the system 

switches to a lacI ON state which lasts while the inducer is present. When induction is removed 

the system slowly reverts back to the default tetR ON and lacI OFF state at a pace dependant 

among other things on the relative strengths of the TetR and LacI-regulated promoters used.  

Of course, reset times are not only dependent on and proportional to the ratio between the 

promoters since other biochemical factors are in effect as well. For example, with both the 

TetR and LacI being very stable proteins, reset times are greatly affected by the division rate. 

Once induction is removed, the LacI present inside the cells is diluted through division and as 

a result the slower the division rate is, the longer the reset time is expected to be. That is 

particularly important to consider in the context of pseudohyphal growth which significantly 

reduces division rates.  

 

 
Table 12. Maximum (Smax) and minimum (Smin) output values of members of the TetR and 
LacI-regulated promoter libraries. Values are the means of fluorescence of three biological 

repeats measured using flow cytometry and given in arbitrary units (A.U.). Standard error of the 
means (s.e.m.) are also given. Table adapted from Ellis et al.50. 

 
 

RESULTS
Parallel synthesis and characterization of promoter libraries
To demonstrate our library-modeling approach, we focused on
regulated promoters, as they typically control gene network logic
and modulate responses to stimuli. Promoter libraries have been
created using DNA-shuffling/combinatorial approaches27–29 and
mutation-selection techniques30–33, but these approaches do not
allow for rational de novo design. We modified an efficient synthesis-
with-degenerate-sequence method32 to yield libraries of regulatory
promoters that have a range of inputs and outputs. In this
technique, promoters are constructed with runs of unspecified (‘N’)
sequence-separating key motifs32; the fixed motif sequences ensure
promoter function, and the random bases surrounding them
modulate their efficiency, presumably by subtly altering local
DNA conformation34.

Our first library was designed to yield yeast promoters repressed by
TetR (Tn10.B tetracycline repressor35) and inducible with the TetR-
inhibitor anhydrotetracycline (ATc). We used a Klenow-based synth-
esis method, using inexpensive oligonucleotides31,34, to build promo-
ters containing the TATA box and start site from the commonly used
GAL1 promoter36. To introduce controlled regulation, we placed two
tandem TetR operators (Tn10 operator tetO2) into the promoter at
positions previously shown to provide tight repression29.

A schematic of our library synthesis technique is shown in Figure 1
and detailed in the Methods. To characterize the strength of every
promoter, each one was cloned upstream of yeast enhanced green
fluorescent protein (yEGFP)37 and downstream of a GAL1 upstream
activation signal (UAS) in a vector that also contained the strong
constitutive TEF1 promoter38 directing TetR expression. Constitutive
expression of TetR ensures low basal levels of yEGFP, which can be
relieved by adding ATc to the medium. The GAL1 UAS allows us to
avoid the effects of nucleosomes as it directs their removal from the
promoter in the presence of galactose39. We arbitrarily chose to

build a library of 20 promoters (T1–T20), covering a wide range
of expression and inhibition levels. By measuring yEGFP levels
with flow cytometry, we quantitatively determined every promoter’s
minimum (TetR repressed) output (Smin) and maximum (TetR
unrepressed) output (Smax) (Table 1 ). The approach was designed
to yield interchangeable promoters that are identical except for
Smin, Smax and intermotif sequences. This was confirmed by
comparison to TX, a control promoter retaining the GAL1 wild-
type sequence between defined motifs, as well as by DNA sequencing
(Supplementary Methods) and dose-response curves (Supplemen-
tary Methods).
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Figure 1 Regulatory promoter library synthesis, screening and
characterization. Schematic design for TetR-regulated promoter synthesis.
(a) Promoters are constructed by Klenow polymerase extension from two
overlapping 110-mer oligonucleotides synthesized with unspecified
nucleotides (N) between defined motifs. (b) Promoters are ligated
between UASGAL1 and the yEGFP coding sequence in the characterization
vector, which also expresses TetR from the TEF1 promoter (PTEF1).
(c) Transformation of yeast yields thousands of colonies with the genome-
integrated vector. (d) Individual colonies are screened in 96-well format by
measuring fluorescence in induction conditions after 22 h growth (media
supplemented with 2% galactose + 250 ng/ml ATc). (e) A library of 20
regulated promoters covering a range of expression levels is selected from
screening data and quantitatively characterized using flow cytometry
measurement of yEGFP expression after 22 h growth in medium
supplemented with 2% galactose (GAL) and with 250 ng/ml ATc (GAL +
ATc). TX, control promoter; T1–T20, library promoters; –, null promoter.

Table 1 Maximum and minimum output values of members of the
promoter libraries

TetR-regulated promoters (PLibT) LacI-regulated promoters (PLibL)

Promoter Smax s.e.m. Smin s.e.m. Promoter Smax s.e.m. Smin s.e.m.

TX 918.00 33.83 7.46 0.46 LX 717.38 21.06 13.06 0.77

T1 694.23 19.89 32.79 2.58 L1 399.90 25.02 11.11 0.60

T2 595.79 17.07 8.38 0.50 L2 372.59 16.87 9.71 0.11

T3 506.31 27.48 20.22 2.16 L3 292.11 11.60 83.05 1.09

T4 421.78 5.83 3.26 0.16 L4 282.01 13.61 50.55 1.92

T5 408.04 22.91 9.87 0.41 L5 246.73 6.42 151.75 2.77

T6 418.60 16.63 6.46 1.68 L6 228.45 15.37 23.79 0.31

T7 319.66 13.41 3.04 0.15 L7 139.99 8.43 5.40 0.35

T8 277.75 12.94 30.88 1.75 L8 141.86 6.23 7.67 0.35

T9 244.21 11.79 11.34 0.62 L9 134.04 9.73 23.54 1.55

T10 216.99 7.34 3.27 0.18 L10 129.13 8.04 4.96 0.30

T11 203.14 6.90 3.41 0.18 L11 108.27 4.18 5.74 0.45

T12 201.76 3.75 7.08 0.53 L12 107.35 4.73 5.07 0.36

T13 154.46 12.15 4.01 0.23 L13 103.58 9.54 4.37 0.29

T14 151.03 10.36 6.42 0.19 L14 82.32 1.50 4.15 0.23

T15 118.93 5.85 4.62 0.19 L15 70.91 4.42 20.83 0.96

T16 108.22 3.40 3.71 0.13 L16 72.03 3.05 4.28 0.23

T17 81.70 3.39 5.91 0.27 L17 56.97 1.77 5.15 0.36

T18 51.75 3.27 3.26 0.25 L18 47.16 1.33 3.91 0.28

T19 48.29 1.10 5.13 0.89 L19 44.10 2.25 4.25 0.20

T20 30.69 0.40 6.95 0.45 L20 37.08 2.12 9.41 0.69

TEF1 287.38 14.38

Cultures grown in 2% galactose-supplemented medium for 22 h were measured for median
yEGFP expression by flow cytometry; values are the means of three biological repeats with
s.e.m. given. For characterization purposes, the repressor of interest (TetR or LacI) was
constitutively expressed from the TEF1 promoter, which was also measured in this study and
found to remain constant in all growth conditions used. Maximum output (Smax) is measured
with saturating concentrations of repressor inhibitor (250 ng/ml ATc for TetR, 10 mM IPTG for
LacI); minimum output (Smin) is measured without inhibitors.
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Here, I attempt to take advantage of some of these engineered regulatory promoters 

to create networks of mutual inhibition that essentially act as timers with different reset times. 

By using genetic timer elements, I attempt to control the synthetic network regulating 

pseudohyphal growth so that it automatically switches from filamenting growth to normal 

growth after a reset time. Potentially this timer network could instead be used to control the 

branching rate within a growing pseudohyphal colony if the signal to start the timer was a cell 

division event that starts a new branch of the filament, and if while the timer is waiting to reset 

the genetic network acts to inhibit further branch formation. This relatively simple network 

would act like a fractal, where the pattern can branch but then is prevented from branching 

again until enough time/growth has occurred for the timer to reset. Networks with different 

reset times would have different branch rates, and thus the pattern of pseudohyphal growth 

could be genetically encoded by the network parts, specifically the promoters in the timer. 

In order to verify the applicability of such system in the context of pseudohyphal growth, 

genetic timers are used in a basic use case. A genetic timer network is described which 

attempts to control the transitioning between pseudohyphal and normal yeast growth through 

regulation of PHD1, FLO8 and CDK8 gene expression. Pseudohyphal growth is induced by 

anhydrous tetracycline (ATc) which removes TetR protein repression making PHD1 and FLO8 

expression possible. With the inducer removed, the system reverts back to TetR protein 

repression which leads to production of the CDK8 gene that inhibits filamentation.  

Beyond this initial version, this chapter then describes attempts to create additional 

genetic timers that control pseudohyphal growth with different reset times and at the same 

time associate PHD1, FLO8, tetR and lacI expression to fluorescent protein gene expression 

(yEGFP and mCHERRY). To our knowledge this is the first time where genetic timers are 

used to control more than two genes and at the same time link a phenotypical differentiation 

change to a fluorescent output.  

Finally, in an effort to simulate pattern formation a geometric model is created that 

attempts to describe colony formations based on different genetic timer reset times. This is an 

early attempt on what would hopefully lead to a fully-realised model for yeast fractal pattern 

description.  
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4.2 Results 

4.2.1 Construction and implementation of a synthetic timer network in S. 
cerevisiae that controls the transition between pseudohyphal and normal 

growth. 

Using the knowledge gained from the pseudohyphal growth experiments where PHD1, 

FLO8 and CDK8 expression in cells is controlled, I set out to create a new genetic network 

with an extra layer that regulates temporal expression. In this context, CDK8 is used as an 

extra copy of the native gene and as a result, it is expected not to cause morphological 

problems similar to those seen in Chapter 3, instead simply acting as an additional form of 

repression of pseudohyphal growth. I first created a network of mutual inhibition that utilises 

the TX and LX promoters and the lacI and tetR repressor genes (Figure 32) by taking 

advantage of one of the already described genetic timer networks constructed in Ellis et al. 

and combining this with the filamentation constructs described in the previous chapter. 

 

 

 
Figure 32. Diagram of the synthetic mutually inhibitory (timer) network that 

controls CDK8, PHD1 and FLO8 expression. PHD1, FLO8 and lacI genes are under the control 
of GAL1 based promoters (TX) carrying tandem TetR operator (tetO2) sites which are induced 
by galactose and repressed by the TetR protein. CDK8 and tetR genes are under the control of 
GAL1 based promoters (LX) carrying a LacI operator (lacO) site which are induced by galactose 
and repressed by the LacI protein. The genetic timer is induced by ATc. Genes are shown as 
coloured boxes while promoters as arrows. Regulation is shown as rectangles inside the 
promoters (orange for lacI, green for tetR and grey for galactose).  

 

This network puts Cdk8 and TetR protein production under LacI protein control and 

Phd1, Flo8 and LacI protein production under TetR protein control, thus creating a network of 

mutual inhibition that acts between two opposing states. Based on Ellis’ work, the network 

acts as a monostable switch and exhibits a default state of tetR ON when grown in galactose 

media with no other inducers present. It is believed that this is due to greater promoter 
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leakiness from LX, the LacI-inducible promoter, compared to that of TX. With the system 

induced by anhydrous tetracycline (ATc) the network shifts onto the lacI ON state. However, 

with the ATc then removed it eventually reverts back to the initial tetR ON state at a rate 

dependent on the relative strengths of the LacI and TetR-inducible galactose promoters thus 

creating a genetic timer. 

 

4.2.1.1 Construction of the integrating plasmids that form the Genetic Timer network. 

The genetic timer network was created using two newly constructed plasmids, the 

pGPIG01 and the pGPIG02 as well as the pTXLX plasmid that was provided by the Ellis lab 

and described previously by Ellis et al. The pGPIG01 plasmid contains the PHD1 and the 

CDK8 genes controlled by the TX and LX promoters respectively, while the pGPIG02 plasmid 

contains the FLO8 gene under the control of the TX promoter. The pTXLX plasmid is an 

already described plasmid that contains both repressor genes lacI and tetR under the control 

of the TX and LX promoters respectively160. Figure 33 shows simplified plasmid maps of all 

three final plasmids as well as the p714 plasmid described by Ellis et al., which was also used 

during the pGPIG01 plasmid construction process.  

 

 

 
Figure 33. Simplified plasmid maps of the pGPIG01, pGPIG02, pTXLX and p714 

plasmids. The pGPIGI01 plasmid contains the CDK8 and the codon optimised PHD1 genes 
under the control of the LX and TX promoters respectively as well as the HIS3 marker. The 
pGPIG02 plasmid contains the FLO8 gene under the control of the TX promoter as well as the 
URA3 marker. The pTXLX plasmid contains the lacI and tetR genes under the control of the TX 
and LX promoters respectively as well as the LEU2 marker. Finally, the p714 plasmid contains 
the yeast-enhanced green fluorescent protein gene (yEGFP) and the red fluorescent protein 
gene (mCHERRY) genes under the control of the TX and LX promoters respectively as well as 
the TRP1 marker. All plasmids carry the ColE1 origin and the ampicillin bacterial selection 
marker. Genes are represented by coloured arrow-shaped boxes and key promoters by grey 
boxes right before the genes. 
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The pGPIG01 plasmid was constructed using the previously created pGPY002 

plasmid as well as the pTVGI plasmid and the p714 plasmids provided by the Ellis lab in a 

process that involved two intermediate plasmids (shown in Figure 34).  

 

 

 
Figure 34. Assembly process of the pGPIG01 plasmid. Simplified plasmid maps of 

the origin and intermediate plasmids are provided as well as the restriction sites used during 
cloning. The LX promoter controlling the codon optimised PHD1 gene was replaced by the TX 
promoter containing TetR operator sequences (tetO2). Both the lacI gene and its TEF1 promoter 
were replaced by the CDK8 gene and the LX promoter containing a LacI operator sequence 
(lacO). All plasmids contain the bacterial CoIE1 origin and the ampicillin selection marker. Genes 
are represented by coloured arrow-shaped boxes and key promoters by grey boxes right before 
the genes. Restriction sites used during cloning are also shown. 

 

 

The pGPY002 plasmid constructed during the original pseudohyphal growth 

experiments was very convenient for our work since it already contained the PHD1 gene from 

the YKL043W locus including the polymorphism on the 92nd codon and also hosted the HIS3 

selection marker. The ultimate goal was therefore to replace the LX promoter upstream of the 

PHD1 gene with the TX promoter and replace both the lacI gene and its promoter with the 

CDK8 gene under the control of an LX promoter. 

Since the TX and LX promoter sequences used in our plasmids are highly palindromic 

I opted to introduce the promoters in stages. I first planned to replace the existing LX promoter 

with the TX promoter. To do that, both the pTVGI and the pGPIG01 plasmids were digested 

with BamHI and SpeI to create the new insert and the backbone of the new plasmid. Pieces 

were then ligated resulting in the 8,133 bp pGPY002-TX plasmid shown in Figure 34. The 
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new plasmid was amplified after transformation in E. coli and verified by Sanger DNA 

sequencing.  

I then set-out to replace the TEF1 constitutive promoter of the lacI gene with the LX 

promoter. Using primers GP81 and GP82 that amplify around the LX promoter of the p714 

plasmid shown, a 1,466 bp PCR fragment containing the promoter was generated. In addition, 

the GP81 primer introduced a SpeI site at the end of the promoter which in combination with 

a NotI site upstream of the promoter they were utilised in a double digestion of the fragment. 

The pGPY002-TX plasmid was also double digested with the same restriction enzymes and 

the backbone was generated. Following a ligation of the backbone and the promoter insert the 

8,176 bp pGPY002-TXLX plasmid was generated. This was transformed into E. coli cells and 

verified through gel electrophoresis and Sanger DNA sequencing.  

The last step was to replace the lacI gene with CDK8. To do this, the CDK8 gene from 

the YPL042C locus was amplified by colony PCR from the Y02569 strain using the GP83 and 

GP84 primers. The colony PCR generated a 1,705 bp fragment and through the primer 

designs, SpeI and SacI restriction sites were also introduced. After double digestion with SpeI 

and SacI for both the pGPY002-TXLX plasmid and the CDK8 PCR fragment, a ligation 

reaction was performed and the final pGPIG01 plasmid was assembled. The new plasmid was 

amplified through E. coli transformation and verified by gel electrophoresis and Sanger DNA 

sequencing.  

Following this, I next constructed the pGPIG02 plasmid, as shown in Figure 35, from 

the pGPY003 plasmid and the pRS406 plasmid previously described by Robert Sikorski161.  
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Figure 35. Assembly process of the pGPIG02 plasmid. Simplified plasmid maps of 

the pGPIG02 plasmid and the origin plasmids pGPY003 and pRS406 are shown. The pGPIG02 
plasmid contains the FLO8 gene under the control of the TetR and galactose-induced TX 
promoter and the URA3 marker from the pRS406 plasmid. All plasmids have ampicillin resistance 
bacterial markers and the ColE1 origin. Genes are represented by coloured arrow-shaped boxes 
and key promoters by grey boxes right before the genes. 

 

 

The pGPY003 plasmid already contained most of the features needed for the new 

plasmid particularly as it encoded the FLO8 gene under the control of the TX promoter. It also 

carried a tetR gene which wasn’t needed in this case since there was one already integrated 
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pGPIG02 plasmid was amplified using an E. coli transformation and verified by gel 

electrophoresis and Sanger DNA sequencing.   
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4.2.1.2 Creating haploid and diploid strains containing the ATc-induced genetic timer 

network. 

The timer network consisting of the three plasmids was implemented in both the 

Y02569 haploid strain with the BUD4 knockout and the BY4743 diploid strain as shown in 

Figure 36. First, the pTXLX plasmid was transformed into both strains in the URA3 locus after 

linearisation with StuI. Using the LEU2 marker of the pTXLX plasmid the new YGPH005 and 

YGPD005 strains were isolated and the pGPIG01 plasmid was linearised with AatII in order 

to be transformed into both YGPH005 and YGPD004 strains using. The HIS3 auxotrophic 

marker was used and the construct was integrated between the lacI and ampR genes of the 

already integrated pTXLX sequence. Finally, the pGPIG02 plasmid was linearised with AhdI, 

transformed in both the YGPH006 and YGPD006 strains using the URA3 marker and 

integrating within the sequence of the ampR gene from the pGPIG01 plasmid thus generating 

the final strains YGPHTIMER1 and YGPDTIMER1.  

 

 

 
Figure 36. Integration diagram of the pTXLX, pGPIG01 and pGPIG02 plasmids. 

Plasmids were integrated utilising the native homologous recombination machinery. The pTXLX 
plasmid was integrated in the StuI/URA3 site, the GPIG01 plasmid in the AatII site and the 
pGPIG02 plasmid in the AhdI/ampR site. All genes and their directions are shown as well. Genes 
are represented by coloured arrow-shaped boxes, sequences used for homologous 
recombination by rectangles while dashed lines show the exact integration locations.  
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4.2.1.3 Collecting microscope data for the Genetic Timer strains. 

Having constructed the necessary plasmids and integrated these into the yeast 

genome, I next set out to verify that the new timers can show pseudohyphal growth upon ATc 

induction. Both YGPHTIMER1 and YGPDTIMER1 strains were grown overnight on 1.3 % 

agarose pads made with synthetic complete galactose media including 400 ng/ml of ATc. 

Using time-lapse microscopy both haploid and diploid strains were visualised while growing 

on the agarose pads. Figure 37 shows images at specific time points during growth. From this 

figure it appears that both haploid and diploid strains appear to create filaments and expand 

outwards of the centre of the colony. It appears that the haploid strain is dividing at a slightly 

lower pace and both strains create filaments with a slightly bloated morphology. Interestingly, 

while some cells generate filaments that greatly expand, others appear to produce shorter, 

more spherical cells. Although the majority of the population is clearly growing using 

pseudohyphal growth it appears that the genetic timers and CDK8 incorporation in the design 

causes certain morphological issues which are evident in the haploid strain. 
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Figure 37. Time-lapse microscopy images of growth when pseudohyphal growth is induced in strains also containing genetic timers. 
Both the haploid YGPHTIMER1 and YGPDTIMER1 strains were induced with 400 ng/ml ATc and left to grow for 16 h on 1.3 % agarose pads made with 

synthetic complete galactose media. Images were captured every 10 min using a 20x objective with the bright-field filter and the autofocus function of 

the inverted microscope. Here only the images at t = 0, 4, 8, 12 and 16 h are shown. White lines represent scale bars of 50 μm in length.   
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Having verified that the strains do indeed switch to pseudohyphal growth as expected 

when induced, an experiment was then designed to track any morphological changes that 

occur as growth continues after ATc induction is removed. Based on the original work done 

by Ellis et al. on the TX-LX genetic timer, changes in protein levels are expected to appear 24 

to 48 h following the removal of the inducer. To do this, the original work describes that a 

starter liquid culture in galactose media is first grown with 200 ng/ml of ATc for 24 h or 48 h. 

After that, cultures are spun down to remove the ATc and are diluted in fresh galactose growth 

media with no inducers. In my experiment, these cultures were left to grow, with intermediate 

dilutions done every 24 h depending on the growth speed. Cells were taken for imaging every 

24 h, and at other time-points until verified that the majority of cells switched back to a normal 

budding yeast growth phenotype. Figure 38 shows the results following initiation of the TX-

LX genetic timer for the filamenting haploid and diploid strains, with images shown for specific 

time points. Results indicate that the haploid strain is indeed having issues with filamentation 

(although this could be a side-effect of liquid culturing and incubator turbulence) and that the 

genetic timers reset faster than anticipated. Results seem to show that all filamentation has 

stopped after 24 h of growth for the haploid and 48 h of growth for the diploid. This is a lot 

shorter than expected especially in the context of pseudohyphal growth which normally leads 

to slower division rates and suggests that the design is not working as predicted. Through this 

experiment it was proven to be much more difficult than expected to follow the phenotype 

changes and that is why a new approach was considered. I decided to remove CDK8 

regulation from the synthetic timer network designs since it appears to cause once again 

problems with the pseudohyphal growth expression especially since it is not necessary for 

phenotype reset. In addition, in order to get a more direct read of the behaviour of the system 

in terms of when TetR and LacI are dominant I decided to incorporate fluorescence markers. 

This would also aid in identifying which cells are filamenting and which are following normal 

yeast growth.  
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         B 

 
Figure 38. Assessment of the TX-LX genetic timer in the YGPHTIMER1 and 

YGPDTIMER1 strains using microscopy. A) YGPHTIMER1 grown for 24 h in synthetic 
complete glucose media, synthetic complete galactose media or synthetic complete galactose 
media with 200mg/ml of anhydrous tetracycline (ATc) added before taken to microscope for 
imaging (0 h). Induced cultures, are then washed to remove the ATc and diluted accordingly. The 
culture is left to grow while microscope images are taken every 24 h.  B) YGPDTIMER1 grown 
for 48 h in synthetic complete galactose media, synthetic complete galactose media with 
200mg/ml of anhydrous tetracycline (ATc) added before taken to microscope for imaging (0 h). 
Induced cultures, are then washed to remove the ATc and diluted accordingly. The culture is left 
to grow while microscope images are taken every 24 h. Images were captured using either a 
10x, 20x or 60x objective and a Phase 1 contrast filter under brightfield luminescence. Scale bars 
are 10 μM for the 60x images and 50 μM for the 10x.    
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4.2.2 Creating new genetic timer strains with timer states linked to cell 
fluorescence. 
Following the previous experiment, experiments proceeded with three goals in mind. 

The first goal was to create additional genetic timer strains with different reset times based on 

the different genetic timer networks originally made by Ellis et al. This would ideally verify the 

flexibility of genetic networks being used to define the size and morphology of a colony that 

switches between pseudohyphal and normal budding growth mechanisms. The second goal 

was to improve upon the design of the first timer network and take advantage of the knowledge 

from the previous chapter, that CDK8 expression control is not required for reliable 

filamentation. This would thus allow creation of simplified networks that only require regulation 

of the PHD1 and FLO8 genes to switch growth phenotypes. The third goal, was to also link 

the two morphological states (pseudohyphal and normal growth) to different fluorescent 

markers so that it is possible to closely track the timing of when the networks reset. This is not 

possible by just tracking the phenotypical changes at a population level without extensive 

microscopy, however, if fluorescence is incorporated other techniques such as flow cytometry 

become possible. The two fluorescent markers used for this third goal are the yeast enhanced 

green fluorescent protein (yEGFP) and the mCherry red fluorescent protein. 

Three variants of new genetic timer networks (shown in Figure 39) were constructed 

using the pTXLX plasmid and two further plasmid variants from Ellis et al., the pT7L18 and 

the pT18LX plasmids. Similar to the pTXLX plasmid, these both carry the lacI and tetR genes 

under galactose induced promoters but the promoters have a different range of expression 

and inhibition compared to the TX and LX promoters. The TX/LX and both of the new promoter 

pairs (T7/L18 and T18/LX) in these timers exhibit a default tetR ON state. The pT7L18 plasmid 

contains both repressor genes lacI and tetR under the control of the T7 and L18 promoters 

respectively, while the pT18LX plasmid contains both repressor genes lacI and tetR under the 

control of the T18 and LX promoters, respectively160. According to Ellis et al., this potentially 

leads to timers with slower (T7L18) or slightly faster (T18LX) reset times compared to the 

TXLX timer50. In addition to these timers, a plasmid named pGPY062 carrying the yEGFP and 

mCHERRY fluorescent markers under the control of the TX and LX promoters, respectively, 

was also included. Finally, in order to simplify our transformation, a new plasmid carrying both 

the PHD1 and FLO8 genes under the control of TX promoters was also created. Simplified 

maps of the new plasmids are shown in Figure 40. 
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Figure 39. Diagram of the new synthetic mutually inhibitory (timer) network that 

controls PHD1 and FLO8 as well as yEGFP and mCHERRY expression. PHD1, FLO8, 
yEGFP and lacI genes are under the control of GAL1 based promoters (TX, T7 or T18) carrying 
TetR operator sites (tetO2) which are induced by galactose and repressed by the TetR protein. 
tetR and mCHERRY genes are under the control of GAL1 based promoters (LX or L18) carrying 
a LacI operator site (lacO) which are induced by galactose and repressed by the LacI protein. 
The system is controlled by IPTG and ATc. Genes are shown as coloured boxes while promoters 
as arrows. Regulation is shown as rectangles inside the promoters (orange for lacI, green for 
tetR and grey for galactose).  
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Figure 40. Simplified plasmid maps of the pGPY006, pGPY062, pT7L18 and pT18LX 

plasmids. The pGPY006 plasmid contains the FLO8 and the codon optimised PHD1 genes 
under TX promoters as well as the HIS3 marker. The pGPY062 plasmid contains the yeast-
enhanced green fluorescent protein gene (yEGFP) under the control of the TX promoter and the 
red fluorescent protein gene (mCHERRY) under the control of the LX promoter as well as the 
URA3 marker. The pT7L18 plasmid contains the lacI and tetR genes under the control of the T7 
and L18 promoters respectively as well as the LEU2 marker. Finally, the pT18LX plasmid 
contains the lacI and tetR genes under the control of the T18 and LX promoters respectively as 
well as the LEU2 marker. All plasmids carry the ColE1 origin and the ampicillin bacterial selection 
marker. Genes are represented by coloured arrow-shaped boxes and key promoters by grey 
boxes right before the genes. 

 

 

By using the same pair of regulated promoters to control both the fluorescent protein 

genes and PHD1 and FLO8 genes, pseudohyphal growth expression is effectively bound to 

green fluorescence via the yEGFP protein and normal yeast growth is bound to red 

fluorescence via expression of the mCherry protein. Addition of ATc inhibits tetR repression, 

activates the PHD1 and FLO8 genes as well as yEGFP production and at the same time 

promotes expression of the lacI gene which in turn represses both the tetR and the mCHERRY 

genes. As the system reverts back at a speed dependent on the relative strengths of either 

the TX/LX, T7/L18 and T18/LX promoter pairs, the cells gradually switch back to normal 

growth, with yEGFP production halted and mCherry expression returning again. 
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4.2.2.1 Construction of the pGPY006 and pGPY062 integrating plasmids used to form 
the new timer networks. 
The pGPY006 plasmid was constructed using the previously created pGPIG01 and 

pGPIG02 plasmids. The goal was to replace the CDK8 gene and its LX promoter from the 

pGPIG01 plasmid with the FLO8 gene under the control of the TX promoter from the pGPIG02 

plasmid thus having both PHD1 and FLO8 genes on the same plasmid under the control of 

two equivalent TX promoters. 

To create the fragments to assemble the pGPY006 plasmid, two PCR amplifications 

were performed on the pGPIG01 and pGPIG02 plasmids using specific primers that amplify 

the sequences of interest while also introducing necessary overlap sequences for Gibson 

assembly. Using primers GP117 and GP118 the FLO8 gene under the control of the TX 

promoter was amplified from the pGPIG02 plasmid, generating a 2,931 bp PCR fragment. At 

the same time, GP119 and GP120 primers were used to amplify around the pGPIG01 plasmid 

while excluding the CDK8 gene, generating a 6,651 bp PCR fragment. Using both fragments 

the final pGPY006 plasmid (9,502 bp) was created after the Gibson assembly reaction 

completed. The plasmid was transformed into E. coli cells and verified through gel 

electrophoresis and Sanger DNA sequencing (data not shown). 

The pGPY062 plasmid was based on the p714 plasmid (shown earlier in Figure 33) 

which was provided by Dr Tom Ellis. The p714 plasmid has both the yEGFP and mCHERRY 

genes under the control of the TX and LX promoters respectively but carries the tryptophan 

(TRP1) marker to which our strains are already carrying. So, the TRP1 marker of the p714 

plasmid was replaced by the URA3 marker from the pRS406 plasmid161. Using the AatII and 

NgoMIV restriction enzymes both plasmids were digested giving a 5,525 bp backbone from 

the p714 plasmid and a 1,742 bp insert from the pRS406 plasmid. Both the backbone and the 

insert were ligated thus creating the final 7,266 bp pGPY062 plasmid. The plasmid was 

transformed in E. coli cells and verified through gel electrophoresis and Sanger DNA 

sequencing (data not shown). 
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4.2.2.2 Creating the haploid strains containing the new ATc induced genetic timer 
networks. 
Using the pGPY006, the pGPY062 and either the pTXLX/pT7L18 or pT18LX plasmids, 

three new genetic timer haploid strains were created. Figure 41 shows the integration 

procedure of the plasmids through three subsequent transformations in the Y02569 haploid 

strain already carrying the BUD4 knockout. 

 
 

 
Figure 41. Integration diagram of the pGPY006, pTXLX/pT7L18/pT18LX and 

pGPY062 plasmids in the Y02569 haploid strain. Plasmids were integrated utilising the native 
homologous recombination machinery. The pGPY006 plasmid was integrated in the StuI/URA3 
site, the pTXLX, pT7L18 and pT18LX plasmids in the AhdI/ampR site and the pGPY062 plasmid 
in the AatII site. All genes and their directions are shown as well. Genes are represented by 
coloured arrow-shaped boxes, sequences used for homologous recombination by rectangles 
while dashed lines show the exact integration locations. 
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First, the pGPY006 plasmid was transformed in the haploid Y02569 strain in the URA3 

locus after linearisation with StuI and selecting for growth in the absence of histidine. After 

verifying the appearance of filamentation on the newly transformed strains the YGPH007 

strain was created. Next, the YGPH007 strain was transformed with either the pTXLX, the 

pT7L18 or pT18LX plasmids in the ampR locus after linearisation with AhdI and selecting for 

colonies growing in the absence of leucine. Thus, the YGPH008, YGPH009 and YGPH010 

timer-containing strains were generated. Finally, the pGPY062 plasmid was linearised with 

AatII, transformed into the three new timer-containing strains using the URA3 marker for 

selection. AatII linearisation leads to integration between the ampR and the marker genes of 

the pTXLX/pT7L18/pT18LX or pGPY062 plasmids. This last step generated the final 

YGPHTIMER2, YGPHTIMER3 and YGPHTIMER4 strains carrying the pTXLX, pT7L18 and 

pT18LX timer networks, respectively. Colonies of these from each plate were then isolated, 

grown in synthetic complete galactose media with and without ATc inducer and their 

fluorescence were assessed on both the microscope and using a flow cytometer. This was 

performed initially to verify correct integration. For simplicity reasons, from now on the 

YGPHTIMER2, YGPHTIMER3 and YGPHTIMER4 fluorescent timer strains will be referred to 

as TIMER2, TIMER3 and TIMER4, respectively. 
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4.2.2.3 Assessing the Timer capabilities of the new fluorescent timer strains using 
fluorescent microscope imaging and flow cytometry data. 
Experiments were first performed to assess the capability of the new fluorescent timer 

strains to switch from pseudohyphal to normal growth with different reset times depending on 

the pair of the promoters that control tetR and lacI gene expression within the synthetic genetic 

network. Based on previous work shown by Ellis et al., the TX/LX and T18/LX pairs are 

expected to exhibit roughly comparable reset times while the T7/L18 pair should exhibit a 

significantly slower reset time. In parallel to assessing the timer reset timers, I also tried to 

properly assess whether the genetic timers can control pseudohyphal growth, something that 

couldn’t be properly verified using the YGPHTIMER1 and YGPDTIMER1 strains described 

earlier in this chapter.  

Two separate experiments were performed to assess the new strains. One where 

fluorescent microscope images and flow cytometry data were both acquired after 0 h, 24 h, 

48 h and 72 h after the removal of the initial ATc induction and a second where measurements 

were acquired 0 h, 18 h, 24 h, 40 h, 48 h and 72 h after cultures were washed to remove the 

initial ATc induction. In both cases, all three fluorescent timer strains were first picked from 

plates and grown overnight in liquid synthetic complete glucose media without uracil, histidine 

or leucine while making sure they stay in mid-exponential phase. At a high OD600 (0.8-1.5), 

cultures were split into triplicates and then first measured on the Attune Flow Cytometer 

Analyser to acquire information on the basic background fluorescence. They were then 

washed to remove glucose and diluted into synthetic complete galactose media without uracil, 

histidine or leucine and with 250 ng/μl of ATc inducer. Control cultures without ATc were also 

set-up, but were diluted at least 2x more than the induced controls to substitute for the 

significantly slower growth rate of the samples induced by ATc to perform filamentous growth. 

The samples set up for the experiment were then left to grow with or without ATc until all 

samples reach exponential phase, i.e. 1.5>OD600>0.1. This corresponded to 28 h after 

induction for the first experiment and 26 h for the second experiment (note that fresh ATc was 

added at 24 h and 22 h for the two experiments, respectively). Dilutions of the faster growing 

controls cultures were performed to ensure they also remained in exponential phase 

throughout.  

Time 0 h for the measurements corresponded to the time where all cultures reach 

exponential phase, are measured for the first time on both the microscope and the flow 

cytometer and all induced cultures are washed into new selective galactose growth media into 

order to remove the ATc inducer. Washed cultures were then left to grow in synthetic complete 

galactose media and imaged on both the microscope and measured on the flow cytometer, 

24 h, 48 h and 72 h after the ATc removal for Experiment 1, and 18 h, 24 h, 40 h, 48 h and 72 

h after ATc removal for Experiment 2. Cultures that were never induced (controls) were not 
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kept after this the 0 h time point. During the span of 72 h for both experiments, cultures were 

diluted when needed in order to stay in exponential phase (OD600<1.5). It should be noted 

though, that cultures reached late exponential phase (OD600»4.0) between the 24 h and 48 h 

time points during Experiment 1 and between the 48 h and 72 h marks during Experiment 2 

(OD600»3.0). However, based on the results this should not affect the conclusions for these 

experiments. Figure 42 shows a simple diagram of the experimental procedure followed. 

 

 

 
Figure 42. Diagram of the experimental procedure followed to assess the function 

of the new fluorescent Timers.  
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For the flow cytometry measurements, 500 ml from each culture are taken, cells are 

washed once from the media using 100 mM Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA, pH 7) 

and then resuspended in 30 mM EDTA (pH 7) to cause deflocculation which can prevent 

accurate flow cytometry measurement167. Figure 43 and Figure 44 show analysis of 

fluorescence data acquired through flow cytometry for Experiments 1 and 2 respectively, for 

all three fluorescent timer strains before, during and post-induction with ATc. Figure 43A and 

Figure 44A show fluorescent values for both the green (yEGFP) and red (mCherry) channels 

for all three strains right before they are transferred in galactose. Figure 43B and Figure 44B 

show fluorescent values of both the green (yEGFP) and red (mCherry) channels for the 

controls (no ATc) of all three strains at time 0 h. Figure 43C and Figure 44C show fluorescent 

values of either the green (yEGFP) or the red (mCherry) channel for all three pre-treated with 

ATc fluorescent timer strains at time 0 h, 24 h, 48 h and 72 h after the ATc removal for 

Experiment 1 and 18 h, 24 h, 40 h, 48 h and 72 h after ATc removal for Experiment 2. In 

addition, green (yEGFP) and red (mCherry) fluorescence histograms showing the cell 

population distribution of TIMER2, TIMER3 and TIMER4 strains from Experiments 1 and 2 

generated by the same flow cytometry data, are shown in Figure 45 and Figure 46, 

respectively.  Although the experiments were carried out in triplicates for simplicity histograms 

of only one sample for each timer strain are shown. 
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Figure 43. Flow cytometry data analysis of TIMER2, TIMER3 and TIMER4 strains from growth 

Experiment 1. A) yEGFP and mCherry fluorescence values of the TIMER2 (TX-LX), TIMER3 (T7-L18) 
and TIMER4 (T18-LX) strains after 14 h of growth in synthetic complete glucose media. B) yEGFP and 
mCherry fluorescence values of the TIMER2 (TX-LX), TIMER3 (T7-L18) and TIMER4 (T18-LX) strains 
at time 0 h (after 28 h of growth in synthetic complete galactose media). C) yEGFP and mCherry 
fluorescence values of TIMER2 (TX-LX), TIMER3 (T7-L18) and TIMER4 (T18-LX) strains grown for 28 
h in synthetic complete galactose media supplemented with 250 ng/ml ATc, at specific time-points after 
ATc removal. Fluorescent values of the yeGFP ON populations are also given which are defined based 
on the 98th percentile of the yEGFP fluorescent values of the corresponding “pre-induction” control 
samples and is applied on both the green and red fluorescence channels. All samples are in triplicates. 
Fluorescent values are given in arbitrary units (A.U.). Error bars are also shown.  
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Figure 44. Flow cytometry data analysis of TIMER2, TIMER3 and TIMER4 strains from 
growth Experiment 2. A) yEGFP and mCherry fluorescence values of the TIMER2 (TX-LX), TIMER3 
(T7-L18) and TIMER4 (T18-LX) strains after 14 h of growth in synthetic complete glucose media. B) 
yEGFP and mCherry fluorescence values of the TIMER2 (TX-LX), TIMER3 (T7-L18) and TIMER4 (T18-
LX) strains at time 0 h (after 26 h of growth in synthetic complete galactose media). C) yEGFP and 
mCherry fluorescence values of TIMER2 (TX-LX), TIMER3 (T7-L18) and TIMER4 (T18-LX) strains 
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Figure 45. Green and red fluorescence histograms generated by flow cytometry data 
acquisition from growth Experiment 1. Green (yEGFP) and red (mCherry) fluorescence histograms 
of TIMER2 (TX-LX), TIMER3 (T7-L18) and TIMER4 (T18LX) genetic timer strains grown for 26 h in 
synthetic complete galactose media supplemented with 250 ng/ml ATc, at specific time-points after ATc 
removal are shown. The uninduced control at time 0 h is also included. For each strain histograms of 
only one of the triplicates are shown. Fluorescent values are given in arbitrary units (A.U.). 
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Figure 46. Green and red fluorescence histograms generated by flow cytometry data 
acquisition from growth Experiment 2. Green (yEGFP) and red (mCherry) fluorescence histograms 
of TIMER2 (TX-LX), TIMER3 (T7-L18) and TIMER4 (T18LX) genetic timer strains grown for 26 h in 
synthetic complete galactose media supplemented with 250 ng/ml ATc, at specific time-points after ATc 
removal are shown. The uninduced control at time 0 h is also included. For each strain histograms of 
only one of the triplicates are shown. Fluorescent values are given in arbitrary units (A.U.). 
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In parallel to the flow cytometry data acquisition, samples of cells were also visualised on 

the inverted fluorescent microscope at the same time points when the flow cytometry data 

were taken for both experiments. A few microliters from each sample was taken, put on a slide 

and taken to the microscope for brightfield, green fluorescence and red fluorescence imaging 

to assess both the morphology and the fluorescent protein production over a span of 72 h 

after ATc is removed. Figure 47 shows characteristic images taken during Experiment 1 for 

all three fluorescent timers (TIMER2, TIMER3, TIMER4) at several time points after ATc 

induction is removed. Figure 48, Figure 49 and Figure 50 show characteristic images taken 

during Experiment 2 for TIMER2, TIMER3, and TIMER4 respectively at several time points 

after ATc induction is removed. Although the experiments were carried out in triplicates for 

simplicity images of only one sample for each timer strain are shown. 
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Figure 47. Green (yEGFP) and red (mCherry) fluorescence images of TIMER2, TIMER3 

and TIMER4 strains from growth Experiment 1. TIMER2 carries the TX-LX genetic timer, TIMER3 
carries the T7-L18 genetic timer and TIMER4 carries the T18-LX genetic timer. Images were captured 
at time 0 h, 24 h, 48 h and 72 h after ATc is removed from the media. Images of the untreated with ATc 
control at time 0 h are also given. For each of the three strains images of only one of the triplicates are 
shown. Green and red channels are shown combined with the brightfield channel to enhance cell 
visibility. Images are acquired using a 60x objective and a Phase 3 contrast filter. White lines represent 
scale bars with a length of 10 μm. 
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Figure 48. Green (yEGFP) and red (mCherry) fluorescence images of TIMER2 strain from 

growth Experiment 2. TIMER2 carries the TX-LX genetic timer. Images were captured at time 0 h, 18 
h, 24 h, 40 h, 48 h and 72 h after ATc is removed from the media. Images of the untreated with ATc 
control at time 0 h are also given. Images of only one of the triplicates are shown. Green and red 
channels are shown combined with the brightfield channel to enhance cell visibility. Images are acquired 
using a 60x objective and a Phase 3 contrast filter. White lines represent scale bars with a length of 10 
μm. 
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Figure 49. Green (yEGFP) and red (mCherry) fluorescence images of TIMER3 strain from 

growth Experiment 2. TIMER3 carries the T7-L18 genetic timer. Images were captured at time 0 h, 18 
h, 24 h, 40 h, 48 h and 72 h after ATc is removed from the media. Images of the untreated with ATc 
control at time 0 h are also given. Images of only one of the triplicates are shown. Green and red 
channels are shown combined with the brightfield channel to enhance cell visibility. Images are acquired 
using a 60x objective and a Phase 3 contrast filter. White lines represent scale bars with a length of 10 
μm. 
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Figure 50. Green (yEGFP) and red (mCherry) fluorescence images of TIMER4 strains 

from growth Experiment 2. TIMER4 carries the T18-LX genetic timer. Images were captured at time 
0 h, 18 h, 24 h, 40 h, 48 h and 72 h after ATc is removed from the media. Images of the untreated with 
ATc control at time 0 h are also given. Images of only one of the triplicates are shown. Green and red 
channels are shown combined with the brightfield channel to enhance cell visibility. Images are acquired 
using a 60x objective and a Phase 3 contrast filter. White lines represent scale bars with a length of 10 
μm. 
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Analysis from both experiments of flow cytometry data and microscope imaging make 

it evident that all three fluorescent timer strains reset much faster than expected and at a rate 

that does not appear to be significantly different between the three strains. In addition, it 

appears that at least some of the samples are showing profound bimodality at time 0 h. That 

is the case particularly for TIMER3 and TIMER4 strains in both Experiments 1 and 2. Although 

the possibility of unique network dynamics during pseudohyphal growth cannot be eliminated, 

it is more probable that induction didn’t go as planned. At the time of sample collection, not all 

samples were at the same point of the exponential phase thus protein production might not 

had reached a steady state among the whole population. This is why, for Figure 43 and 44 I 

decided to also gate based on the yEGFP values of the controls thus excluding cells that 

haven’t switched. Based on all figures, at time 0 h, all three timers appear to exhibit strong 

green fluorescence for the induced populations and based on microscope imaging cells 

appear to show the pseudohyphal growth phenotype. They do exhibit red fluorescence as 

well, albeit this is weaker than that seen in the control samples and after the timers reset back. 

Unfortunately, all three strains appear to reset almost completely within the first 24 h after ATc 

induction is removed. Bimodality based on the histograms is also eliminated thus implying that 

the fast reset times are not caused by problems in induction since all cells are resetting. 

Moreover, as is evident from microscope images, the control samples appear to flocculate 

considerably despite the fact that they exhibit normal budding growth and that they grow much 

faster than the induced samples as observed during experimentation. Finally, judging from the 

fluorescence values of the “pre-induction” and “control at time 0 h” samples in Figure 43 and 

Figure 44, it appears that even at its steady “tetR ON” state the system exhibits some green 

fluorescence albeit very weak.  

With these new results at hand, I decided to perform a further experiment to more 

closely monitor the changes in both morphology and fluorescence of the new timers and verify 

that the timers indeed are not working as expected. Two of the fluorescent timer strains 

(TIMER3 and TIMER4) were recultured similarly to the previous experiments, first in glucose 

and then in galactose media with ATc supplemented. When the cultures reached exponential 

phase after 25 h (OD600»0.4 for TIMER3 and OD600»0.15 for TIMER4), samples were washed 

twice to remove ATc and then transferred to the ONIX microfluidics platform where they were 

cultured in synthetic complete galactose selection media without ATc. Using this platform time-

lapse images were generated using the inverted microscope to track the cells as they grow. 

Figure 51 and Figure 52 show selected frames from this experiment that illustrated the 

results. This experiment confirmed that the genetic timers do indeed reset very fast and that 

the same behaviour observed in the previous experiments wasn’t a result of induction and 

growth problems. Unfortunately, the reset time is too short to allow for the creation of extensive 

filament structures and the creation of genetic timers with a wide range of reset times.  
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Figure 51. Time-lapse fluorescence microscopy of the TIMER3 strain. TIMER3 carries the 

T7-L18 genetic timer. Cells pre-treated with ATc for 25 h are grown inside the ONIX microfluidics 
platform in synthetic complete galactose media without ATc. Brightfield, green (yEGFP) and red 
(mCherry) fluorescence images are taken every 10 min. Here, selected frames at 2 h intervals are 
shown. Green and red fluorescence channels are combined with the brightfield channel to enhance cell 
visibility. Images are taken using the 60x objective and the Phase 3 contrast filter. White lines represent 
scale bars with a length of 10 μm. 
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Figure 52. Time-lapse fluorescence microscopy of the TIMER4 strain. TIMER4 carries the 

T18-LX genetic timer. Cells pre-treated with ATc for 25 h are grown inside the ONIX microfluidics 
platform in synthetic complete galactose media without ATc. Brightfield, green (yEGFP) and red 
(mCherry) fluorescence images are taken every 10 min. Here, selected frames at 2 h intervals are 
shown. Green and red fluorescence channels are combined with the brightfield channel to enhance cell 
visibility. Images are taken using the 60x objective and the Phase 3 contrast filter. White lines represent 
scale bars with a length of 10 μm. 
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4.2.3 Mathematical description and geometric modelling of the genetic timer.  
The following work has been performed by Isuru Goonatilake as a part of his MEng 

project. I supervised the student whilst constructing the initial haploid and diploid genetic 

timers (YPHTIMER1 and YGPDTIMER1). Working closely with me, the student attempted to 

describe the network of mutual inhibition between the tetR and the lacI genes while also 

developing a simple geometric model of growth for genetic timers of various reset times. All 

information and figures shown in this section are drawn with permission from his final MEng 

project report. 

In order to analyse the behaviour of the two opposing repressors (tetR and lacI) of the 

genetic timer network we attempted to demonstrate how bistability is achieved by creating a 

scenario where the two genes are mutually repressed and no inducer is present. The student 

attempted to describe the network of mutual inhibition using simplified Hill equations, which 

are shown in Figure 53, and then plotting the nullclines of the system (inclines generated by 

solving both differential equations for 0 by making a quasi-steady state assumption) which 

show its various fixed points. As it can be seen in Figure 54 the two nullclines intersect in 

three different points which correspond to the two stable and one unstable states of the 

system. The arrows on the graph denote the stability of each point based on whether they are 

converging towards a point (stable state) or diverge from a point (unstable state). Stability is 

achieved when one of the two repressors are fully expressed and there are is no production 

of the other one. The unstable state is achieved when both repressor levels are equal but the 

slightest perturbation of the biological system can swift production towards one of the two 

steady states. In this context, it is assumed that each corresponding protein tightly represses 

the other one and the steady states can only be altered in the presence of an inducer. As 

shown before though, the genetic timers behave as monostable switches that always revert 

back to the tetR ON state so effectively there is only one steady state and the reset time is 

affected by the relative strengths of the LacI and TetR-inducible promoters. 
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Figure 53. Hill equations that describe the dynamics of a simple bistable timer 

network without the presence of an inducer. Where !" and !# are the mRNA concentrations 
of lacI and tetR respectively, $" and $# are the LacI and TetR protein concentrations respectively, 
%",' and %#,' are the maximum transcription rates of lacI and tetR genes respectively, %",( and 
%#,( are the maximum translation rates of lacI and tetR mRNAs respectively, )",' and )#,' are the 
degradation rates of lacI and tetR mRNAs respectively, )",( and )#,( are the degradation rates of 
LacI and TetR proteins respectively, *" and *# K are the repression coefficients of LacI and TetR 
proteins respectively and +" and +#  are the Hill coefficients of LacI and TetR proteins respectively 
which in this case are defined as the number of repressors that need to cooperatively bind the 
corresponding promoter to trigger the inhibition of gene expression. Image adapted from Isuru 
Goonatilake’s final MEng project report (work unpublished). 

 

 

 
Figure 54. Plot of the LacI protein concentration versus the TetR protein 

concentration based on the equations provided in the previous figure, that describe a 
bistable network of mutual inhibition. The yellow line represents $#  = 0 and the purple line $"= 
0. Maximum protein concentration has a value of 1 and minimum a value of 0. Image adapted 
from Isuru Goonatilake’s final MEng project report (work unpublished). 
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In order to visualise how this system behaves it is necessary to look at the phase plane. So using

arbitrary parameters, one can plot the nullclines, and shown in Figure 9 and observe the way

that the phase plane behaves.

Figure 9: Simple Timer network without the inducer, the yellow line is ˙pT = 0 and the purple line is

ṗL = 0 [21]

As one can see in the phase plane, there are three points where the nullclines intersect. This

means that there are three di↵erent fixed points of the system. As one can observe from the

arrows, there are two stable states (where the directionality of the arrows converge towards

the point) and an unstable state (where the arrows diverge from the point). This is why

the system is known as bistable because there are two possible states or points where system

converges to and is stable at. The unstable state corresponds to a state where there is equal

production of both proteins, however, this cannot last in the long run because eventually due

to the smallest perturbation in the system, one of the proteins will win out. What is meant

by a small perturbation in this case is the smallest di↵erence in the expressed concentrations

of the two proteins. This results in one of the proteins winning out by repressing the other

protein slightly more than it is being repressed (by the other protein) and then this results in

the system moving away from the state where there is equal expression of both proteins. The

two stable states correspond to states where there is full expression of one of the proteins and

complete repression of the other protein. The system will always, whatever the perturbation to

the system, converge to one of those stable states.
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In addition to producing the above gene expression model of the timer networks, a 

geometric model (shown in Figure 55) of the pattern formation was also produced. This was 

designed to describe how yeast cells grow in filaments after ATc induction and how this 

changes while they revert back to normal budding yeast growth. The model was design so 

that the relative strengths of the promoters used in the timer model would change the growth 

pattern model outcomes. The student built a geometric model in MATLAB, with the reset time 

and the yeast growth rate as the two inputs. The reset times are dependent on the relative 

strengths of the promoters and can be calculated using equations provided by Ellis et al.50. In 

this geometric model, yeast cells start in the filamentous growth state and eventually revert 

back to normal yeast growth. 

Filamentous growth is modelled in a specific way where filaments start from a central 

point and grow outwards. The model applies very low stochasticity for filamentous growth, 

which should be representative of the unipolarity exposed by this phenotype where each cell 

forms a new bud from the distal pole. Gaussian noise to simulate stochasticity exhibited by 

the bipolar pattern is applied only at the point when the cells switch to normal yeast growth. 

Having said that, this model has one big limitation. The model assumes that each mother cell 

only gives rise to one daughter cell and thus only creates a single filament. In reality this is not 

the case, and is discussed in more detail in the next chapter.  
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Figure 55. Geometric model of growth of genetic timers that control the transition 
from pseudohyphal to normal growth. (A) 50-hour timer, (B) 100-hour timer, (C) 150-
hour timer. The model assumes a cell doubling rate of 6 h. Model was generated in 
MATLAB. Note that the area scales for the three different timers change. Image adapted 
from Isuru Goonatilake’s final MEng project report (work unpublished).   

geometric model in MATLAB was built, where there were two inputs, the reset time (which can

be calculated for the library of promoters using modelling equations supplied) and the yeast

growth/division rate. In this particular model it was assumed that the yeast would start o↵ in

filamentous growth mode and then due to the action of the timer, would switch to growth in

colonies. This allows us to observe possible visualisations of how the timer a↵ects the growth of

the yeast in either form as shown in Figures 11, 12, and 13. ” [1]

Figure 11: Geometric model of growth using a 50 hour timer

Figure 12: Geometric model of growth using a 100 hour timer

Figure 13: Geometric model of growth using a 150 hour timer

”However it should be noted that there are some limitations of the model, namely that the

filamentous growth, is modelled in a specific rigid way, modelling a specific and particular

scenario that may not necessarily reflect the reality. In the Figures, it can be seen that the

filaments start from a centrer point and grow outwards, which represents only one of the many

possible growths possible. Another limitation, is while the way that the yeast grows filamentously
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4.3 Discussion 
4.3.1 Creating haploid and diploid filamenting strains that are controlled by the 

TX-LX genetic timer  
The aim in this chapter was to exploit a previously reported mutually inhibitory network 

to create S. cerevisiae strains that can independently change growth phenotypes with 

predictable timing through the use of gene regulation. This would demonstrate that colony 

growth patterns could be predetermined by synthetic gene networks and also add an 

additional level of control over the engineered pseudohyphal growth phenotype. Ultimately I 

wanted to test a complex network such as these timers to see if I could potentially implement 

a system that can generate predictable patterns.  

I first constructed haploid and diploid strains that incorporate the TX-LX genetic timer 

system and are capable of filamentation. Using the previously characterised TX TetR-

regulated and LX LacI-regulated galactose promoters, a genetic timer network was created 

that controls the switch between normal and pseudohyphal growth. The timer should be 

dependent on the relative expression levels of the two opposing repressors in each cell which 

in turn control the reset time of the system. Thus, the stability of this network is disrupted by 

ATc induction, but with the inducer removed it eventually reverts back to its initial default state.  

In this case, the first engineered network was designed to control the expression of the 

three genes related to pseudohyphal growth PHD1, FLO8 and CDK8. To our knowledge this 

is the first time genetic timers have been connected to three output genes. Using the TX and 

LX promoters, I attempted to create a network that when induced causes haploid and diploid 

yeast cells to grow using pseudohyphal growth but after the induction is removed, they revert 

back to normal yeast growth. The rate of this reversion should be dependent on the relative 

strengths of the TX/LX promoter pair. The PHD1 and FLO8 genes that cause filamentation as 

well as the lacI repressor gene were placed downstream of TX promoters while the CDK8 

filamentation antagonist and the tetR repressor gene were placed under the control of the LX 

promoter, thus creating the initial TX-LX genetic timer network. 

Through a process that involved the construction and subsequent transformation of 

three different integrating plasmids the new YGPHTIMER1 (Y02569 filamenting haploid TX-

LX genetic timer) and YGPDTIMER1 (BY4743 filamenting diploid TX-LX genetic timer) strains 

were created. The cloning process was not particularly straightforward since although it was 

assisted by the existence of existing plasmids I had at my disposal, it also involved the creation 

of several intermediate plasmids due to the very high sequence similarities between the TX 

and LX promoters. Since they are both based on the GAL1 promoter sequence they share 

high sequence similarities, thus limiting our DNA assembly method options when on the same 

plasmid like in the case of pGPIG01. 
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To assess their ability to be induced to perform pseudohyphal growth both the haploid 

and the diploid timers were grown for 18 h in synthetic complete galactose media with ATc 

added as shown in Figure 37. Results show that both strains appear to be filamenting even 

though there is a large amount of circular cells. Notably even the filamenting cells appear 

significantly bigger and wider than the morphology seen for YGPH002 and YGPD002 strains 

in Chapter 3 something that may be attributed to CDK8 regulation. Following that both strains 

were assessed for their capability to alter their morphology following resetting of the TX-LX 

genetic timer as shown in Figure 38. As a first observation, it appears again that after the 

induction not all cells are filamenting and in addition, especially in the case of the haploid 

YGPHTIMER1, some cells form a variety of irregular morphologies.   

Previous work by Ellis et al. using the TX-LX timer to control FLO1 expression to cause 

cell sedimentation showed that the flocculation phenotype dominated at around 60 h versus 

the 48 h initially predicted. The prediction was based on model fittings using yEGFP 

fluorescence data. Using experimental data Ellis et al. showed that the a12-hour lag between 

the predicted reset time and sedimentation was attributed due a longer time being required 

for FLO1 expression and flocculation to mature into the phenotype of culture sedimentation. 

In our case, phenotypical changes appear to be considerably faster than predicted. Even after 

24 h following induction being removed, most of the haploid cells have reverted back to normal 

yeast growth, and many of the cells in the diploid strain have also lost pseudohyphal growth. 

In both cases almost no filamentous cells are visible after 48 h. Therefore, the timers 

appearing to be resetting much quicker than would be expected or are somehow not 

controlling the phenotype switch at all. Due to the slower growth exhibited by pseudohyphal 

growth I would expect even slower reset times since the LacI inside the cells should be diluted 

slower. But this is clearly not the case.  

It is important to note, however, that in the case of the previously published FLO1 timer, 

expression was exclusively controlled by the relative repressor levels and there was no 

antagonistic gene like CDK8 present in this case. In addition, for the purposes of the TX-LX 

timer, the native CDK8 gene and its promoter were never removed meaning that any CDK8 

expression coming from our system is there in addition to that of the native gene. The 

presence of CDK8 might also explain why even during induction, filamentation is not 

particularly strong and there is also a part of the culture that continues to form normal or close-

to-normal buds. The reason why CDK8 regulation was also added to the genetic timer network 

was to ensure that normal yeast growth with be resumed with the shortest possible length of 

lag compared to the times calculated for genetic timers in the Ellis et al. paper. However, in 

this case it appears that the majority of the cell population reverts to the normal growth 

phenotype much faster than expected and CDK8 may potentiate this. It is also important to 

note, however, that growth in liquid shaking cultures further has the disadvantage of potentially 
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forcing filamenting cells to break. In shaking liquid culture, any cells that revert back to budding 

growth early within a stochastically switching population will quickly overtake the growth of 

filamenting cells and become the dominant population.  

In general, it is a challenge to assess when the genetic timers exactly reset because it 

is difficult to track the whole cell population in liquid cultures. This is especially true considering 

that filamenting cells also tend to flocculate, while cells growing normally have a more uniform 

distribution in the media. It is evident however, that at least with the methodology used and 

the experimental procedure followed here, that both the YGPHTIMER1 and YGPDTIMER1 

genetic timer strains don’t exhibit their expected behaviour and reset too quickly. The diploid 

strain does appear to reset slower, implying slightly different timer dynamics might be in effect 

although it is difficult to reach to reliable conclusions by just observing a fraction of a liquid 

culture population. 

 

 

4.3.2 Creating fluorescent haploid filamenting strains controlled by genetic 
timers. 
From the construction of the haploid and diploid variants of the TX-LX genetic timer it 

became evident that it is challenging to closely track any changes related to exact genetic 

timer behaviour. Essentially, by only tracking changes in cell morphology, especially when 

that is only done on a single cell level, it is difficult to verify whether production of the proteins 

of interest is happening as predicted. Getting a general idea of tetR and lacI expression levels 

and how they affect pseudohyphal growth and protein production of the key players could be 

very helpful for attempts to improve the designs and fix the behaviour of the genetic timers. A 

visual measurement of how the network of mutual inhibition is behaving in the context of 

pseudohyphal growth should prove very useful. Thus, it was decided that new timer designs 

should be explored that also report cell state by fluorescence. This was done both to enable 

better tracking of gene expression and at the same time build strains that are predicted to 

have variable reset times. 

Using fluorescent protein genes in a similar manner to Wu et al., I attempted to 

associate pseudohyphal growth to the production of the yeast enhanced green fluorescent 

protein (yEGFP) and normal growth to a red fluorescent protein (mCherry)160. At the same 

time, three different variations of the new synthetic gene network were designed where 

different promoter pairs are used to control the two repressor genes (TX/LX, T7/L18 and 

T18/LX), theoretically to give different reset times. To simplify the new timer designs and in an 

effort to improve on the filamentation phenotype, it was decided that the additional copy of the 

CDK8 gene would be omitted and the phenotype switching would simply be controlled only by 
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the regulation of PHD1 and FLO8 expression. In the new timer designs, the PHD1 and FLO8 

genes that cause filamentation as well as the yEGFP gene were placed downstream of TX 

promoters while the mCHERRY gene was placed under LX promoter control. Depending on 

the timer type, the tetR and lacI repressor genes were placed either under the TX and LX, T7 

and L18 or T18 and LX promoters respectively thus creating three different genetic timer 

variations; TIMER2, TIMER3 and TIMER4, respectively. 

While working on constructing the new genetic timers, a revised experimental 

approach to measuring their performance was designed. In this new protocol, microscopy 

images over a time series was augmented by in-parallel flow cytometry data collection. In 

addition, special attention was given to following the experimental procedure described 

previously by Ellis et al., especially regarding the timing of each dilution in order to keep cells 

in exponential phase, thus avoiding any radical shifts in protein production associated with 

gross native regulation changes. With a few exceptions that goal was achieved. 

The first experiment which was done in two repeats (Experiment 1 and Experiment 2) 

with measurement acquisition at different time points, consisted of tracking morphological and 

fluorescent characteristics of the different genetic timers as they revert back post-induction 

removal using an inverted fluorescence microscope and a flow cytometer with samples grown 

in liquid cultures. Experiment 2 added additional time-points over Experiment 1 since it 

became evident that the genetic timers once again reverted much faster than predicted.   

Based on the flow cytometry data from these two experiments, it was verified that all 

three genetic timers express similar levels of mCherry when the cells are grown in galactose 

media in the absence of any inducers (as shown in Figure 43B and Figure 44B). It should be 

noted though, that red fluorescence values of the uninduced controls for TIMER2 and TIMER4 

from Experiment 2 (Figure 44B) are considerably lower to the ones in Experiment 1. That is 

probably because when measured, TIMER 2 and TIMER 4 ODs were relatively low (OD600 = 

0.141 for TIMER2 and 0.168 for TIMER4) compared to TIMER3 (OD600 = 0.370) despite being 

in exponential phase. It is possible, that protein production hasn’t reached maximum levels at 

that point yet. Comparing these values with the red fluorescence values that the corresponding 

induced samples achieve at time 72 h after the timers reset confirms this theory. 

When fully-induced with ATc, the genetic timers appear to have similar yEGFP outputs 

at time 0 h when only the ON populations are considered (populations of induced cells that 

are considered to fluoresce above the “preinduction” control populations). TIMER2 which 

carries the TX-LX network appears to have a higher output when the whole cell population is 

taken into account in both experiments but similar output when cells are gated to exclude any 

cells that are not expressing yEGFP at all (based on the 98th percentile of the “preinduction” 

control samples). This shows that TIMER3 and TIMER4 express higher bimodality to TIMER2 

but the maximum output of the ON populations is similar across all three genetic timer designs. 
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This can be verified by Figure 44 and Figure 45 which indeed show that TIMER3 and TIMER4 

show bimodality a time 0 h. In addition, it appears that across all induced samples from both 

experiments, there is some leakage from the TetR regulated promoters since there is always 

mCherry production. It is worth noting however, that this is significantly lower than the 

maximum red fluorescence levels achieved after 48 h in both experiments. (around 4 to 8 

times lower depending on the sample and type of gating) which means that there is an 

inhibitory effect for LacI when ATc is added to suppress TetR.  

In general, all three genetic timer strains are expected to express similar levels of 

yEGFP and mCherry when grown in galactose media or galactose media supplemented with 

ATc since both fluorescent protein genes are controlled by the same promoters across all 

three constructs. The only difference should be the reset times of those timers since the 

repressor genes are controlled by different sets of promoters. That appears to be in general 

correct although TIMER3 and TIMER4 strains exhibit more prominent bimodality at time 0 h 

probably because they haven’t reached a steady state yet. This applies to some of the control 

samples at time 0 h as well, as shown in Figure 45 and Figure 46. 

As it can be seen by the flow cytometry data in Figure 43C and Figure 44C, green 

fluorescence values appear to decrease very fast and most importantly almost fall 

simultaneously in all strains. In all cases, green fluorescence values drop more than 90% after 

the first 18 h and drop to background levels by the 40-hour mark. That is considerably faster 

than the reset times suggested in the original Ellis et al. paper for all timers. On the other hand, 

production of the red fluorescence protein follows a slightly different trend. It appears that 

although the system at time = 0 h starts with some prominent leakage meaning quite high 

mCherry levels, the fluorescence increases to maximum values at a slower rate compared to 

the decrease of green fluorescence values from maximum to minimum. For example, at the 

24 h mark green fluorescence values have dropped by more than 90%, but red fluorescence 

values have only increased to around 40-50% of the maximum values with the smallest 

increase being with TIMER3 (T7-L18) and the biggest with TIMER4 (T18-LX) in Experiment 

2. That might be an indication that TIMER3 is the slowest genetic timer while TIMER4 is the 

fastest (with TIMER2 being somewhere in the middle). This is the expected rank of behaviour 

for these three genetic timers. Similar observations can also be made from Experiment 1, 

although in that case TIMER3 (T7-L18) and TIMER4 (T18-LX) appear to reset faster and 

TIMER2 (TX-LX) being the slowest. Having said that, by the 40-hour mark all timers exhibit 

the maximum potential output for the red fluorescence protein, and for TIMER3 (T7-L18) this 

in particular is much faster than previous work would predict.  

Summarising these results, it appears that none of the genetic timers are working as 

the speed of the yEGFP decrease appears to be as fast as if TetR expression wasn’t inhibited 

at all by LacI. On the other hand, it does appear that mCherry production lags behind at a rate 
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that cannot be attributed to mCherry’s maturation time which is around 40 min182. There is a 

possibility, that lacI which is driven by a TetR-regulated promoter, is repressed much faster 

than expected while tetR production increase lags behind. That would imply that the TetR 

protein inhibits the TetR-regulated promoters much more quickly than expected. It is worth 

noting that TetR is a small protein thought to be capable of diffusion into the nucleus whereas 

LacI is much larger and should require active transport into the nucleus through the nuclear 

pore mechanism upon translation. The LacI gene used here does not have a nuclear 

localisation sequence. The absence of this and the longer size of the gene may explain why 

it is slower to repress its cognate promoter compared to TetR, a phenomenon that’s somehow 

amplified by the effects of pseudohyphal growth in various cellular mechanisms. Further 

research would be needed to confirm this. 

Microscopy imaging for the two growth experiments verify most of the aforementioned 

observations. First of all, it is evident that green fluorescence drops very fast and there is 

almost none to be observed after 24 h (Figure 47 to Figure 50). In addition, images from 

Experiment 2 verify that similar to flow cytometry data there is still some significant 

fluorescence at the 18 h mark (Figure 48 to Figure 50). Microscopy figures from both 

experiments also verify the presence mCherry production even when the genetic timers are 

fully induced. Regarding the pseudohyphal growth phenotype, it is clear that cell morphology 

changes upon induction as cells become elongated and attached to one another. Although as 

mentioned before, liquid cultures are not ideal to fully-assess filamentation. It is also clear 

judging from the shape of the cells that the morphology quickly reverts back to normal as the 

green fluorescence disappears and presumably as PHD1 and FLO8 gene expression similarly 

go down. It should be noted that even during normal growth all three strains appear to 

flocculate to some degree which indicates that the network somehow affects flocculation, 

maybe by leaky expression of FLO8. 

To gain further insight, a time-lapse of cell growth was performed for the two genetic 

timer strains that in theory should have the slowest and the fastest reset times, TIMER3 and 

TIMER4, respectively. TIMER3 and TIMER 4 were pre-treated with ATc to fully induce the 

network and then washed from the inducer, and grown for 24 h in the ONIX microfluidics 

platform. Images were taken every 10 min once under the microscope. As shown in Figure 
51 and Figure 52, where frames taken every 2 h are shown, green fluorescence from both 

genetic timers appears to go down very fast, although even after 24 h there are still cells that 

express green fluorescence to a degree. The majority of the fluorescence has been lost after 

the first 6 h of growth in galactose media. On the other hand, red fluorescence production 

clearly lags behind and only rises significantly from the initial values at time 0 h after the first 

12 h of growth, something that confirms the flow cytometry data from the two previous growth 

experiments. What is interesting is that it appears that red fluorescence appears more 
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prominently in newly formed daughter cells appearing after the first 12 h of growth, while some 

of the initial mother cells and some daughter cells from the first generation keep red 

fluorescence protein production quite low even after 24 h of growth. That is particularly evident, 

in the case of the T7-L18 timer (TIMER3). In a similar manner, these same cells appear to 

produce some green fluorescence even after 24 h of growth. 

The most interesting observation, is that filamentation appears to persist even in 

daughter cells that appear much later, contrary to average green fluorescence production 

which goes down very fast. Some round cells do eventually appear but mostly on the edges 

of the colony (at least in the case of TIMER3 shown in Figure 51 where cells are more easy 

to distinguish). In general, colonies appear to expand outwards and clear filaments are visible 

even after 24 h of growth without the inducer. These results indicate that transition from 

pseudohyphal growth to normal growth lags significantly behind the drop in green 

fluorescence. That is in slight contrast to the observations taken from the previous time-lapse 

experiments of Figure 47 to Figure 50 which indicate that almost no filamentation or altered 

morphology is observed at 24 h. Presumably this is affected by the conditions of these 

experiments, with the ONIX experiment being stationary while the others are done in liquid 

shaking cultures. Finally, in Figure 51 (T7-L18 fluorescent timer), it appears that some of the 

most prominently elongated cells, mostly originating from the first hours of growth, are not 

expressing significantly different levels of red fluorescence compared to the levels they initially 

expressed. This is in stark contrast to what is seen for the rest of the cell population after 24 

h of growth. 

In general, it appears that the genetic timer filamenting strains are not functioning as 

intended. The theory for the genetic timers is that after induction LacI repressor, levels of 

expression gradually drop as TetR production in parallel gradually increases, with the changes 

occurring at a rate dependent on the strengths on the promoters. If it is also taken into account 

that repressor levels can be affected by dilution and thus cell division, filamenting timers would 

presumably be expected to reset even slower than expected since pseudohyphal growth 

greatly decreases the division rate and thus dilution rate. That is clearly not the case here with 

all genetic timer strains resetting quite fast. Green fluorescence values, which indicate Phd1 

and Flo8 protein production, go down quite fast and although it appears that both red 

fluorescence production and the pseudohyphal growth phenotype lag behind, that is only the 

case during the first 24 h. Having said that, it is clear that the genetic timers do still reset and 

cells do shift from pseudohyphal to normal growth albeit not at a considerably different pace 

between the 3 construct designs used here. There is a chance, that by using even slower 

timers like the TX-L14 pair proposed by Ellis et al. it is possible to achieve significantly longer 

reset times to the ones exhibited by the TX-LX and T18-LX pairs (which in theory have similar 

reset times)50. However, the results shown here imply that pseudohyphal growth might affect 
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significantly the proper function of the genetic timers and getting any predictable reset times 

might simply not be possible until further research determines why the current designs do not 

function as expected. Pseudohyphal growth clearly causes significant changes on how the 

cells operate, how proteins are regulated and these changes are possibly affecting the genetic 

timer functions as well81. 

 

4.3.3 Creating a simple geometric model of the genetic timers that control 
filamentation 
Parallel to the work constructing and testing on the genetic timer network controlling 

the transition from pseudohyphal to normal yeast growth, an attempt was also made to 

generate a geometric model to simulate and explore how unique patterns are formed. The 

geometric model was built in MATLAB and is affected by two inputs, the reset time and the 

growth rate. In Figure 55, the model is run for three different timer scenarios with an assumed 

cell division rate of 6 h. As already mentioned, the reset time is affected by the relative 

strengths of the promoter pairs used to construct the timer networks while division rate should 

be constant within a strain that undergoes pseudohyphal growth. The 50-hour genetic timer is 

closer to the predicted value of the TX-LX timer, the 100-timer of the T7-L18 timer and the 

150-hour timer is close to the TX-L14 timer proposed by Ellis et al. but not studied here50. 

There are several assumptions made that are not representative of the actual cell behaviour 

but the main points to take is the fact that cells remain attached to each other during 

pseudohyphal growth and expand outwards of the centre of the colony. Due to the nature of 

the behaviour of the system between the two opposing inhibitors, the system eventually 

reverts back to the steady state condition of tetR ON thus forcing cells to grow using normal 

colony growth which is the case of the geometric model happens at the outer edges of the 

colony. In reality though, all cells including the ones at the centre of the colony will eventually 

start generating daughter cells growing normally unless some form of cell arresting or 

apoptotic signals is present.  

This work aims to lay the foundations for the creation of more advanced “simulator” 

models that predict the potential cell patterns based on different variables like promoter 

parameters, protein maturation and degradation times etc. Differentiation among the cell 

population is essential for unique multicellular pattern formation and being able to accurately 

simulate cell behaviour that are under the effect of advanced regulation like the mother-

specific promoter described in the next chapter is important. The existence of such 

mathematical tools will aid in the identification of optimal approaches for the generation of 

useful patterns and the design of future networks, while “wet-lab” experiments will feed these 

tools with necessary parameters that improve their overall function.  
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4.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter I attempted to add an extra level of regulation of pseudohyphal growth 

formation through the implementation of genetic timer networks similar to the ones described 

by Ellis et al.50. The genetic timers are networks of mutual inhibition similar to the genetic 

toggle switch described in E. coli that always reset back to a stable point once induction is 

removed at rate dependent on the relative strengths of two opposing factors55. Specifically, 

the behaviour of the genetic timers is affected by the levels of two opposing repressor proteins 

whose expression is controlled by promoters inducible by the opposing protein. The network 

was used in the past for the control of flocculation in S. cerevisiae and here it is being utilised 

for the regulation of pseudohyphal growth to create cells that transition from filamentation to 

normal yeast growth after induction is being removed50.  

The work presented here is the first time where genetic timer networks have been 

constructed with the aim of generating specific patterns. In addition, it is the first time that timer 

networks have been used to control morphological changes and incorporate fluorescent 

markers expression too. Following initial construction of two non-fluorescent timer strains, 

three different second-generation genetic timer strains were built and tested. While each were 

made with a different set of inducible promoters controlling the repressor genes in order to 

vary the reset times and alter the colony configurations, all three behaved similarly and reset 

expression much quicker than expected. From these experiments, it appears that the genetic 

timers do not function as intended in the context of pseudohyphal growth. Thus the use of the 

genetic timer networks in this context does not seem applicable for the ultimate goal of this 

thesis, which is to generate controllable fractal patterns. Having said that, some interesting 

observations can be made regarding the change in the rate of expression for each repressor 

gene as the system reverts back to its default state which may lead to further research. 

Furthermore, a mathematical model of the system constructed here demonstrates that colony 

pattern formation can be simulated relatively easily and lays the (very early) foundations for 

one day having a system for in silico design of fractal growth patterns. 
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5 Exploiting differential expression during colony growth 
for the goal of creating controlled structures  
 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the generation of controlled patterns in a growing 

yeast colony requires not just pseudohyphal growth but also higher-level regulatory 

mechanisms that control when and/or how the cells divide. Here, in an attempt to establish a 

novel regulatory mechanism to control how yeast cells divide I design and construct mother-

specific inducible hybrid promoters, based on the unique HO S. cerevisiae promoter. These 

express differently in cells that have undergone a division, compared to cells that have not 

and could theoretically be used to control how filaments grow and branch during pseudohyphal 

growth. In this chapter, these novel hybrid promoters are used for the expression of cell 

arresting genes with the goal of controlling the branching rate of filaments during 

pseudohyphal growth. Cell arrest of mother cells ideally will prevent cells within filaments from 

dividing again and thus should inhibit the production of new filaments from existing ones (i.e. 

branching). The differentially-expressed promoters developed in this study could also be 

applied in completely different research areas to the ones presented in this study. 

 
Aims: 

 

• Create and characterise synthetic hybrid promoters that are only active in mother cells 

and can also be regulated using a simple chemical stimulus. 

• Place these synthetic hybrid promoters upstream of genes that inhibit cell growth when 

overexpressed thus inhibiting mother cell division.  

• Implement these cell growth arresting genes in the previously constructed haploid 

filamenting strain and use the synthetic hybrid promoters to control the branching rate 

during pseudohyphal growth and generate defined patterns. 
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5.1 Introduction. 
5.1.1 Creating cell populations that differentially express cell arresting genes 

with the potential of generating advanced structures. 
In order to generate more refined fractal-like patterns and even more importantly to 

generate controlled user-defined structures, cells need to differentiate as the colonies grow. 

In pseudohyphal growth, cells are needed to create new filaments, thus expanding the pattern, 

but at the same time it is not ideal for each cell to be a branching point, i.e. for every mother 

cell to keep dividing for multiple generations. Thus it would be ideal to have control of the 

timing or branching, the distance between branches or the length of the cells within growing 

filaments as these parameters can define the fractal-like patterns that arise. To achieve this, 

very advanced genetic networks would usually be necessary that not only regulate 

pseudohyphal growth, but also control cell growth, cell-to-cell signalling or even lead to 

apoptosis. Chapter 4 proposed a possible option to achieve changes in pattern formation 

during pseudohyphal growth. 

Given that the previous chapter revealed that the genetic timer networks had unreliable 

performance in the context of cells exhibiting pseudohyphal growth, it became obvious that an 

alternative method to control the branching rate of filaments was necessary. Ultimately, 

branching is formed when mother cells that have already divided once to help grow the 

filament linearly, then choose to divide again. As the second division occurs, a branch forms 

in the filament. Therefore, to control the branching rate a genetic network needs to be able to 

control division of cells during pseudohyphal growth, but more specifically inhibit the division 

of mother cells that have already divided once in the filament. This presents a unique 

challenge as growth of new cells needs to be allowed to continue, but growth of further cells 

from mothers who have already produced a daughter cell needs to be controlled.  

With this in mind, I next investigated regulation that was specific to mother cells. 

Theoretically, if a regulation strategy could be exploited that changes the expression of a gene 

only in mother cells, then this could be used to prevent or allow further branches in filaments. 

For example, if mother cells were engineered to express genes preventing further division, i.e. 

cell-arresting genes, then this would stop further branches from forming. If this regulation could 

also be tied to an external inducer that stopped the cell-arresting genes from being expressed, 

then the external inducer could be the signal to allow branches to form and thus define the 

pattern. Alternatively, if the expressed cell-arresting proteins only prevent further cell division 

for a period of time (e.g. if they are degraded within the cell) then the rate of branch formation 

could be controlled by changing how long they prevent division for in each cell (e.g. by altering 

the half-life of the protein through degradation tags).  
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This simple approach of just having mother-specific expression in control over whether 

a new branch forms, should in theory enable control of fractal-like patterns. Given that previous 

work has shown that it is possible to selectively arrest daughter cells, this approach was now 

pursued87. The previous work to selectively arrest daughter cells used a differentially regulated 

promoter. In this work, it was used to enrich a culture with mother cells (by arresting daughters) 

and create an aging population. This was done through the combination of a cell-cycle specific 

promoter that is only activated in daughter cells and a conditionally lethal gene that is only 

activated after the addition of a drug. 

Here, a different approach was taken through the construction of an inducible hybrid 

promoter that is only active in mother cells but not in daughter cells and can be repressed (as 

shown in Figure 56). The promoter was placed upstream of cell-arresting genes in an effort 

to create populations enriched with newly formed cells (i.e. daughter enrichment). This was 

then used to try and create a haploid filamenting strain that changes the branching rate of 

filamentation due to its genetic design. 
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Figure 56. Schematic of the general cell arresting principle followed in this 

chapter. (A) Normal division of both mother and daughter cells in the absence of an inducer to 
activate the mother specific hybrid promoter controlling a cell arresting gene. (B) In the presence 
of an inducer the mother specific hybrid promoter controlling a cell arresting gene activates, and 
cells arrest after they become mothers. M1: Mother Cell, D1: Daughter cell 1, D2: Daughter cell 
2.  
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5.1.1.1 Creating inducible mother-specific hybrid promoters 
The goal was to create a new promoter that enables differential expression of cell 

arresting genes, with these expressed in mother cells but not in daughter cells. My aim was 

to design and construct a synthetic promoter that can only be active in mother cells and not in 

daughter cells but at the same time is inducible so that its effect can be switched off when not 

required (e.g. when growing a starter culture of cells before experiments). To create this, I 

decided to build a hybrid promoter that uses specific regions of the S. cerevisiae HO promoter 

(a promoter that provides differential regulation) in combination with our synthetic TetR-

repressed TX and iPFY1 inducible promoters (Chapter 3).   

The HO gene encodes for an endonuclease that causes mating-type switching 

between MATa and MATα in S. cerevisiae183, 184. This gene is only active in haploid mother 

cells enabling mating-type switching but not in daughter cells while it is completely repressed 

in diploid cells185, 186. It is tightly regulated by a relatively large promoter where several 

activators and repressors bind to and control both the type of the cell and the timing of 

expression during the cell cycle185-187. The promoter contains two upstream regulatory regions 

termed URS1 and URS2 which are primarily responsible for mother cell and late G1 

expression, respectively, while the URS1 is also required for transcription186, 188. The 

promoter’s unique mother cell specificity is attributed to the Ash1 negative regulator protein 

which is localised asymmetrically to daughter cells (process shown in Figure 57) thus 

preventing HO transcription189. The Ash1 mRNA is present in both the mother cell and the 

daughter bud nuclei during late anaphase but is not translated. The Ash1 mRNA is then 

recognised by the RNA-binding proteins Loc1 and She2 and transported to the cytoplasm 

through nuclear pores. There, along with other proteins that belong to the She family form the 

RNP (ribonucleoprotein) complex which is then transported through the bud neck along the 

actin cables. Finally, under the effect of several factors, the RNP is anchored to the distal pole 

of the bud and is finally translated186. The Ash1 protein enters the daughter nucleus and binds 

to specific consensus sequences found in both URS1 and URS2. There are conflicting reports 

on the degree URS2 removal affects mother/daughter regulation. Complete elimination of 

URS2, which contains binding sites for a transcriptional activator (SBF), does not appear to 

affect HO expression levels significantly but results in HO protein being produced during the 

whole mother cell cycle as well as after late anaphase of the daughter’s cell cycle188-191. Figure 
58 shows a schematic of the HO promoter general structure. 

To exploit the differential expression capabilities of the HO promoter, several hybrid 

HO promoter constructs were designed, built and tested in this chapter. For the construction 

of these inducible hybrid promoters an approach similar to the one proposed by Blazeck et al. 

for the design of synthetic hybrid promoters with controlled strength and regulation in S. 

cerevisiae was followed41. The study by Blazeck et al. showed that it is possible to construct 
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a series of synthetic hybrid promoters through the combination of several upstream enhancer 

sequences and core promoter sequences, thus creating new promoters with various 

strengths. Here, promoter elements from the TX and iPFY1 promoters described in previous 

chapters were fused with HO promoter elements effectively creating new hybrid promoters 

that can be regulated by TetR, but also are only active in mother cells. 

 

 
Figure 57. Schematic of the asymmetric accumulation of the Ash1 protein which 

represses the HO promoter in daughter cells. During late anaphase the ASH1 mRNA is 
localised in the nucleus of both the mother and the daughter cells. It is then transported to the 
cytoplasm by Loc1 and She2, coupled with other proteins of the She family and forms the RNP 
(ribonucleoprotein). Through the actin cables the RNP is transported to the bud, and anchors at 
the dital tip. Ash1 is then expressed and represses the HO promoter. Image adapted from 
Cosma, 2004186.  

 

 

 
Figure 58. Schematic of the native HO promoter general structure controlling the 

HO gene. Regulatory elements are shown as coloured rectangular boxes. The HO promoter is 
regulated by two upstream regulatory regions (URS1 and URS2). TATA boxes are shown as 
well.   
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inhibited in she mutants (Beach & Bloom, 2001; Beach et al, 1999;
Bertrand et al, 1998).

Living cell time-lapse experiments revealed cell-cycle-dependent
movements of the particle. From late anaphase to cytokinesis, the par-
ticle moved from the cortical region of large budded cells to the bud
neck, and finally from there to the newly forming bud site. Therefore,
the emerging bud contained the particle at the cortical cap. The parti-
cle moved with different velocities within the bud. In cells that lack
Bud6/Aip3 or She5, which are involved in polarity establishment and
actin organization, the particle migrated to the bud but did not remain
stably localized at the bud cup. In these mutants, the movement and
the rate of excursions out of the cortical cup were much higher than in
wild-type cells. This observation led to the conclusion that Bud6/Aip3
or She5 are required for the anchoring of ASH1 mRNA at the cortical
bud cup (Beach & Bloom, 2001; Beach et al, 1999).

The goal: Ash1 represses HO transcription in daughters
All the events described above lead to the final goal: the repression
of HO transcription in daughter cells. This results in the inhibition of
mating-type switching, as follows (Fig 3).

In late anaphase, cyclinB/Cdk1 degradation and Cdc14 activity
lead to the de-phosphorylation of the Swi5 nuclear localization sig-
nal, which allows Swi5 to enter both mother and daughter nuclei
(Visintin et al, 1998). Swi5 binds the ASH1 and HO promoters in
both cells with similar kinetics, but although ASH1 is immediately
transcribed to start the HO repression program, the transcription of
HO is delayed until late G1.

ASH1 mRNA is recognised in both mother and daughter nuclei
by the nuclear RNA-binding proteins Loc1 and She2. It is then trans-
ported through nuclear pores into the cytoplasm, where it is coupled
to other She proteins to form the RNP. This macromolecular complex
is transported through the bud neck along actin cables and is asym-
metrically localized to the distal tip of the bud, where it is anchored
by factors such as Khd1 and/or Bud6/Aip3 and/or She5. ASH1
mRNA is finally translated and Ash1 enters the daughter nucleus,
where it binds its consensus sequences within URS1 and represses
HO transcription by aborting all of the events following Swi5 associ-
ation (Gonzalez et al, 1999; Irie et al, 2002; Long et al, 2001; Maxon
& Herskowitz, 2001; Munchow et al, 1999).

Meanwhile, at the HO promoter in the mother cell, ASH1 tran-
scription has already been accomplished and the following occurs:
after Swi5 association, the recruitment of SWI/SNF and SAGA results
in the binding of SBF—an HO-specific activator—to the HO pro-
moter, which then recruits the mediator complex. Finally, following
the activation of the cyclin kinase Cdk1, RNA PolII and the basal
transcription factors can associate with the HO promoter and 
commence transcription (Cosma, 2002).

Concluding remarks and speculations
What is remarkable about the regulation of ASH1 transcription,
translation and Ash1 repression is the temporal window during
which all of these events occur. In late anaphase, Swi5 recruits
chromatin remodelling and acetylation complexes to the HO pro-
moter in the mother cell, but not in the daughter. However, there
have been indications that Swi5 recruits these proteins to the
ASH1 promoter in both mother and daughter cells (Krebs et al,
2000). How are these nucleosome-modifying complexes recruited
by Swi5 in mother and daughter at ASH1 , but only in the mother at
HO? It is the time that it takes from Swi5 binding to both promoters

to Ash1 synthesis and localization that results in this mother-
specific recruitment of SWI/SNF and differential mother/daughter
HO expression. Five minutes elapse between Swi5 and Ash1 asso-
ciation with the HO promoter (Cosma et al, 1999). During this
time window, the scenario on the HO promoter is frozen in both
mother and daughter until all of the factors that regulate ASH1
mRNA nuclear recognition, asymmetric localization, anchoring
and translation complete their activities. 

The big issue here is what happens at HO during those five min-
utes that the transcriptional programme continues at ASH1 . An
explanation could be that because SWI/SNF binds first to the URS1
region and then five minutes later, at the time of Ash1 association,
to the URS2 region of the HO promoter (Cosma et al, 1999), Ash1
might impair binding of SWI/SNF to URS2 in daughters, which
would ultimately induce the release of the complex from the URS1
region. In the case of ASH1 activation, SWI/SNF might associate at
once upon Swi5 recruitment and the transcriptional programme
would thus be committed to a rapid progression. Furthermore, all of

Fig 3 | The asymmetric accumulation of Ash1 represses HO in daughters. ASH1
mRNA is recognized by Loc1 and She2 and transported in the cytoplasm, where
it is coupled to the other She proteins to form the ribonucleoprotein (RNP;
ASH1mRNA/She2/She3/Myo4). The RNP is transported along the actin cables
to the distal tip, where the anchoring and translation of ASH1 mRNA occurs.
Finally, Ash1 enters the daughter nucleus, where it represses HO.
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5.1.1.2 Easy plasmid assembly using the Yeast Tool Kit 
The experiments in this chapter required construction and testing of many plasmid 

constructs with protein overexpression as well as also constructing a genetic system to 

integrate into the genome. As a high protein output of genes was required in some instances, 

some experiments made use of episomal 2-micron plasmids that are widely used in yeast 

synthetic biology for overexpression. These plasmids replicate in cells normally at 40-60 

copies per cell and thus can significantly increase the expression output of genes encoded in 

these plasmids192. These plasmids are normally inherited during mitosis and do not negatively 

affect the yeast cell’s lifespan193. 

In order to easily assemble the 2-micron plasmids as well as make biological parts 

used in this chapter compatible for modular DNA assembly in the future, the MoClo Yeast Tool 

Kit (YTK) created by the Dueber lab (and used in our lab) was used in this chapter101. The 

YTK system offers the easy assembly of many already-characterised DNA parts (e.g. 

promoters) and can easily incorporate new DNA parts into fully functional yeast plasmids by 

using Golden Gate assembly with Type IIS restriction enzymes. Different biological parts such 

as promoters, genes, yeast and bacterial selection markers, and origins of replication are 

flanked (based on their type) with specific predefined DNA overhangs that enable desired 

sequential placing of those parts into new plasmids while also making them interchangeable 

with other parts. All parts are then assembled in an one-pot reaction using the Golden Gate 

assembly technique generating the new plasmids166. The simplest plasmids (called cassette 

plasmids) carry one gene of interest including all the necessary regulatory elements for its 

expression. In cases where more than one gene needs to be included in the final plasmid, 

cassette plasmids are first built and then are combined together into multi-gene plasmids in a 

further step. The different biological parts containing the appropriate overhangs can also be 

stored into plasmids (called parts plasmids) in order to be readily available in the future for 

other constructions. The YTK assembly strategy is summarised in Figure 59. 
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Figure 59. Assembly strategy of the MoClo Yeast Tool Kit (YTK). (A) The different 

biological parts and assembly connector sequences are obtained via PCR, DNA synthesis, or 
oligonucleotides and assembled into part plasmid vectors. (B) Each part has predefined 
upstream and downstream overhangs unique for each part Type ensuring interchangeability 
between parts of the same Type. Part plasmids of different Types are assembled together to 
form a cassette plasmid. (C) Cassette plasmids contain a complete transcriptional unit, and if 
yeast marker and origin parts were included during the assembly can be transformed into yeast. 
Cassette plasmids can also be assembled together to form a multigene plasmid. (D) Multigene 
plasmids contain multiple transcriptional units ordered based on the Assembly Connector parts 
used to flank each cassette. Image adapted from Lee et al.101. 

 

 

  

constructed, and characterized a starter set of useful parts to lay
the foundation for a standardized engineering platform, and
these parts are available from Addgene.
Prototyping is a more necessary step in synthetic biology

than in other engineering fields, as synthetic biologists lack the
ability to accurately predict behavior, even of devices made
from parts of known function.24−26 When working in fast-
growing cells such as yeast, cloning is often the bottleneck step
in an experimental cycle. The lag between having a DNA design
and actually obtaining the physical DNA is far too long to
support a robust prototyping workflow. The solution that many
groups have developed is standardization of cloning.27−32 For
example, the BioBrick standard (and its relatives) defines a set
of restriction enzyme sites that are used to flank each part in a
vector.27,30 When those restriction enzymes are used to join
two parts, the junction contains an assembly “scar”, and the
resulting plasmid reconstitutes the sites external to the newly
combined parts (an idempotent operation). This enables an
endless number of cycles of pairwise assembly. More recently,
Golden Gate assembly based methods have increased in
popularity due to the added flexibility provided by the use of
Type IIs restriction enzymes, which cut outside their
recognition sequence and provide unique cohesive ends to
enable directional, multi-insert, one-pot cloning.33 One example
is the MoClo (modular cloning) system, which categorizes
parts as “types” based on their function and location in a
completed device (e.g., promoter types or coding sequence
types) and designates particular overhangs that flank each type,
allowing all parts of a particular type to be interchangeable.32 In
this work, we adapted the MoClo strategy specifically to build
yeast expression devices. The major advantage of using a
standardized system such as MoClo is that once parts are
constructed, they are immediately available for incorporation
into devices and no longer require synthesis of oligonucleo-
tides, PCR amplification and purification, or verification by
sequencing. This allows us to construct from parts, a plasmid
carrying multiple gene expression devices in as little as 2 days.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Definition of an Assembly Standard for Yeast. Our

standard for assembling DNA for expression in yeast is a
bottom-up hierarchical approach to DNA construction (Figure
1). A description of the assembly scheme, part types, and
overhang sequences are discussed briefly here and in more
detail in the Supporting Information. For brevity, Golden Gate
assemblies using either BsaI or BsmBI are referred to as “BsaI
assembly” and “BsmBI assembly”.
Our workflow for assembling complex plasmids for

expressing multiple genes in yeast has multiple steps that
correspond to our abstraction layers. First, source DNA is
obtained through PCR, synthesis or another user-preferred
method. That source DNA is “domesticated” via BsmBI
assembly into a universal entry vector, resulting in a “part”
plasmid. Part plasmids come in different Types, numbered 1
through 8 (with some optional subtypes). Each part Type is
defined by the sequences of the upstream and downstream
flanking overhangs generated when digested by BsaI. All parts
of a particular Type are interchangeable, which lends the
system well to combinatorial experiments. Part plasmids are
joined in a BsaI assembly to form a “cassette” plasmid that, in
most cases, is used to express a single gene in yeast (a
transcriptional unit, TU, comprised of a promoter, coding
sequence, and terminator). These cassettes can optionally be

joined in a final BsmBI assembly to form “multi-gene” plasmids
that, as the name suggests, are used to simultaneously express
multiple genes. The multigene assembly is enabled by the use
of Assembly Connectors (Type 1 and 5) that, in similar fashion
to each part plasmid’s unique BsaI overhangs, contain unique
BsmBI overhangs that flank each cassette. At each round of
assembly, the antibiotic selection is changed to minimize
background (typically, chloramphenicol → ampicillin →
kanamycin). Using this workflow, we can construct a multigene
plasmid from PCR templates in only 3 days. This construction
time is typically reduced to only 2 days, since, in most cases, the
final multigene plasmids are built from existing parts.
There are many benefits to the standard we defined, which

should prove useful to synthetic biologists with a wide range of
needs. First, the cloning protocols are extremely simple,
requiring no PCR amplification or purification steps after the
initial part creation. Second, the standardized Golden Gate
assemblies are highly robust. It was previously shown that for a
10-part assembly with an optimized set of overhangs, 97% of
isolated transformants contained a correctly assembled

Figure 1. Standardized, hierarchical assembly strategy based on
MoClo. (A) Source DNA is obtained via PCR, DNA synthesis, or
oligonucleotides, then assembled using BsmBI into a part plasmid
entry vector. (B) Part plasmids of a particular Type have unique
upstream and downstream BsaI-generated overhangs. All part plasmids
of the same Type are therefore interchangeable. Plasmids at this stage
typically confer chloramphenicol resistance in E. coli. One part plasmid
of each Type is assembled using BsaI to form a cassette plasmid. (C)
Cassette plasmids contain a complete transcriptional unit (TU), and
can be transformed directly into yeast. Plasmids at this stage typically
confer ampicillin resistance in E. coli. Alternatively, cassette plasmids
can be further assembled using BsmBI to form a multigene plasmid.
(D) Multigene plasmids contain multiple TUs, the order of which is
dictated by the Assembly Connector parts used to flank the individual
cassettes. Plasmids at this stage typically confer kanamycin resistance
in E. coli.
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5.1.1.3 Potential cell arresting genes involved in regulation of the yeast cell cycle 
As well as requiring an inducible mother-specific promoter for the proposed system to 

work, it will also be necessary to intervene with the normal yeast cell cycle in order to arrest 

cell growth. The cell cycle defines the process that each cell undergoes during which, DNA 

replication, mitosis and cytokinesis are taking place194. The cycle of most cell types is typically 

divided in four phases (shown in Figure 60), the S phase where DNA replication is taking 

place, the M phase which describes mitosis and two separating gap phases the G1 and the 

G2 that come before the S and M phases respectively195. In S. cerevisiae the S, G2 and M 

phases are not as clearly defined and it appears that cell cycle is regulated predominantly 

during the transition from the G1 to the S phase, right before DNA replication starts and a new 

bud appears, when the cell has to choose between proceeding through the S phase and 

eventually divide, enter a stationary phase usually due to nutrient deprivation, mate if they are 

haploids or undergo meiosis if they are diploids194, 195. There are numerous proteins that 

directly or indirectly affect cell cycle progression when mutated or overexpressed and there 

are numerous large-scale studies that aimed to identify them196-198. Here, I planned to utilise 

genes that according to literature cause cell growth inhibition when overexpressed in order to 

create populations of cells that differentially arrest when a mother-specific promoter is 

activated.  

 

 

 
Figure 60. Mitotic cell cycle of S. cerevisiae. The schematic shows the four different 

phases of the mitotic cell cycle. The mother cell is drawn with a solid line while the daughter bud 
and cell are drawn with a dotted line. Image adapted from Herskowitz, 1998184.  
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5.2 Results. 
5.2.1 Construction and characterisation of new HO promoter based hybrid 

promoters. 
To make inducible mother-specific promoters, hybrid promoters were designed and 

built based on the TetR-regulated TX GAL1 core promoter and the iPFY1 promoter already 

described in previous chapters. These were fused with upstream elements from the HO 

promoter. As seen in Figure 61, both the TX and iPFY1 promoters contain several regulatory 

sequences upstream of their core elements. The GAL1 based TX promoter contains a PGAL 

UAS that confers galactose activation but is also repressed by glucose via a Mig1 binding site 

that confers glucose repression just upstream of a core promoter region. The core promoter 

includes a traditional TATA box and two tandem repeats of the TetO operator site for TetR-

based repression50, 177, 178. In the design taken here, both the PGAL UAS and the Mig1 binding 

site were removed from the TX promoter and replaced with HO promoter URS regions, making 

a hybrid promoter lacking galactose-based regulation but still inhibited by TetR.  

In contrast, the PFY1 based iPFY1 promoter contains an rDNA enhancer-binding 

protein (Reb1) binding site and a poly-dT element that are thought to be required for constant 

(constitutive) transcription upstream of a core promoter region that also includes two tandem 

TetO operator sites51. Since the iPFY1 promoter doesn’t include a traditional TATA box and 

the upstream regions appear to be required for robust expression the full iPFY1 promoter was 

fused to upstream HO promoter URS regions to make the hybrid promoter. 

 

 

 
Figure 61. Structure schematics of the native HO promoter, the GAL1 TX promoter 

and iPFY1 promoter. Regulatory elements are shown as coloured rectangular boxes. The HO 
promoter is regulated by two upstream regulatory regions (URS1 and URS2). The TX promoter 
is primarily regulated by the PGAL upstream activation site (UAS) and a Mig1 repressor protein 
binding site as well as tandem TetR operator sequences. The iPFY1 promoter is regulated by 
the Reb1 protein site, a poly-dT element and tandem TetR operator sequences. TetR operator 
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sequences are shown as green rectangles. TATA boxes are shown as well. The iPFY1 promoter 
does not use a TATA-box. 

The HO promoter contains two distinct sites called upstream regulatory regions (URS1 

and URS2), also seen in Figure 62, to which several transcriptional activators and repressors 

are able to bind and ensure HO gene activation only in haploid mother cells190. Two different 

configurations of those regions were tested, with one configuration containing only the URS1 

site, the other containing both sites (URS1 and URS2). From the TX promoter, both the PGAL 

upstream activation sequence (UAS) and the Mig1 repressor site were removed in order to 

eliminate galactose regulation. The elimination of PGAL UAS was particularly important since it 

causes very strong galactose-induced expression that could potentially mask any specific 

effects of URS1 and URS2. No alterations were made to the iPFY1 promoter before fusing it 

to upstream URS sites, since native regulation of this promoter is known to be minimal, and 

so should have no negative effect on the function of URS1 and URS2 sites. Figure 62 provides 

schematics of all the new promoter designs created and tested.   

To test these promoters, they were placed upstream of a fluorescent marker gene. I 

cloned the new promoters upstream of a fast-degrading GFP (FD-GFP) gene containing an 

ubiquitin tag created and kindly provided by Felix Jonas (Imperial College London). The 

standard yEGFP protein could not be used as it has long degradation times, which could 

potentially result in accumulation within daughter cells, despite not being expressed in these 

cells. This new degrading green fluorescence protein variant was based on previous work 

shown by Hackett et al. as well as Houser et al., and essentially is a fusion protein which 

provides N-terminus degradation through deubiquitination199, 200. The fast degradation 

phenotype of this FD-GFP had previously been confirmed through both flow cytometry 

analysis and fluorescent microscopy imaging by Felix Jonas (data not shown here). Integrating 

plasmids carrying the FD-GFP gene under the new hybrid promoters were constructed and 

transformed in haploid yeast cells. For TetR repression, the tetR gene under a TEF1 promoter 

was also included into the plasmid constructs.  
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Figure 62. Structure schematics of the native HO promoter, the GAL1 TX promoter, 

the iPFY1 promoter and the initial synthetic hybrid promoters made in this study. 
Regulatory elements are shown as coloured rectangular boxes. The HO promoter is regulated 
by two upstream regulatory regions (URS1 and URS2) and is repressed by the Ash1 protein 
which binds primarily to several sites of the URS1. The TX promoter is primarily regulated by the 
PGAL upstream activation site (UAS) and a Mig1 repressor protein binding site as well as tandem 
TetR operator sequences. The iPFY1 promoter is regulated by the Reb1 protein site, a poly-dT 
element and tandem TetR operator sequences. The TXC and TXC2 are TX-based hybrid 
promoters containing either both the URS1 and URS2 or just the URS1 region respectively, 
upstream of the core TX promoter. The iPFY1C and iPFY1C2 are hybrid promoters containing 
either both the URS1 and URS2 or just the URS1 region respectively upstream of the iPFY1 
promoter. TetR operator sequences are shown as green rectangles. TATA boxes are shown as 
well. The iPFY1 promoter does not use a TATA-box.   
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5.2.1.1 Construction of the plasmids containing the new promoters and integration into 
haploid yeast strains. 
The procedure for generating the final integrating plasmids carrying the new hybrid 

promoters could have been done more efficiently, but due to the inclusion of the PGAL UAS in 

initial designs of the TXC and TXC2 promoters, construction of the final plasmids required a 

larger number of intermediate plasmids. In addition, towards the end of the cloning procedure 

the option of using the fast degrading GFP (FD-GFP) protein also became apparent and so 

final designs were adjusted accordingly to include this. Figure 63 shows the final designs of 

the integrating yeast plasmids used to generate the final haploid strains that went on to be 

tested. The pGPY019 and pGPY021 plasmids carry fusions of the iPFY1 promoter with 

URS1/URS2 or just URS1 fused upstream, respectively. The pGPY020 and pGPY022 

plasmids carry fusions of the core TX promoter region (upstream PGAL UAS and Mig1 sites 

removed) with URS1 or URS1/URS2, respectively. All plasmids carry the FD-GFP gene under 

the control of the inducible hybrid promoters and the tetR gene under the control of the TEF1 

constitutive promoter. 

 

 

 
Figure 63. Simplified plasmid maps of the pGPY019, pGPY020, pGPY021 and 

pGPY022 plasmids. The pGPY019 plasmid contains the FD-GFP gene under the control of the 
hybrid iPFY1C promoter. The pGPY020 plasmid contains the FD-GFP gene under the control of 
the hybrid TXC2 promoter. The pGPY021 plasmid contains the FD-GFP gene under the control 
of the hybrid iPFY1C2 promoter. The pGPY022 plasmid contains the FD-GFP gene under the 
control of the hybrid TXC promoter. All plasmids carry the tetR gene under the TEF1 promoter, 
the leucine (LEU2) yeast selection marker, a bacterial ColE1 origin and the ampicillin (ampR) 
resistance marker. Genes are represented by coloured arrow-shaped boxes and key promoters 
by grey boxes upstream of the genes. Plasmid sizes are given in base pairs (bp). 
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The construction of the final integrating plasmids required several intermediate 

plasmids to be made. All new intermediate plasmids discussed in this Chapter are shown in 

Figure 64. Other plasmids used during construction were the pTVGI, pTETOGL1 and pINV1 

plasmids discussed in Chapter 3. 

 

 

 
Figure 64. Simplified plasmid maps of the pGPY009, pGPY011, pGPY013, pGPY015 

and pGPY017 plasmids. The pGPY009 plasmid contains the yEGFP gene under the control of 
the TX promoter fused upstream with URS1/URS2 as well as the TRP1 marker. The pGPY011 
plasmid contains the yEGFP gene under the control of the iPFY1 promoter fused upstream with 
URS1/URS2 as well as the TRP1 marker. The pGPY013 plasmid contains the yEGFP gene 
under the control of the TX promoter fused upstream with URS1/URS2 as well as the LEU2 
marker. The pGPY015 plasmid contains the yEGFP gene under the control of the iPFY1 
promoter fused upstream with URS1/URS2 as well as the LEU2 marker. The pGPY017 plasmid 
contains the FD-GFP gene under the control of the TX promoter fused upstream with 
URS1/URS2 as well as the LEU2 marker. All plasmids carry the tetR gene under the TEF1 
promoter. In addition, all plasmids have bacterial ColE1 origins and ampicillin (ampR) resistance 
markers. Genes are represented by coloured arrow-shaped boxes and key promoters by grey 
boxes upstream of the genes. Plasmid sizes are given in base pairs (bp). 
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The first plasmid needed to be made was pGPY009 which is a pTVGI-based plasmid 

that also carries the URS1 and URS2 sites upstream of the TX promoter. A 1,845 bp fragment 

was generated containing the URS1 and URS2 regions of the native HO promoter by 

performing a colony PCR from a colony of the Y02569 strain using primers GP145 and GP147. 

These primers amplify the URS1 and URS2 regions of the promoter controlling the HO gene 

(YDL227C locus) and also introduce the essential sequence overlaps for the Gibson assembly 

reaction to follow. A second PCR was performed using primers GP148 and GP150 that amplify 

around the pTVGI plasmid while also introducing sequence overlaps in order to generate a 

7,147 bp fragment which acts as the plasmid backbone for the assembly reaction. Then, in 

the Gibson assembly reaction that followed the pTVGI backbone PCR and the URS1/URS2 

insert PCR were joined together to create the final plasmid (8,912 bp).  

To create the pGPY011 plasmid which replaces the TX promoter of the pGPY009 

plasmid with the iPFY1 promoter, a PCR was performed using primers GP151 and GP152 

that amplify around the pGPY009 plasmid. A 8,482 bp long fragment was generated that 

excludes the current TX promoter region, while simultaneously introducing the necessary 

overlaps for the downstream Gibson assembly reaction. A second PCR that generated the 

239 bp insert was performed using primers GP153 and GP154 in order to amplify the iPFY1 

promoter from the pINV1 plasmid, while also introducing the essential overlaps. In the Gibson 

assembly reaction that followed, the pGPY009 backbone and the iPFY1 insert were joined 

together to create the final plasmid (8,641 bp). 

Since the tryptophan (TRP1) marker is already present in the haploid strain to be 

transformed, this needed to be replaced in the plamids with another marker. So the following 

reactions were performed In order to replace TRP1, in the pGPY009 and pGPY011 plasmids, 

with the leucine (LEU2) marker. The LEU2 marker was PCR amplified from the pTETOGL1 

plasmid using primers GP155 and GP156 to generate a 2,321 bp insert for Gibson reactions 

to follow. At the same time, the pGPY009 and the pGPY011 plasmids were PCR amplified 

using primers GP157 and GP158 to generate 7,910 bp long and 7,639 bp long backbones 

respectively that lacked the TRP1 marker. By taking advantage of the new overlapping PCR 

fragments the final plasmids were constructed by Gibson assembly reactions. Combining the 

LEU2 insert with the pGPY009 backbone part, created the pGPY013 plasmid (10,145 bp) 

while combining the LEU2 insert with the pGPY011 backbone gave the pGPY015 plasmid 

(9,874 bp). 

The final intermediate plasmid needed to generate the desired plasmids was pGPY017 

where the yEGFP gene of the pGPY013 plasmid is replaced with the fast degrading GFP gene 

(FD-GFP). The pGPY013 plasmid was PCR amplified using primers GP168 and GP170, 

generating a 9,470 bp backbone fragment while the fast-degrading GFP gene was amplified 

from a plasmid provided by Felix Jonas using primers GP164 and GP165 thus generating a 
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1,039 bp long fragment. Both fragments were assembled together in a Gibson assembly 

reaction and the pGPY017 plasmid was generated (10,421 bp). 

With the pGPY015 and pGPY017 intermediate plasmids made the final pGPY019, 

pGPY020, pGPY021 and pGPY022 plasmids were next constructed. For the creation of the 

pGPY019 plasmid, the pGPY015 and the pGPY017 plasmids were PCR amplified using 

primer pairs GP172/168 and GP171/165 respectively thus generating 9,199 bp and 1,032 bp 

fragments, respectively. These fragments were then assembled together in a Gibson reaction 

to make the new pGPY019 plasmid (10,150 bp). For the pGPY020 plasmid, the pGPY017 

plasmid was PCR amplified using the GP174 and GP177 primers, eliminating the PGAL UAS 

and the Mig1 site from the TX promoter along with the URS2 site, and the linear fragment was 

then self-ligated and the new plasmid was generated (9,239 bp). For the pGPY021 plasmid, 

the pGPY019 plasmid was PCR amplified using primers GP174 and GP175 eliminating the 

URS2 site and the linear fragment was then self-ligated and the new plasmid was generated 

(9, 295 bp). Finally, the pGPY022 plasmid (10,148 bp) was generated by PCR amplifying the 

pGPY017 plasmid using primers GP177 and GP180 to eliminate the PGAL UAS and the Mig1 

site from the TX promoter while keeping both URS1 and URS2 sites. The linear fragment was 

then self-ligated and the new pGPY022 plasmid was created. 

All plasmids were transformed in DH10B bacterial cells and verified through analytical 

restriction digestion and/or Sanger DNA sequencing (data not shown). The pGPY019, 

pGPY020, pGPY021 and pGPY022 plasmids were linearised using StuI and transformed into 

the URA3 region of the Y02569 haploid yeast strain using leucine (LEU2) selection thus 

generating the new Y02569-GPY019, Y02569-GPY020 Y02569-GPY021 and Y02569-

GPY022 strains for subsequent testing.  
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5.2.1.2 Characterising the new hybrid promoters using flow cytometry and fluorescence 
imaging. 
To characterise expression from the newly constructed promoters, the four strains with 

the hybrid promoters upstream of the FD-GFP gene were first assessed using flow cytometry. 

All promoters were induced and tested in both glucose and galactose media supplemented 

with ATc to prevent repression by constitutively-expressed TetR in these strains. Since the 

PGAL UAS has been eliminated from the TXC and TXC2 promoters, these should be active in 

glucose media as well as in galactose. Figure 65 and Figure 66 show the average fluorescent 

values of the four strains as measured on the flow cytometer after 5 h of induction with ATc in 

synthetic complete glucose media and synthetic complete galactose media, respectively. 

Average fluorescent values are also shown in each case for a gated “ON” population (cells 

considered to fluoresce above the control levels), which are cells with values that are at or 

above the 98th percentile of the uninduced samples. 

From the data shown in these figures, it is observed that expression from the promoters 

in glucose media is significantly stronger than expression in galactose media. In addition, it is 

evident that the Y02569-GPY022 construct (promoter TXC) exhibits visible bimodality in both 

types of media which could be an indication of differential expression between mother and 

daughter cells. The Y02569-GPY020 strain (promoter TXC2) also appears to show bimodal 

behaviour in both conditions, although two peaks cannot be clearly distinguished in galactose 

media. The Y02569-GPY019 strain (promoter iPFY1C) doesn’t seem to exhibit any bimodality 

but shows the strongest expression, whilst the Y02569-GPY021 strain (promoter iPFY1C2) 

appears to have very low expression in general. From this experiment, it appears that the 

Y02569-GPY022 is the most promising candidate since it provides a good fluorescence output 

when induced (at least in glucose media) and appears to exhibit clear bimodality within the 

population, potentially a hallmark of expression only in mother cells. 
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Figure 65. Characterisation of the hybrid promoters in glucose media. The Y02569 

control, Y02569-GPY019, Y02569-GPY020, Y02569-GPY021, Y02569-GPY022 strains were grown in 
synthetic complete glucose media supplemented with 200ng/μl anhydrous tetracycline (ATc). 
Uninduced samples where no ATc was added were also included. Data show average mean 
fluorescence values of biological triplicates as determined by flow cytometry. For the hybrid promoter 
strains, mean fluorescence values of the “ON” cell populations (cells that are considered to fluoresce), 
which are determined by the 98th percentile of the uninduced samples, are also shown. Histograms of 
fluorescence intensity over cell count of one of the triplicates of each strain are also shown to showcase 
potential bimodality. The gates that separate the “ON” and “OFF” populations for each sample are also 
shown.   
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Figure 66. Characterisation of the hybrid promoters in galactose media. The Y02569 
control, Y02569-GPY019, Y02569-GPY020, Y02569-GPY021, Y02569-GPY022 strains were grown in 
synthetic complete galactose media supplemented with 200 ng/μl anhydrous tetracycline (ATc). 
Uninduced samples where no ATc was added were also included. Data show average mean 
fluorescence values of biological triplicates as determined by flow cytometry. For the hybrid promoter 
strains, mean fluorescence values of the “ON” cell populations (cells that are considered to fluoresce), 
which are determined by the 98th percentile of the uninduced samples, are also shown. Histograms of 
fluorescence intensity over cell count of one of the triplicates of each strain are also shown to showcase 
potential bimodality. The gates that separate the “ON” and “OFF” populations for each sample are also 
shown. 
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Following the encouraging results from the flow cytometry analysis which suggested 

differential expression from two of the four hybrid promoters, it was next decided to further 

analyse the strains containing these two promoters by using the inverted fluorescence 

microscope to generate a time-lapse of growth and fluorescence as a few cells divide into a 

colony. The Y02569-GPY020 (promoter TXC2) and Y02569-GPY022 (promoter TXC) strains 

were cultured in synthetic complete glucose media supplemented with 200 ng/μl of ATc 

inducer in the ONIX microfluidics platform. Growth started in glucose media without ATc and 

cells were induced after 2 h (time = 0 min) and left to grow for another 10 h with images 

captured every 10 min. Figure 67 show a time-lapse of growth for the Y02569-GPY020 strain 

while Figure 68 show a time-lapse of growth for the Y02569-GPY022 strain. Final images are 

combinations of the brightfield and green fluorescence channels and showcase FD-GFP 

protein production at specific time points. 
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Figure 67. Time-lapse fluorescence microscopy of the Y02569-GPY020 strain. Cells are grown in synthetic complete glucose media and induced 

with 200 ng/μl ATc for 10 h. The first frame corresponds to the moment when induction started and after that, frames at 30 minute intervals are shown. White 
arrows are pointing to some of the daughter cells that exhibit fluorescence due to leakage from the mother cells. Both brightfield and green fluorescence images 
were captured using a 60x objective. Brightfield images are captured using a Phase 3 contrast filter. Each frame is a combination of the brightfield and green 
fluorescence channels. White lines represent scale bars with a length of 10 nm.
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Figure 68.  Time-lapse fluorescence microscopy of the Y02569-GPY022 strain. Cells are grown in synthetic complete glucose media and induced 
with 200 ng/μl ATc for 10 h. The first frame corresponds to the moment when induction started and after that, frames at 30 minute intervals are shown. Both 
brightfield and green fluorescence images were captured using a 60x objective. Brightfield images are captured using a Phase 3 contrast filter. Each frame is 
a combination of the brightfield and green fluorescence channels. On each frame, cells are numbered based on the moment they appear to separate from the 
mother cell (end of mitosis). White lines represent scale bars with a length of 10 nm. 
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Those two time-lapses, appeared to offer very interesting results and clearly show that 

among the cell populations of both the Y02569-GPY020 and Y02569-GPY022 samples, only 

a fraction of them produce the fluorescent protein. In addition, it confirmed that the Y02569-

GPY022 strain produces significantly more protein while fluorescence leaks more profoundly 

from mother to daughter cells in the Y02569-GPY020 strain probably because there is no 

URS2 regulation to limit expression to a specific period of the cell cycle. With the Y02569-

GPY022 strain appearing more promising and in order to confirm that fluorescence is indeed 

being produced by cells that become mothers it was decided for the time-lapse images to be 

further analysed. 

All frames generated by the time-lapse (even those not shown in Figure 68) were 

analysed for their fluorescence to quantify expression over time. Using the ImageJ software, 

average fluorescence values for all cells, corrected for their background were collected and 

used to plot the changing fluorescence for the cells as they grow and divide. Figure 69 shows 

green scale “heat” maps produced from these values for all cells that become mothers during 

the 10-hour induction period. To better track each cell, all cells are associated with a number 

based on the order they separate from the mother cell at the end of mitosis. To better track all 

events a genetic tree with the relationships of each cell appearing, was also generated (Figure 
70). All figures of the Y02569-GPY022 strain follow the same cell numbering. 

The detailed analysis of Figure 68 that is shown in Figures 69 and 70 clearly indicates 

that the Y02569-GPY022 strain exhibits differential expression and cells only expresses FD-

GFP in the timeline after they first become a mother cell (blue lines in Figure 69A) and towards 

the end of their second G1 phase as they move into S phase (red lines in Figure 69B). Only 

one cell (No 13) appears not to follow this pattern and never fluoresces despite becoming a 

mother. No fluorescence above the background is seen in any of the cells in the experiment 

that never end up dividing and thus never become mother cells. These results therefore 

strongly suggest that the TXC promoter drives a burst of gene expression exclusively in 

mother cells when the Y02569-GPY022 strain is grown in glucose media plus ATc inducer. 

This therefore represents a sucessfully designed, constructed and tested hybrid mother-

specific inducible promoter. 
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Figure 69. Time-lapse frame analysis for the Y02569-GPY022 strain.  (A) Frames representing the time when daughter cells are separated and 
thus cells become mothers are designated by blue doted boxes. (B) Frames representing the time when cells reach the S phase and a bud appears are 
designated by purple doted boxes. The “heat” maps are generated based on the average fluorescence values taken by ImageJ analysis corrected for 
background fluorescence and are shown here based on a green scale. Each column represents fluorescence values of one cell for every of the 60 frames and 
is formatted independently of the others. Minimum fluorescence value is coloured as white, maximum as green and all values in between are coloured in 
different shades of green. Cells are numbered based on the moment they are about to separate from the mother cells. Cells are aligned based on the order 
when their first daughter bud appears. Columns shown in red represent cells that do become mothers but never fluoresce significantly above the background. 
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Figure 70. Family trees of the cells shown in the time-lapse experiment of the Y02569-GPY022 strain. One tree for each one of the starting cells 
was created. Numbers in parenthesis shown in green represent the frame numbers when the cells are about to separate from the mother cells (end of mitosis). 
Numbers in parenthesis shown in orange represent the frame numbers when the cells appear as buds since they don’t achieve separation before the end of 
the experiment. 
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5.2.2 Attempting to create cell cycle arresting strains controlled by hybrid 

promoters. 

The next step following successful hybrid promoter construction was the creation of S. 

cerevisiae strains with differential expression of cell cycle delaying or arresting genes between 

mother and daughter cells. By creating strains where only mother cells arrest for at least one 

cell cycle, new potentially predictable fractal-like growth patterns could be enabled during 

pseudohyphal growth. Mother cells are only required to arrest only for a set number of cell 

cycles or arrest for a prolonged period (e.g. every set amount of time) to be able to generate 

a more defined fractal-like population and adding further genetic control, e.g. from more 

advanced regulatory networks could lead to control over these patterns. The first task was to 

identify potential candidate genes for cell cycle delay or arrest to be placed under the control 

of a hybrid promoter. Based on the results in the previous section the TXC promoter is the 

preferred choice, but the TXC2 promoter was also tested.  

For the selection of the gene candidates that can cause cell growth arrest the Yeast 

Genome Database (SGD) was used to identify targets that when overexpressed lead to cell 

cycle arrest. The targets were selected so that they cover a range of different cell arresting 

mechanisms and inhibit growth progression at different points of the cell cycle especially since 

HO expression at least when the URS2 region is involved appears to be targeted to a specific 

point during the cell cycle. Using the phenotype ontology search tool of the SGD and after 

subsequent literature reading, five different candidate genetic targets were selected. These 

targets were the XBP1, SHE10, RAD2, RFA1 and MCM1 genes. XBP1 is a gene encoding for 

a transcription factor that belongs to the Swi4/Mbp1 family of DNA-binding proteins and is 

normally active only is stress conditions such as glucose starvation and osmotic stress. It also 

plays an important role during quiescence ensuring arrest of the yeast cells in the G1 phase201. 

Overexpression of the XBP1 gene causes cell growth slowdown as shown by expressing the 

gene under the control of the galactose-inducible GAL1 promoter from a 2-micron plasmid202. 

SHE10 encodes for a protein that participates in the assembly of the outer spore wall during 

sporulation in S. cerevisiae203. It has been reported that overexpression of the SHE10 under 

the control of the GAL1 promoter from a 2-micron plasmid induces rapid growth arrest after 3-

4 hours of galactose induction198. RAD2 is a DNA endonuclease induced when DNA-

damaging agents are present that also appears to play a role in cell cycle regulation. When 

overexpressed, the Rad2 protein causes slower cell growth or almost complete cell growth 

inhibition depending on the levels of overexpression204. RFA1 encodes for a protein which 

acts as a subunit of the heterotrimeric Replication Protein A (RPA) which is involved in among 

other things DNA replication and repair. Overexpression of RFA1 lead to cell cycle delay at 

the G2/M phase205. The last gene was the MCM1 whose product is a transcription factor 
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regulating genes specific to mating type206. Overexpression of this gene using the GAL1 

promoter and a 2-micron plasmid has been shown to induce rapid growth arrest in G1 or S 

phases of the cell cycle with most cells becoming upbudded198. 

The candidate genes were placed in integrative plasmids under the control of the two 

promoters and transformed into haploid yeast strains. To simplify these experiments, the 

primary focus was the characterisation of these genes in non-filamenting strains and with 

growth in glucose media where the promoters exhibit the optimal output. Some measurements 

were also performed in galactose media as well. 

 

5.2.2.1 Creating strains with genomically-integrated cell cycle arresting constructs 

The new integrating plasmids to be constructed were based on the existing pGPY020 

and pGPY022 plasmids. These plasmids were modified to replace the FD-GFP gene with one 

of the new candidate genes. These genes were taken from the Y02569 S. cerevisiae haploid 

strain by PCR amplification from genomic DNA using primers that have overhanging DNA 

sequences that are compatible with the pGPY020 and pGPY022 plasmids for Gibson 

assembly. The PCR amplicons containing the genes were then assembled together with 

pGPY020 and pGPY022 plasmid backbones using the Gibson assembly method in order to 

generate the final plasmids. Table 13 shows all the new plasmids created along with the genes 

and the promoters they carry. Table 14 shows details of the PCR reactions performed in order 

to create the new plasmids. All plasmids were verified through Sanger DNA sequencing (data 

not shown).  

To create and test strains, all plasmids were linearised with StuI and integrated into 

the URA3 locus of the haploid Y02569 strain using leucine (LEU2) selection. 
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Table 13. Integrating plasmid names and construct characteristics. 

 
 

 
Table 14. Insert and backbone PCR amplification information for the construction of the 

integrating plasmids. 

 
  

Plasmid Name Gene Promoter

pGPY024 XBP1 TXC2

pGPY025 XBP1 TXC

pGPY026 RAD2 TXC2

pGPY028 RFA1 TXC2

pGPY029 RFA1 TXC

pGPY032 SHE10 TXC2

pGPY033 SHE10 TXC

pGPY034 MCM1 TXC2

pGPY035 MCM1 TXC

Plasmid	Name Insert	+	Primers Backbone	+	Primers

pGPY024 XBP1 +	GP184/GP185 pGPY020 +	GP186/GP187

pGPY025 XBP1 +	GP184/GP185 pGPY022 +	GP186/GP187

pGPY026 RAD2 +	GP188/GP189 pGPY020 +	GP190/GP191

pGPY028 RFA1 +	GP196/GP197 pGPY020 +	GP198/GP199

pGPY029 RFA1 +	GP196/GP197 pGPY022 +	GP198/GP199

pGPY032 SHE10 +	GP200/GP201 pGPY020 +	GP202/GP203

pGPY033 SHE10 +	GP200/GP201 pGPY022 +	GP202/GP203

pGPY034 MCM1 +	GP204/GP205 pGPY020	+	GP206/GP207

pGPY035 MCM1 +	GP204/GP205 pGPY022	+	GP206/GP207

Plasmid Name Gene Promoter

pGPY024 XBP1 TXC2

pGPY025 XBP1 TXC

pGPY026 RAD2 TXC2

pGPY028 RFA1 TXC2

pGPY029 RFA1 TXC

pGPY032 SHE10 TXC2

pGPY033 SHE10 TXC

pGPY034 MCM1 TXC2

pGPY035 MCM1 TXC

Plasmid	Name Insert	+	Primers Backbone	+	Primers

pGPY024 XBP1 +	GP184/GP185 pGPY020 +	GP186/GP187

pGPY025 XBP1 +	GP184/GP185 pGPY022 +	GP186/GP187

pGPY026 RAD2 +	GP188/GP189 pGPY020 +	GP190/GP191

pGPY028 RFA1 +	GP196/GP197 pGPY020 +	GP198/GP199

pGPY029 RFA1 +	GP196/GP197 pGPY022 +	GP198/GP199

pGPY032 SHE10 +	GP200/GP201 pGPY020 +	GP202/GP203

pGPY033 SHE10 +	GP200/GP201 pGPY022 +	GP202/GP203

pGPY034 MCM1 +	GP204/GP205 pGPY020	+	GP206/GP207

pGPY035 MCM1 +	GP204/GP205 pGPY022	+	GP206/GP207
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5.2.2.2 Testing the new strains for cell arresting capability 

The new strains were tested for evidence of cell cycle arrest primarily by generating 

growth curves when induced and uninduced. This was done by periodically measuring the 

culture optical density at 600 nm (OD600) when cells were grown in a liquid culture in shaking 

tubes. For some of the strains more detailed growth curves were also generated by growing 

cells in a 96-well plate and taking OD600 measurements using a plate reader. Figure 71 and 

Figure 72 show growth curves generated using periodic sampling with a spectrophotometer 

from cells grown in liquid cultures in a shaking incubator after an initial ATc induction. From 

these growth curves, it appears that in most cases no difference in the growth profiles of the 

strains is seen when induced versus uninduced. This suggests that no cell-cycle delay or 

arrest is being observed. 

Potentially, the growth curve for the PTXC2-SHE10-containing Y02569-GPY032 strain 

is showing decreased growth upon induction. Therefore, this construct and Y02569-GPY025 

(the PTXC-XBP1 strain) were further inspected in Figure 73 by performing a growth assay using 

a plate reader. As controls, the parent strain Y02569 was also tested and growth in both 

glucose and galactose media were performed. This revealed very un-encouraging results. For 

the XBP1 strain under the TXC promoter, it does appear that growth in galactose media when 

induced with ATc is lower but the fact that there is no noticeable difference in glucose, where 

expression is expected to be much stronger, makes these results questionable.  In addition, 

no growth at all is observed for the SHE10 strain when in galactose media. As in Figure 72, 

the Y02569-GPY032 strain shows decreased growth when induced with ATc in glucose 

media, but this is also seen to some degree in the Y02569 control. Ultimately it was decided 

that the growth assay, and particularly the use of a plate reader was not particularly reliable. 
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Figure 71. Growth curves of the Y02569- GPY024, Y02569- GPY025, Y02569- GPY026, 

Y02569- GPY028 and Y02569- GPY029 strains. Cells are grown in culture tubes in synthetic complete 
glucose media. Samples are induced with 200 ng/ml ATc. Uninduced control samples are also included. 
OD600 measurements are taken using a spectrophotometer at specific time points.
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Figure 72. Growth curves of the Y02569- GPY032, Y02569- GPY033, Y02569- GPY034 and 
Y02569- GPY035 strains. Cells are grown in culture tubes in synthetic complete glucose media. 
Samples are induced with 200 ng/ml ATc. Uninduced control samples are also included. OD600 
measurements are taken using a spectrophotometer at specific time points.
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Figure 73. Growth curves of the Y02569, Y02569-GPY025 and Y02569-GPY032 

strains as generated by a plate reader. Cells are grown on a plate in synthetic complete 
glucose or galactose media inside the plate reader. Samples are induced with 200 ng/ml ATc. 
Uninduced control samples are also included. OD600 measurements are taken every 10 min. 
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Therefore, I next decided to focus only on a few of the strains and switch to time-lapse 

microscopy experiments to try to directly assess any phenotypical changes that would confirm 

growth arrest or cell-cycle delay of mother cells. I choose to look at the XBP1 and SHE10 

containing strains, both with the TXC and TXC2 promoter versions. However, due to 

experimental difficulties I did not manage to capture data for the PTXC2-SHE10-containing 

Y02569-GPY032 strain.  Figure 74 shows images generated through time-lapse microscopy 

of both the XBP1 strains when induced compared to an uninduced control. Figure 75 shows 

brightfield images at lower magnification of the SHE10-containing strain with the TXC 

promoter when grown in synthetic complete glucose media with and without ATc induction. 

Note that during the experiments shown in Figure 74, the ONIX microfluidic platform was not 

able to trap many of the newly budded cells effectively and as a result it doesn’t allow for clear 

conclusions to be made about the whole population as daughter cells are continually being 

lost. It is possible however to extract some general information on the budding behaviour of 

the cells in view from these timelapses. Cell budding and growth behaviour from induced 

strains in both figures, looks to be no different to the eye than uninduced control growth. This 

unfortunately suggests that none of the three strains tested exhibit cell growth arrest. Even 

after several hours of induction the cells appear to continue to bud normally and growth of a 

colony does not appear to be slower than the control. Given these results, I concluded that 

expression of the chosen genes was not causing cell cycle arrest in these strains when 

induced from the hybrid promoters integrated into the genome. 
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Figure 74. Microscope growth experiment of the Y02569-GPY024 (PTXC2-XBP1) and 

Y02569-GPY025 (PTXC-XBP1) strains. Cells were growth inside the ONIX microfluidics platform in 
synthetic complete glucose media supplemented with 250 ng/μl ATc for 21 h. The Y02569-GPY025 
strain was also grown in media without ATc and used as a control. Brightfield images were captured 
every 10 min using a 60x objective and a Phase 3 contrast filter. Only selected frames are shown. 
Numbered cells represent cells that have divided twice thus not arresting based on all frames available 
from the time-lapse. White lines represent scale bars with a length of 10 nm. 
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Figure 75. Microscope growth experiment of the Y02569-GPY033 strain. Cells were growth 

inside the ONIX microfluidics platform in synthetic complete glucose media supplemented with 250 
ng/μl ATc for 18 h. The Y02569-GPY033 strain was also grown in galactose media without ATc and 
used as a control. Brightfield images were captured every 5 min using a 60x objective and a Phase 1 
contrast filter. Only selected frames are shown. Dotted cells represent cells that have undergone 
division twice thus not arresting during the first 10 h of the time-lapse. White lines represent scale bars 
with a length of 10 nm. 
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5.2.3 Improving cell-arresting protein output. 

5.2.3.1 Creating 2-micron constructs using the Yeast Tool Kit. 

For all of the candidate genes tested, their ability to arrest growth and halt or delay the 

cell-cycle has been determined previously by others through gross overexpression of the 

gene, followed by phenotyping. Gross overexpression is almost always achieved by cloning 

the gene onto a high copy (2-micron) plasmid usually with a strong promoter, typically GAL1198. 

I thus reasoned that single-copy expression from the TXC and TXC2 promoters may not be 

enough expression to trigger the desired phenotype, especially given that these two promoters 

are more than 10-fold weaker than the GAL1 promoter when induced. Therefore, in parallel to 

the previous cell arresting gene experiments, I also attempted to create new 2-micron plasmid 

constructs which should presumably boost candidate gene overexpression due to the genes 

now being present in multiple copies per cell. It was decided not to further modify the hybrid 

promoters as this risked losing the desired differential expression by making complex 

promoter mutations. As 2-micron plasmids regions exist inside the yeast cells in copy numbers 

of 40-60 per haploid cell, I anticipated that this approach would increase candidate gene 

expression upon induction by about 50 times compared to single integration192. 

In order to construct these plasmids with relative ease and speed, while also making 

future plasmid construction easier, the new plasmids were built using the recently described 

MoClo Yeast Tool Kit (YTK)101. For the plasmids needed here, the FD-GFP gene was required 

for characterisation and some of the cell arresting genes described earlier were also required. 

These genes were cloned to place them downstream of either of the two TX-based hybrid 

promoters (TXC or TXC2). To repress the TXC and TXC2 promoters, the tetR gene was also 

added to the plasmids. I chose to place the tetR gene inside the plasmids instead of integrating 

it as a single copy into the genome in order to ensure that it was expressed at high enough 

levels to repress the promoters when they are now at a higher copy number. All plasmids were 

also built to carry the 2-micron origin and the LEU2 marker. Therefore, in total the creation of 

7 single-gene cassette plasmids was first required and then these were combined accordingly 

to generate the final 2-micron multi-gene plasmids for testing.  

Cassette plasmids were created by combining the different elements of the gene 

cassette (upstream regulatory regions, promoters, genes and terminators) with preassembled 

YTK-compatible plasmids that carry important elements such as compatible linker sequences 

needed for the subsequent multi-gene assembly as well as E. coli origins of replication and 

selection markers for enabling construction. These were then combined with existing pre-

assembled cassette plasmids that also include yeast’s 2-micron origin and LEU2 selection 

marker to make the multi-gene plasmids. Figure 76 shows a schematic of the procedure 

followed to create the cassette and the multi-gene plasmids . 
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Figure 76. Assembly Schematic of the YTK-compatible Cassette and Multi-gene 

Cassette plasmids. Most biological parts (upstream promoter elements promoters, genes, 
terminators, 2-micron yeast origin, ColE1 yeast origin) are shown as coloured rectangles. Yeast 
(LEU2) and E. coli (kanR, ampR) selection markers are shown as coloured arrows. ConLS: Left 
connector sequence of the first gene cassette, ConR1: Right connector sequence of the first 
gene cassette, ConL1: Left connector sequence of the second gene cassette, ConRE: Right 
connector sequence of the second gene cassette. 
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For the construction, all parts required the addition of appropriate “prefix” and “suffix” 

sequences that include the Type II restriction sites for Golden Gate assembly and also direct 

the order of part assembly within one-pot reactions. Ahead of this all biological parts need to 

be made compatible with the YTK assembly requirements by eliminating any BsaI or BsmBI 

restriction sites within their sequences. Both the native XBP1 and SHE10 genes have BsmBI 

sites which needed to be removed. For the XBP1 gene, since it included more than one BsmBI 

sites, a synthesised version without these sites was ordered as Gene String DNA fragment 

from GeneArt and designed to also be flanked by the appropriate prefix and suffix sequences. 

The altered codons were the 25th (CGT to AGA) and the 275th (AGA to AGG) codons, which 

were changed to remove the BsmBI recognition sites without altering the encoded amino acid. 

For the SHE10 gene which included one BsmBI site, codon swapping was carried out by PCR 

amplifying the pGPY033 plasmid using the GP225 and GP226 primers and re-ligating the 

plasmid. This replace the 380th codon with a compatible one (GAG to GAA) and removes the 

unwanted restriction site.  

With all modifications done, the necessary prefixes and suffixes were added to the 

URS1, URS1/URS2, TX core, SHE10, FD-GFP and tetR sequences through PCR 

amplification using primer pairs GP212/GP214, GP212/GP213, GP215/GP216, 

GP227/GP228, GP233/GP234 and GP235/GP236, respectively. The TEF1 promoter and the 

tADH1 terminator of the tetR gene and the tTDH1 terminators of the XBP1, SHE10 and FD-

GFP genes were taken from existing sequences stored in the pYTK013 (TEF1), pYTK063 

(tADH1) and pYTK066 (tTDH1) part plasmids, respectively, which are part of the MoClo YTK 

kit repository. All parts were combined with YTK-compatible preassembled plasmids that carry 

the rest of the necessary sequences (ColE1 bacterial origin, ampR bacterial selection marker, 

multi-gene connector sequences) in order to assemble the different cassette plasmids and 

make them compatible for further assembly into multi-gene plasmids.  

The new cassette plasmids were created by Golden Gate assembly reactions that 

included several combinations of the aforementioned biological parts and either the pWS041 

or pWS042 preassembled plasmids provided by PhD student William Shaw (Imperial College 

London). The cassette plasmids names and contents are listed in Table 15. Following that, 

each of the pGPY043 to pGPY048 cassette plasmids were combined with the pGPY049 

plasmid and the YTK compatible preassembled plasmid pWS039 (provided by William Shaw). 

This includes the necessary sequences for E. coli and S. cerevisiae selection and propagation. 

The construction generated the final pGPY050-55 multi-gene plasmids  and details of these 

are given in Table 16. All plasmids were verified by analytic digestion with gel electrophoresis 

and/or Sanger DNA sequencing (data not shown). 

All six multi-gene plasmids were then transformed into haploid Y02569 cells using 

leucine (LEU2) selection thus generating the Y02569-GPY050, Y02569-GPY051, Y02569-
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GPY052, Y02569-GPY053, Y02569-GPY054 and Y02569-GPY055 strains. Haploid Y02569 

cells were used to be consistent with other experiments. 

 

 
Table 15. List of Cassette plasmids created using the YTK kit. 

 
 

 
Table 16. List of LEU2 Multi-gene plasmids created using the YTK kit. All plasmids include the 

tetR gene under a TEF1 promoter as well. 

 
  

Name Gene Promoter Plasmid	Type

pGPY043 XBP1 TXC2 YTK	cassette	plasmid

pGPY044 XBP1 TXC YTK	cassette	plasmid

pGPY045 SHE10 TXC2 YTK	cassette	plasmid

pGPY046 SHE10 TXC YTK	cassette	plasmid

pGPY047 FD-GFP TXC2 YTK	cassette	plasmid

pGPY048 FD-GFP TXC YTK	cassette	plasmid

pGPY049 TETR TEF1 YTK	cassette	plasmid

Name Gene Promoter Plasmid	Type Marker

pGPY050 XBP1 TXC2 2-micron LEU2

pGPY051 XBP1 TXC 2-micron LEU2

pGPY052 SHE10 TXC2 2-micron LEU2

pGPY053 SHE10 TXC 2-micron LEU2

pGPY054 FD-GFP TXC2 2-micron LEU2

pGPY055 FD-GFP TXC 2-micron LEU2

Name Gene Promoter Plasmid	Type

pGPY043 XBP1 TXC2 YTK	cassette	plasmid

pGPY044 XBP1 TXC YTK	cassette	plasmid

pGPY045 SHE10 TXC2 YTK	cassette	plasmid

pGPY046 SHE10 TXC YTK	cassette	plasmid

pGPY047 FD-GFP TXC2 YTK	cassette	plasmid

pGPY048 FD-GFP TXC YTK	cassette	plasmid

pGPY049 TETR TEF1 YTK	cassette	plasmid

Name Gene Promoter Plasmid	Type Marker

pGPY050 XBP1 TXC2 2-micron LEU2

pGPY051 XBP1 TXC 2-micron LEU2

pGPY052 SHE10 TXC2 2-micron LEU2

pGPY053 SHE10 TXC 2-micron LEU2

pGPY054 FD-GFP TXC2 2-micron LEU2

pGPY055 FD-GFP TXC 2-micron LEU2
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5.2.3.2 Characterising the new yeast plasmid constructs. 

The first priority was to assess the expression output of the 2-micron constructs. That 

was achieved by testing the 2-micron plasmids carrying the FD-GFP gene. Characterisation 

was performed as previously with the integrating plasmids with FD-GFP, with both the 

Y02569-GPY054 and Y02569-GPY055 strains induced for 5 h with 200 ng/μl ATc and 

fluorescence measurements taken using flow cytometry. Figure 77 shows the results from 

these measurements. As before, there appears to be bistability from the promoters as the 

fluorescence profile of the induced samples is not an obvious single peak. However, it is also 

clear that there is leaky expression from both promoters as the uninduced control samples in 

glucose now show a tail of positive GFP expression to the right of the main peak. The strain 

carrying the TXC2 gene in particular has a significant population of cells exhibiting 

fluorescence in the absence of ATc. The fluorescence output of both strains in glucose media 

is clearly above that seen previously for the Y02569-GPY020 and Y02569-GPY022 strains, 

verifying that the 2-micron plasmid boosts the expression. However, a 50-fold increase in line 

with copy-number is not seen, with instead the expression of FD-GFP being 3 to 4 times 

stronger. It also worth noting that there is very low fluorescence output when both strains are 

grown in galactose media, which is not ideal for using this system in galactose conditions in 

the future. The peaks of expression are also much broader than in the previous experiment, 

suggesting there is more gene expression noise in these strains. This is likely to be the case 

as 2-micron plasmid copy number varies significantly from cell-to-cell, meaning that gene 

expression data are more ‘noisy’ and lead to less-defined peaks in flow cytometry. 
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Figure 77. Characterisation of the pGPY054 and pGPY055 constructs in glucose and 

galactose media. The Y02569-GPY054 and Y02569-GPY055 strains were grown in synthetic 
complete glucose or galactose media supplemented with 200ng/μl anhydrous tetracycline (ATc). 
Uninduced samples where no ATc was added were also included. Data show average mean 
fluorescence values of biological triplicates as determined by flow cytometry. Mean fluorescence values 
of the “ON” cell populations (cells that are considered to fluoresce), which are determined by the 90th 
percentile of the uninduced samples, are also shown. Histograms of fluorescence intensity over cell 
count of one of the triplicates of each strain are also shown to showcase potential bimodality. The gates 
that separate the “ON” and “OFF” populations for each sample are also shown. 
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Having verified that the promoters still work as expected and express with greater 

output when on 2-micron plasmids, I next looked at the effects of the candidate genes when 

expressed from these constructs. Despite constructing many different constructs for the 

SHE10 and XBP1 candidate genes, I choose to only investigate one strain Y02569-GPY053. 

This was chosen as SHE10 was the most promising candidate in the previous experiments 

with genomically-integrated genes and because the TXC promoter showed less leakiness 

than the TXC2 promoter when uninduced in Figure 77. Therefore, for this experiment, the 

TXC promoter was induced to drive SHE10 expression in synthetic complete glucose media 

with and without ATc induction. Figure 78 shows the growth of cells from the Y02569-GPY053 

strain as seen through time-lapse microscopy and once again as before, no obvious alteration 

in the growth pattern or growth size of the colony can be seen, suggesting that no cell cycle 

arrest is exhibited. Considering that this was the best candidate gene and best choice 

promoter on high-copy number plasmid, it was very disappointing to not have any evidence of 

growth arrest as this was needed for continuation of the project. 
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Figure 78. Microscope growth experiment of the Y02659-GPY053 strain. Cells were growth 

inside the ONIX microfluidics platform in synthetic complete glucose media supplemented with 250ng/μl 
ATc for 18 h. The Y02569-GPY033 strain was also grown in media without ATc and used as a control. 
Brightfield images were captured every 5 min using a 60x objective and a Phase 1 contrast filter. Only 
selected frames are shown. Dotted cells represent cells that have undergone division twice thus not 
arresting during the first 10 h of the time-lapse. White lines represent scale bars with a length of 10 nm.
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5.2.4 Generating and testing differentially cell-arresting filamenting strains 

Despite the characterisation of the candidate genes from the hybrid promoters not 

being able to verify their ability to arrest cell growth in any context, I decided to continue to 

check if somehow they still worked once expressing in filamenting strains. While this was 

unlikely to work, it still offered a chance to understand how the experiments would be 

performed to determine and verify control of the patterns of pseudohyphal growth through 

inhibition of filament branching. For simplicity reasons the only genes selected were again the 

XBP1 and the SHE10. 

Therefore, to perform this last experiment modified plasmids were assembled using 

the MoClo YTK system and these were transformed into the YGPH002 haploid strain that can 

be induced into pseudohyphal growth. Because the YGPH002 strain has already been 

transformed with the HIS3 and LEU2 markers, new modified versions of the existing YTK 

plasmids carrying the cell cycle arresting genes had to be created that used different 

selectable markers. The easiest procedure to follow was the creation of new 2-micron YTK 

plasmids similar to the pGPY050-53 plasmids but instead carry the URA3 marker instead of 

the of the LEU2 marker. The new multi-gene plasmids were assembled using the existing 

pGPY043/44/45/46 and 49 cassette plasmids and a new pre-assembled plasmid (pWS038) 

provided by William Shaw (Imperial College London) that carries the 2-micron origin, the 

URA3 marker and the kanR gene. The final constructed plasmids are shown in Table 17 and 

were named pGPY056 to pGPY059. All plasmids were verified by gel digestion and by Sanger 

DNA sequencing (data not shown).  

 
Table 17. List of URA3 Multi-gene Cassette plasmids created using the YTK kit. 

 
 

These plasmids were transformed into the YGPH002 haploid strain using uracil 

selection to generating the YGPH002-GPY056, YGPH002-GPY057, YGPH002-GPY058 and 

YGPH002-GPY059 strains. A selection of these strains were then imaged in the ONIX 

microfluidics platform to observe if they can be induced to undergo filamentous growth and if 

Name Gene Promoter Plasmid	Type Marker

pGPY056 XBP1 TXC2 2-micron URA3

pGPY057 XBP1 TXC 2-micron URA3

pGPY058 SHE10 TXC2 2-micron URA3

pGPY059 SHE10 TXC 2-micron URA3
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the branching rate of the filament is changed by the presence of the 2 micron plasmids. For 

this experiment, strains had to be grown in synthetic complete galactose media with IPTG and 

ATc induction to activate the pseudohyphal growth and induce the hybrid promoter. Time-

lapse imaging was generated using the inverted microscope over several hours for the strains 

YGPH002-GPY057 (PTXC-XBP1), YGPH002-GPY059 (PTXC-SHE10) and the YGPH002 

control and is shown in Figure 79. Strains with expression from the TXC2 promoter were not 

tested, due to the known leakiness of this promoter in Figure 77.  

Visual inspection of the images from these time-lapse images shows clear 

pseudohyphal growth in the control strain and some degree of pseudohyphal growth in the 

YGPH002-GPY059 (PTXC-SHE10) strain. Unfortunately, the YGPH002-GPY057 strain 

unexpectedly appears to no longer be able to perform pseudohyphal growth now that it is also 

induced to express XBP1 from a 2-micron plasmid. This is a far from ideal result. Similary, 

although pseudohyphal growth is still seen with the YGPH002-GPY059 strain, the growth of 

this strain does not create visual filaments as convincingly as the control strain does and 

noticeably generates a few cells with undesired larger morphologies. Further imaging 

experiments would ideally be needed with this strain to determine if its growth phenotype and 

especially its branching rate were any different to that seen for the control YGPH002 strain. 

However, this initial imaging is not encouraging as filaments look less well-formed and 

ultimately the previous experiments characterising the TXC promoter and SHE10 gene on 2 

micron plasmids indicated that they would be very unlikely to alter cell growth, especially in 

galactose media where promoter activity is neglible.
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Figure 79. Microscope growth experiment of the YGPH002, YGPH002-GPY057 and 
YGPH002-GPY059 strains. Cells were growth inside the ONIX microfluidics platform in synthetic 
complete galactose media supplemented with 250ng/μl ATc and 1mM IPTG for 21 h. For the YGPH002 
strain three different areas (colonies) inside the ONIX microfluidic platform are shown. Brightfield 
images were captured every 10 min using a 60x objective and a Phase 3 contrast filter. Only selected 
frames are shown. White lines represent scale bars with a length of 10 nm. 
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5.3 Discussion 

5.3.1 Creating mother specific hybrid promoters 

Several hybrid promoter designs were considered and tested before identifying the 

ideal candidates. The idea was to fuse upstream regulatory sequences of a unique promoter 

found in yeast cells to a previously characterised promoter (or a part of it) that already carries 

binding sites that enable external regulation of expression. The native promoter of interest to 

endow cells with differenential regulation was the promoter controlling the HO gene related to 

mating type switching and expressed only in haploid yeast cells. This promoter, is regulated 

by a large number of factors that bind to specific upstream regulatory regions termed URS1 

and URS2. URS1 is primarily responsible for the differential expression of the gene in mother 

cells and provides binding regions for the Ash1 repressor protein, while URS2 is primarily 

responsible for the HO gene’s G1 phase expression specificity. 

The synthetic hybrid promoter designs were based on the TetR-repressible GAL1-

based TX promoter and iPFY1 promoter. Since it has been shown that URS1 is the region 

responsible for mother cell specificity and that elimination of URS1 halts HO gene expression, 

the URS1 region was included in all constructs. Regarding URS2, it has been proposed that 

elimination of this sequence does not impact HO gene expression but does affect the 

promoter’s G1 phase specificity in the cell cycle. To test potential differences, configurations 

that include only URS1 or both URS1 and URS2 were tested. Moreover, additional changes 

were made to the TX promoter to remove the PGAL UAS and a MIG1 protein recognition site 

to prevent the promoter expression being induced by galactose and repressed by glucose177. 

The design used only the core of the TX promoter containing the TATA box, the tandem TetR 

operator sequences and the transcription start site (TSS) region. For the iPFY1 promoter, no 

modifications were made, although, as proven later the rDNA enhancer-binding (Reb1) protein 

binding site and the poly-dT element might affect correct URS1/Ash1 regulation51. 

The four hybrid promoter configurations were tested for differential protein expression 

capability in haploid Y02569 cells. These promoters were placed upstream of a gene 

expressing for a fast-degrading GFP protein in an effort to minimise protein leaking from the 

mother to the daughter cells thus making it difficult to determine if expression is confined to 

mother cells only. After inducing all 4 strains with ATc, fluorescence measurements were 

taken using the flow cytometer (Figure 65 and Figure 66) and showed that only two out of the 

four strains showed bimodal distributions of fluorescence that are an indication of differential 

expression. These promoters were the TXC2 and the TXC hybrid promoter designs. After 

gating for the 98th percentile of the uninduced sample, we can see that around 36-39% of the 

cell population is “OFF” in glucose media, with the rest “ON”. In a rapidly growing population, 

we would theoretically expect at a given time the population to be split equally between mother 
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and daughter cells. Lord and Wheals (1980) have proposed, that for the range of growth rates 

achieved in glucose media conditions daughter cells should make for around 55% of the cell 

population207. Having said that, since in this case populations in these histograms are not 

clearly separated and a set percentile is implemented gating might not be perfect. In addition, 

due to fluorescence leakage during budding some daughter cells might fall into the “ON” 

population range thus affecting the results. Continuing, it appears that among the two, the 

TXC construct is the one where the two populations have better separation which is 

particularly evident in galactose media expression. This could be as a result of the presence 

of the URS2 region which limits production to G1 cell cycle phase. Between the two hybrid 

promoters, the TXC promoter also appears to be the strongest in both glucose and galactose 

media (when comparing the “ON” populations), although galactose expression is much lower 

in general for both promoters.  

Moving on to the hybrid iPFY1-based promoter, we see a big contrast in the results. 

On one hand, in glucose media it appears that the iPFY1C promoter exhibits the strongest 

output among all four hybrid promoters tested, however, the iPFY1C2 promoter exhibits 

almost no fluorescence in glucose but does express some in galactose. There is a possibility, 

that this is due to problems in the ATc induction, although this is unlikely since samples are 

measured in biological triplicates. However, more important is that neither of these two 

promoters appear to exhibit any bimodal expression distribution. It appears that constitutive 

expression from this promoter, thought to be mediated by the Reb1 binding site and the poly-

dT element, prevents further regulation of promoter expression from any upstream regulatory 

sequences. To some extent this would be as expected, as upstream activating sequence 

(UAS) regions like URS1 and URS2 are typically associated with TATA-box containing core 

promoters that have regulated expression and not usually found paired with constitutive non-

TATA-box promoters like PFY1 (and therefore iPFY1). In fact, it may be the case that 

constitutive non-TATA-box promoters cannot be regulated by methods other than repression 

via inhibitive binding (e.g. by TetR in iPFY1). No additional work on the iPFY1-based 

promoters was done given these negative results.  

Strains carrying the TXC2 and TXC promoters upstream of the FD-GFP gene were 

then further evaluated through fluorescence microscopy. Figure 67 and Figure 68 show 

fluorescent images forming a time-lapse of the Y02569-GPY020 and Y02569-GPY022 strains 

induced with ATc and from these images it appears that at a given time only a fraction of the 

cells are expressing the fluorescent protein (and that Y02569-GPY022 cells are brighter). 

These results therefore immediately confirmed the flow cytometry data, in terms of showing 

bimodal expression and that the TXC promoter is stronger than TXC2. At this point, it should 

be added that the TXC2 promoter doesn’t have the URS2 region which is responsible for G1 

phase specificity, and so TXC2 cells are more likely to express at different stages in the cell 
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cycle. When this is combined with a GFP that degrades, it means that cells will have a more 

uniform green fluorescence throughout the life of the cell, as opposed to a stronger 

coordinated ‘burst’ of expression at one phase in the cell cycle. This may partially explain the 

decreased output from TXC2 compared to TXC promoter, although likely other factors also 

come into play, like promoter sequence context. Furthermore, although the URS1 is the site 

primarily responsible for mother specific expression, removal of the URS2 site is also expected 

to affect expression in daughter cells as well. It is known that without URS2, the promoter will 

begin to produce gene transcripts upon reaching the cdc15 block (late anaphase) stage of the 

cell cycle. This occurs before a cell gives birth to a new daughter cell188 so can lead to some 

expression already being present in both cells when they bud. As a result, daughter cells start 

expressing the protein towards the end of the first cell cycle, which further complicates the 

assessment of differential expression capability. Visual inspection of the microscopy images 

appears to show this for the TXC2 promoter strain, but not for the TXC promoter.  

Since the TXC promoter images strongly suggest that cells only fluoresce after they 

give birth to daughter cells, this dataset was deemed the most promising, and the images of 

the timelapse were analysed further. An analysis of the fluorescence values of each cell 

appearing on all frames during induction was performed using ImageJ and led to the 

production of Figure 69 showing coloured “heat” maps of the fluorescence values of all frames 

captured in the 10-hour period for the cells within the image that became mothers during this 

time. Cells were numbered based on the point when they are about to separate from the 

mother cells (at the end of mitosis). Figure 70 functions as a supporting figure showing the 

family tree of all cells, along with the frame numbers denoting the time that those cells appear 

to separate from their mothers. Since cells grow at different rates and enter the S phase - 

which is denoted by the moment a bud appears - after a different amount of time has passed, 

in an effort to present a clearer picture of the differential expression exhibited, Figure 69 

presents cells in order of first daughter bud appearance instead of cell number. It should be 

noted that each column of the graph should be treated in isolation since colour changes are 

based on differences in values between frames of the same cell. 

For the TXC hybrid promoter to work as predicted, we wanted cells to fluoresce only 

after they become mothers and only after they reach the G1 phase of the mother cycle, since 

according to literature the HO promoter is activated in mother cells at the second half of the 

G1 phase and up to some point during the S phase188. That means that cells should not exhibit 

fluorescence during the first cycle but only after they reach late G1. In addition, cells need to 

fluorescence periodically every time they reach G1 again. Of course, correct association of 

mRNA production to fluorescence output is affected by the maturation and degradation time 

of the fast-degrading GFP (FD-GFP) protein used.  
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Based on Figure 68 and Figure 69 it is evident that, apart from some fluorescence 

leaking from the mother to the daughter cells and some background fluorescence, there is no 

obvious fluorescence coming from any of the daughter cells during their first cell cycle 

(including from the cells not shown in Figure 69). Some cells like Cell No 14 appear to exhibit 

some fluorescence, but this is carried-over from the mother cell and quickly disappears as the 

protein degrades. In addition, some cells appear to have slightly elevated fluorescence values 

but it appears that this is because certain frames in general have elevated background 

fluorescence values (fluorescence coming from neighbouring cells or outside sources of 

luminescence) which were not properly compensated. This conclusion appears to be backed 

up by the fact that all daughter cells during the same frames exhibit slightly elevated values 

(e.g. Cells No 7, 9 and 10 during frames 33 to 43).  

Analysing Figure 69, we see that cells do begin to fluoresce once they become 

mothers. The blue dotted boxes designate the frames that the cells become mothers which is 

when the daughter cells appear to separate from the mother cells based on the microscope 

images while, purple boxes designate the frames that the buds appear thus signalling the S-

phase of the cell cycle. As we can see cells begin to fluoresce a few frames after they become 

mothers during G1 phase and usually by the time they reach the S phase the fluorescence 

protein expression has peaked. There is only one exception of a cell that never fluoresces 

even though it become a mother and reaches the S phase and that is Cell No 13. There are 

also a few other cells like Cell No 4 and Cell No 9 that appear to stop fluorescing after a few 

cell cycles but since that appears to happen towards the end of the experiment there is a 

chance that simply there are not enough frames to show the expression maturing. In general, 

however, it appears that the vast majority of the cells fluoresce every time they become 

mothers, albeit not always to the same level. This almost always peaks around the time they 

reach S phase and following that fluorescence goes down as the daughter cell is formed.  

These results strongly indicate that the TXC promoter works as intended for the 

majority of the cell population with it functioning only in mother cells a during a specific part of 

the cell cycle.  

Figure 67 and examples from literature also suggest that the TXC2 promoter probably 

exhibits similar characteristics although protein production is leakier and appears at some 

point even in daughter cells. Collecting RNA data could aid on verifying the functionality of this 

promoter as well. TXC is also clearly a stronger promoter although its expression is limited to 

a specific period of a mother cell’s cell cycle. That is why, it was decided that despite the TXC 

promoter being the better candidate to also continue using the TXC2 promoter for some of our 

experiments since it appears to be active during the whole cell cycle which might be beneficial 

when working with some of the cell arresting genes. In the future, it would also be useful to 

compare the strengths of these promoters to others that are already characterised like the 
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regular GAL1-based TX promoter. It is likely that these two new hybrid promoters are 

significantly weaker than commonly-used inducible promoters but still they offer a valuable 

new tool for yeast research studies and yeast biotechnology due to their mother specificity. 

 

5.3.2 Cell arresting gene overexpression 

5.3.2.1 Identifying and testing potential cell arresting genes 

Creation of mother specific promoters enables for an additional point of regulation that 

then allows for differential expression of genes across a cell population. That could potentially 

be used for the generation of unique patterns that are also predictable. The original idea when 

planning to construct the mother specific promoters was to use promising candidates to control 

expression of cell cycle delaying or arresting genes. The aim was to differentially express such 

genes in filamenting strains thus manipulating mother cell cycles and further daughter 

generation that leads to new filament branches. By default, all cells are giving birth to one 

daughter cell every cell cycle. During filamentation, every daughter cell is also a branching 

point of the pattern created. In order to create interesting structures, not every cell needs to 

be a branching point or at least not every cell needs to generate a large number of the 

branches (daughter cells). Thus an attempt to associate the mother cells of a cell population 

to cell arrest was made. Ultimately, for fractal-like pattern formation not all cells should 

permanently arrest once they become mothers (that would just generate a single filament), 

but instead they would need to delay further budding for a period of time. This could simply be 

defined by however long the delay or arrest of the cell cycle lasts for after the S-phase burst 

of expression of the arrest-inducing gene, which could in theory be tuned by how strong 

expression of this gene is in initial the burst and/or how fast it degrades – two factors easily 

tunable with synthetic biology tools. Here, I begun to explore this route to genetically-

programmed pattern formation by examining potential cell cycle inhibiting factors and checking 

their subsequent expression under a hybrid promoter. In the initial experiments performed, 

normally growing strains were tested in order to assess how the genes behave under normal 

growth conditions. 

The genetic targets chosen where the XBP1, RAD2, RFA1, SHE10 and MCM1 genes 

which cause yeast cell arrest when overexpressed at varying points of the cell cycle. These 

were then transferred into integrative plasmids similar to the pGPY020 and pGPY022 

plasmids of the previous section and placed under the control of the hybrid promoters. The 

new constructs where then induced and growth curves were generated using either 

spectrophotometer or plate reader apparatus. Analysing Figure 71 and Figure 72 we see 

clearly that most constructs are not exhibiting any significant growth inhibition. Even in the 

case of the Y02569-GPY032 strain, the lower ODs of the induced samples could be attributed 

to differences in the initial cell concentration that leads to a lag in growth but no significant lag 
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in growth rate. Similarly, Figure 73 which includes growth curves of the Y02569-GPY025 

(TXC-XBP1) and Y02569-GPY032 (TXC2-SHE10) strains doesn’t exhibit promising results. 

Using the plate reader to induce and grow the samples appeared to be problematic in many 

cases and even when growth curves where successfully generated, comparison with the 

control strain (Y02569) eliminated any definite conclusion. This problem, is also highlighted 

by the fact that none of the growth experiments were done in triplicates which makes results 

difficult to confirm. 

Following these mixed results, it was next decided that a better approach to assess 

the behaviour of the cell arresting candidates would be to directly express them in our strains 

and track cell growth under the microscope compared to uninduced controls. This would show 

whether growth of mother cells in the population is affected in any way by these proteins. 

Despite having a variety of potential strains to test, for simplicity it was decided for only a few 

gene candidates based on the initial growth experiments performed. Work continued using 

the XBP1 and SHE10 genes and Figure 74 and Figure 75 show time-lapse microscopy of 

induced and uninduced Y02569-GPY024, Y02569-GPY025 and Y02569-GPY033 strains. 

During the experiment shown in Figure 74, the ONIX microfluidics plate is unable to keep the 

majority of the newly formed cells inside the viewing plain and as a result it is difficult to 

properly analyse those images. In addition, not all frames are available for each sample since 

the microscope lost automatic focus on several occasions. Having said that, it is possible to 

get a rough idea of cell behaviour and cell doubling rates based on the few cells that are in 

view. Comparing both the budding appearance of the cells that stay in view and the rate of 

appearance we see no measureable difference between the induced samples and the control. 

Both mother and daughter cells appear to generate new buds and have doubling times of less 

than two hours. 

Much better conclusions can be formed from Figure 75 since the time-lapse was 

generated as intended and shows the Y02569-GPY033 strain grown for 18 h inside the ONIX 

microfluidics platform with and without ATc induction. Analysing this figure, we can observe 

that none of the cells appear to arrest. After a few hours where the cells are adapting to the 

ONIX conditions, the cells start growing and even after they become mothers they continue to 

give additional daughters for several generations. Growth rate also appears to be similar to 

the control population with cells more than doubling every two hours. Finally, comparing the 

control population area to the induced population area at any given time during the induction 

shows that the size of the colony formed is proportional to the starting cell population.  

All in all, from the above experiments it was concluded that none of the strains tested 

are able to arrest when inducing the TXC or TXC2 promoters in normal growth conditions. 

Having said that, the microscope experiments for the Y02569-GPY024 and Y02569-GPY025 
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strains could be repeated in order to generate better time-lapses and better assess Xbp1 

protein overexpression and to characterise SHE10 expression from the TXC2 promoter. 

 

5.3.2.2 Using the Yeast Tool Kit to create constructs with increased output 

In parallel to the cell arresting experiments and straight after the hybrid promoter 

characterisation experiments were first performed, potential options for improvement of 

expression from these promoters were considered. It was evident from literature that most 

proteins capable of inducing cell arrest have been tested under conditions of high 

overexpression typically using strong promoters such as the GAL1 and episomal high copy 

plasmids198. The most straightforward approach to boost expression from the hybrid promoters 

was to transfer gene constructs from integrating plasmids into high-copy episomal (2-micron) 

plasmids found to replicate inside the yeast cell’s nucleus at 40-60 copies per cell192. These 

plasmids shouldn’t affect cell viability or exhibit mother cell bias like the low-copy yeast 

replicating plasmids, however they are not as stable as integrating plasmids and that is why it 

is recommended to maintain selective growth conditions when growing strains containing 

these plasmids193.  

In order to easily assemble the new plasmids and at the same time make future 

plasmid creation easy as well, the MoClo Yeast Tool Kit system method was used101. The Ellis 

lab acquired all parts of the YTK kit and made a plethora of additions as well. After making all 

the new parts needed for compatibility with the kit by eliminating BsmBI sites and adding 

appropriate linker regions, several new plasmids were created carrying either the XBP1, 

SHE10 or FD-GFP genes under the control of the TXC or TXC2 promoters using this method 

of one-pot assembly reaction. The plasmids were then transformed into Y02569 cells and the 

strains carrying the FD-GFP gene under the control of the TXC2 and TXC promoters were 

tested on the flow cytometer after induction with ATc. 

Analysis of Figure 77 shows GFP expression coming from cells that are not induced 

with ATc (i.e. leakage), based on the fluorescence histograms. Furthermore, it appears that 

cells expressing FD-GFP have a significantly wider distribution which could be due to varying 

numbers of 2-micron plasmid copies inside the cells. Moreover, due to this wide distribution it 

is not possible to have the same distinct bimodal populations seen in the GPY020 and 

GPY022 constructs. It is clear though, that a large number of cells don’t show fluorescence 

above basal levels, which is a sign that at a given time certain cells are not expressing FD-

GFP. Having said that, since these constructs carry the same promoters upstream of the same 

genes with the only difference being the plasmid type there is no reason to believe the 

constructs are not functioning similarly to GPY020 and GPY022. 

It was also observed that both constructs exhibited significantly higher fluorescence 

compared to the GPY020 and GPY022 when cells were grown in glucose. Average 
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fluorescence of the Y02569-GPY054 strain is 7,528 units and for the Y02569-GPY055 strain 

is 8,972 units compared to 4,078 units and 5,182 units for the Y02569-GPY020 and Y02569-

GPY022 strains respectively. When cells are gated based on the 90th percentile (“ON” 

population) differences are even greater with average fluorescence of the GPY054 construct 

reaching 19,672 units and for the GPY055 construct 19,157 units compared to 5,660 units 

and 7,783 units of the GPY020 and GPY022 constructs, respectively. This shows that the 2-

micron constructs give significantly stronger expression in comparison to the integrating ones 

when cells are grown in glucose (3 to 4 times greater). When grown in galactose media 

though, behaviour of both constructs is very different. Both the GPY054 and GPY055 

constructs appear to be weaker to the GPY020 and GPY022 integrating constructs. Even 

when gating based on the 90th percentile (“ON” population), fluorescence values for the 

GPY054 and GPY055 constructs are just 3,134 units and 3,287 units respectively compared 

to 3,598 units and 4,961 units for the GPY020 and GPY022 constructs respectively. It appears 

once again that growth in galactose media affects protein production. Growing cells for longer 

periods could mitigate this issue. In general, the GPY054 and GPY055 constructs appear to 

be stronger in glucose and express around the same levels in galactose, when compared to 

the genomically-integrated GPY020 and GPY022 constructs. Unfortunately, this is not as 

strong as expected when taking into account the theoretical copy numbers of the 2-micron 

plasmids per cell. 

Following the flow cytometry experiments, the Y02569-GPY053 strain carrying the 

SHE10 gene under the control of the TXC promoter was tested under the microscope in an 

18h time-lapse growth experiment inside the ONIX microfluidics platform. Analysing this 

figure, we do not appear to see any cell arresting cells. We see that after a few hours of lag 

phase where the cells are adapting to the ONIX conditions, the cells start growing and even 

after they become mothers they continue to give additional daughters. Growth rate also 

appears to be similar to the control population with cells more than doubling every two hours. 

It is also clear after 18 hours of growth that the colony size of the induced cells is not different 

to the uninduced control population. These results show that even after increasing the gene 

copy number, cell arrest isn’t seen. This may still be due to the protein levels per cell not being 

high enough to cause cell arrest (at least with the SHE10 gene) after the promoters activate. 

Considering past experiments with these genes combined both high-copy number plasmids 

with very high strength promoters (i.e. GAL1), it is likely that considerable expression of these 

genes is needed for cell arrest, something not achievable with the hybrid promoters developed 

here. Alternatively, another possible hypothesis might be that the amount of ATc used (which 

is the same as the one used in the integrating constructs) might not be enough to completely 

lift TetR repression when TetR is now being expressed from a strong promoter on a multi-

copy plasmid. All the 2-micron constructs created were designed to carry a copy of the tetR 
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gene under the control of the relatively strong constitutive TEF1 promoter. One obvious 

solution would be to increase the concentration of ATc in the media in future experiments or 

to delete this gene from the plasmids and just rely on the copy integrated into the genome of 

Y02569 for repression when uninduced. 

All in all, using 2-micron plasmids is only one approach that could be explored in order 

to increase production. Another option is to further modify the sequences of the TXC or TXC2 

promoters by changing the core promoter to try and increase output, adding additional 

upstream activation sequences (UAS) from other characterised promoters to boost expression 

upon induction or even adding additional URS1 sequences. However, correct placement of 

these elements will be important in order to avoid interference with the existing URS1 region, 

which is crucial for Ash1 repression41, 186. 
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5.3.2.3 Cell arresting genes together with pseudohyphal growth 

Even though results from previous experiments did not provide substantial evidence 

to indicate that a complete system would work using the selected gene candidates, a final 

experiment to test the cell-arresting constructs inside filamenting strains was performed. The 

pGPY057 and pGPY059 2-micron plasmids carrying the XBP1 and SHE10 genes, 

respectively under the control of the TXC promoter were transformed into YGPH002 cells 

capable of induced pseudohyphal growth. Notably, the mother-specific promoters generated 

in this chapter theoretically only work in haploid cells. So, in this regard it adds further 

importance to our ability to create a haploid filamenting strain in Chapter 3, as the promoters 

would not work as intended in a diploid. 

 The time-lapse microscope experiment performed using the ONIX microfluidics 

platform and shown in Figure 79 sadly (but expectedly) appears not to show mother cells 

arresting in any of the two samples. However, there are some additional observations that can 

be made. First of all, it appears that contrary to the Y02569-GPY059 and YGPH002 strains 

the Y02569-GPY057 is not filamenting at all, despite being induced. Indeed, the shape of 

almost all cells is spherical. In addition, it is clear from the colony sizes that the cells grow and 

divide much faster than the Y02569-GPY059 strain which is an indication that cells are not 

performing pseudohyphal growth. The Y02569-GPY059 strain on the other hand grows 

considerably slower and is creating filaments, at least on the edges of the colony. The fact 

that the YGPH002 strain is also creating filaments is an indication that the ONIX system works 

as intended and that there are no induction problems - although, for this sample not many 

frames are available due to technical problems (the autofocusing algorithm was unable to 

keep cells in focus). In both Y02569-GPY057 and Y02569-GPY059 strains, there is a 

possibility that XBP1 or SHE10 production respectively negatively affects filamentation 

although, that would be in direct contrast to a large-scale study claiming enhanced invasive 

growth of strains overexpressing XBP1 or SHE10208. Having said that, there is also a 

possibility here that this is a result of an ATc induction problem. The concentration of ATc 

might not be high enough to compensate for the multiple copies of tetR in those 2-micron 

strains and the YGPH002 strains also carry the FLO8 gene, necessary for pseudohyphal 

growth expression and this under the control of the TetR-repressed TX promoter. If 

overexpression of TetR is leading to underinduction of FLO8, then filament formation will be 

reduced. Having said that, it is clear that a different approach during selection of potential cell 

arresting genes should be followed, targeting candidates that are able to induce cell cycle 

arrest at much lower concentrations. 
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5.4 Conclusions 

Work shown in this chapter attempted to establish a novel regulatory mechanism that 

in combination with pseudohyphal growth would be able to control the branching behaviour of 

a filamentous cell structure. Using hybrid promoter construction approaches, new synthetic 

promoters were developed that are inducible by a simple chemical stimulus and at the same 

time specific to cells that have undergone a division. These promoters were based on existing 

TetR-inducible promoter sequences and the native HO promoter which possesses unique 

regulation characteristics. The aim was to use these promoters to control genes that induce 

cell cycle arrest of delay in mother cells in an effort to limit filament branching.  

These differentially expressed inducible mother cell-specific promoters were first 

characterised by controlling the expression of a fast-degrading GFP protein (FD-GFP) in order 

to isolate successful promoter designs through the use of flow cytometry and fluorescence 

microscopy methods. Following this, two promoters were isolated and used to express cell 

arresting genes in both non filamenting and filamenting haploid strains in an effort to ultimately 

control the branching during pseudohyphal growth. 

Several cell arresting gene candidates were tested under two different hybrid promoter 

variants with slightly different behaviour but none of the constructs was able to induce cell 

growth arrest. Even when gene constructs were transferred into episomal high copy plasmids 

thus increasing expression output no cell arrest was observed. These results could be 

attributed to either weak general promoter expression, suboptimal episomal plasmid design, 

wrong induction conditions or a combination of these. For future experiments regarding 

pseudohyphal growth pattern formation, increasing the total expression output of these 

constructs in combination with the existing and new cell arresting genetic targets should be 

the aim. Having said that, these differentially expressed promoters could be applied to other 

research areas as well in cases where control of a specific subgroup of the cell population is 

important. 
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6 Discussion and Conclusions 

6.1 Implementing synthetic regulatory networks to induce 

multicellular pattern formation.  

6.1.1 Summary 

The overall aim of this work was to lay the foundations for engineered pattern formation 

in S. cerevisiae by taking advantage of one of its multicellular phenotypes. In particular, I 

focused on the pseudohyphal growth phenotype observed in some S. cerevisiae strains 

primarily when these are exposed to conditions of nutrient starvation which enable for 

multicellular patterns to be formed. By taking advantage of the ease of genetic manipulation 

in S. cerevisiae using the many synthetic biology tools that have been developed, I aimed to 

acquire genetic control of pseudohyphal growth. That was achieved in Chapter 3 through the 

construction and implementation of synthetic regulatory networks that control genes of interest 

from synthetic inducible promoters.  

Building upon previous work done in the synthetic biology field, characterised 

regulators were utilised to create a synthetic network of genes that induces the pseudohyphal 

growth phenotype using simple chemical stimuli. With pseudohyphal growth being a 

characteristic of diploid cells, which normally grow using the bipolar budding pattern, an effort 

was given to implementing these networks in haploid strains which are easier to manipulate 

and have more predictable behaviour. A haploid strain carrying a BUD4 gene knockout that 

forces cells to grow using the bipolar instead of the axial budding pattern was used to enable 

pseudohyphal growth upon synthetic network implementation. 

Along with the genetic targets used to enable pseudohyphal growth, additional genes 

were targeted and their effects in pattern morphology were assessed to see if they either 

inhibit or promote pseudohyphal growth. The potential to use these genes for future 

implementations was discussed. 

  

6.1.2 Using synthetic biology networks to induce the pseudohyphal growth 

phenotype  

Synthetic biology offers a vast toolset of natural and synthetic well characterised parts 

that enable the construction of advanced genetic networks with predicted functions23. I aimed 

to implement networks of previously characterised promoters and regulators to control genes 

that induce pseudohyphal growth even in situations of nutrient abundance. Using previously 

characterised GAL1-based TetR and LacI-inducible promoters I managed to induce 

pseudohyphal growth in both haploids and diploids using simple chemical stimuli (ATc and 

IPTG respectively). Analysis of the patterns formed by the haploid YGPH002 strain showed 
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that the strain exhibits several of the characteristics of pseudohyphal growth such as 

decreased growth rate, cell elongation and mother mitosis delay as described in several 

studies81, 155. These networks were assembled in integrating plasmids that contain both the 

genetic target of interest under the synthetic inducible promoters and the corresponding 

regulators (tetR or lacI). Being GAL1-based, these promoters ensured strong transcriptional 

output and at the same time an extra layer of regulation through galactose induction. 

The value of these networks and the synthetic biology approach taken is that these 

networks don’t necessarily act in isolation and could be attached to other native or synthetic 

yeast networks thus enabling unique types of regulation. In the case of the YGPH002 and 

YGPD002 strains for example, the network is also bound to the native yeast machinery of 

glucose repression and galactose promoter activation (in addition to tetR or lacI inhibition) so 

that the network is only active in galactose media and in the presence of either ATc (for tetR) 

and IPTG (for lacI). But these networks could be further expanded with the addition of other 

regulators on top of the existing ones or reconstructed completely with completely different 

sets of inducible promoters. For example, as discussed in Chapter 5, it would be possible to 

design a network of genes that not only controls pseudohyphal growth but also induces 

differential expression of cell arresting genes by utilising synthetic hybrid promoters that share 

part of the regulation mechanism of the other inducible promoters of the network. Particularly, 

the mother-specific TXC hybrid promoter created to drive cell arresting gene expression is 

partly regulated by tetR, which is the same as the TX promoter used for pseudohyphal growth 

induction. Of course, the pseudohyphal growth induction network could be reconstructed from 

the ground up using synthetic promoters that are independent of the carbon source, such as 

the synthetic TetR-inducible iPFY1 promoter described in Blount et al., or using natural yeast 

promoters such as the copper inducible CUP1 promoter or the daughter cell specific CTS1 

and DSE4 promoters87, 209. 

 

6.1.3 Achieving pseudohyphal growth in haploid cells 

One of the original aims of this project was to induce pseudohyphal growth in haploid 

cells. Haploids provide certain conveniences when transforming and verifying genetic function 

since they carry one set of chromosomes and as such any gene dynamics are easier to 

predict. In addition, haploids are considerably more straightforward to manipulate when 

creating gene knockouts in contrast to diploid cells which usually require double knockouts to 

be generated through mating. That proved to be particularly important when creating the BUD 

family gene knockouts. 

But the most important aspect of creating a haploid strain like the YGPH002 where 

pseudohyphal growth could be induced was that it enables for a unique type of regulation 

mechanism in the form of mother specific promoters. As discussed in Chapter 5, the HO 
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mother-specific promoter whose upstream regions were used to create the synthetic hybrid 

promoters, is only active in haploid cells since the a1-α2 heterodimer (formed by the MATa1 

and MATα2 proteins) expressed in diploid cells represses transcription185. As reported by 

Mathias et al., there are four sequences in URS1 and six in URS2 that share similarities with 

known a1-α2 binding site sequences and most of them provide high affinity with the 

heterodimer185. Elimination of those sequences without affecting other URS1 and URS2 

functionality would have probably been very difficult to achieve. 

Results from induction of pseudohyphal growth in haploid cells were very satisfying 

when compared to the diploid YGPD002 phenotype and filamentation was particularly intense 

in the case of the haploid YGPH002-BUD9KO strain. Thus Chapter 3 established that working 

with haploids in the context of pseudohyphal growth did not cause any issues.  

 

6.1.4 Several genetic targets can have vast effects on pseudohyphal growth 

phenotype expression 

In addition to the PHD1 and FLO8 genes used for the induction of pseudohyphal 

growth in our laboratory strains, the effects of other genetic targets were also investigated and 

as later proven had drastic effects on the pseudohyphal growth phenotype. The CDK8 gene 

was identified from literature quite early on in the project as a pseudohyphal growth antagonist 

and that is why initially, I attempted to create a complete gene knockout. That was proven not 

to have the ideal effects since pseudohyphal growth on the haploid YGPH003 strain became 

uncontrollable and independent of synthetic network induction, thus showing that the CDK8 

gene is essential for normal yeast growth. CDK8 regulation was later attempted in two different 

ways, one through the replacement of the native CDK8 promoter with a synthetic one and in 

the case of the work with genetic timers in Chapter 4, through the addition of an extra copy of 

the gene regulated by a synthetic inducible promoter. In the case of the genetic timers work, 

CDK8’s role as a pseudohyphal growth antagonist was used to ensure that the genetic timer 

reverts back to the normal yeast growth state, although it was later realised this is not 

necessary. As for the YGPH004 haploid strain carrying a galactose and LacI-inducible 

pseudohyphal growth network and a replacement of the native CDK8 promoter with the 

synthetic TetR-inducible iPFY1 promoter, it appears once again that CDK8 regulation of the 

native copy of the gene can be problematic and produce unexpected results in cell behaviour. 

Other genetic targets investigated in Chapter 3 were those belonging to the BUD gene 

family. Previous work has proven very useful in identifying these targets and they could 

potentially affect the phenotypes induced by our network132, 176. Three different genes of this 

family were targeted, the BUD8, the BUD9 and the BUD5. Three new strains were generated 

each with one of the BUD8, BUD9 or BUD5 genes knocked out using the haploid filamenting 
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strain YGPH002. The most interesting results were the ones taken from the YGPH002-

BUD8KO and YGPH002-BUD9KO. As expected the YGPH002-BUD8KO strain wasn’t able to 

form filaments but appeared to be under the influence of pseudohyphal growth, with cell 

morphology being abnormal and cells growing slower. In addition, cells appeared to bud 

primarily from the proximal pole thus driving the colony inwards on itself. On the other hand, 

the YGPH002-BUD9KO strain was able to show profound filamentation with cells expanding 

outwards of the colony and budding almost exclusively from the distal pole thus creating a 

strain where pseudohyphal growth is even more prominent. 

Pseudohyphal growth is a very complex phenomenon regulated by a very large 

number of pathways and demands the cooperation of numerous mechanisms. It would be 

very interesting to explore further genetic targets that might also lead to additional 

phenotypical changes such as genes that affect cell elongation including some members of 

the CDC family129, 210.  

 

6.1.5 Cell morphology screening and culturing methodologies 

Crucial to this project was the identification of a proper methodology for culturing and 

tracking the morphological changes of the cells. During the span of this project multiple 

methods of culturing and image capturing were utilised, each with its own advantages and 

disadvantages. In general, there were three different approaches followed for induction, 

growth and image capturing; liquid culturing and periodic cell visualisation on microscope 

slides, agarose pad-based growth and growth in the ONIX microfluidic platform. 

Liquid cultures provide the advantage of easy preparation, induction and growth with 

subsequent visualisation of samples on slides. This procedure is particularly useful when 

many samples are being tested especially after transformations where it is important assess 

the behaviour of multiple colonies and quickly verify if they exhibit the desired phenotype. The 

disadvantage of this procedure which is connected to the characteristics of the pseudohyphal 

growth phenotype is that filaments tend to break due to the forces during shaking, and cells 

tend to adhere to the walls of the culture tube as they are expressing FLO11. Cells with escape 

mutations that inactivate pseudohyphal growth also have a large growth advantage in this 

situation and can quickly take over the population. In addition, liquid culture samples 

transferred to microscope slides are not ideal for visualisation due to cells covering a range of 

layers (i.e. 3 dimensions) thus leading to blurry image capturing. Finally, probably the most 

important disadvantage is that liquid cultures do not allow for the generation of time-lapse 

series since samples are growing inside a shaking incubator and not under the microscope. 

Some of the experiments presented in this work were carried out using agarose pads. 

Agarose pads are layers of semi-solid media that are placed on microscope slides and allow 

for yeast cell growth with parallel microscope capturing. Skinner et al. has used this method 
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and provided a preparation protocol during fluorescence imaging of E. coli cells211. Agarose 

pads can be made by mixing any kind of transparent media (including any necessary chemical 

inducers) with agarose and if placed inside a microscope that includes an incubation chamber, 

they allow for cell growth and concurrent image capturing. The advantage of this methodology 

is that it enables time-lapse microscopy while cells are mostly growing on a single layer 

defined by the surface of the agarose pad. The disadvantages of this method are that agarose 

pad preparation can be quite difficult and time-consuming, while image capturing is also 

affected by the material’s properties which can be volatile due to temperature and humidity 

conditions. For example, agarose pads tend to contract during experiments and as a result 

the microscope might have a problem to keep track of the samples. Therefore, careful 

preparation and sealing of the slides containing the agarose pads is required. 

The final methodology for culturing yeast cells and track their growth using microscopy 

was through the use of the ONIX microfluidic platform. The field of microfluidics is developing 

rapidly and allows for cell culture with precise control of multiple conditions such as 

temperature and media flow while enabling precise tracking of cell patterning212. The CellASIC 

ONIX microfluidic platform developed by Merck Millipore (MA, USA) enables live cell analysis 

experiments with precise control of media flow and media switching. Cells are trapped inside 

special microfluidic plates that enable for dynamic time-lapse experiments under the 

microscope. In the experiments shown in this study, the ONIX platform enabled for clearer 

images to be captured using the 60x objective and much easier focusing. In general, ONIX 

plates enable for clearer time-lapses to be captured when compared to agarose pads. One 

clear disadvantage though, when compared to the agarose pads, is the cost of the plates 

which are fairly expensive and not reusable. 

One commonly-used method for verifying filamentation which was not used in this 

study is cell culturing on agar plates. Filamentation is verified by analysing images taken from 

the edges of a newly formed colony. Although this method provides some information 

regarding a strain’s filamentation capability it doesn’t allow for clear visualisation of the pattern 

and distinction between cells since objectives with high magnification cannot be used. 
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6.2 Testing advanced regulatory mechanisms to achieve specific 

pattern formation. Implementing genetic timer networks. 

6.2.1 Summary 

In an effort to enable the creation of defined patterns and at the same time show that 

the same genetic targets could be placed under a different kind of regulation, genetic networks 

of higher complexity were attempted. These networks, controlled by mutually-inhibiting 

regulators, have been shown to expose timer-like activity by gradually and predictably 

resetting to a predefined steady-state after the input that shifted the system away from that 

state is removed. The resetting time of these systems is defined by the relative strengths of 

the promoters driving the expression of the regulators. To test these genetic timer networks in 

the context of pseudohyphal growth, I attempted to construct strains that transition from 

filamentation to normal yeast growth based on the characteristics of these networks. 

Several design implementations of the genetic timers were tested. The first one 

included both the genes required for pseudohyphal growth (PHD1 and FLO8) as well as the 

pseudohyphal growth antagonist CDK8 on the opposing side of the genetic timer work. After 

testing, the design of this network was not considered ideal so other implementations omitting 

the CDK8 gene were constructed which were designed to have varying reset times. These 

new networks aimed to attach specific growth states to specific fluorescence outputs thus 

making tracking of the phenotypical changes easier and less susceptible to culturing and cell 

image capturing techniques. 

The results from these new networks were not ideal since reset times for the 

fluorescent timer constructs were proven to be very short and not as predicted. It appears that 

the genetic timer networks are not functioning as intended in the context of pseudohyphal 

growth and the dynamics of the mutually inhibiting regulators are significantly different to the 

ones reported in other systems50. The inclusion of fluorescent markers did however, provide 

valuable information for some interesting observations to be made regarding those dynamics. 

 

6.2.2 Inducing pseudohyphal growth using different network designs. 

One benefit of utilising synthetic biology approaches is that it is possible to achieve 

similar function in different contexts thus enabling a varying degree of applications. The 

modularity and good characterisation of key biological parts enables for easily adaptable 

systems and functions to meet new demands. In Chapter 3, it was shown how the two 

pseudohyphal growth inducing genes (PHD1 and FLO8) could be transferred from regulation 

by different promoters in the YGPH002 and YGPD002 strains for example, to the same type 

of regulation in YGPH004 strain. In Chapter 4, the same logic was applied for the construction 

of the genetic timers with both genes regulated by the same inputs (galactose induction and 
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TetR repression) and achieving similar phenotypes to the YGPH002 and YGPD002 strains 

when induced. This type of modularity enabled for the implementation and testing of genetic 

timer networks in the context of pseudohyphal growth, and ultimately led to the coupling of 

fluorescence expression and growth phenotype changes to the regulation state.  

 

6.2.3 Attaching fluorescence expression to phenotypical changes 

Originally, genetic timers were utilised in yeast to control fluorescence output or to 

control the transition of yeast cells from normal growth to flocculation through the expression 

of the FLO1 protein50. In this work for the first time, green and red fluorescence markers were 

bound to the phenotype changes in the context of the genetic timers. This therefore enabled 

more precise tracking of the changes in the dynamics of the system in combination with the 

expression of the phenotype. By including fluorescence expression to the new strains, 

fluorescence microscopy is enabled which makes it much easier to detect the point when the 

genetic timer system resets and when this change starts affecting filamentation. In addition, 

through flow cytometry the state of the network at a population and at single-cell level was 

captured, giving a clear indication of how the system reverts back to its steady state and how 

average fluorescence values change. 

In their past experiments, Ellis et al. observed a delay between the expected reset time 

and the point when flocculation occurred, thus hypothesising that maturation of the flocculation 

phenotype takes more time for the cells than production of green fluorescent protein takes in 

the initial timer prototypes50. In the ONIX time-lapse experiments of the T7-L18 and T18-LX 

genetic timers shown in this study, a similar pattern was observed although this time the 

system is resetting from pseudohyphal to normal growth. It appears, that despite the system 

resetting quite fast (at least as far as yEGFP intensity implies) cells are not completely 

reverting to normal growth until much later thus exhibiting a lag between timer reset time a 

growth phenotype change. Interestingly, this lag is not as obvious in the experiments 

performed in liquid cultures, with the majority of cells exhibiting normal yeast growth even at 

the 18 h time point of the genetic timer Experiment 2 across all samples. This can probably 

be attributed to the complications of liquid culturing and slide preparation which doesn’t give 

a clear indication of cells originating from the first hours of growth. Liquid growth also greatly 

favours cells not in pseudohyphal growth, meaning that any that reset back to normal growth 

quickly become the dominant population. In general, samples grown on agarose pads or 

inside the ONIX microfluidics platform were much clearer in showing pseudohyphal growth 

than liquid cultures. In conclusion, these results provide a better understanding on how growth 

states are regulated by synthetic networks and the dynamics involved in pseudohyphal growth 

in particular.  
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6.2.4 Pseudohyphal growth appears to affect the dynamics of the genetic timer 

system 

From the results obtained from the TIMER2, TIMER3 and TIMER4 strains it appears 

that the genetic timer system is not functioning as expected. The reset times for all three timers 

(TX-LX, T7-L18 and T18LX) have been reported to be much greater than the times exhibited 

by the filamenting strains shown here. Especially for the T7-L18 timer, no significant shift from 

the induced fluorescence values was expected before the first 24 h based on previously 

reported experiments50. The situation described in this study is very different to what was 

expected, with all three timer constructs starting to reset almost immediately after washing the 

inducer off as determined by the change in cell fluorescence. As mentioned already, the 

growth phenotype change appears to lag behind the change in dynamics of the network but 

even inside the ONIX culturing conditions spherical budding cells appear before the 24 h mark.  

The fact that when not induced, the system shows strong mCHERRY expression and 

no significant yEGFP expression, while when induced exhibits strong yEGFP expression 

indicates that the network design is implemented correctly. It appears, that pseudohyphal 

growth somehow affects the function of the genetic timer network in an unanticipated way. 

Normally, with the removal of the inducer (ATc) it is expected that LacI protein levels will slowly 

drop as TetR production starts to increase. The whole process is dependent, among other 

factors, on the division rate of the cells which continuously dilutes the contents of the nucleus 

and cytoplasm. Pseudohyphal growth leads to slower growth and as a result it is expected for 

the genetic timers to take longer to reset than in the Ellis et al. study. So, it is therefore very 

interesting that exactly the opposite is happening. In addition, the fact that red fluorescence is 

present to a significant degree even during ATc induction indicates that LacI doesn’t efficiently 

repress tetR expression and indicates that TetR molecules are present even during the ATc 

induction which is designed to ideally set the cells to having zero TetR molecules present. 

With the induction removed, TetR molecules immediately seem to be going and repressing all 

TetR regulated promoters such as the ones driving yEGFP expression. This is seen as upon 

ATc removal yEGFP levels per cell immediately appear to start dropping, inidcating that even 

throughout the ATc induction phase TetR molecules are still relatively abundant. This could 

be explained if the inhibition of TetR expression during the induction phase is not working and 

that TetR is continued to be expressed even though the LacI repressor should be in high 

numbers per cell and should be blocking any new TetR expression. The fact that mCherry 

expression is still seen during this phase suggests that the LacI repressor is not effectively 

blocking expression from the LX promoter which drives both mCherry and TetR production. 

Since the possibility of equivalent inactivating mutations on the lacI gene having independently 

occurred at some point across all three timer constructs taken from Ellis et al. is very unlikely, 
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another explanation needs to be found for LacI not being an effective repressor in this study. 

It is likely that the most probable explanation lies with the radical changes in gene expression 

or cell physiology that occur during pseudohyphal growth. These might affect the dynamics of 

systems such as the genetic timers shown here81, 157. As a protein, LacI lacks a nuclear 

localisation signal and work performed by Fieck et al. as well as unpublished work from within 

our group indicates that at any given time only a fraction of LacI molecules is inside the 

nucleus213. It is possible that changes in the cell associated with pseudohyphal growth might 

further enhance this phenomenon, for example if LacI accumulates in the cytosol when 

synthesised and only accesses its DNA targets when the nuclear envelope is broken at cell 

division, then its ability to repress its target promoters would theoretically be impaired by the 

slower growth of filamenting cells. It would therefore be interesting for future implementations 

of these genetic timers to try adding nuclear tags to the LacI protein and observe the results 

during both pseudohyphal and normal growth as this may increase LacI’s ability to repress the 

LX promoter and fix the problem. Having said that, another interesting observation regarding 

the dynamics exhibited by the genetic timer networks is the fact that the increase in red 

fluorescence production appears to significantly lag behind the drop in yEGFP production, a 

lag longer than that which would normally be attributed to mCherry protein’s maturation time 

which is about 40 min182. 

Altogether, the work of Chapter 4 underlines the limits of interchangeability of synthetic 

biology networks and parts and the importance of characterisation. The genetic timers shown 

here, are examples of networks that are not functioning in the same way in different biological 

contexts especially when conditions are drastically different. In the case of pseudohyphal 

growth, observations like this one give valuable information on the limitations of certain 

biological modules and aid future design attempts. 
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6.3 Achieving differential gene expression with the potential of 

specific pattern formation. Creating hybrid inducible mother 

specific promoters. 

6.3.1 Summary 

For true organised fractal-like patterns to be enabled cells need to differentiate as the 

colony expands. The genetic timers provided one potential approach and in Chapter 5 another 

method was proposed. By taking advantage of a native highly-regulated yeast promoter, it 

was attempted to create hybrid mother-specific inducible promoters that are activated by a 

chemical stimulus and at the same time only express in cells that have become mothers. The 

aim was to ultimately bind such promoters to genes that cause cell cycle arrest when 

overexpressed thus arresting the mother cells of the population. By achieving a high level of 

regulation like this and applying it to a population level, the generation of predictable fractal-

like patterns should be enabled.  

The hybrid promoter designs tested here were based on existing synthetic promoters 

fused with upstream regulatory sequences from the HO promoter normally expressed in 

mother haploid cells. Following a design methodology similar to the one described by Blazeck 

et al., upstream regulatory sequences of the HO promoter were placed upstream of core 

promoter sequences in order to successfully create, for the first time, hybrid TetR-repressible 

mother-specific promoters41. These promoters were then placed upstream of cell cycle 

arresting gene candidates and tested in the context of both normal yeast growth and 

pseudohyphal growth. The expression cassettes, originally built on integrative plasmids that 

insert into the yeast genome, were also placed in high copy episomal plasmids in order to 

further increase protein output. Unfortunately, none of the genes tested were able to exhibit 

desirable cell cycle arresting properties, thus eliminating them as potential candidates. 

 

6.3.2 Enabling novel types of gene regulation for pattern formation and 

beyond. Creating inducible mother-specific inducible promoters. 

Controlling the multicellular phenotype of pseudohyphal growth enables for unique 

fractal-like patterns to be formed although truly programmable diverse fractal formations 

require more than just induction of pseudohyphal growth. Multiple mechanisms will have to be 

in effect that work in cooperation in order to enable cell differentiation as the colonies grow 

and have genetic control over the fractal branching. Characteristic of pseudohyphal growth is 

the fact that cells follow a unipolar pattern and expand the filament formation outwards from 

the centre of the colony while remaining attached from their epical points. For diverse fractal 

patterns to occur through filamentation, we don’t want every cell to be a branching point but 

for the multicellular structure to have an inherent way of regulating how the formation expands. 
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In order to ensure programmed differentiation between cells, the implementation of advanced 

regulatory mechanisms are required that control the spatial location or timing of when certain 

genes are activated and which cells are going to divide or control which cells will be sacrificed 

through apoptosis. 

Here it was attempted for the first time to develop a mechanism that allows only a 

fraction of the population, the daughter cells, to divide during the generation of new filaments. 

Essentially, what I aimed to achieve is a method of daughter cell enrichment in a growing 

filamenting culture. Past research has primarily focused on mother enrichment where several 

mechanisms that lead to daughter cell arrest are implemented. Afonso et al (2010), created a 

synthetic biology device that incorporates daughter specific promoters and a conditional 

arresting gene to arrest daughter cells with the addition of a drug. This showed that it is 

possible to implement cell-cycle dependent elements in synthetic biology devices without 

affecting the general cell-cycle machinery87. In another study, Lindstrom and Gottschling 

(2009) proposed the Mother Enrichment Program (MEP), an inducible genetic system that 

uses Cre-lox recombination to disrupt essential genes and cause cell cycle arrest in daughter 

cells214. In both cases, the main goal was to study the mechanisms of aging and aging-

associated phenotypes.  

I aimed to develop synthetic hybrid promoters that are activated only in mother cells 

but also inducible so not active unless externally triggered. Two promoter candidates were 

placed upstream of genes that have been shown to lead to cell arrest when overexpressed in 

an effort to create a filamenting cell population where the mother cells arrest. I took advantage 

of two upstream regulatory sequences from the native HO promoter (URS1 and URS2) and 

fused them with a core region of the TX promoter eliminating carbon source specific regulation 

while keeping TetR regulation sites and sequences required for transcription initiation. At least 

one promoter (TXC) appeared to show clear differentiation between mother and daughter cells 

and even exhibited the G1/S phase specificity of the native HO promoter due to the URS2 

site. To my knowledge, this is the first time an inducible mother-specific synthetic promoter 

has been shown. It is important that such a novel type of regulation is made available for an 

organism that despite being one of the most popular model organisms lags being others in 

synthetic regulatory network designs59. Coupling such a promoter with other types of synthetic 

biology regulatory mechanisms would enable for the creation of very advanced networks 

whose functions can also be predicted and externally controlled. 

Other types of regulatory mechanisms that have been proposed by synthetic biology, 

such as the genetic timers or quorum sensing networks could be coupled with a synthetic 

mother-specific promoter and enable new genetic network applications. As already discussed, 

despite appearing incompatible with pseudohyphal growth in their current design, genetic 

timers have the capacity to delay expression of sets of genes until after a certain amount of 
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time or generations50. In addition, quorum sensing networks have been implemented in S. 

cerevisiae as well thus enabling gene activation in “receiver” cells only when certain cell 

densities are achieved34. It would be interesting to couple such mechanisms with the 

expression of some of the regulators of the synthetic hybrid promoter such as the Ash1 and 

TetR repressors and achieve unique differential expression across the whole cell population. 

Specifically, for filamentation, quorum sensing could be used in conjunction with networks that 

induce pseudohyphal growth and mother specific cell arrest to create filaments that stop 

branching after a certain cell density is reached and the opposite happens when cell density 

drops again.  

 

6.3.3 Approaches followed to induce mother-specific cell arrest. 

Successful induction of differential cell arrest across the filamenting population 

required three different parameters to be taken onto account. One was the type of regulation 

provided by the new synthetic promoter which has to be active in mother cells but not in 

daughter cells and at the same time be inducible so that it gets activated along with the 

pseudohyphal growth expression system. The HO promoter system provided the type of 

differential regulation needed while the TetR repression enabled for the chemical inducibility 

of the system. Four different promoter fusions were attempted between either the URS1 or 

both the URS1 and URS2 upstream regulatory regions of the HO promoter and two different 

inducible synthetic promoters the iPFY1 and the TX promoter. Combining upstream regulatory 

(or activating) sequences together can have both positive and negative effects on the 

transcriptional level and/or regulation in hybrid promoters as proven for the iPFY1 promoter in 

this study41. Combining HO promoter sites with an unmodified version of the iPFY1 promoter 

led to no detectable specificity between cells. On the other hand, using only a core sequence 

of the TX promoter whose upstream activating and TATA box sequences are well defined, led 

to the creation of two promoter designs one of which clearly worked. The TXC promoter, that 

carries both the URS1 and URS2 sequences exhibits expression only in mother cells and only 

during a specific period during the cell cycle (late G1/S phase) while the TXC2 promoter, which 

only carries the URS1 sequence appears to show some specificity for the mother cell although 

it appears to be active during certain stages of the daughter cell cycle as well, while also being 

significantly weaker. According to the literature, URS1 is primarily responsible for HO promoter 

activation and mother-specificity while the URS2 is required for G1/S specificity and its 

removal leads to daughter cell promoter leakiness as well expression during the M phase188. 

That kind of behaviour might not be ideal in the context of differential cell arrest. 

Another parameter to consider was protein production output which is primarily defined 

by the strength of the promoter driving gene expression and the genes copy number. In the 

TXC and TXC2 promoters shown in this study the strength of each promoter is exclusively 
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defined by the URS1 and URS2 upstream regulatory sequences since the PGAL UAS of the 

GAL1-based TX promoter has been removed. That was a rational decision knowing the 

strength of the PGAL UAS (upstream regulatory site) could override URS1 and URS2 

regulation. Having said that, it would be interesting to include a strong UAS like the PGAL UAS 

or even an additional copy of the URS1 site in a future promoter design upstream of the URS1 

and URS2 sequences to see whether transcription is amplified without affecting regulation. It 

has already been shown that it is possible to stack multiple upstream activating sequences 

from different promoters together and create hybrid promoters with enhanced transcriptional 

output but in the case of HO promoter-based hybrid designs it is important to account for their 

differential regulation capabilities41. HO promoter repression is achieved by the Ash1 protein 

primarily binding to the URS1 region and not allowing other factors to bind to that region and 

initiate transcription186, 190. Placing another UAS site downstream of the HO promoter’s URS 

sites would probably lead to no differential expression effect while placing the UAS of another 

promoter upstream might still enable for URS1 and URS2 transcriptional control. In this study 

it was opted to increase protein output through other means without affecting the workig 

promoter designs. For the first time in this project a switch from integrative to episomal 

plasmids was made. By switching to 2-micron plasmids the output was indeed increased 

although including a tetR gene as well in the same episomal constructs might not have been 

ideal since the repressor rising in concentration may have made ATc inhibition more difficult. 

Having said that, the whole process allowed for the implementation of the Yeast Tool Kit (YTK) 

assembly methodology for the first time in this work, which ultimately made plasmid 

construction much easier and should be considered for all future construction. 

The final parameter to consider was the selection of an appropriate gene that induces 

cell growth arrest when overexpressed without being toxic and leading to lysis. A variety of 

genetic targets were chosen that have been shown to induce cell arrest at different points in 

the cell cycle. The primary reason for including the TXC2 promoter in the cell arresting designs 

even with the fear of daughter cell leakage was the fact that the TXC promoter appears to be 

active only during a part of the cell cycle (second half of G1 and up to a point during the S 

phase) which might prevent satisfactory accumulation of proteins that induce cell arrest at 

other points of the cell cycle (e.g. M phase). Thus proteins that induce cell arrest at different 

cell cycle points were selected (e.g. Xbp1 during G1 and Rfa1 during the G2/M phase). 

Unfortunately, none of the proteins tested were able to induce cell ccyle arrest in the 

experiments performed. The most possible explanation is that expression levels from the 

hybrid promoters were not high enough to induce arrest which is also underlined by the fact 

that all these proteins have been shown in the past to arrest by expression from the strong 

GAL1 promoter and on episomal plasmids. I’ve already discussed potential ways to improve 
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promoter strength but it is equally important for future experiments to consider other genetic 

targets that are far more efficient at causing cell growth arrest. 

 

6.4 Limitations 

This project attempted to lay the foundations for programmable pattern generation in 

S. cerevisiae using synthetic biology techniques. The approaches followed to create such 

patterns have certain limitations as witnessed during the span of this project.  First of all, there 

are limitations regarding the current general designs of the synthetic regulatory networks 

created in combination with the phenotype characteristics of pseudohyphal growth. One of 

them is the growth rate of filament formation. Pseudohyphal growth puts the cells in a state of 

slower division and longer cell elongation thus limiting the speed in which patterns are 

generated81, 155. Depending on the application of the intended patterns that might not be 

necessarily an issue. In addition during pseudohyphal growth, a variety of cell mechanisms 

are being reorganised and the proteome of the cells changes significantly since several 

pathways are activated to accommodate for the new cell state81. That potentially might affect 

pathways not directly involved with the pseudohyphal growth phenotype and alter gene 

expression in general which could for example affect metabolic engineering where efficient 

protein production is required. In this study the change in cell physiology due to pseudohyphal 

growth has already proven to be an issue when attempting to control pattern generation with 

the genetic timers. The genetic timer networks do not have the same behaviour during 

pseudohyphal growth as previously seen during normal growth despite the fact that their 

components do not interact directly with any of the native genetic regulation involved in 

regulating filamentous growth. 

In addition, currently the synthetic networks designed for pseudohyphal growth only 

work in galactose media. Galactose media enables for the use of strong GAL1-based inducible 

promoters such as the TX and the LX promoters but limits pattern formation to a specific 

unfavoured carbon source and lowers growth rate further. Galactose could be used in 

combination with other carbon sources like raffinose but these GAL1-based promoters 

exclude the use of glucose which is a carbon source that S. cerevisiae prefers and in which it 

better proliferates. For applications where media type is important, the synthetic network could 

be adapted to include other promoters such as the iPFY1 inducible promoter or TetR-

repressible promoters based on the native yeast CYC1 promoter which are independent of 

the carbon source. Moreover, new synthetic biology innovations could lead to the creation of 

new regulated promoters, which is something that the field has already proven in the past with 

the modification of existing promoter sequences or even fusions of them41, 50.  
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In regards to the use of the synthetic hybrid promoters to induce cell arrest, limitations 

have already been discussed and are primarily focused on the transcriptional strength of these 

promoters and their period of expression during the cell cycle. Synthetic biology has proposed 

multiple ways to improve upon promoter strength and regulation. The application of error-

prone PCR based randomisation, synthetic promoter library (SPL) technologies and hybrid 

promoter construction could all hold promise for improved hybrid promoters with better 

characteristics for this project39, 41.   
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6.5 Applications 

The work shown here is primarily foundational and attempts to initiate research into 

engineering living microbes to grow into useful and interesting multicellular patterns. The goal 

was to use synthetic biology techniques to program S. cerevisiae, a naturally unicellular 

organism, to generate multicellular fractal-like structures that can be defined by the DNA 

sequence of the genetic parts incorporated into its genome, such as the promoter strengths. 

By using well-characterised components and networks that can be easily mathematically 

described, it is possible to generate specific repetitive patterns of a natural organism. S. 

cerevisiae was chosen not only because it is a well-studied model organism but also because 

it is involved in various industrial applications. Ultimately, these cell microstructures are aimed 

to be applied in the fields of materials and metabolic engineering in order to enable for unique 

applications. 

For applications in materials, yeast pseudohyphal growth patterns could utilised for the 

production of certain structural elements. For example, cells could be programmed to produce 

some kind of extracellular matrix thus generating microstructures following specific patterns. 

S. cerevisiae is naturally producing polysaccharides such as chitin, which is a common 

structural element found among fungi, and could be engineered to overproduce such polymers 

in order to create useful exoskeletons215, 216. Biopolymers could also be produced inside the 

yeast cells and through accumulation eventually lead to cell death thus leaving the fractal-like 

structure behind. 

In the field of metabolic engineering, a fractal-like pattern could provide better nutrient 

utilisation and redox balancing due to the characteristics of the increased surface area during 

2 dimensional (i.e. plate-based) growth provided by the filamenting phenotype, thus improving 

biosynthesis yields. Work in this area is just beginning but is nevertheless exciting. Filamenting 

yeast could also be exploited in the context of solid-state biocatalysts. Biocatalysts are 

commonly used when it is essential for living cells to produce an enzyme, usually difficult or 

expensive to extract, that catalyses a specific reaction. An important aspect of this procedure 

is the ability to easily separate the cells from the product and pseudohyphal growth provides 

a natural way of immobilisation between cells and their substrate that is cheap and effective. 

In addition, the increased surface area could allow for better substrate utilisation. 
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6.6 Future Work 

Enabling control over pseudohyphal growth and introducing new types of differential 

expression such as the one provided by the synthetic hybrid promoters is a first step for the 

generation of S. cerevisiae cells that create multicellular fractal-like patterns. There are several 

areas where this work could be improved upon and expand to unique applications.  

Regarding the work shown here, the primary focus for future experiments should be 

the successful production of filamenting strains that exhibit differential cell cycle arrest. The 

first logical step should be the identification of other genes that have the capacity to induce 

cell cycle arrest both in the context of pseudohyphal growth and when expression levels are 

low. Right now, the episomal high-copy plasmids designed with the YTK kit also include a tetR 

gene cassette which may potentially be leading to very high amounts of this inhibiting protein 

inside the cell. Eliminating this cassette from the 2-micron plasmids and relying just on an 

genomically-integrated copy for inhibition could potentially lead to increased transcription from 

the hybrid promoters. The downside of such a procedure is that this would probably lead to 

even more profound protein leakage from the system as shown in Chapter 5, thus maybe it is 

much easier and efficient to just further increase the concentration of ATc in the media. Given 

the overexpression requirements of most cell cycle arresting genes, the use of episomal 

plasmids is probably necessary but the utilisation of the YTK kit will make assembly of any 

future plasmids much easier. In addition, an effort should be put in creating additional variants 

of the synthetic hybrid promoters with enhanced strength maybe through the addition of 

additional activating sequences from other promoters or even additional URS1 sites upstream 

of the existing URS1 site. The PGAL UAS is a good candidate but if it is proven too strong for 

proper mother-daughter regulation to be seen then weaker sequences could be explored. 

Finally, in order to improve promoter characterisation in galactose it could also be attempted 

to induce the cells for longer periods. Having said that, it is always preferable to characterise 

cell cycle arresting capability of new promoter/gene pairs in glucose media first, where protein 

production is usually better, before attempting it in the context of pseudohyphal growth and 

galactose media. 

Applications of the differentially-expressed hybrid promoters could be also extended 

beyond the context of this work. By reversing what Afonso et al. showed in their mother 

enrichment work, synthetic devices that lead to cell death of mother cells instead can be 

constructed87. Using a similar approach, the URA3 conditional killer gene could be placed 

downstream of the TXC hybrid promoter to cause cell death upon induction with 5-fluoroorotic 

acid (5-FOA) thus eliminating aging cells. S. cerevisiae has been extensively used in cellular 

aging studies where isolating a fraction of a cell population can be taxing thus producing 
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populations consisting only of newly-born daughter cells could aid these important 

endeavours214.  

Regarding the pseudohyphal growth inducing networks, there are several approaches 

to be followed that could further enhance the applicability and characterisation of this work. 

First of all, it would be interesting to attempt designing similar networks with different promoter 

combinations. Using promoters whose regulation is independent of the media would enable 

filamentation in carbon sources like glucose thus expanding potential applications and making 

it easier to interface the TXC and TXC2 hybrid promoters created here. Growth in glucose 

might also accelerate filament formation compared to in galactose where growth speeds are 

slow. A good candidate is the TetR-inducible iPFY1 promoter, although it is significantly 

weaker to the TX and LX promoters51. In addition, it is interesting to attempt transferring at 

least the PHD1 gene, into a 2-micron plasmid thus observing the effects of higher 

overexpression to pseudohyphal growth. According to literature, initial studies of PHD1 

overexpression were carried out in 2-micron plasmids and although here I showed that 

expression from integrative plasmids is enough to induce filamentation it might be possible to 

further enhance the phenotype when expressed at higher levels143. Varying copy numbers per 

cell from plasmids, will however complicate potential analysis of the dynamics, especially 

when interfacing with other regulatory mechanisms as well. Moreover, the synthetic regulatory 

networks could also be benefited by linking them with BUD8 and BUD9 expression which 

depending on the type of regulation have shown to enhance of inhibit pseudohyphal growth. 

I’ve already constructed networks that co-regulate both the PHD1 and FLO8 genes by using 

the same promoters n (using eitgher the TX or LX promoters for both) and this therefore 

enables additional genetic targets to be added that are controlled by a different inducer. 

Furthermore, it could also be useful to ensure that in the existing strains that there are no 

double integrations. There is chance, albeit low, that where integrating plasmids have been 

used, these have ended up in multiple tandem copies at the intended genomic loci. For the 

purposes of Chapter 3, where overexpression of the PHD1 and FLO8 genes was the goal, 

having single or multiple copies of the genes doesn’t necessarily matter, however, this may 

not be the case for any kind of more advanced regulatory networks which may be affected by 

the copy-number of genes and regulators. It should be noted though, that in the case of the 

fluorescent genetic timer networks of Chapter 4, flow cytometry was used to isolate 

transformed colonies based on their fluorescence patterns and ensured that colonies with 

single integrations were used. 

During the span of this project, there were varying pseudohyphal growth induction and 

morphology visualisation procedures tested. For future experiments, there are a few 

recommendations and further adjustments to be made for an optimal set-up. First of all, for 

time-lapse experiments, the ONIX microfluidics platform or any similar microfluidics platform 
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enabling dynamic media control and single plain cell entrapment is suggested. As for the ONIX 

microfluidics platform, the only suggestion would be to attempt lower media flow rates (e.g. 

Psi 2) especially when testing non-adhering cells (e.g. in mother-daughter differential 

expression assays) in order to ensure proper entrapment and visualisation of newly-formed 

cells. Furthermore, after attempting different phase contrast filters I would suggest using ones 

that provide the highest contrast possible (e.g. Phase 3 filter for Nikon microscopes) especially 

when using fluorescence since these provide a clear outline of the cell walls. If clear definition 

of the cytoplasm is needed however, lower filters should be considered. Finally, for 

experiments where it is important to track budding patterns staining with Calcofluor White or 

Trypan Blue which strongly binds to chitin usually present around the bud neck should also 

be considered for use132, 217. 

In addition to the scientific approaches followed in this study there are additional 

avenues to be explored in order to further improve upon pattern formation achieved by S. 

cerevisiae. In order to generate unique fractal-like patterns based on yeast filamentation, 

multiple differentiating mechanisms need to cooperate together. For example, exploring 

genetic targets that affect cell elongation like the CDC family of genes could enable for unique 

cell morphologies. In addition, advanced regulatory mechanisms such are quorum sensing 

could enable cells to behave in different ways when a certain cell density is met maybe in 

conjunction with cell cycle arresting gene expression or even apoptotic mechanisms that 

control the expansion of the formation. Ratcliff et al. have shown that S. cerevisiae has the 

genomic capacity to form snowflake-like structures where a fraction of the dividing cells 

become apoptotic in order to accommodate for the better proliferation of the rest of the 

colony139. Investigating apoptotic mechanisms could produce similar results to the ones 

ultimately expected from differential cell arrest with redundant filaments lysing. 

Finally, this project would greatly benefit from the creation of mathematical models that 

closely describe the dynamics exhibited by the networks as well as geometric models that 

describe the patterns created. Fractals have been extensively studied mathematically for 

years and there is a plethora of tools to study them and even a dedicated mathematical 

language to describe them (L-system). The geometric model shown in Chapter 4, took into 

account several characteristics of the pseudohyphal growth pattern like unipolarity and slow 

growth but didn’t provide information about branching. Having a model that closely describes 

the growth characteristics of mother cells and how these are affected by the expression of a 

conditionally toxic or cell cycle arresting gene from hybrid promoters would greatly benefit 

pattern prediction.   
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6.7 Overall Conclusions 

This project attempted to lay the foundations for the creation of unique multicellular 

patterns in S. cerevisiae using synthetic biology techniques. By taking advantage of S. 

cerevisiae’s unique pseudohyphal growth phenotype the project attempted to create 

programmable fractal-like formations. Synthetic biology provided the tools for the creation and 

testing of advanced synthetic regulatory networks in the context of pseudohyphal growth for 

the first time and the development of novel forms of regulatory biological parts further 

expanding the yeast tool portfolio.  

The first goal of this project was the identification of the genetic targets necessary to 

induce pseudohyphal growth in the laboratory strains used in our lab and achieve genetic 

control over pseudohyphal growth. Through the implementation of synthetic regulatory 

networks that control induction of filamentation, pseudohyphal growth was successfully 

induced in both haploid and diploid cells. In continuation, additional genetic targets were 

identified and tested thus creating strains of varying pseudohyphal growth morphological 

capabilities. The value of such networks is that regulatory parts like promoters are 

interchangeable and in theory similar results could be achieved from different types of 

regulation. 

Following the successful creation of filamenting strains, the implementation of more 

advanced regulatory networks was attempted. Previously described genetic timer networks 

were implemented in filamenting strains in order to enable unique population behaviours and 

colony formations. The genetic timers were aimed to induce the transition of cells from 

pseudohyphal to normal yeast growth after a set amount of time dependent on the relative 

strengths of two opposing regulators. To better track the behaviour of the genetic timer 

network and the expression of the cell phenotypes the states of the timers were bound to 

different fluorescence markers thus enabling for the first time parallel tracking of the genetic 

timer regulators and cell morphology. From these experiments it was determined that genetic 

timers do not function in the context of pseudohyphal growth in a similar manner to normal 

yeast growth. 

Finally, the project attempted to develop biological parts which provide novel regulation 

not previously available in S. cerevisiae molecular and synthetic biology. The concept of 

synthetic hybrid promoters was applied for the creation of differentially expressed TetR-

inducible promoters. Through the fusion between upstream regulatory sites of the HO 

promoter and core sequences of the TX promoter a novel promoter was developed that is only 

active in mother cells and induced by TetR. This promoter was then placed upstream of genes 

known to cause cell arrest when overexpressed in order to create filamenting strains that 

generate unique patterns. None of the constructs created exhibited mother specific cell arrest 
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thus further modifications would need to be made. Nevertheless, the creation of such 

promoters provide unique opportunities and further expand the synthetic biology toolset.  
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APPENDIX 
 

Code for Geometric Modelling shown in Figure 54 provided by Isuru Goonatilake. 

 

 

APPENDIX

A. Primer Sequences

GP81: CATTTTAATAACTAGTGGGGTTTTTCTCC

GP82: TTCTTCACCTTTAGACATTTTAATAGG

GP83: AACCCAACTACTAGTTATTAAAATGTATAATGGCAAGGATAGAGC

GP84: ATCGTAACAGAGCTCCTATCTTCTGTTTTTCTTTCGAG

GP107: GATTGTACTGAGAGTGCACCATACCACAGCTTTTCAATTC

GP108: GCGGCTTCTAATCCGTACTTCGGTGATGGTTCACGTAGTG

GP109: GCCCACTACGTGAACCATCACCGAAGTACGGATTAGAAGC

GP110: AATTGAATTGAAAAGCTGTGGTATGGTGCACTCTCAGTAC

B. Code for Geometric Modelling

Page 32 of 35

C. Prior Work

C.1. Quorum Sensing

”One previously researched gene circuit that could be used to produce patterns is the quorum

sensing network by Chen. et. al. [3] They built two synthetic cell-cell communication systems

in yeast. They did this by integrating Arabidopsis thailana signal synthesis and receptor

components with yeast endogenous protein phosphorylation elements and new response promoters.

[3] The synthetic yeast cells synthesise cytokinin (a plant hormone) which acts as a sender

signal, activating a hybrid exogenous/endogenous phosphorylation signalling pathway in nearby

engineered yeast, which acts as the receivers of the signal. [3] The system that is particularly

relevant to pattern formation is a system where the sender and receiver networks are integrated

under positive feedback regulation (shown in Figure 25), which allows population density

dependent gene regulation, also known quorum sensing.” [3] [1]

”The quorum sensing system controls the expression of GFP dependent on the cell population

density. When there is a low population density, the expression of AtIPT4 is very low because

the lack of IP does not activate AtCRE1-YPD1-SKN7 phosphorylation and as a result only low

levels of either IP or AtIPT4 exist, meaning that there is low levels of GFP expression as well.

When there is a high density, there is a high enough extracellular concentration of IP causing

AtIPT4 expression and then by the positive feedback loop the increase in IP concentration, and

thereby GFP expression. So in low cell densities there is less GFP production compared to

higher cell densities.” [3] [1]

”This population density relative expression could be quite useful in the application of pattern
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